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THE BOEING 737 MAX: EXAMINING THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND MARKETING OF
THE AIRCRAFT
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2019

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE,
WASHINGTON, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room
2167, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Peter A. DeFazio
(Chairman of the committee) presiding.
Mr. DEFAZIO. The Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure will come to order.
I ask unanimous consent that the chair be authorized to declare
recesses during today’s hearing.
Without objection, so ordered.
I also ask unanimous consent that the chair and ranking member of the full committee be recognized for 10 minutes each during
the first round of questions.
Without objection, so ordered.
Before I begin I want to explain an administrative matter regarding some of the documents we may use in today’s hearing, and
that will be entered into the record. I will be making two unanimous consent requests in reference to two documents, list A and
list B.
First, the documents contained on list B are marked ‘‘export control.’’ We have been advised by the House General Counsel that the
Constitution provides ample authority for us to release these documents and the documents from Boeing. Boeing’s attorneys agreed
to the release of these documents. I see nothing that is export-sensitive in these documents. The FAA stamped every document they
sent us as ‘‘export control.’’
However, to prevent confusion with regards to documents with
‘‘export control’’ markings on them, I will be making a unanimous
consent request regarding the release of these documents, pursuant
to the Export Control Act.
Second, I will be making a unanimous consent request to enter
the documents on list A into the hearing record. This list includes
the export control documents on list B, as well as additional documents. The ranking member’s staff is aware of all these, and has
reviewed all these documents that are on both lists.
And with that I ask unanimous consent that the documents on
list B be disclosed pursuant to 50 U.S. Code, section——
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. DEFAZIO. Yes?
COMMITTEE

ON
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Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. I want to reserve my right to object
at this point.
Mr. DEFAZIO. The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. The reason for doing that is we have
had two—at least two, that I can remember—hearings noting Chinese infiltration of American industries, and that includes rail,
maritime, transit, you name it, and they would love to have the opportunity to get their hands on technology from the aviation industry, as well. And it concerns me in a big way.
We have talked about this and gone over this. These documents
have all been made available to everybody on the committee. Making these documents available to the public, or putting them out
there in the public domain, I think, is a real problem. I do. And
I think we are cutting ourselves off at the legs when it comes to
that technology. It concerns me. It concerns me in a big way, and
I really want us to think about that, moving forward.
Having said that, I will withdraw my right to object, and allow
this to move forward, because I do want to get answers. I think we
can get the answers without these, but I do want to get the answers, so will remove that request.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Well, I thank the gentleman. And I didn’t take a
back seat to anybody in the issues regarding China. I voted against
most-favored-nation status, opposed them going into the WTO. I
have raised concerns for decades about their theft of U.S. technology, and their unfair trade practices. So I certainly share the
gentleman’s concerns.
I have reviewed these documents. I don’t think there is anything
in there that will be of any utility to the Chinese. But in any case,
I recognize your concerns. So I just have to finish reading this list
B. It will be disclosed pursuant to 50 United States Code section
4820(h)2(b)2, because withholding such information is contrary to
the national interest.
Without objection, so ordered.
In addition, I ask unanimous consent to enter all the documents
on list A into the hearing record.
Without objection, so ordered.
[The information follows:]
f
List A and List B, Submitted for the Record by Hon. DeFazio
List A is on pages 119–158. List B is on pages 159–273.

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Mr. DEFAZIO. Let’s proceed now to the hearing.
I first want to recognize the families who are here today. I have
met twice with families. I don’t know if have met with all of you
who are here today. And I want to convey my utmost condolences.
It is 1 year and 1 day after the Lion Air crash, a very somber day.
We shouldn’t have to be here, but we are. And we are going to get
to the bottom of this, and we are going to fix it, and we are going
to see it never happens again.
With that, I would thank the witnesses for being here, Mr.
Muilenburg, Mr. Hamilton, this is the fourth hearing the committee has held, our first full committee hearing. Given the extraordinary interest of members of the committee, I felt it best to
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do it in full committee. I know that Boeing told us that they wanted to wait until the airplane was ungrounded, but I felt it was very
important for them to testify before that happened.
We are here today because 346 people—sons, daughters, fathers,
mothers—died on two MAX aircraft within a 5-month period.
Something went drastically wrong.
As you know, our committee has been conducting a very robust
investigation for a long time. We have never undertaken an investigation of this magnitude, to the best of my knowledge, in the history of this committee, which is the second oldest committee in the
United States Congress.
And we have received hundreds of thousands of pages of documents from Boeing. They have been cooperative in providing those
documents, and agreeing that we could use those documents in the
public hearing. And we have received tens of thousands of pages
from the FAA. We have conducted some interviews with FAA employees. We have others we wish to interview, and we have requested to interview Boeing employees, but we are told that we
have to be in line behind the Justice Department. So those are still
forthcoming.
There are a lot of unanswered questions that we need to get to
the bottom of. We know that a new and novel system called MCAS
took these two planes into an uncontrollable attitude after it repeatedly triggered, having to do with a faulty or missing sensor.
The system was wired to one sensor.
And in May, then-Acting Administrator Elwell sat there, and I
asked him, was MCAS a safety-critical system? He said yes. Then
how could it have been approved to trigger with a single point of
failure? He had no answer to that. How could the FAA approve it?
How could the manufacturer do that? He had no good answer. We
are going to continue to pursue the roots of this problem.
We do know that at one point, Boeing had planned to inform pilots about MCAS. In fact, it was in the first version of the flight
manual when it was a relatively benign system. But when it became a radical system which could trigger a catastrophic failure, it
came out. Some of that was discussed in the Senate yesterday and
it will be discussed here again today, particularly quoting from
Boeing’s chief test pilot. And his instant messages seem inexplicable.
Secondly, we do know that Boeing engineers actually proposed
placing a MCAS annunciator in the cockpit. But again, that came
out in later versions, or in the actual production version.
And then it wasn’t until after Lion Air that Boeing informed anyone. And still at that point, I think, soft peddling MCAS, that it
was in the plane. I have talked to a lot of pissed off pilots. They
said, ‘‘We were the backup system? How can we be backup, if we
don’t know something is going to take over our plane?’’ There is
quite a bit of discontent out in the aviation community about that.
We now know that Boeing and the FAA assume pilots would appropriately react in 4 seconds. Four seconds. But Boeing had information, which we will get to a little later in this hearing, that some
pilots might react in 10 seconds or longer. And, if that happens, the
results would be catastrophic, and result in the loss of the aircraft,
as happened twice.
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We now know from the very beginning of the plane’s development Boeing was—they had a phone call. The phone call was, hey,
major customer, we are going to buy Airbus. They have better fuel
economy, and the pilots don’t need retraining, which is very expensive and disruptive of our schedules. So Boeing, from day one, had
to meet that. Instead of a clean sheet airplane, they got the 12th
or 13th iteration of the 737 amended type certificate. That meant
big engines mounted forward, flies differently.
Then they had to develop a system to make it fly the same as
the others, so it wouldn’t have to go through pilot training or recertification. And that drove the whole process.
We do know that Boeing offered Southwest Airlines $1 million
per plane rebate if the pilots had to be retrained. Imagine what the
pressures were from the top on down to mid-level, low-level engineers. You are saying, ‘‘What? No, no, no. Can’t have that. It has
cost us a million bucks a plane, $300 million for that one contract.’’
Maybe other contracts had the same provision. Cost us our marketing advantage. Slow things down.
And then, there has been a lack of candor all through this. Boeing learned that the AOA, angle-of-attack, disagree light, which
was a standard feature on all Boeing 737s, did not work on this
plane, unless someone bought the upgraded package. We were told
that was an inadvertent software error in developing the upgraded
package, but—that may be so.
But Boeing decided to delay the fix for 3 years, until 2020. They
didn’t tell the FAA, they didn’t tell the customers, and they didn’t
tell the pilots about this until after the Lion Air crash. That is inexplicable. They say, ‘‘Well, it is not necessary for safe operation of
the MAX,’’ but keeping everybody in the dark and having that—
there it is, it is there, it is right in front of the pilot, it is not lighting up. Well, it can’t light up, even if there is disagreement.
And it was included in the flight manual, unlike MCAS. Wow.
So you include something in the manual that doesn’t work, but
something that is going to work and potentially cause catastrophic
issues is not in the manual. What was that all about?
We know there was the tremendous pressure on production. Boeing whistleblowers have contacted us regarding features engineers
wanted to put on the MAX, but were denied because of the rush
to get this plane out the door and compete.
We have from an internal whistleblower a survey conducted November 2016 that 39 percent of Boeing employees surveyed, they
experienced undue pressure. Twenty-nine percent said they were
concerned about consequences. Consequences? You might lose your
job, I guess, if they reported these incidents.
We now know at least one case where a Boeing manager implored then-vice president, the general manager of the 737 program, to shut down the 737 MAX production line because of safety
concerns several months before the first tragic Lion Air crash.
There is a lot we don’t know. We don’t know what would happen
if a different path had been followed here, exactly.
We don’t know, if these pilots had had simulator training that
replicated this system, what would have happened.
We don’t know why Boeing designed a plane with a safety critical system assigned to a single point of failure. Inexplicable, inex-
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cusable. And, as far as I know, unprecedented in the history of passenger aviation production.
We do know, and we have seen that pressures from Wall Street,
market forces, have a way of influencing the decisions of the best
companies in the worst way, endangering the public, jeopardizing
the good work of countless, countless hardworking employees on
the factory lines. And I hope that is not the story that is ultimately
going to be written about this long-admired company.
So we need today, Mr. Muilenburg, Mr. Hamilton, we need answers. But we also know that we need reforms on how commercial
aircraft are certified, and how manufacturers—not just Boeing,
all—are watched and overseen by the regulators. This hearing
today and investigation is not just about getting answers to our
questions, but how to make the system safer and prevent future
tragedies.
[Mr. DeFazio’s prepared statement follows:]
f
Prepared Statement of Hon. Peter A. DeFazio, a Representative in Congress from the State of Oregon, and Chairman, Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
Thank you, Mr. Muilenburg and Mr. Hamilton, for being at today’s hearing, ‘‘The
Boeing 737 MAX: Examining the Design, Development, and Marketing of the Aircraft.’’ This is the fourth hearing our committee has held on the 737 MAX since
May, but the first full committee hearing on this subject.
I know Boeing wanted to wait to testify until after the airplane was ungrounded,
but I thought it was important you appear before our committee before the MAX
returned to service.
You are here today because 346 people—sons, daughters, fathers, and mothers—
died on two Boeing 737 MAX aircraft in the span of 5 months. If you need a reminder of the lives that have been devastated by these tragedies, you can look to
the family members of those on Lion Air flight 610 and Ethiopian Airlines flight
302 who are sitting to your left. Their lives have been forever changed as a result
of these two crashes, crashes that could have been avoided.
Something went drastically wrong, a total of 346 people died, and we have a duty
to fix it.
As you know, our committee has been conducting a robust investigation of the design, development, and certification of Boeing’s 737 MAX since March. In fact, our
investigation is the most extensive and important investigation this committee has
undertaken during my time on the committee.
Over the last several months, we have received hundreds of thousands of pages
of documents from Boeing and others, and our staff is continuing to review those
records. Our investigation is not complete, and we will continue to investigate these
issues until we have clear answers to our questions. The family members of those
who died, many of whom are here today, deserve answers too.
There are areas we are exploring that remain murky, and we need to bring clarity
to those issues. But there is a lot we have learned over the past 7 months, and we
expect you to answer a number of questions to improve our understanding of what
happened and why.
MCAS

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

We now know that a single point of failure triggered a novel flight control system
that put these two flights into unrecoverable dives. As a result of this single point
of failure—the angle-of-attack sensor—the maneuvering characteristics augmentation system (MCAS) led to repeated and continuous nose-down trim commands in
both accidents, and the chain of events that followed and ultimately led to both aircraft impacting water or terrain.
We now know that at one point Boeing had planned to inform pilots about MCAS
in their flight manuals, but then reversed course and removed virtually every reference of MCAS from the pilot operating and training manuals. As if it never existed.
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We now know that Boeing engineers proposed placing an MCAS annunciator inside the cockpit itself, but that initial decision failed to materialize in the final
versions of the 737 MAX. It was not until after Lion Air flight 610 plunged into the
waters off the coast of Indonesia 1 year ago that pilots even became aware of MCAS
and its capabilities. Even after these accidents, Boeing attempted to downplay
MCAS and its abilities although they knew that a malfunctioning MCAS could lead
to catastrophe in certain circumstances
We now know that while Boeing and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
assumed pilots would appropriately react to an MCAS malfunction resulting in stabilizer trim run-away within 4 seconds, Boeing had information that some pilots
might react in 10 seconds or longer, and that if that happened, the results would
be catastrophic, resulting in the loss of the aircraft.
PILOT TRAINING

We now know that from the very beginning of the plane’s development, Boeing
touted the limited training required for pilots to switch from flying the older 737
NG to the new 737 MAX—known as ‘‘differences’’ training. Why is that important?
Well, limiting pilot training translated into key marketing incentives to sell the
MAX to airlines—it would not only save airlines money on training for their pilots,
it would help get the plane approved and to market faster.
We now know that Boeing offered Southwest Airlines a rebate of $1 million per
airplane if pilots ended up needing simulator training in order to fly the 737 MAX.
By the time of the Lion Air crash, Southwest had already ordered nearly 300 of the
aircraft. Failure to ensure the FAA provided Level B, or nonsimulator, training
would have cost Boeing hundreds of millions of dollars and given its competitor an
advantage.
LACK OF CANDOR

We now know that in August 2017, Boeing learned that the angle-of-attack (AOA)
disagree alert—a standard, standalone feature on all 737 MAX aircraft that indicates to pilots when the readings from the left and right AOA sensors disagree—
did not work on aircraft unless they also purchased an optional AOA indicator feature. Despite becoming aware of this issue, Boeing decided to delay a fix for 3
years—until 2020—failing to inform the FAA, its airline customers, and 737 MAX
pilots about this flaw until after the Lion Air crash.
Even if the AOA disagree alert is not necessary for safe operation of the MAX,
as Boeing states, the company kept everyone, including regulators, in the dark regarding its inoperability for more than a year. And during this time, Boeing continued delivering new aircraft to customers with nonfunctioning AOA disagree alerts
and did not inform airlines or pilots the alerts were not functioning. In fact, the
AOA disagree alert was included in the 737 MAX flight crew operating manual, including the one provided to Lion Air in August 2018. The actual fix was relatively
simple and a software update could have been done quickly, but it wasn’t, and it
is still unclear why.
UNDUE PRESSURE

We now know that at least one internal Boeing whistleblower said Boeing sacrificed safety for cost savings on some features that engineers intended to deploy
on the MAX during the development process.
We now know from an internal Boeing survey conducted in November 2016, provided to the committee from a whistleblower, that 39 percent of those Boeing employees surveyed said they experienced undue pressure and 29 percent said they
were concerned about ‘‘consequences’’ if they reported these incidents.
We now know of at least one case where a Boeing manager implored the thenVice President and General Manager of the 737 program to shut down the 737 MAX
production line because of safety concerns, several months before the Lion Air crash
in October 2018.
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

But there is still a lot that we don’t know. We don’t know what the results would
have been if different actions were taken. We don’t know what would have happened if more information was shared with the FAA. We don’t know what would
have happened if the pilots of these two doomed 737 MAX aircraft had been required to undergo simulator training prior to flying the MAX.
We are still unclear about why Boeing designed the 737 MAX to rely on a single
point of failure that the company knew could potentially be catastrophic. This was
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inexplicable and inexcusable. We may never know what key steps could have been
taken that would have altered the fate of those flights, but we do know that a variety of decisions could have made those planes safer and perhaps saved the lives of
those on board.
Mr. Muilenburg, I’ve worked on consumer and aviation safety issues for a long
time, in this very room in fact. And I have seen how pressures from Wall Street
have a way of influencing the decisions of the best companies in the worst way, endangering the public and jeopardizing the good work of countless workers on the
factory lines. I hope that’s not the story that will be written about your long-admired company.
So we need answers from you today, Mr. Muilenburg, but more importantly, I believe the 737 MAX accidents show that we need reforms in how commercial aircraft
are certified and how manufacturers, like Boeing, are watched and overseen by the
regulator. Our investigation and this hearing are not just about getting answers to
our questions, but about making the aviation system safer, for all who travel, and
ensuring tragedies like those in Indonesia and Ethiopia never happen again.

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Mr. DEFAZIO. With that, I yield time to the ranking member.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding
this hearing.
I do want to extend my condolences to the families and friends
of the accident victims. I can’t imagine how hard it is to you to sit
and go through this process.
I am going to divert from my statement for just a minute and
associate myself with a couple of comments that the chairman
made. And I, too, as a pilot, having a piece of equipment in an airplane that I don’t know about is something that concerns me in a
big way. And that comment about pilots saying, ‘‘What, we are the
backup system,’’ it does concern me.
But I do want to point out, though, as well, when it comes to Airbus—because it was mentioned, too, that there were customers
that wanted to look at Airbus as opposed to the Boeing product,
but in an Airbus aircraft the pilot is the backup system. You can’t
shut it off.
The same—similar system, I should say, very similar system in
an Airbus that is in a Boeing MAX, MCAS, you can’t shut it off.
It overrides the pilot. Overrides the pilot, whereas MCAS can be
shut off, and that is one of the things about, you know, when it
comes to being a pilot, you want to be able to shut a system off
that has failed, and be able to fly the airplane. And that is what
I have harped on and harped on over and over and over again.
And it is my hope that Mr. Muilenburg’s testimony today is going
to help us understand the decisions that Boeing made between
2009 and 2017 regarding the design and certification of the 737
MAX. Some of those decisions were reviewed and approved by the
Boeing Organization Designation Authorization, or the ODA. We
keep using that term, obviously. It is on behalf of the FAA. And
while the Boeing ODA was authorized to act for the FAA, as the
regulator of the FAA, they retain the ultimate responsibility for
overseeing the compliance with all safety regulations. It still lies
within the FAA.
And I know the chairman said we have still got a lot of other
people to hear from. We are hearing from the Boeing leadership
today. At the time of these decisions, to get a complete picture, I
would like to hear from the FAA officials that were there at the
time, between 2012 and 2017, when these decisions were being
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made. And I hope that I can get a commitment—and I am sure you
don’t have any problem with that—to do that.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I commit that we will be hearing from FAA.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. Because we have got to hear from everybody. That is the bottom line. I have said before, many times,
the various investigations, they reveal problems.
If these investigations reveal problems with certification, then I
think Congress should act to fix those specific and identifiable
problems. That is going to be the issue, identifying what those
problems are.
But in the aftermath of these accidents, we can’t address safety
of the aviation system by focusing on one single factor.
And there is never one single factor that contributes to an accident. I have heard safety experts refer to the swiss cheese model
of accident causation. In this model, if you use this model, you have
layers, many layers of accident protection that are visual. If you
visualize them as slices of cheese with holes that represent the
weaknesses, some of those weaknesses are due to conditions. Others are due to active failures.
But when an accident occurs, when all of those holes of weaknesses, when they line up, that is when you have a catastrophic
failure. And in the context of the 737 MAX, we have to consider
all of those layers, all of them, when it comes to the protection and
safety, when we try to determine what weaknesses are out there,
and try to figure out what those weaknesses are.
So, as an investigator, the Indonesian Government said about
the Lion Air accident—and I quote—‘‘If one of those nine contributing factors did not happen, the crash would not have happened.’’
One particular layer, the design and certification of the 737 MAX,
that is the focus of a number of investigations.
And earlier this year Boeing took responsibility for the MCAS design weaknesses, and they have been working on a software fix
which we are waiting to hear about.
But other weaknesses, Boeing, with the FAA’s oversight—we are
going to address—they include pilot displays, operation manuals,
crew training. Today we are going to hear about the status of all
of those efforts.
But I want to hear about how these efforts line up with the recommendations of the Joint Authorities Technical Review, or the
JATR. The first completed review of the MAX certification by individuals with vast aviation and technical expertise is due out—is obviously due soon.
But while the JATR didn’t call for an end to the FAA’s delegation
programs, it did highlight some bureaucratic efficiencies in the relationship between Boeing and the FAA, and we have to address
those. And I know we will.
The FAA concurred with the JATR’s report, and is committed to
working on these recommendations, which is good. We, obviously,
have to have oversight to make sure that that happens.
But lastly, Mr. Muilenburg, I want to hear about recently shared
documents relating to Boeing’s former chief technical pilot for the
737. And I am sure you are going to do that.
But other investigations are moving forward, as well. Last month
the National Transportation Safety Board, they issued a rec-
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ommendation report which largely focused on the assumptions that
were made during the design and certification process related to
human factors. Design and certification cannot be the sole focus of
our efforts, and I have said this before. That is only one layer of
that cheese model that I talked about.
In the last few months other weaknesses that appear to have
played a role in these accidents have surfaced. Reports earlier this
month called into question evidence submitted to the Lion Air investigation, which related to the installation, calibration, and testing of the faulty angle-of-attack sensor.
There has also been whistleblower statements and other reports
raising significant concerns with the Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines operation and maintenance programs.
The former chief engineer for Ethiopian Airlines filed a whistleblower complaint alleging significant problems with that airline’s
maintenance, training, and recordkeeping.
He also alleges that the air carrier went into the maintenance
records of the 737 MAX a day after the accident.
And, unfortunately, operational pressures and lack of robust
safety culture can negatively impact aviation safety. That is another layer of that model that I talked about. The NTSB has confirmed that, along with certification, operational factors are going
to be the focus of its accident investigations.
In addition, along with its own MAX certification review, the Department of Transportation—their IG, their inspector general, at
the request of the committee’s leadership—is soon going to begin
a review of the international training standards in the impact of
automation, which is another thing that I have talked about as a
potential problem.
But I want to be crystal clear in reviewing these areas, that this
is not an effort to blame the pilots, and I don’t blame the pilots,
and I don’t absolve Boeing of its responsibility.
But a September New York Times magazine article described the
changing nature of the airline industry, and the impact it is having
on airmanship. And the article refers to a decade-long transformation of the entire business of flying, in which airplanes became so automated and accidents so rare that a cheap air travel
boom was able to take root around the world. And this boom in air
travel resulted in the need for more and more pilots. But the pool
of experienced pilots couldn’t keep up.
I remember getting letters from airlines all over the world, just
simply because I had ATP on my license, getting letters, offering
me jobs to quit what I was doing and come fly for them.
But I will continue to repeat this. Pilots can master cockpit technology. But when the technology fails, they have to be able to fly
the plane, not just fly the computer. And to be clear, none of this
is a reflection on Lion Air or Ethiopia’s pilots’ professionalism or
character. They were fighting for their lives. That is the bottom
line.
But instead, it is a reflection on the broader pressures that are
present today in the global aviation economy. And it is incumbent
on the airline whose name is on the side of that airplane to ensure
that their pilots are properly trained to the level that they need to
be, and not rushed into the cockpits to meet those demands.
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That is where some of this blame lies, in Ethiopia in particular.
The Government owns the airline, and they put pilots in there
that—something above their head. It is not the pilot’s fault. You
have to look at who put them in that position to be responsible for
hundreds of lives.
So in line with that swiss cheese model and other layers of protection, such as pilot actions, airline operations, maintenance,
training programs, they must also be explored, and all of those
weaknesses have to be addressed.
And I still believe that the FAA remains the gold standard in
aviation safety. And once the agency certifies the fixes to the MAX,
I will gladly volunteer to be the very first person, right alongside
Administrator Dickson, in the very first flight of the MAX 8.
In regard to the two 737 MAX accidents, I think all of those
issues need to be addressed, but only after we have had the benefit
of various investigative work that has yet to be completed. Jumping to conclusions before that work is done only risks more harm
than good.
The bottom line is the U.S. safety record speaks for itself. And
I will stand up to anybody that tries to question that. The FAA’s
proven system has made air travel the safest mode of transportation in history.
And with that, I appreciate the opportunity and the deference,
Mr. Chairman. And I look forward to today’s hearing, and yield
back anything I have left.
[Mr. Graves of Missouri’s prepared statement follows:]
f
Prepared Statement of Hon. Sam Graves, a Representative in Congress
from the State of Missouri, and Ranking Member, Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to extend my condolences to the families and
friends of the accident victims.
It is my hope that Mr. Muilenberg’s testimony today will help us understand decisions Boeing made between 2009 and 2017 regarding the design and certification
of the 737 MAX. For example, as a pilot, I would also be concerned about having
a piece of equipment or software in my cockpit that I didn’t know about.
Some of Boeing’s decisions were reviewed and approved by the Boeing Organization Designation Authorization, or ODA, Office on behalf of the FAA. While the Boeing ODA was authorized to act for the FAA, as the regulator the FAA retained ultimate responsibility for overseeing compliance with safety regulations.
Mr. Chairman, today we are hearing from Boeing leadership involved at the time
of these decisions, but to get a complete picture I hope I can get your commitment
to hold a committee hearing in the near future to receive testimony from the FAA
officials in charge between 2012 and 2017 when decisions related to the 737 MAX
certification were made and approvals granted.
As I’ve said before, if the various investigations reveal problems with the certification, Congress should act to fix those specific, identifiable problems. But, in the
aftermath of these accidents, we can’t address the safety of the aviation system by
focusing on a single possible cause.
Safety experts often refer to the ‘‘Swiss Cheese Model of Accident Causation.’’ In
this model, layers of accident protection are visualized as slices of cheese, with holes
representing weaknesses. Some weaknesses are due to existing conditions, and others are due to active failures. An accident occurs when holes or weaknesses in the
many layers all line up.
In the context of the 737 MAX, we must consider all layers of protection and address all weaknesses discovered. As an investigator for the Indonesian Government
said about the Lion Air accident, ‘‘If one of the nine contributing factors did not happen, the crash would not have happened.’’
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One particular layer—the design and certification of the 737 MAX—is the focus
of a number of investigations. Earlier this year, Boeing took responsibility for MCAS
design weaknesses and has been working on a software fix. Other weaknesses Boeing, with the FAA’s oversight, will address include pilot displays, operation manuals, and crew training. Today, I look forward to hearing about the status of those
efforts.
I also want to hear about how these efforts line up with the recommendations of
the Joint Authorities Technical Review (JATR)—the first completed review of the
MAX’s certification by individuals with vast aviation and technical expertise.
While the JATR did not call for an end to the FAA’s delegation programs, it did
highlight ‘‘bureaucratic inefficiencies’’ in the relationship between Boeing and the
FAA. The FAA concurred with the JATR’s report and has committed to working on
the recommendations.
Lastly, Mr. Muilenburg, I want to hear about recently shared documents related
to Boeing’s former Chief Technical Pilot for the 737.
Other investigations are also moving forward, and last month the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) issued a Recommendation Report, which largely focused on assumptions made during the design and certification process related to
human factors. But, design and certification cannot be the sole focus of our efforts.
That’s only one layer of the cheese.
In the last few months, other weaknesses that appear to have played a role in
the accidents have surfaced.
Reports earlier this month called into question evidence submitted to the Lion Air
investigation related to the installation, calibration, and testing of a faulty angleof-attack sensor. There have also been whistleblower statements and other reports
raising significant concerns with Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines’ operations and
maintenance programs. The former chief engineer for Ethiopian Airlines filed a
whistleblower complaint alleging significant problems with that airline’s maintenance, training, and recordkeeping. He also alleges that the air carrier went into
the maintenance records of the 737 MAX a day after it crashed.
Unfortunately, operational pressures and lack of a robust safety culture can negatively impact aviation safety—another layer of the cheese. The NTSB has confirmed
that, along with certification, operational factors will be a focus of its accident investigations.
In addition, along with its own MAX certification review, the Department of
Transportation Inspector General, at the request of this committee’s leadership, will
soon begin a review of international training standards and the impact of automation.
I want to be crystal clear that reviewing these areas is not an effort to blame pilots or absolve Boeing of its responsibility.
A September New York Times Magazine article describes the changing nature of
the airline industry and its impact on airmanship. The article refers to ‘‘a decadeslong transformation of the whole business of flying, in which airplanes became so
automated and accidents so rare that a cheap air-travel boom was able to take root
around the world.’’ The boom in air travel resulted in a need for more and more
pilots, but the pool of experienced pilots couldn’t keep up with demand. In fact, I’ve
gotten letters from airlines offering me jobs because my license has an ATP (airline
transport pilot) on it.
I’ll continue to repeat this: pilots can master cockpit technology, but when that
technology fails, they must be able to fly the plane—not just fly a computer.
To be clear, none of this is a reflection on the Lion Air and Ethiopian pilots’ professionalism or character. Instead, it’s a reflection on the broader pressures present
in today’s global aviation economy.
But it is incumbent on the airline whose name is on the side of that airplane to
ensure their pilots are properly trained and not rushed into the cockpit to meet
those demands.
So, in line with the ‘‘Swiss cheese model,’’ other layers of protection—such as pilot
actions, airline operations, maintenance, and training programs—must also be explored and any weaknesses must be addressed.
I still believe that the FAA remains the gold standard for safety, and once the
agency certifies the fixes to the MAX, I would gladly volunteer to be on the first
flight alongside Administrator Dickson.
In regard to the two 737 MAX accidents, any issues should be addressed, but only
after we have the benefit of various investigative work yet to be completed. Jumping
to conclusions before that work is complete risks doing more harm than good.
Bottom line: the safety record speaks for itself—the FAA’s proven system has
made air travel the safest mode of transportation in history.
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Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. I would now turn to the
chairman of the subcommittee, Mr. Larsen.
Mr. LARSEN. Thank you, Chair DeFazio. I will be brief, because
I want to get to the reason why we are here today. That is for questions to, and clear and direct answers from, Boeing.
But yesterday I did release a video opening statement, and you
can find my full comments there.
But in summary I want to say this, that the 346 lives lost in
Lion Air 610 and Ethiopian Airlines 302 crashes are constant reminders of the importance of this committee’s work and what is at
stake if we do not address systemic safety issues in U.S. aviation
today.
Some of the victims’ family members are here with us today.
Others are watching the livestream. And your presence and tireless
advocacy are critical to what we are doing today. I want to thank
you for that. You deserve answers, and you rightfully expect Congress to act.
Following the recent release of recommendations from the JATR
or the NTSB, the Indonesian authorities, and Boeing itself, though,
I do want to say I see one undeniable conclusion: The process by
which the Federal Aviation Administration evaluates and certifies
aircraft is itself in need of repair.
It is no accident that there are few airplane accidents. It makes
it all the more tragic when there is one. It makes it even worse
when there are two.
So, as the committee’s investigation continues, we should maintain safety as our guiding principle, and use all the tools at our disposal to ensure the safety of the traveling public.
With that I yield back.
[Mr. Larsen’s prepared statement follows:]
f
Prepared Statement of Hon. Rick Larsen, a Representative in Congress
from the State of Washington, and Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation
Thank you, Chair DeFazio.
I will be brief, because I want to get to the reason why we are all here: for questions to and clear, direct answers from Boeing.
Yesterday, I released a video opening statement, where you can find my full comments.
The 346 lives lost in the Lion Air 610 and Ethiopian Airlines 302 crashes are constant reminders of the importance of this committee’s work and what is at stake
if we do not address the systemic safety issues in U.S. aviation today.
Some of the victims’ family members are with us today and others are watching
the livestream. Your presence and tireless advocacy are essential to our process.
You deserve answers and rightfully expect Congress to act.
Following the recent release of recommendations from the JATR, NTSB, Indonesian authorities and Boeing itself, I see one undeniable conclusion: The process
by which the Federal Aviation Administration evaluates and certifies aircraft is
itself in need of repair.
As the committee’s investigation continues, we will maintain safety as our guiding
principle and use all the tools at our disposal to ensure the safety of the traveling
public.
Thank you.

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. I now turn to the ranking
member on the Subcommittee on Aviation, Mr. Graves from Louisiana.
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Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you for holding this hearing today.
Yesterday was 1 year since the Lion Air tragedy. And I, too,
want to join everyone sitting up here in offering our condolences to
all of the Ethiopian family victims, the Indonesian family victims.
Here we are in Washington. And everybody in this town—everybody, nearly, in this town, you sit up here and you are dealing with
billions and trillions of dollars and all these crazy acronyms and
processes, and none of it often makes sense, or fits the common
sense test. And oftentimes you see people that just forget about objectives. Why are we actually doing this? What is the purpose of
this whole process that we go through, the regulations, the procedures? Why?
And at the end, it is always about people. That is what we are
here for. We are here for people, for fellow Americans, fellow citizens. And it is amazing to me, just being here, how often that is
forgotten.
I am sorry to every one of you, and your pictures are incredibly
powerful.
You know, I used to be a rock climbing instructor. And when we
would go out there, we would have somebody’s son or daughter,
somebody’s brother or sister. And when you are out there, rock
climbing, look, there is no room for error. None. You lose somebody
on a rock, there is no room for error. Air travel is the same thing.
There is no room for—you can’t, ‘‘Oh, we are going to pull over
to the side of the road and see what is going on. I hear a noise coming out of the engine.’’ That is not an option. This process has got
to stay focused on the risks that air travel poses, the fact that you
can’t pull over to the side of the road, that you have got to have
redundancies.
And look, there is an awful lot going on right now with all of the
different reports, investigations that are going on, and I am going
to run through those in a minute. But there is an awful lot going
on.
But, for example, if there truly was one AOA sensor that could
potentially engage MCAS, that is not the proper redundancies. And
when you are looking at the risk that is posed in this case, it is
unacceptable. It is unacceptable.
A while back I had the chance to represent the State of Louisiana in the Deepwater Horizon disaster, and spent a lot of time
with the families there, and spent many days in the court, listening
to testimony. And I do believe, and I think that the judge found,
that there was an inappropriate culture of focusing on the wrong
objectives. And oftentimes people can be looking at stock prices, or
economics, or how many people can we fit in here, or how fast can
this jet travel, or what have you. I am going to say it again: This
is 100 percent about people.
And I have heard people talk about this whole process and say
that, well, this process was short-circuited. Well, you know, you can
look back, and you can look at the 737–6. –7, –8, –9, you can look
at the A319, A320, A321, the E190, E195, the C919, and many
versions of those aircraft. And you know what? Every single one of
those actually was certified or approved in a shorter period of time
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than the MAX. So it is not just about how long, it is what we actually do during that process.
What are we doing during the process to make sure that this is
a safe aircraft, to make sure that we are not putting folks at undue
risk?
Now, I have heard a lot of people talk about a lot of different
ideas, and solutions, and things that they want to do as we move
forward, and people posing solutions right now. And certainly we
need to extract every single lesson learned that we can.
But right now—and I somehow ditched my list—right now we
have investigations, the Indonesian authorities, the Ethiopian authorities, the NTSB, we have the JATR, we have the Technical Advisory Board, the TAB. We have the Office of Special Counsel that
is working with the whistleblower complaint. We have the Secretary of Transportation that set up a special committee. Boeing is
doing an internal investigation. We have so many different investigations that are going on.
One thing that we have got to make sure that we do is focus on
facts. One thing that I have seen in this body in the 41⁄2 years that
I have been here is us responding emotionally to things, and not
responding to facts. And we will go and do something that may
make us feel good, but does not—does not—actually respond to the
facts.
And so, as we move forward—and I am sure I left out some of
the investigations that are ongoing—but as we move forward, we
have got to make sure that we are acting on the facts. And every
single outcome, every single problem that we have identified, we
have got to make sure that we truly base our solutions on those
facts to where this doesn’t happen again.
Lastly, Mr. Chairman, the families shared a number of concerns
that I think are right on. And I do want to ask that Boeing get
back to us on these. And it was things like fully disclosing the
MCAS fix before the plane is allowed to fly, if it is allowed to fly
again; fully defining the role of the MCAS system. All right, all
right, I will submit——
Mr. DEFAZIO. I would suggest——
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. I will.
Mr. DEFAZIO. You could submit those for the record, or you could
ask during the question period.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Thank you. I yield back.
[Mr. Graves of Louisiana’s prepared statement follows:]
f
Prepared Statement of Hon. Garret Graves, a Representative in Congress
from the State of Louisiana, and Ranking Member, Subcommittee on
Aviation

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Yesterday was the anniversary of the Lion Air tragedy, and I want to let the families of those lost in that incident and in the Ethiopian crash know that I’m keeping
their loved ones in mind as I sit here today.
Here in Washington, we all regularly talk about budgets in the billions of dollars,
and a soup of acronyms, processes, and programs. Sometimes it can be easy to forget why we’re really here—what all these processes and programs are for. This is
about people. That’s truly why we are here, and we can’t lose sight of that throughout this process.
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So it’s thinking of those we lost that motivates me to ensure that we, as members
of both this committee and of the Congress, are thoughtful about our role in the
aftermath of these incidents.
I’m pleased that Boeing is here today to tell us how the development of MCAS
evolved, and the flaws in that process. We know from NTSB’s preliminary recommendations that certain incorrect assumptions and incomplete reviews of how
multiple systems interact allowed those flaws to become fatal. We know this from
the results of some of the expert investigative work that has been completed to date.
In air travel, there is no room for error, and that’s why it’s critical to have safety
redundancies. We are closely reviewing the results and recommendations from the
investigations which have already wrapped: FAA’s Joint Authorities Technical Review (JATR); NTSB’s, which has issued preliminary recommendations; Boeing’s internal review, which yielded recommendations that are already being implemented;
and the Indonesian accident report, released late last week.
It’s my hope that the committee will hear from and consider the findings of the
yet-to-be-concluded certification and accident investigations so that we can make
sure we know what went wrong and leverage those findings and recommendations
to ensure something like this doesn’t happen again.
I also hope we hear from FAA officials who were in charge of the agency when
the certification process for this aircraft was conducted and its type certificate approved. This information will crucially inform the committee on our next steps.
We certainly need to extract every single lesson learned so far, but it’s critical
that we also take into consideration the many ongoing investigations into these accidents when we have their results: the Ethiopian accident report, Secretary Chao’s
special committee, the DOT Inspector General’s reports, and several other international reviews.
It is very important that we wait for these experts to complete their work and
carefully review their findings and recommendations. Once we have a better understanding of what happened and all the factors involved, we will ask ourselves: what
changes do we need to make to ensure the highest levels of safety and prevent future accidents?
As Congress, we have to act on facts—not on emotion—to address every single
problem identified so that this doesn’t happen again. But acting before we know the
whole picture is both a disservice to those we lost and dangerous to those who will
fly in the future.

Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman.
With that we will turn to the witness for an opening statement.
TESTIMONY OF DENNIS MUILENBURG, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, THE BOEING COMPANY; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN HAMILTON, CHIEF ENGINEER, BOEING
COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Mr. MUILENBURG. Chairman DeFazio, Ranking Member Graves,
Congressman Larsen, Congressman Graves. Thank you. And to the
whole committee, we appreciate the opportunity to be here today,
and we are going to do our best to answer all of your questions.
Before we get started, I too would like to acknowledge the families that are here with us today and, again, wanted to tell you I
am sorry. And I have had the opportunity to talk with some of you
and hear your stories, and we are deeply, deeply sorry, and we will
never forget. And I want you to know that. And we are committed
to making the improvements that we need to make. We are committed.
And I had the chance to hear some of those stories, and see the
photos, and listen to the personal stories, and it does get to a business that is about people. And I think Congressman Graves said
it well. That is where our hearts will always be. And I know all
of Boeing, our 150,000 people, feel the same way, and they think
about this every day. We will carry the memories——
Mr. LYNCH. Can you speak a little closer into your microphone?
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, sir.
Mr. LYNCH. Just so—a little more audible. Thank you.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Yes, again, just pull it toward you, Mr.
Muilenburg.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Is that better? Thank you. Sorry. Please know
that we carry the memories of these accidents with us, and the
loved ones, the memories of them, they will never be forgotten. And
their memories will drive us every day to make our airplanes safer
and make this industry safer. And we are committed to doing that.
I am grateful to have the opportunity to be here today to say this
to the families personally. And I want to let you all know that we
are dedicated to learning. We are learning. We still have more to
learn. We have work to do to restore the public’s trust, and we will
do everything possible to prevent accidents like this from ever happening again.
Mr. Chairman, I know this committee has many questions about
the MAX, and we will do our best to answer those today.
And while investigations are still underway, we note both accidents involved the repeated activation of a flight control software
system called MCAS, which we have already talked about. That
system responded to erroneous signals from the angle-of-attack
sensor.
Based on that, we have enhanced MCAS in three ways. First, it
will now compare information from both sensors, instead of one, before activating. Second, MCAS will only activate a single time. And
third, MCAS will never provide more input than the pilot can counteract using the control column alone. Pilots will also continue to
have the ability to override MCAS at any time.
We have brought the best of Boeing to this effort. We have spent
over 100,000 engineering and test hours. We have flown more than
800 test flights. And we have conducted simulator sessions with
545 participants from 99 customers and 41 global regulators. I
have flown on a couple of flights myself. This has taken longer
than expected, but we are committed to getting it right.
During this process we have worked closely with the FAA and
other regulators. We have provided them with documentation, had
them fly the simulators, answered their questions. And regulators
around the world should rigorously scrutinize the MAX and only
approve its return when they are completely satisfied with its safety. The public deserves nothing less.
Mr. Chairman, today and every day, over 5 million people will
board a Boeing airplane and fly safely to their destination. Decades
of cooperation and innovation by industry and regulators and the
rigorous oversight of this committee have reduced accidents by
more than 95 percent over the last 20 years. But no number other
than zero accidents is ever acceptable. We can and must do better.
We have been challenged and changed by these accidents. We
have made mistakes, and we have learned, and we are still learning. And we are improving. We established a permanent aerospace
safety committee for our board. We have stood up a new safety organization, and we strengthened our engineering organization so
that all 50,000 engineers now report up through Boeing’s chief engineer.
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We are also helping to rebuild the communities and the families
impacted by these accidents. We have pledged $100 million to this
effort. We have hired renowned experts in this area to ensure families can access these funds as quickly as possible. No amount of
money can bring back what was lost. But we can at least help the
families meet their financial needs.
Mr. Chairman, I started at Boeing more than 30 years ago as a
summer intern in Seattle. I was a junior at Iowa State University
studying engineering, and I had grown up on a farm in Iowa. My
parents taught me the value of hard work and integrity. I was awestruck to work at the company that brought the jet age to the
world and helped land a person on the moon. Today I am still inspired by what Boeing does, and by the remarkable men and
women who are committed to continuing its legacy. But these
heartbreaking accidents and the memories of the 346 lives lost are
now a part of that legacy. It is our solemn duty to learn from them,
and we will.
Recently there has been much criticism of Boeing and our culture. We understand and deserve this scrutiny. But I know the
people of Boeing. They are more than 150,000 of the hardest working, most dedicated, honest people you will ever meet. And their
commitment to safety, quality, and integrity is unparalleled, and it
is resolute. We will stay true to those values because we know our
work demands it. It demands the utmost excellence.
So thank you for this opportunity to convey to the world that we
are committed to changing, and to making sure that accidents like
these never happen again.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for listening. And I look forward to
your questions.
[Mr. Muilenburg’s prepared statement follows:]
f
Prepared Statement of Dennis Muilenburg, President and Chief Executive
Officer, The Boeing Company

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Chairman DeFazio, Ranking Member Graves, members of the committee: good
morning and thank you for inviting me to be here today.
I’d like to begin by expressing my deepest sympathies to the families and loved
ones of those who were lost in the Lion Air Flight 610 and Ethiopian Airlines Flight
302 accidents, including those who are here in the room today. I wanted to let you
know, on behalf of myself and all of the men and women of Boeing, how deeply sorry
I am. Please know that we carry the memory of these accidents, and of your loved
ones, with us every day. They will never be forgotten, and these tragedies will continue to drive us to do everything we can to make our airplanes and our industry
safer.
Mr. Chairman, I know that you and your colleagues have many questions about
the 737 MAX. My colleague John Hamilton, Chief Engineer for Boeing Commercial
Airplanes, and I will do our best today to answer them. While the Ethiopian Airlines accident is still under investigation by authorities in Ethiopia, we know that
both accidents involved the repeated activation of a flight control software function
called MCAS, which responded to erroneous signals from a sensor that measures the
airplane’s angle of attack.
Based on that information, we have developed robust software improvements that
will, among other things, ensure MCAS cannot be activated based on signals from
a single sensor, and cannot be activated repeatedly. We are also making additional
changes to the 737 MAX’s flight control software to eliminate the possibility of even
extremely unlikely risks that are unrelated to the accidents.
We have brought the very best of Boeing to this effort. We’ve dedicated all resources necessary to ensure that the improvements to the 737 MAX are comprehensive and thoroughly tested. That includes spending over 100,000 engineering and
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test hours on their development. We’ve also flown more than 814 test flights with
the updated software and conducted numerous simulator sessions with 545 participants from 99 customers and 41 global regulators. This process has taken longer
than we originally expected, but we’re committed to getting it right, and return-toservice timing is completely dependent on answering each and every question from
the FAA.
I have flown on two of the demonstration flights myself and seen first-hand the
expertise and professionalism of our teams. Mr. Chairman, I could not be more confident in our solutions—and I could not be more grateful to the men and women
who have worked so hard to develop and test these improvements always with safety at the forefront. When the 737 MAX returns to service, it will be one of the safest
airplanes ever to fly.
During this process we have been working closely with the FAA and other regulators. We’ve provided documentation, had them fly the simulators, and helped them
understand our logic and the design for the new software. All of their questions are
being answered. Regulators around the world should approve the return of the MAX
to the skies only after they have applied the most rigorous scrutiny, and are completely satisfied as to the plane’s safety. The flying public deserves nothing less.
We know that it’s not just regulators that need to be convinced. We know the
grounding of the MAX is hurting our airline customers, their pilots and flight attendants, and most importantly, the people who fly on our airplanes. Our airline
customers and their pilots have told us they don’t believe we communicated enough
about MCAS—and we’ve heard them. So we have partnered with customers and pilots from around the world as we’ve developed our solutions. We have welcomed and
encouraged their questions and given them opportunities to test those solutions
firsthand in simulators. And subject to regulatory approval, additional and enhanced training and educational materials will be available for pilots who fly the
MAX.
We have learned and are still learning from these accidents, Mr. Chairman. We
know we made mistakes and got some things wrong. We own that, and we are fixing
them. We have developed improvements to the 737 MAX to ensure that accidents
like these never happen again. We also are learning deeper lessons that will result
in improvements in the design of future airplanes. As painful as it can be, the process of learning from failure, and even from tragedies like these, has been essential
to the advances in airplane safety since the industry began roughly a century ago.
And it is one of the reasons that travel on a large commercial airplane is the safest
form of transportation in human history.
Mr. Chairman, this is something we must not lose sight of. Today and every day,
over 5 million people will board a Boeing airplane and fly safely to their destination.
Whether it’s their first flight or their millionth mile, we want it to be a great experience—and most importantly, a safe one. Decades of work and innovation throughout
the industry, as well as the oversight of the FAA, this committee, and regulators
around the world have reduced the risks of air travel by more than 95 percent over
the last twenty years. But no number, other than zero accidents, is ever acceptable.
For 103 years, Boeing has been dedicated to making the world a safer and better
place. Our founder, Bill Boeing, established our first safety council in 1917, the first
full year of the company’s existence, beginning a commitment to safety that we have
carried forward as a core value ever since. The engineers who design our airplanes,
the machinists who work in our factories, and the many others who contribute to
the extraordinarily complex work of building and maintaining commercial airplanes
do so with pride and honor. Ensuring safe and reliable travel is core to who we are.
Our customers and the traveling public, including our own families, friends, and
loved ones, depend on us to keep them safe. That’s our promise and our purpose.
But we also know we can and must do better. We have been challenged and
changed by these accidents, and we are improving as a company because of them.
We established a permanent aerospace safety committee of our Board of Directors;
stood up a new Product and Services Safety organization that will review all aspects
of product safety and provide streamlined reporting and elevation of safety concerns;
and strengthened our Engineering organization by having all engineers in the company report up through Boeing’s chief engineer. We also are investing in advanced
research and development in new safety technologies and are exploring ways to
strengthen not just the safety of our company but our industry as a whole. We have
a shared bond of safety across the entire aerospace community.
We recognize it is not just our airplanes and our company that needs to be supported and strengthened. We also must help rebuild the communities and families
affected by these accidents. Our first step was our pledge of $100 million to them.
We hired Ken Feinberg and Camille Biros, renowned experts in this area, to ensure
families can access this money as quickly as possible. Of course, no amount of
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money can bring back what has been lost. But we can at least help families meet
their financial needs. Our people also have donated more than $750,000 of their own
money to these funds—a tremendous example of the giving spirit our teams consistently display in the communities where they live and work across the globe.
Mr. Chairman, I’ve worked at Boeing my entire career. It started more than 30
years ago when Boeing offered me a job as a summer intern in Seattle. I was a junior at Iowa State University studying engineering, having grown up on our family
farm in Iowa. It’s beautiful land with rolling hills where my siblings and I milked
cows and baled hay. Our parents taught us the value of hard work, integrity, and
respect for others. Back then, I drove my 1982 Monte Carlo from Iowa to Boeing’s
operations in Seattle, crossing the Rocky Mountains for the first time. I was awestruck at the opportunities I had to work on projects that mattered at the company
that brought the Jet Age to the world and helped land a person on the moon. I was
amazed by the people of Boeing. Today, I’m still inspired every day by what Boeing
does and by the remarkable men and women who are committed to continuing its
legacy.
These heartbreaking accidents—and the memories of the 346 lives lost—are now
part of that legacy as well. It’s our solemn duty to learn from them and change our
company for the better. I can assure you that we have learned from this and will
continue learning. We have changed from this and will continue changing. The importance of our work demands it.
In the months since the accidents, there has been much criticism of Boeing and
its culture. We understand and deserve this scrutiny. But I also know the people
of Boeing, the passion we have for our mission, and what we stand for. There are
over 150,000 dedicated men and women working for Boeing around the world—and
their commitment to our values, including safety, quality, and integrity, is unparalleled and resolute. No matter what, we will stay true to those values because we
know our work demands the utmost excellence.
Over the last few months, I’ve had the opportunity to visit many of our Boeing
teams, talk about our safety culture, and gain ideas for how we can be better still.
Last week, I saw our team in San Antonio—made up of 40 percent veterans—beaming with pride as they support the C-17 fleet for our men and women in uniform.
Earlier, I talked with our people in Philadelphia building Chinook helicopters; in St.
Louis testing F/A-18 Super Hornets; and in Charleston, South Carolina, and El
Segundo, California, connecting the world with the 787 Dreamliner and advanced
satellites. I’ve also met with our people in Huntsville, Alabama, and New Orleans,
Louisiana, who are building the rocket that will return humans to the moon and
then travel on to Mars and those at Kennedy Space Center, Florida, who are preparing to launch the CST-100 Starliner that will commercialize space travel. I’ve
spent time also with our teams in Everett, Washington, who are testing the new
777X long-range jet and in Renton, Washington, where 12,000 amazing people pour
their hearts into building the 737 MAX. These are the people of Boeing. I wish you
could all meet them. They change the world. They are Boeing.
I’m here today, honored to serve as the leader of this incredible team—talented
engineers, machinists and all those who design, build and support our products. I
want to answer all of your questions and convey to the world that we are doing everything in our power to make our airplanes and our industry safer and prevent
an accident like this from ever happening again.
And, Mr. Chairman, you have my personal commitment that I will do everything
I can to make sure we live up to that promise.
Thank you for listening, and I look forward to your questions.

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. As I stated at the outset,
with consultation with the minority, both myself and Mr. Graves
will open with 10 minutes, and then we will move to other Members for 5 minutes in the usual order.
Mr. Muilenburg, it is clear, obviously, from everything we know,
and the Lion Air report now, that MCAS was a major factor that
contributed. But Boeing’s position, at least prior to these crashes,
was it was an autonomous system and it operated in the background. Is that correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Mr. Chairman, that was the design approach,
yes.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Yes. So—but the question is, how do we get to
that?
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And we have a slide. You will be able to see it right in front of
you.
Staff?
[Slide]

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Mr. DEFAZIO. Yes, this was a concept design for the flight deck
in 2012. And, as you can see in the bottom, right-hand corner,
there was an MCAS alert indicator. So at least at some point some
on the engineering and design staff felt it would be important to
make the pilots aware of the system, and to have an indicator
light. Do you agree that that was originally proposed?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, understand that was part of an
early trade study at that point, and very, very common that early
in the design stage we would evaluate different flight deck systems.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK, thank you. So—but obviously, the final version
did not have that. That light was—I mean there was no indication,
either in the manual or on the flight deck, of the presence of
MCAS.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, John can answer that question.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, Chairman. The MCAS light issue pointed
out, the intent of it was to signal an MCAS failure. It is important
to note that in these accidents the MCAS system did not fail.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right, it triggered.
Mr. HAMILTON. And it would not have lit up.
Mr. DEFAZIO. So—but it was——
Mr. HAMILTON. But the functionality of the MCAS light was actually—the reason it was deleted was because the functionality was
incorporated into the speed trim fail light, which——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right.
Mr. HAMILTON [continuing]. You can see just adjacent to that.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right.
Mr. HAMILTON. The MCAS is a——
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK. Thank you.
Mr. HAMILTON [continuing]. Extension of a speed——
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Mr. DEFAZIO. Thank you. Thank you for that. But when it was
a relatively benign system, .6 degrees, it was in the manual. And
then when it went to a repeated 21⁄2 degrees, it came out of the
manual. Is that correct?
I have seen very early versions of the manual that indicate that
you had MCAS in the manual. Your test pilot asked FAA to take
it out, and it came out.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, if I could try to clarify, because
you are asking questions that span into a couple of areas, just if
I could clarify——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Well——
Mr. MUILENBURG. So there was—the intent—the MCAS inclusion
in the training manual, that was an iterative process that was occurring in parallel to the extension of MCAS to low-speed operation, which I believe is what you are referring to.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG. So the extension of MCAS to low-speed operation, that was done and flight tested from a period of around the
middle of 2016——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right. Yes, we understand that, and we understand some of the problems in the way it was tested, and it wasn’t
tested with the AOA failure. But that is good for now.
A key assumption was reaction time. And, with the AOA failure,
the MCAS activates, and it is 2.5 degrees every 10 seconds, pretty
radical. And Boeing assumed it would take pilots 4 seconds to recognize and react to runaway stabilizers, is that correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Mr. Chairman, again, this—we do what we
call hazard analysis for the airplane design.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Four seconds was the assumption.
Mr. MUILENBURG. In this particular case that was the assumption. That is a——
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Longstanding industry assumption for systems like this.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right. Lion Air reports—says it took pilots 8 seconds to react. And then we have information provided to the committee by Boeing, which will now be the second slide.
[Slide]
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Slide based on Boeing's MCAS
"Coordination Sheet" June 11, 2018

-

"A slow reaction
time scenario (> 10
seconds) found the
failure to be
catastrophic .... "
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Mr. DEFAZIO. And it says there a slow reaction time scenario, 10
seconds, found the failure to be catastrophic. Do you think that was
clearly—was this document ever clearly communicated to the regulators, that a 10-second delay, which doesn’t seem like a lot of time
to me, particularly when you look at the NTSB report and the cacophony going on on the flight deck, and particularly in the case
of Lion Air, when they didn’t even know the system existed, did—
was the FAA aware of this, this document?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Chairman, I can’t speak to this specific document.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. John may be able to.
But I do think it is important to note that, as part of the design
process, we use a set of industry standard practices on these
timelines. This is a common part of our hazard analysis——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Yes, but you——
Mr. MUILENBURG. That was shared with the FAA——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right. I understand. And I understand what the
industry standard was. But, I mean, it does cause a little concern.
Ten seconds. I mean, you can say, ‘‘Gee, really good pilots can do
it in less than 10 seconds.’’ Pilots aren’t at the top of their game
every day, and particularly in the first iteration, at least, when
they weren’t even aware of the system. I think that assumption
should have rung some alarm bells.
Do you think, in retrospect, it was a mistake to not inform pilots
of the existence of the MCAS system?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, a few things on that. And I
agree, we made some mistakes on MCAS. And as we have gone
back and taken a look at this, moving from a single sensor to a
dual sensor feed is an important part of that. Providing additional
training information——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Which—the feedback we have gotten from the
pilots, as you noted, is part of that. And then revisiting these dec-
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ades-long industry standards. I think you see a similar recommendation out of the——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right. Of course——
Mr. MUILENBURG. We believe——
Mr. DEFAZIO. The question would be why was it just originally
wired to one sensor, which—again, single point of failure. As thenActing Administrator Elwell said in May, a safety critical system,
that is just not done.
As the NTSB said, multiple alerts and indication can increase pilots’ workload. The combination of the alerts and indications did
not trigger the accident pilots to immediately perform the runaway
stabilizer functions.
OK. Mr. Hamilton, are you aware of any other aircraft out there
that has a safety critical system that is dependent upon a single
point of failure?
Mr. HAMILTON. Chairman, single-point failures are allowed in
airplane design. Regulation 25.1309 actually discusses that, and
talks about different hazard categories. And——
Mr. DEFAZIO. And this one——
Mr. HAMILTON. We have——
Mr. DEFAZIO. This one was deemed to be catastrophic. I know
there are three categories. You didn’t deem it to be catastrophic,
although, in looking at the 10 seconds, you said it was catastrophic.
It was classified as major, as I recall.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, catastrophic is one category. And so when
we test out systems, we do look at their impact on the airplane
when there are failures. And we did look at 10 seconds, but we also
then took it into the simulator with pilots, and the typical reaction
time was 4 seconds——
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing Internal E-mail from
Aero-Stability & Control group employee
December 17, 2015
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Mr. DEFAZIO. I put up another document. It is right in front of
you there. And 12–17–2015, I don’t know if you are aware of this,
but this was raised by one of your engineers. ‘‘Are we vulnerable
to single AOA sensor failures with the MCAS implementation or is
there some checking that occurs?’’
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Did you ever receive this communication, and did you respond to
that engineer?
Mr. HAMILTON. Chairman, I did not actually receive this communication, but I am aware of the communication recently as it surfaced. In talking with the engineer, I think it highlights that our
engineers do raise questions in an open culture. They question
things. But it also followed our thorough process, and was determined that the single sensor, from a reliability and availability
standpoint, met the hazard category and the safety——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Well, of course, we don’t know what happened in
Ethiopia, but there is some speculation a bird sheared it off. They
are pretty delicate little things out there, actually. I have seen
them.
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing's " 737 MAX
Software Update" Web-Page

"Flight control
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inputs from
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Mr. DEFAZIO. And now, of course—a final slide here is now, as
you emphasize, flight control will now compare inputs from both
AOA sensors. And I guess the question is why wasn’t it that way
from day one?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. DEFAZIO. Why wasn’t it that way from day one? If you can
do it now, with an extra wire, or a software fix, or whatever, why
didn’t you do it from day one? Why not have that redundancy?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Mr. Chairman, we have asked ourselves that
same question over and over. And if back then we knew everything
that we know now, we would have made a different decision.
The original concept, from a safety standpoint, was to build the
MCAS, extend the current speed trim system on the previous generation of 737. That is a system that had about 200 million safe
flight hours on it. So one of our safety principles is to take safe systems, and then incrementally extend them. That was the safety
concept behind the original decision.
Mr. DEFAZIO. All right. Well, thank you.
Mr. MUILENBURG. We learned since then.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And that is——
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Mr. DEFAZIO. My time——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. When we moved to this new design.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Sure. My time has expired, and I want to turn to
the ranking member.
The ranking member, Mr. Graves, is recognized.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. It is hard to know where to start.
Now I want to go back to the—just kind of for clarification—to
that first slide with the MCAS, can we bring that up?
Mr. DEFAZIO. Just bring that first slide back up, please, for Sam,
the one that shows the flight deck with the MCAS.
[Slide]

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Mr. DEFAZIO. There.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. The MCAS warning light, to me,
would be—this is, I guess, more of an editorial comment. Have you
ever been in your car and the check engine light comes on? And
we are—‘‘What the heck?’’ OK. So what is it? Is it the oil pressure?
Is it the oil temperature? Is it the vacuum? I don’t know what it
is. It is just a general check engine.
And the stuff that is more important to me, you know, is the
stuff that is on the left, because MCAS manifests itself as a trim
issue. It is a runaway trim issue, which, again, I go back to training.
And you have memory items. Every pilot is—I shouldn’t say
that—in the United States, pilots are taught to have memory
items. You instantly go through those when you have a failure. You
start through that checklist in your mind. And we have—some of
them are even goofy little rhymes, or whatever, to help you remember. And you go through each one of these processes.
In the case of Ethiopian Air—I still come back to this, too—they
never retarded the throttles. They set the throttles for takeoff, and
they never pulled them back. They went right through the maximum certified speed of 736 or 737 MAX 8, right on through, right
up to 500 miles per hour, way beyond the maximum certified
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speed. That is the reason they can’t manually trim the airplane, is
because it is going so fast.
And I have used that analogy, too. Go down the road at 70 miles
an hour. Try opening the door. See if you can open the door, and
see what the pressures are against the door of your car. The more
pressure there is, the faster you are going, the more pressure there
is, and the harder it is to try to reverse those pressures.
But you go through those memory items, and you immediately
start ticking down. And the chairman is right, in terms of, what
is the average, you know? Is it 4 seconds to react, 10 seconds to
react?
And I guess that is one of the flaws that we need to be thinking
about is, I guess we are going to have to start building airplanes
to the least common denominator in terms of—and that is a poor
choice of words, I guess you might say, but the least common denominator in terms of, internationally, we have got to start thinking about—if we are going to export, we are going to have to start
thinking about international training standards.
And I know that is one of the things that is being looked at, in
how they train. Did they have those memory items? Could they tick
them off? Most pilots will sit there, and they will do it in the shower. You go through your memory items. I do it all the time in the
shower, just sit there and tick through my memory items on engine
failure, trim failure, whatever those might be.
But I guess we are making assumptions, and the FAA is making
assumptions, manufacturers are making assumptions about pilot
training experience. And in the aftermath of these two accidents—
and I am going to—this question is for Mr. Muilenburg—do you believe that these assumptions, particularly for aircraft that are
going to be operated outside of the United States, do we need to
revisit those assumptions?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we believe we need to go take
a look at those longstanding industry assumptions. As you well
point out, those are used across manufacturers, not just Boeing.
And these are things that have produced safe airplanes for decades. But we do believe that it is appropriate to go take a hard look
at those. We may need to make some revisions.
I think the JATR report has identified the same thing, and we
think that would be a good area for us all to look at on behalf of
aviation safety. We are committed to doing that and supporting
that study.
And one of the areas for the future that we are investing in is
we think about pilot-machine interface, and how to do that most
effectively. And, as you pointed out earlier, a large generation of
new pilots will be needed over the next 20 years, and we need to
be thinking about designing our airplanes for that next generation.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. With the benefit—and it is always
dangerous to—because hindsight is always 20/20, but knowing
what you know now, would the Boeing Company have done things
differently? Would you have done things differently, in terms of
certification of the 737 Max?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, yes, we would have. We have
learned, as I mentioned earlier, we made some mistakes. We discovered some things we didn’t get right. And we own that. We are
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responsible for our airplanes. Any accident with one of our airplanes is unacceptable. And that is our responsibility. We own it.
We are going to fix it. We know what needs to be done. And that
is where we are focused, going forward.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. I am going to make a comment here,
and this is—it is as a result of this. And the unfortunate part is
we lost life. We lost loved ones, friends, and life was lost as a result
of these accidents. And, you hope that it is never going to happen
again. The unfortunate reality is one of these days it will happen
again.
But I have harped on this, and this is something that concerns
me. And I have talked, too, about the difference in the United
States in pilot training, and pilot training in other countries. But
something that concerns me, and I want everybody to hear this. In
the United States, what I am afraid of is we are going down the
same direction that we are seeing in other countries when it comes
to getting pilots to the point where they can fly.
No matter what, we can build the most perfect airplane that is
never going to cause a problem, or it is never going to get itself into
a bad situation. And sure enough, sooner or later, it is going to get
into a bad situation, and it is going to require a pilot to figure out
what is wrong, and then to come back and fly that airplane.
But here in the United States, I think we are dumbing down.
And again, this is a criticism of our system, because this is what
I am afraid we are going to. And I want to think about this as we
move forward, because I think it needs to be addressed. But in the
United States, we taught spin training and stall training in your
basic piloting skills for your private pilot’s license. Before you get
commercial, before you get your airline transport rating, you are
taught—or you were taught—basic stall characteristics and how to
get out of a spin.
Today you can’t do that. An instructor is not allowed to let a stall
fully develop. At the first warning—this is what it states in the
book—at the first warning of a stall, they have to recover or they
fail their check ride immediately. That means if the light comes on,
or if the buzzer goes off, they have to recover immediately. They
can’t let that stall develop.
So we’re teaching them how to—and this is happening in other
countries, because many countries do base their system off our system, as well, but sooner or later you are going to get an airplane
into a stall. But we are not teaching anybody how to get out of that
stall and how to recognize it. We are teaching them how to not get
into it. Well, that is never going to happen. Sooner or later, you are
going to get into a problem.
And this concerns me because we have changed. We have rewritten our—and I have got a problem with the FAA allowing this, but
we have rewritten our instruction manuals to not allow this to happen, to not allow these items that will ultimately happen. We
aren’t teaching pilots how to fix them, how to correct them, how to
get out of them, how to save the people that are in the plane with
them, heaven forbid that should happen. Again, that is me harping
because it concerns me, and it concerns me in a big way. The
United States is behind other countries in, ultimately, going down
that road. And I think we have to get back to basic piloting.
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And there is nothing wrong with technology. I think technology
is great. But the most important safety component in any airplane
is a pilot that can fly the damn plane, and not just fly the computer.
I think I have got a minute left. Actually, I will just yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK, I thank the gentleman. I now recognize the—
how do we do this, in order of—OK. We do this in order of seniority
and appearance. And so first would be Ms. Norton.
Ms. NORTON. Thank you very much, Chairman DeFazio. I can’t
say enough about the importance of this hearing.
I appreciate you, Mr. Muilenburg, being here. Ranking Member
Graves asked had you flown—I think you even said in your testimony that you had flown on the 737 MAX since the fixes or corrections have been made. That is your testimony?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Ma’am, yes. I have flown on a couple of test
flights as part of that——
Ms. NORTON. Test flights. I understood those to be test flights.
But the chairman mentioned that we are trying to get to the
roots of the problem so it doesn’t happen again, so the FAA—so
that airlines like Boeing—and so my questions really go to penalties, whether they have made any difference, penalties paid or
outstanding—essentially, to compliance, so the Congress can decide
what, if anything, it can do. Everybody has an obligation here. Boeing, to be sure, but so does Congress.
So the record I have—and I ask you, Mr. Muilenburg, did Boeing
enter into a settlement agreement with FAA in an effort to resolve
what were then multiple enforcement cases against Boeing that
were either pending or under investigation? That was in 2015.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am not familiar with the
details of that, although I am aware——
Ms. NORTON. I simply asked did you enter into settlement agreements. Surely you know whether you entered into settlement
agreements.
Mr. MUILENBURG. John, you——
Ms. NORTON. I didn’t ask you about the details.
Mr. HAMILTON. Congresswoman, that is correct. We did enter a
settlement agreement in 2015.
Ms. NORTON. Thank you. Is it also true that Boeing had to immediately pay $12 million into the U.S. Treasury as a result?
Mr. HAMILTON. That is correct.
Ms. NORTON. Continuing, is it true that Boeing faced up to $24
million in additional penalties through 2020, if certain conditions
were not met?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, Congresswoman. In working with the FAA,
they were really looking for creating a longstanding agreement
with us to build a good foundation on elevating compliance——
Ms. NORTON. I am just asking you about the $24 million.
Mr. HAMILTON. And——
Ms. NORTON. My time is limited—in additional penalties through
2020 if the conditions were not met.
Mr. HAMILTON. There was——
Ms. NORTON. Wasn’t that the agreement, the understanding?
Mr. HAMILTON. There was a—yes, there was a deferred penalty.
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Ms. NORTON. Now I am just going to list quickly the obligations:
improve management and accountability, internal auditing, supplier management, more stringent quality and timeliness of regulatory submissions, simplify specifications. I could go on. Surely,
you understood that that was the agreement, those were the agreement.
Yet in designing and developing and manufacturing the 737
MAX, Boeing has run into issues, problems—characterize them as
you will—in meeting the obligations in most of these categories.
Would you agree, Mr. Muilenburg?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, we have identified many of
those challenges through the MAX development program, and some
of those are in the areas that——
Ms. NORTON. And you have had issues in meeting them. Some
of this has resulted in the problems that bring us here today.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I can’t give you any specific
examples that link the two.
I don’t know, John, if you have got any——
Ms. NORTON. I didn’t ask you that.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Thoughts on that?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, the—some of these agreements were agreements that you would make over the course of the 5 years. Each
year we provide a progress report to the FAA on our progress on
that. And there is still——
Ms. NORTON. Yes. And so you—I am not saying you are not making progress. I am saying the issues——
Mr. HAMILTON. There are still——
Ms. NORTON [continuing]. As you say, are in black and white.
Mr. HAMILTON. There is still opportunity in the time remaining
to meet all obligations of the settlement agreement.
Ms. NORTON. Within the last decade Boeing has had two worldwide groundings of relatively new airplanes, the 787 Dreamliner,
the 737 MAX, and encountered many compliance issues in the time
since Boeing paid that $12 million settlement payment. And I am
assuming it was paid.
Has the FAA assessed any additional financial penalties on Boeing to the 2015 agreement?
Mr. HAMILTON. No, we are not aware of any additional penalties.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK. The time of the gentlelady has expired. It
would be, first, Mr. Crawford.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Muilenburg, are you aware of any aviation accident that can
be attributed to a single factor?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, no. I think the history of aviation shows that these accidents are very—and they are very unfortunate, but in many cases they involve multiple factors.
Mr. CRAWFORD. Mr. Hamilton, do you agree with that?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. As Ranking Member Graves pointed out,
James Reason’s swiss cheese model, all accidents are typically due
to a number of contributing causes.
Mr. CRAWFORD. The Indonesian National Transportation Safety
Committee recently issued its final report into the Lion Air 610
flight, finding nine contributing factors for the crash. Other than
the design of the aircraft, those factors include the miscalibration
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of sensors during repairs, a lack of flight and maintenance documentation, and failure by the flight crew to appropriately respond
to an emergency situation. To quote one of the Indonesian flight investigators, ‘‘The nine factors have to happen together. If one of
these nine contributing factors did not happen, the crash would not
have happened.’’
Mr. Chairman, I have a copy of that report here, and I ask for
unanimous consent that it be included in the record.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Without objection.
[The information follows:]
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‘‘Final Aircraft Accident Investigation Report KNKT.18.10.35.04,’’ Submitted
for the Record by Hon. Crawford

KOMITE NASIONAL KESELAMATAN TRANSPORTASI
REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

FINAL
KNKT.18.10.35.04
Aircraft Accident Investigation Report
PT. Lion Mentari Airlines
Boeing 737-8 (MAX); PK-LQP

Tanjung Karawang, West Java
Republic of Indonesia

The document is retained in the committee files and available at: https://
www.flightradar24.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/JT610-PK-LQP-Final-Report.pdf
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Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will yield back.
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Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. Next on our side would be
Representative Eddie Bernice Johnson.
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank our witnesses for being here.
I would like to ask unanimous consent to put an opening statement in the record.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Without objection.
[Ms. Johnson’s prepared statement follows:]
f
Prepared Statement of Hon. Eddie Bernice Johnson, a Representative in
Congress from the State of Texas
I thank the chairman and ranking member for having this hearing today, as it
allows us to examine the current priorities and critical concerns with the Boeing 737
MAX aircraft. I am eager to hear from Mr. Muilenburg, the president and CEO of
the Boeing Company.
My interests are specific as to how we as a legislative body can adequately address the promotion of aviation safety; potential avenues of reform in the agency
certification processes; and long-term influences on consumer flight experiences.
As to safety, the Boeing 737 MAX was marketed as a safe, modernairplane; however, after two major failures and hundreds of people losing their lives, we now
know that the 737 MAX is not a safe plane and consequently has been grounded.
As to the agency certification process, we must ensure that the planes that are
certified to fly go through the most comprehensive certification process modernly
available, so that we may avoid these tragic failures in flight. We are experiencing
a serious crisis of trust in aviation safety. The importance of an appropriate certification process for large aircraft in the United States is now more pertinent than
ever. If the safety certification process merits reexamination and reform, we must
advocate for transparency. This will avert not only the reduction of the United
States position of authority on aviation safety, but also the endangerment of hundreds of lives in preventable accidents.
My district in Texas is a major hub for aviation, and with the significance of this
industry and the jobs that the airline industry provides, I am dedicated to addressing the imminent and long-term concerns regarding the grounding and ensuing safety concerns of the 737 MAX aircraft. This is of significant concern to me, as both
American Airlines and Southwest Airlines are prominent entities at the Dallas Fort
Worth International Airport and the Dallas Love Field Airport and had previously
employed a significant number of this aircraft model.
Therefore, the operational implications of the grounding and safety certification
of the Boeing 737 MAX are literally a matter of life and death.
Again, I look forward to the testimony of Mr. Muilenburg and the answers to my
questions. With this hearing, I join the efforts of my colleagues in Congress to
meaningfully and comprehensively address these urgent concerns on both the national and global scale.
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Ms. JOHNSON. Mr. Muilenburg, Mr. Mark Forkner’s position as
chief technical pilot on the 737 MAX was in place at the time of
the accident. Who did he report to?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, he was an engineer in our
Commercial Airplanes division. I am not sure who he reported to
directly, but he reported up through our engineering team.
John, if you——
Mr. HAMILTON. Actually, he was in the training department, so
he worked through the training organization.
Ms. JOHNSON. OK. So there was a chain of command in some
way?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Ms. JOHNSON. OK. In March of 2016 he asked the FAA if it was
OK to remove all references to the MCAS in the flight crew operations manual and training materials. When he made this request,
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was he acting on his own, outside the scope of what he was supposed to be doing as the chief technical pilot?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, part of Mr. Forkner’s responsibility included discussions on training with the FAA, but that is
more than a single individual. There is a large team that does that
work, together with the FAA and other stakeholders. And typically,
they will discuss the contents of the training manual and make
iterations on that manual over time to try to optimize it for the pilots.
Ms. JOHNSON. Was there some way that it was called to his attention, this request was made? And what was the inside discussion?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I apologize, I could not hear
your question.
Ms. JOHNSON. The first question you responded to, which is related to the second one, and that is when he made the request to
remove all references to the MCAS and the flight crew operations
manual and training materials, when he made that request, was
he acting on his own? And you said that it was a number of people.
So I am saying was he just—talked a—did he have any reprimand in any way for this request being made, or was it a group
request?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, part of that discussion on
whether to include MCAS in the training manual, that was an
iterative process over several years, and included many people beyond Mr. Forkner.
And typically, what we do is we want to include in the training
manuals the items that the pilots need to fly the airplane. I think
Ranking Member Graves described it well earlier. We don’t want
to put more information in the training manual than required. We
want to focus on the information that is needed to fly the airplane.
And so, typically, over a multiyear timeframe, we will make decisions on whether to include things or not, depending on whether
they meet our criteria for what is beneficial to the pilots.
Ms. JOHNSON. Was he or anybody else in Boeing rewarded in any
financial way for removing this requirement, and making it simpler
for you?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, no. That is part of our obligation. Our responsibility is to provide the best training manuals we
can.
I know the discussion around MCAS has included a—there has
been a lot of discussion about whether to include it or not. But
again, our focus has been on providing the information the pilot
needs to fly the airplane, rather than the information that would
be used to diagnose a failure. And that difference between flying
the airplane and diagnosing a failure is a really important safety
concept in our training manuals.
Ms. JOHNSON. Well, do you recall any discussion that was made
around anybody objecting to this decision to remove this MCAS
from pilot training materials?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I can’t point you to a specific
document, but I know there were discussions, debates on whether
to include MCAS or not. That is part of our healthy engineering
culture. We bring up ideas, we debate. We encourage that open dis-
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cussion. That is how we ultimately optimized the content of the
training manual.
Ms. JOHNSON. Have you reconsidered the removal of this material from your training manual, operational manual?
[No response.]
Ms. JOHNSON. Have you had any discussion to reconsider removal of that material?
Mr. MUILENBURG. There were discussions and debates amongst
the team. Again, that was happening during that multiyear timeframe as MAX was being developed.
I don’t know, John, if you want to add to that.
Mr. HAMILTON. No, I agree. But I would say, since these accidents, we understand that pilots do want more information, and we
are going to incorporate that in our flight crew training manual
and flight crew operations manual.
Mr. MUILENBURG. That has been——
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you. My time——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. One of our key learnings——
Mr. DEFAZIO. The time of the gentlelady has expired. Just a
quick interjection in reference to the single point of failure.
I mean there was Turkish Airlines flight 981, where a DC–10
went down because the rear cargo door blew out. There was USAir
flight 427, the rudder problem that we had, which was the subject
of hearings in this committee. It was ultimately determined that
the rudder hardovers—we had two of those single point of failure.
And then we had the jack screw on the Alaska flight. You know,
the—so there have been a number. And in this case MCAS was a
major factor. It wasn’t the only factor.
With that, Representative Gibbs.
Mr. GIBBS. Thank you, Chairman. My condolences to the families, too, prayers as you struggle through this very difficult time.
On the MCAS, the sensor—and my understanding is on the
angle-of-attack sensors there is actually two sensors, but only one
was tied into the MCAS system. Is that correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, that is correct. Depending on
sequencing of the flight control computers, one sensor would feed
MCAS. But on different flights it could be either sensor. But one
sensor at a time.
Mr. GIBBS. OK, because—one thing, I am not a pilot. I fly, obviously, frequently. But, you know, when my friend down here, Garret Graves, talks about how important it is, you can’t just pull off
to the side of the road—redundancy.
So I don’t know what you guys were thinking, because sensors,
I know from my background in agriculture, a lot of times when we
have problems, it is usually a sensor failure that, you know, shuts
the system down, because the sensor is failing. Just an analogy.
And an airplane, I think redundancies really would be key.
And so I think we have all learned a lesson there, that we are
going to not just depend on one sensor. Correct? You have learned
that?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, that is one of the lessons
learned here. We tried to rely on a previous architecture. We have
learned, and we are moving to a two-sensor architecture.
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Mr. GIBBS. Now, the MCAS system, I am old school, I guess.
Maybe my kids and my grandkids might see it different. But every
once in a while on stuff that I operate—on your phone or whatever,
you got to reboot it. And so I have to agree with, I believe, the
chairman, but definitely Ranking Member Graves talks about
make sure we have the pilots be able to fly the plane. I know these
systems have added safety, overall, we have less issues and tragedies because of the systems. But we have got to make sure humans
have to be able to override it.
So that is really concerning to me, when I heard that the Airbus
doesn’t have that ability to override. I think that is something the
FAA ought to be looking at. I don’t know. That just raises a question with me.
But pilot training, testing. And I know we talked about these two
catastrophic accidents happened in Lion Air and Indonesia and
Ethiopia. And my understanding is—nothing against the pilots, I
know they were trying to save their lives and everything, that is
no doubt. But their training maybe wasn’t what it should have
been, reports I have read.
I guess, if I was Boeing, a large manufacturer of very sophisticated pieces of equipment, aircraft—what was Boeing’s plan in the
future—you sell these sophisticated aircraft around the world—to
make sure, other than just relying on their Government regulators—because I think I want to make sure that the people that
are maintaining them, the people that are flying them have the
training and the knowledge and the ability, continuing training.
Moving forward, because this is one area I think we can make
sure we prevent things like this happening, and not rely totally on
the infrastructure itself, the asset itself, the technology itself, but
make sure we got the human technology, the human behind that.
So I guess I would hear your comments on what, going forward,
what is Boeing going to do when they make these sales, to make
sure that you are confident that the people that maintain the aircraft and fly the aircraft have the training and the ability—what
Boeing’s role would be, moving forward.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I think you raise a very good
point. And that broader area of comprehensive global aviation safety is an area where we are going to make additional investments,
going forward. An element of that is helping to build the talent
pipeline. By most estimates, the world will need about 44,000 new
commercial airplanes over the next 20 years, and about 1.5 million
new pilots and aviation technicians. So we have a responsibility to
help build that talent pipeline.
We are also going to take a look at the pilot machine interface
on our airplanes, and designing that for the next generation, as
technology is rapidly evolving. We are investing heavily in that
area, future flight deck design.
We are also investing in additional simulation infrastructure
around the world to provide additional training capacity, working
with airline customers around the world.
Those are just a few examples of what we are doing.
Mr. GIBBS. I am just curious on the case of the two cases here,
the Ethiopian and Lion Air, you know, the two cases, did you have
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simulators over there, training? Or how has that worked here in
the past? What has been the involvement of Boeing?
Mr. MUILENBURG. John, are you aware of exactly what training
capacity they have?
Mr. HAMILTON. I am not specifically aware of what Ethiopia has,
from a simulator standpoint.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, if we could take that question,
we will follow up with the details there. I know we have a team
that is locally engaged with both airlines, and we will follow up
with the details on simulation infrastructure——
Mr. GIBBS. Yes, I appreciate that, because I think, moving forward, we rely too much on our computers and our—all that. And
we know that machines do break, too.
So I yield back. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I now turn to the chair of the subcommittee, Mr.
Larsen.
Mr. LARSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Muilenburg, as we are looking forward prospectively, we
need to do our job looking retrospectively a little bit to understand
the certification process. That has been the focus of this committee’s long-term investigation since March. And so I want to touch
on that a little bit.
You said today and you said yesterday at the Senate hearing
that ‘‘We,’’ that is Boeing, ‘‘We have made mistakes and we got
some things wrong.’’ Can you name three specific mistakes Boeing
made in this process?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I would point out implementation of the angle-of-attack disagree alert. We got that wrong, upfront. The implementation was a mistake, and we have subsequently fixed that, going forward.
Mr. LARSEN. Second?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Secondly, we have learned about the MCAS
architecture, the changes that we have already talked about. Clearly, we have some areas to improve there.
Mr. LARSEN. And third?
Mr. MUILENBURG. And thirdly, I would say, in the broader area
of communication, documentation across all of the stakeholders,
and doing that in an efficient and comprehensive manner, we have
identified some improvements we need to make there.
Mr. LARSEN. Can you identify individuals, then, who made these
mistakes within Boeing?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, across all three of those areas,
these are large teams that work together across our company, our
supply chain. We have about 900 supplier companies that work in
our 737 supply chain alone: the FAA, other global regulators, airlines. So in each of these three areas, there are broad, integrated
teams. There is no one individual that makes decisions within
these. These generally are engineering teams that build consensus
with all of the stakeholders.
Mr. LARSEN. So does that make this an organizational or cultural
problem, as opposed to an individual problem and that led to these
mistakes?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I think it is important, from an
accountability standpoint—you know, my company and I are ac-
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countable. That accountability starts with me. And our board recently took some actions regarding my position.
Mr. LARSEN. I was going to ask.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
Mr. LARSEN. How have you been held accountable through this?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes. So, Congressman, to your question, our
board has recently taken some actions on my position, and I fully
support that. That will allow me again to focus even more on safety
in our internal operations. And these decisions are directed at safety.
I have also taken some management actions. We know there are
still a number of other reviews underway. And as those reviews are
completed, if we need to take additional actions, we will. And those
will be firm. And in some cases, they are not individual actions, but
to—as you pointed out, they are organizational or structural actions. And these are equally important.
And we have recently announced changes to our safety review
board structures to elevate them and make them more transparent.
I now receive weekly data reports, very detailed level, on our safety
review boards. We stood up a new safety organization under Beth
Pasztor. She now reports directly to our chief engineer, who reports
to me, instead of being down in the businesses.
Our board has set up a new aerospace safety committee that is
chaired by Admiral Giambastiani. Just Friday we announced the
addition of Admiral Richardson, who has a deep, deep background
in safety. He will be a member of that committee.
And then we have also realigned our entire engineering organization, roughly 50,000 engineers now all report directly to our chief
engineer, who reports to me. And again, this will create additional
transparency, visibility, and independence, all with a focus on safety.
Mr. LARSEN. So I can’t help but think, when I hear that, and
when I read the JATR report, and read the NTSB recommendations from September, and read the Indonesian accident investigation report, that there are changes that we need in how we certify
aircraft and components in the FAA process, that what we have
now went too far, and that we don’t have a handle.
We hold the FAA accountable. The FAA is supposed to then hold
the OEMs, the original equipment manufacturers, accountable. I
am not convinced, based on reading these reports and looking at
Boeing’s own actions, that that is being done adequately. And I
would like to hear your view on what—well, do you agree with me
or not?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we believe there are also improvements we can make to that process. And as you are very, very
familiar with the delegated authority process, that process, we do
think, is very important to fundamental safety. It broadly—it contributes to the 95-percent improvement in safety we have seen over
the last two decades. But we need to make sure we have the balance right, and we support the reviews that have been announced
on that. I think that——
Mr. LARSEN. Well, if I could just—and I will finish here, Mr.
Chair—if the bookends on this are what former—well, Acting Administrator Elwell said at one time it would be $2 billion and
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10,000 more inspectors. If that is one bookend, and the other bookend is what we have today, I think that we ought to be pulling out
a book somewhere between those two bookends. And right now we
are—we have gone too far.
And with that I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. Representative Davis?
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And, as a matter of fact, I
want to kind of add to what my colleague from the State of Washington was asking about, and it is about the certification process.
As he just asked, there is one bookend of what the FAA actually
believes could be done with billions more dollars in inspectors. We
have the current certification process. I don’t want to see a kneejerk reaction here.
Look, it breaks my heart, and everybody’s heart in this room, to
look over and see those pictures. And I know it does yours, too.
These are real people who were affected by tragic accidents that we
are here to get answers for. But we also want to make sure that
we don’t see any more in rooms like this.
I have many of my constituents who work at your facilities in St.
Louis and in Mascoutah, Illinois. I know every one of those constituents that put on that Boeing uniform and go to work every
day, it breaks their heart when they see accidents and tragedies
like we have witnessed. They want to do the best job they can to
put a safe plane in the air. They want to make sure no one cuts
corners.
So this certification process, tell us, so we don’t have that kneejerk reaction, what do you think the sweet spot is from those bookends that Mr. Larsen was talking about?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I applaud the focus on safety
and people. As you point out, we always have to remember what
we are doing here is providing safe travel for people around the
globe, and lives depend on what we do. So we have to get it right.
I think the certification system that we have today is a solid system that has been built up over decades. We have seen very significant improvements in safe travel over the last two decades—as I
mentioned, about a 95-percent improvement. That is a result of the
current certification system. So we need to maintain what is good
in that current system. There is, clearly, a lot of goodness.
I think we have identified a couple of areas where we could look
at refinements. And one of the areas we talked about is standards,
these longstanding industry standards around pilot-machine interface, and the assumptions behind that. I think we are all eager to
take a look at that as a potential area of reform.
And I think, as John has well pointed out, there are some aged
regulations on the books that could be updated to represent current
technology, and that would also be beneficial.
Mr. DAVIS. Well, that is good to hear. And I certainly hope all
of us here, we as policymakers, can ensure that we don’t have that
knee-jerk reaction. Because we all have the same goal. And there
is probably not many more in the country that fly as much as we
do. So we understand the safety of the aviation industry. But it is
those instances where safety might have been compromised, which
is why you are here.
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And I appreciate Boeing, and I appreciate you admitting mistakes and talking about the administrative decisions that you are
making as a team at Boeing to ensure that those mistakes aren’t
made in the future.
We have seen some disturbing whistleblower complaints, complaints from former Boeing executives and workers about processes
and the culture that may exist at certain facilities. What are you
doing to address some of those to ensure that the culture at Boeing,
at all of their facilities, is up to par with the facilities that I know
my constituents work at in St. Louis and in Mascoutah?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes. Well, Congressman, you raise a very good
point. And we want our employees to speak up. When they have
concerns, issues, we want a culture where they are willing to speak
up. So I encourage those reports. We want to hear what our employees’ concerns are.
We conduct surveys to bring those up, as well, and we provide
reporting channels where, if employees want to bring up anonymous concerns, they can. And those get immediate followup action.
And I think it is important, when you take a look at those—the
whistleblower complaints, other points that you have brought up,
this is part of our culture of providing visibility on issues. That is
how we get better, as a company.
And I can also tell you, as you know, I know the 150,000 people
of Boeing. You know them from St. Louis and Mascoutah. I know
them, as you do. These are honest, hardworking, dedicated people
that know the work they do directly affects lives. And they want
to do it right, and they want to do it with excellence. And we want
a culture where people can bring up concerns.
And my commitment, the culture of our company—I know John
shares this, as does the rest of my team—is to be responsive to
those inputs, to hear our employees, to take action, and to do that
consistent with our values.
Mr. DAVIS. Well, I hope the message you take from today’s hearing when you go back is thank you for the good job that many of
your employees do on a daily basis, but we also expect results. And
we want to see those results in all of your facilities.
And my time is up. I yield back, and I thank you both for being
here.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. The Representative from
California, Mrs. Napolitano.
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Our collective
prayers are with the families on their tremendous loss, and I am
glad you are here, showing us—keeping us aware of it.
Mr. Muilenburg, my question is regarding FAA’s organization
delegation authority, known as ODA, that allows your company to
oversee certain FAA certification activities. The FAA’s Boeing Aviation Safety Oversight Office, or BASOO, not only oversees the Boeing 737 MAX program, but it also oversees other Boeing commercial transport aircraft programs, including the 777 and the 787
Dreamliner.
There are approximately 45 FAA employees that work in
BASOO, but there are 1,500 Boeing employees that work in the organization, ODA, program. These Boeing employees have a dual
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role of working for Boeing and representing the Government’s interests through the FAA.
Mr. Muilenburg, do you believe that having 45 FAA employees
overseeing all of the critical safety decisions Boeing makes every
day regarding commercial aircraft is adequate? Yes or no?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I can’t give you what would
be the exact right number. We do respect the FAA’s oversight authority. We think——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Well, she didn’t—sir, she did ask for a yes-or-no
answer. Do you believe that is an adequate number, given the
scope of their duties?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Mr. Chairman, I can’t answer that specifically.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK, all right.
Mr. MUILENBURG. I think that is the FAA’s call. All I want to
say is we fully support the FAA’s oversight. We think strong oversight——
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Is part of what makes the system
safe.
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you. I think the tragedy of Boeing 737
MAX doesn’t just highlight cultural problems at Boeing regarding
production and Boeing’s commitment to safety, but I think also
highlighted a failure by the FAA to provide appropriate oversight
of critical issues that impacted safety and ultimately led to the accidents of both Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines.
I think the current oversight structure is a critical—very critical—issue, and one that Congress is going to have to need to
evaluate in the wake of these accidents.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield the remaining time to you.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Thank you, Mrs. Napolitano.
[Slide]
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Mr. DEFAZIO. I want to return to the market pressures, the fact
that you had to design a plane that was more economical and
couldn’t require pilot training, and I would, you know, refer to—
the first slide here is during an executive review of, unfortunately,
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it is an Ethiopian Airlines plane, talking about the MAX advantage. And it was just relentless pressure.
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing's "737 MAX, 777X & 787-9
Executive Review," March 4, 2014
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Mr. DEFAZIO. And the next slide, which is, you know, no flight
simulator required. We have had questions about the communications of your test pilot, and we have the polling from your own employees about the pressures.
There is going to be, ultimately, a determination whether you directly concealed, inadvertently concealed, provided in a fragmented
manner the full MCAS in its radical form, information to the regulators, and that is something we are also going to pursue with the
regulators, what their understanding was.
Let me just ask a quick question.
I know you know why we are here today: 346 people died on 2
of your airplanes in 5 months. And you are helping us to try and
delve into what we need to fix, because we need to change the law.
But part of this process, really, is taking full accountability for
what went wrong, for the death of 346 innocent people on two 737
MAX flights. So my question is a simple one, and I hope you can
give me a direct response.
Who bears the principal responsibility at Boeing for the cascading events that resulted in the crash of Lion Air flight 610 and
Ethiopian Airlines flight 302?
I know that you have lost your board chair. You are still CEO,
you still serve on the board. I did happen to look at your compensation last year. You received after that crash a $15 million bonus.
What are the consequences? Who is taking principal responsibility? Who is going to be held accountable, fully accountable? I
know you fired one person.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Mr. Chairman, my company and I are responsible. We are responsible for our airplanes. And we know there are
things we need to improve. We own that. We are going to fix it,
and we are responsible. I am responsible.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. I am also accountable.
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Mr. DEFAZIO. All right.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And I described the actions that we took earlier. And, as additional reviews are completed, as additional studies
are completed, we will take additional action.
But I am accountable, my company is accountable. The flying
public deserves safe airplanes. That is our business.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Thank you.
Mr. Woodall?
Mr. WOODALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to pick up
where the chairman left off with the no flight simulator required
slide.
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing's " 737 MAX, 777X & 787-9
Executive Review," March 4, 2014
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Mr. WOODALL. I am a lawyer, I am not an engineer. But I don’t
understand the regulatory distinction between a derivative type
and a new type.
Is the requirement of a new flight simulator a disqualifier to fit
in under a derivative certificate?
Mr. HAMILTON. No, let me explain. The 737 is a family of airplanes. It is one of the safest family of airplanes flying in the world
today. And many pilots will fly an NG first flight in the morning,
they could fly a MAX as the second flight of the day, back in the
NG on the third flight of the day.
And so one of the market requirements the customers want is to
be able to make it a seamless transition from an NG to a MAX.
Mr. WOODALL. Well, let me go back, then, because the New York
Times reported in 2011, as competition grew with Airbus, that it
was Boeing’s position that we didn’t want a derivative type, that
it was a brandnew, clean-sheet design that is what customers
wanted.
And so, was the presumption at that time that you were going
to do a brandnew, clean-sheet design, going to create a brandnew
type certificate, and no new flight simulator was going to be required?
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Mr. HAMILTON. Congressman, I was actually the chief engineer
of the 737 at that time, and we had actually had product studies,
as we normally do, looking at reengining, since 2007.
We also had a product development organization that was looking at a new airplane. And just like any good company, we were
looking at both options, and competing them internally about what
made sense to bring to the market. At the end of the day, what the
customers really wanted was to have an airplane they could
seamlessly transition from their 737s into this future airplane.
They——
Mr. WOODALL. Well, when we talk about who takes responsibility, candidly, I am concerned that we may have created a regulatory environment that makes it so difficult for you to get a new
type certificate that you try to stuff all of these changes that should
never be stuffed in under a derivative certificate.
But what you are telling me is, no, it is your customers who demand that you get derivative certificates, and we, from a regulatory perspective, are not complicit in making it too hard to declare that new model.
Mr. HAMILTON. I would say that a derivative type cert is not necessarily any easier than a new type cert. I think, as someone alluded to, we took over 5 years to do the derivative type cert, which
is very consistent with what we do for a new type cert.
So they are actually very complementary. And if you look at the
MAX’s certification, it was very comprehensive.
Mr. WOODALL. All right. So when we go back to the IG’s report
that quotes an FAA official as saying, ‘‘The 737 MAX is not a simple derivative of its previous models, it is a very complex modification incorporating many new and novel features. Boeing is doing
everything it can to be exempt from the new certification rules and
keep the aircraft the same type rating with minimal training differences,’’ that has nothing to do with the length of the approval
process, that has everything to do with the economic pressures Boeing is under to meet customer demand of pilot similarity in a continuing model?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, the MAX was—with technology we determined that we could get the same amount of fuel efficiency, the
same amount of carbon dioxide reductions, the same amount of
noise reductions that we pretty much could with a new type—a
new airplane. And it was a desire from the customers.
So, yes, that informed some of the decisions we made, but it
wasn’t about—how we approached certification. It was about design
choices we made.
Mr. WOODALL. Let’s go back to the FAA partnership, then, because I—and I appreciate what you said yesterday in your Senate
testimony, Mr. Muilenburg, about ODA making American aviation
and world aviation safer. I believe that to be true, and I very much
worry that, in every tragedy, that the tendency is to swing the pendulum back too far the other direction.
When an FAA official says the MAX is not a simple derivative,
it is a very complex modification, it does incorporate new and novel
features, what role does Boeing have in requiring the FAA to go
ahead and sign off on that derivative type, instead of saying, ‘‘No,
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we have now looked at your engineering, this is not a derivative
type, you must go back and begin this process again’’?
Is ODA implemented in FAA’s decision of whether to certify a
new type or not?
Mr. HAMILTON. Congressman, I used to run the ODA, and I was
actually leading the ODA at the time. This is not an ODA function
at all.
This is Boeing as—the applicant, the OEM, we go discuss with
the FAA what the certification basis should be for the airplane.
And it is—ultimately, it is the FAA’s decision. They set the requirement, they set the cert basis. And then we, as a company, as the
applicant, we have to follow that. It is not an ODA function at all
in establishing the cert basis.
Mr. WOODALL. I hope we will bring those FAA officials in, Mr.
Chairman, so that we can ask that question, because that is the
point of failure, if there is a point of failure in this regulatory process.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK.
Mr. WOODALL. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. Mr. Lipinski is next.
Mr. LIPINSKI. This is not a court, and this is not a criminal hearing, but 346 people died in 2 crashes of Boeing 737 MAX planes
that should not have been certified to fly by the FAA.
I said at a hearing earlier this year, ‘‘Something went wrong in
the certification process of this plane. Either the FAA certification
process itself is at fault, Boeing is at fault in their role in the process, or both.’’ After I made this statement, I was upbraided by some
in the industry for questioning the process.
But this committee has a responsibility to get to the bottom of
what went wrong in the certification process for the 737 MAX so
we can make changes to that process and assure the public, especially those in this audience and everyone who lost loved ones, assure them that they will not be flying in unsafe planes again.
Now, sitting here, we heard about accountability. I am not sure
what accountability means if accountability means, Mr.
Muilenburg, you received a $15 million bonus after these planes
crashed. I am not sure who has been held accountable here for this.
Two planes crashed. Even after the first plane crashed, I still
don’t really understand how you have—I am an engineer, but I am
asking a lot of questions back here. People who are more expert
than me—I don’t understand how you have this single point of failure. Chairman DeFazio went through that, but it was raised, as
the chairman mentioned.
There is also another case. There was an internal ethics complaint that alleged that an engineer recommended the synthetic
airspeed system be put in, which is in the 787 Dreamliner, and was
rebuffed because of ‘‘cost and potential pilot training impact.’’
There is a lot of reasons mistakes are made. The problem, the
bigger problem, is if mistakes were made for financial reasons. And
there are a lot of things that seem to point to that in this whole
process, and that is what is so concerning. And how did that happen in Boeing? How did Boeing allow that to happen? How did the
certification process allow that to happen?
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In order to get a new type certificate, it takes, generally, a longer
amount of time. I think most people will agree, Mr. Hamilton, it
takes a longer amount of time. It also risks having—most likely
you are going to have to require pilot training.
So all these point back to ways of saving money, and that is a
big problem. How do we stop that?
Now, I want to ask—the JATR team found that MCAS was not
evaluated—and this is something—I was listening to the Senate
testimony yesterday, Mr. Muilenburg, and you didn’t seem to agree
with this. And I want to get your—what you say here: The JATR
team found that MCAS was not evaluated as a complete and integrated function in the certification documents that were submitted
to the FAA. Is that true?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, the MCAS system was certified
with the FAA.
Mr. LIPINSKI. Was it evaluated as a complete and integrated
function, or was it step by step without ever having FAA look at
it as a complete and integrated system? Because that is what is the
important piece of this.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, I think what the JATR report points
out—and this is an area where we support further looks, as well—
is when we think about what we call a cross-system integration,
and how we do certification of that.
So, for example, a multiple failure mode analysis, high pilot
workload conditions, we do think that is an area where we want
to look more deeply.
The MCAS system and the MAX were certified to our current
standards for how we do those analyses. But, as the JATR points
out——
Mr. LIPINSKI. Well, it was a completely—it was a very different
system. I think that is very, very important, and that is something
that FAA should have required, and I think it should have been
provided.
But in my last few seconds here I want to ask. As the 737 MAX
reenters service, will Boeing require airlines to conduct similar
training on MCAS for all pilots?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, those decisions are the purview
of the regulatory authorities around the world. And we will respect
their——
Mr. LIPINSKI. Will Boeing lose——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Their decisions.
Mr. LIPINSKI. Will Boeing have to give money back to any of the
airlines if that is the case?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, money doesn’t factor into this
decision. It is about safety. So we——
Mr. LIPINSKI. But if it is in the contract, that is a question.
My time is up.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. Representative Katko?
Mr. KATKO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I thank all of my colleagues for all these questions today.
In my previous life I was an organized crime prosecutor, and routinely had to sit with victims—and victims’ families, more often.
And the pain I see on your faces is exactly the pain I saw on those
victims’ faces. So I just want to recognize that, and recognize
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that—I hope you understand we are taking this very, very seriously.
And I understand, Mr. Muilenburg, last night they had an opportunity to meet with the victims’ families. I would like to—I know
what—it always had a huge impact on me and how I carried out
my cases, and it motivated me to do better, and to get to the bottom of the problem. So I want to hear what it was like for you, and
what was discussed.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I want to respect the privacy of
the families, but I can perhaps, if you will allow me, just broadly
describe our discussion.
We wanted to listen. And each of the families told us the stories
about the lives that were lost. And those were heartbreaking. I will
never forget that.
So we talked about their stories, we listened. And we, further
into the conversation, you know, talked about safety, talked about
changes, talked about what my company has learned, what I have
learned. We talked about our commitment to never letting this
happen again, to preventing any future accidents like this. You
know, it was—one thing I wanted to convey to the families.
But, you know, these stories, they are always going to be with
us. And I wish we could change that. And all we could do is—we
have to remember these people. It brought me back to remembering that, you know, lives literally depend on what we do at the
Boeing Company. That is why I came to this company as a farm
kid from Iowa, right? That is what I wanted to work on. And these
stories brought that all back.
Mr. KATKO. Well——
Mr. MUILENBURG. So we are never going to forget that, and the
commitments we shared with the families, and working in their
communities going forward, that is very important to us. And we
are going to follow up.
Mr. KATKO. I can tell you I never forgot any of those conversations with the victims of—murder victims, and what have you,
their families. I can remember it like it was yesterday. And I hope
you remember that, and it motivates you and your company, going
forward, to do better than you have done.
Mr. Hamilton, from an engineering standpoint, I want to switch
gears a bit. My colleagues have done a terrific job of asking about
this particular issue. But I am concerned about other things with
respect to air safety, as well.
And with my work on the Committee on Homeland Security, I
am—and my chairmanship on the Subcommittee on Cybersecurity,
Infrastructure, Protection, and Innovation, very, very, very concerned about supply chain anywhere in public transit. We have
made a lot of noise in this committee about what New York City
was doing with their subway systems, and we made noise with
Metro here, as well. And so I am concerned that, you know, what
you are doing to ensure that the supply chain is good, and is sound,
and you are not getting it from bad actors?
And also, what you are doing to ensure that the ever-spreading
and ever-metastasizing cybersecurity problem doesn’t infect the airlines themselves.
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Mr. HAMILTON. Certainly. You know, we do have a global supply
chain, and we carefully do audits of our suppliers to determine,
first of all, should we get something from that supplier or not, and
then we have robust followup processes, both looking at their quality controls, their producibility, and oversight of our supply chain.
And this is one of the things that the FAA has asked us to
strengthen. And we are doing that. We have taken some actions on
that, as well.
And every day we get reports in on how the suppliers are doing,
and whether or not we need to invest and put more actions to improve their operations.
Do you want to talk cybersecurity, overall?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG. In addition to that, as John well pointed out,
we have got about 12,000 companies in our supply chain here in
the U.S., mostly mid- and small-sized businesses. So, in many
cases, we assist them with their cybersecurity infrastructure, as
well. That is a very important infrastructure to us across our Boeing enterprise. And my CIO, who reports directly to me, is responsible for that.
We also have a continuous effort on the cybersecurity of not only
our systems, but our products. So cyber-hardening our airplanes for
the future, ensuring that nobody can gain access to those airplanes,
is a very important safety design principle for us. And our engineering team spends time on that every day.
Mr. KATKO. Thank you very much. I am out of time.
I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. With that I recognize Representative Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Hamilton, on the 30th of March in 2016, Boeing asked the
FAA if it was OK to remove all references to MCAS from the flight
crew operations manual and training material. That request was
based, in part, on Boeing’s representation that MCAS ‘‘only operates way outside of the normal operating envelope.’’ Is that not
true?
Mr. HAMILTON. I believe that is true, that we—I can’t verify the
date, but I believe——
Mr. COHEN. Right.
Mr. HAMILTON [continuing]. What you are saying is true.
Mr. COHEN. So let me suggest this to you, or ask you. On March
the 30th, the same day, Boeing’s chief technical pilot at the time,
Mark Forkner, emailed the FAA with the following request, ‘‘Are
you OK with us removing all reference to MCAS from the operating
manual and the training as we discussed, as it’s completely transparent to the flight crew and only operates way outside of the normal operating envelope?’’ The ‘‘normal operating envelope’’ being
the term the flight conditions a commercial airline passenger might
reasonably experience. Is that correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. As Mr. Muilenburg has discussed, it is an
iterative process that we go back and forth with the FAA on what
needs to be in the training manual and what doesn’t. And collec-
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tively, the FAA and Boeing reached an agreement that the description of the MCAS did not need to be in the training manual.
Mr. COHEN. And Mr. Forkner requested that. Is that correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, and Mr. Forkner’s role, as chief technical
pilot, would be the prime interface with the FAA on that.
Mr. COHEN. So he said it was way outside the normal operating
envelope, talking about conditions or airplane maneuvers that are
beyond what a commercial airline passenger would normally experience. Right?
That is right, isn’t it, Mr. Hamilton, that Mr. Forkner said that
it was outside the normal procedures, you normally wouldn’t have
that occur on a commercial airline.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Referring to the MCAS envelope being outside?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, MCAS should have been transparent to the
pilots and assist them only as they approached what we refer to
as high alpha, or high attitude-type conditions.
Mr. COHEN. All right. MCAS didn’t activate outside the normal
operating envelope on Lion Air. In fact, MCAS activated within the
normal operating envelope on that flight. Is that not correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, MCAS reacted to a faulty sensor input, and
operated as it was designed, yes.
Mr. COHEN. So Captain Forkner repeated this representation to
the FAA as late as January of 2017 after Boeing had changed
MCAS to operate at lower speeds, and just a few short months before the FAA finally certified the plane.
In a recently released email exchange in which he was discussing
changes that were needed for MAX pilot training, he reminded the
FAA, ‘‘Delete MCAS, recall we decided we weren’t going to cover
it in the flight crew operating manual or the CBT, since it’s way
outside the normal operating envelope.’’ Let’s get it out of the flight
crew operations manual and outside the computer-based training.
In hindsight, would you not agree that Captain Forkner either,
one, did not understand; two, downplayed; or, at worst, three, concealed the fact that, under a scenario that—known to Boeing, the
failure of a single angle-of-attack sensor, MCAS could activate
within the normal operating envelope?
Mr. HAMILTON. Again, I was not part of those conversations. You
know, I think that was part of the—was leading up to the fleet
standardization board meeting, and understanding what needed to
be presented in that meeting.
Mr. COHEN. You might not have been part of it, but you are an
expert. You are an engineer. You are a vice president of Boeing.
Mr. HAMILTON. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. Would you not agree, in hindsight, that Forkner either did not understand; downplayed it; or concealed a fact that,
under a scenario known to Boeing, failed to tell—to talk to—MCAS
to—acted about what would go on?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman——
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Hamilton, would you answer my question?
Mr. HAMILTON. Absolutely. Congressman, you know, I don’t know
what was going through Captain Forkner’s mind, what he knew,
what he didn’t know, I don’t want to speculate on that.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Muilenburg, do you want to respond?
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, the only point I was adding is
that the MCAS is originally designed—the idea is for it to operate
outside the normal envelope. And then the extension to the lowspeed envelope, which I think you are referring to, again, that was
something that was tested and certified with the FAA from roughly
mid-2016 to early 2017.
Mr. COHEN. Let me ask you this, Mr. Muilenburg. You said you
are accountable. What does accountability mean? Are you taking a
cut in pay? Are you working for free from now on until you can
cure this problem?
These people’s relatives are not coming back. They are gone.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Your salary is still on. Is anybody at Boeing taking
a cut, or working for free to try to rectify this problem, like the
Japanese would do?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, it is not about the money for
me. That is not why I came to Boeing——
Mr. COHEN. Are you giving up any money?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, my board will conduct a comprehensive review. That——
Mr. COHEN. So you are saying you are not giving up any compensation at all. You are continuing to work and make $30 million
a year after this horrific two accidents that caused all of these people’s relatives to go, to disappear, to die? You are not taking a cut
in pay at all?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, again, our board will make
those determinations——
Mr. COHEN. You are not accountable, then. You are saying the
board is accountable.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I am accountable, sir.
Mr. DEFAZIO. The gentleman’s time has expired. With that we
would turn to Representative Graves.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Mr. Muilenburg, did you fly on a 737
MAX prior to these disasters?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I don’t recall flying on a MAX
prior to, no.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Mr. Hamilton?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Do you have any idea how many
times?
Mr. HAMILTON. I don’t recall the exact number, no.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Once? Ten times? Any ballpark?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, it was probably—I could count on one hand.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. I flew on one. I don’t know how many
times, but I know at least once before.
My point is that I am—there are all sorts of things that have
come out, including the text messages and other things that some
folks have said, ‘‘This is a smoking gun.’’ I am going to assume that
you all wouldn’t have ridden on an airplane if you believed that
something was wrong. Is that a safe assumption?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. All right. So here is where I want to
transition, all right?
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So I talked earlier about all the reports that I did from memory.
I think the only one I left out was the Department of Transportation’s inspector general report. We have got outcomes of a number of reports, including NTSB, Indonesian accident report. We
have got the Boeing board and others that have come out.
How do we know that this new process is actually going to have
the integrity to where you don’t just feel it is right, FAA doesn’t
just feel it is right, that it actually is right? Does that question
make sense?
Mr. MUILENBURG. When you say ‘‘new process,’’ Congressman——
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. So my point is that, before, you flew.
I flew.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. We all believed that it was right. Now
we are potentially going to unground this craft at some point. How
do we know that this new process is actually going to work and
yield the right outcome?
Mr. HAMILTON. You know, I would say that, number one, the
software changes we are making are going to prevent our pilots
from ever being in this condition again.
But also, the FAA is doing a very robust, thorough review of all
our documentation, of all our testing, and that is partially why it
is taking this long.
But I feel that, very confidently, that when we get through this,
the FAA will clearly say that this airplane is safe.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. As I mentioned, you have got outcomes, at least preliminary outcomes, from NTSB, Indonesia, from
the Boeing board and others. Based on what you have seen so far,
are there any of these expert recommendations that you disagree
with?
Mr. HAMILTON. You know, I think the NTSB recommendations,
the JATR recommendations, they are all—and even the Indonesians’ recommendations, I think, you know, we are still reviewing all of them.
But I would say, after my initial look at them, I think there are
some very good recommendations, and we are looking forward to
working with the FAA and the industry to address those, yes.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Are you implementing those recommendations now on your efforts on the 777X as it goes through
certification?
Mr. HAMILTON. I would say absolutely, based on the lessons
learned coming out of the MAX, we are absolutely applying those
to the 777–9.
Some of the recommendations, though, we need to work with the
FAA on how they want to respond to some of those.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. I would appreciate if you could come
back to the committee after looking through some of the recommendations of NTSB and others and advise us of any recommendations that you do not concur with.
Secondly, if you could provide the committee and follow up
with—just helping us to better understand what changes Boeing is
making. And, look, I understand you are part of the system. The
airlines play an important role, the FAA plays an important role,
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and others. But what changes you are making to where—you felt
it was right, OK, before—and making sure that there are changes.
Lastly, I was going through five recommendations from some of
the families, and I want to ask that you follow back up with us:
publicly disclose the MCAS fix; clearly define the utility of MCAS;
address the concern of the culture within Boeing that might have
been prioritizing the wrong things; ensuring that there were not efforts to conceal the MCAS and its role, which I think goes back to
defining; and also ensuring that the entire plane is viewed as an
integrated system, as opposed to components, individually, that
may not recognize their role in the larger system.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we will follow up on all those.
Mr. GRAVES OF LOUISIANA. Thank you very much. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. We are going to recognize—what? Yes, one more Member, and then the panel has requested a break, which I think is quite reasonable, of 15 minutes.
So I will recognize Representative Sires, and then we will have
a 15-minute break, and then we will return.
Mr. SIRES. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing. It is
very important.
Mr. Muilenburg, in the spring and summer of 2018, did the
former general manager of the 737 program ever raise safety concerns with you about production pressure on Boeing’s employees
who were involved in the final assembly of the 737 MAX at
Boeing’s Renton, Washington, facility? Yes or no?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, yes, I am aware of some concerns that were raised——
Mr. SIRES. So yes?
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. In that time period.
Mr. SIRES. OK. I would like to read from an email that was sent
to the general manager of the 737 program in June 2018, 4 months
before the Lion crash, and 2 months before the plane was delivered
to Lion Air.
The email comes from a senior manager on the final assembly
team for the 737 MAX, and it reads like this: ‘‘I have some safety
concerns that I need to share with you, as the leader of the 737
program,’’ he wrote. . . . ‘‘Today we have 38 unfinished airplanes located outside the factory. The following concerns are based on my
own observations and 30 years’’—30 years—‘‘of aviation safety experience. . . .
‘‘My first concern,’’ he states, ‘‘is that our workforce is exhausted.
Employees are fatigued from having to work at a very high pace
for an extended period of time. . . . Fatigued employees make mistakes. . . .
‘‘My second concern is schedule pressure is creating a culture
where employees are either deliberately or unconsciously circumventing established processes. These process breakdowns come in a
variety of forms adversely impacting quality. . . .
‘‘Frankly, right now all my internal warning bells are going off.
And for the first time in my life, I’m sorry to say that I’m hesitant
about putting my family on a Boeing airplane.’’
The employee was so concerned that he recommended shutting
down the production. And he states, ‘‘I don’t make this rec-
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ommendation lightly,’’ he wrote. ‘‘I know this would take a lot of
planning, but the alternative of rushing the build is far riskier.
‘‘Nothing we do is so important that it is worth hurting someone.’’
Mr. Muilenburg, I know this employee also wrote to you, personally, in December 2018, after the Lion Air crash, as he spoke with
Boeing’s assistant general counsel several times after that.
My question is what have you done to ensure the safety issues
Boeing employees raised are properly addressed?
I mean you went through before a whole litany of what you do
with employees. It seems that this one must have escaped somewhere.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, Congressman, I am familiar with that
last communication that you referenced, where the employee sent—
or I believe he was a previous employee, a retired employee——
Mr. SIRES. He is retired, yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG. I will double check that.
Mr. SIRES. He went on to retire after 30 years.
Mr. MUILENBURG. He—I recall his email. And we did have several followup sessions with him. I told him I appreciated the fact
that he brought up those issues and concerns.
We do know that our team, who, at that point, was running a
production line that was operating at 52 737s a month—it was a
high-rate line at that point, as we had been ramping up production
from 42 to 47——
Mr. SIRES. So what did you do about it?
Mr. MUILENBURG. We took a number of actions on taking a look
at each of the work locations within the factory, each of the production stops. We implemented some additional quality checkpoints in
the process.
We also just took a look at his concerns, because he was not actually in the factory at that point, but he raised some good concerns, so we went back and took a look at his concerns. And in
some cases we identified areas where we thought his issues had already been addressed, and we provided that information back to
him.
But this is part of our continuous process in our factories. It is
very, very important that we set up a culture where, again, safety
is first in the factories. And that comes with quality, as you well
pointed out. And safe work is also work that is done in position.
And that is one of the big focus areas for us.
What happens in high-rate factories like ours, if—in the production factory, if they have work that gets behind, and it gets out of
position, that is when injuries can happen. So our objective is to
make sure work can happen in position. That is a safer work environment. And that is an area where we have been very, very focused in our safety efforts, and we will continue to be.
So we take those inputs seriously. We evaluated them, we responded, and we are continuing to take action.
Mr. SIRES. My time is up, and I thank you.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Just one quick followup. Did you reduce the rate
of production at that point in time, given his concerns, from 52?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we are currently running the
737——
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Mr. DEFAZIO. No, at that time. I mean at that time. Did you reduce it——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Sir——
Mr. DEFAZIO [continuing]. Given the concerns he expressed?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Sir, we did not change the production rate.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK, all right, thank you.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Again, I think it is very important that, when
you change a production rate in a line like ours, any change up or
down——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Sure, I understand there is a whole supply chain.
That is good.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Stability is preferred.
Mr. DEFAZIO. If you want your 15 minutes we are going to have
to break now. So we will recess the committee for 15 minutes.
[Recess.]
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK, the committee will come back to order. Which
side are we on? We are on this side, right?
So Representative Babin?
Dr. BABIN. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
I would like to join the others in acknowledging those in attendance here today who lost loved ones in the accidents, and offer my
very sincerest condolences to you, and thank you for being here
today.
In the interest of time, I would like to get right to it. Instead of
directing my questions to one of you, specifically, I would like to
address these to both of you, and let you decide who is best fit to
answer.
I think there is a feeling out there that, after the Lion Air crash
in Indonesia, Boeing sat back and did nothing in terms of addressing the causes of the accident. And since the second crash in Ethiopia, we have heard a lot from Boeing and the rest of the industry
about how the information gleaned from these tragic accidents
helped to ensure that they are not repeated.
With that in mind, what did Boeing do after the Lion Air crash
to ensure that those circumstances were not repeated? And do you
have any specific examples of lessons learned that you can share
with all of us that have positively impacted the entire commercial
aviation arena beyond just Boeing or the MAX, specifically?
If you can, give that to me, one of you, as quickly as possible.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, Congressman, I am going to ask Mr.
Hamilton to answer that.
Dr. BABIN. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. But if I could, just very quickly, I also need
to correct a statement I made on a question from Congressman
Sires, where he referenced a concern that had been brought up by
a retired employee. I responded to a question about whether the
vice president, GM, of the program, had talked to me. And I said
yes to that. That was incorrect.
My initial reception of that input was direct from the employee,
and I just wanted to clarify that to make sure it was right. We did
follow up, and I referenced several actions that were ongoing in our
factory concurrently. And the letter from the employee addressed
several of those topic areas, but I just wanted to clarify that was
separate from the actions that we were taking. And——
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Dr. BABIN. OK, thank you. Just very, very quickly, Mr. Hamilton,
because I have got some other things I want to say.
Mr. HAMILTON. Certainly. In the—so I—in my previous role I led
our accident investigation teams to some of the accident sites, including some of the ones that the chairman announced earlier, and
I have led the corrective actions.
In the hours following the Lion Air accident, we convened a
group of experts from around the company and started postulating
on what possibly could have happened, given the limited data that
was available. We quickly identified that this MCAS activation
could have been a scenario. We started running that through our
labs, running scenario planning. And once the flight data recorder
came up later in the week, and it verified what we had, we went—
started working on a software change immediately to start working
that.
Dr. BABIN. OK.
Mr. HAMILTON. And separately, convened a safety board and determined that that was not enough, just a software change, to mitigate the risk. And we determined that, while the crew—the captain
of Lion Air was trimming out the airplane as it was getting MCAS
when he handed over the control, it didn’t quite follow the assumptions that we had based the design on. So we knew we needed to
put an operation manual bulletin out to remind crews——
Dr. BABIN. OK, let me interrupt you because I have got some
other——
Mr. HAMILTON. OK.
Dr. BABIN [continuing]. Other things I want to have, but I think
I will just submit those for the record.
But I do want to use my remaining time to be perfectly clear
about something. As unfortunate as these tragedies are, systems
sometimes fail. And we will continue to learn from them until they
don’t fail. In the meantime, we need highly trained humans in the
loop to make judgment calls when things go awry. That means ensuring that the operators of these complex systems know how to
triage problems in order to put a plane safely on the ground in the
case of an emergency.
The day before the Lion Air crash, when the identical problem
occurred, an off-duty pilot riding in the cockpit correctly identified
the problem and guided the crew to disable the MCAS and save the
airplane. Let me be clear: This plane absolutely should not have
been in the air on October the 29th in 2018, another human error.
But this is an indicator that a well-trained crew potentially could
have averted this disaster, and all that to say that there are plenty
of things that Boeing should have done better. Also, human errors.
And I am sorry to say that even on this committee there are
those who claim that Boeing’s decisions are made only with the almighty dollar in mind. Are we under the illusion that Boeing
makes money when tragedies like these occur? Hard to imagine
that Boeing would intentionally suppress information that would
make the public safer and their product ultimately better.
We should be using these opportunities to seek out solutions, not
trying to hang blame on a company that has as much desire to
keep their passengers safe as we do. Let’s not forget that more
than 5 million people fly safely on Boeing planes every single day.
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We must be very careful not to erode American leadership when
it comes to safety in aviation. America is unquestionably the gold
standard when it comes to commercial aviation, and Boeing has
played a major role in getting us to that point.
And, just for the record, I serve no parochial interest in Boeing’s
commercial aviation program in my District 36 in the State of
Texas.
So I would yield back, and I will submit my questions—further
questions, then. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Muilenburg, since you just made a clarification about your
response to Representative Sires, I just want to get this straight.
You heard directly from this individual, the individual who, 4
months before Lion Air, said that he was hesitant about putting his
family on a Boeing airplane after he complained about schedule
pressure, exhaustive workforce, et cetera? He corresponded with
you directly?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, as I recall, the—it was via a letter that I received. I am not sure if it was electronic or physical,
but it was via a letter from him. I did talk to him——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right. And in response to my followup you said you
didn’t reduce production at that point in time, despite having an
exhausted workforce, despite all the other concerns he raised. You
didn’t reduce production because you were concerned about your
supply chain.
Now, this—just reflect on this for a second. You talked about
your upbringing, modest upbringing. But now, you know, you are
a very highly paid CEO of a vaunted American institution, the Boeing Company. And as Mr. Cohen pointed out, and I pointed out at
the beginning, after Lion Air you get a $15 million bonus. And you
say people are being held accountable.
This gentleman quit the company after 30 years in the industry
because his concerns weren’t being addressed. But you are leading
us to believe that they were significantly addressed. I am sorry, I
just don’t buy that.
And with that I recognize Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Garamendi? John, sorry.
Mr. GARAMENDI. No need. You were carrying on a line of questions that I want to pursue.
Mr. Muilenburg, you are the chief executive officer. Do you set
the pace for the company? Do you set the standards? Do you set
the purpose and goal for the company?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, that is part of my responsibility.
Mr. GARAMENDI. So the answer is yes, you do those things?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, sir.
Mr. GARAMENDI. Good. And as the chairman just said, did you
receive a $30 million remuneration from the company in 2018?
Stock, wages, et cetera?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I recall my salary was roughly
$23 million that year.
Mr. GARAMENDI. Then I suppose this is incorrect. It came from
Seattle Times. It says $30 million.
You have at least three employees that have left the company—
Adam Dickson, Rick Ludtke, and also a whistleblower in Char-
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lotte—all of which said the company’s goal is profit over quality.
Are they correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Those comments are not accurate.
Mr. GARAMENDI. Then what is the company’s standard for quality over profit?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Our core values as a company, top of that list:
safety, quality, and integrity.
Mr. GARAMENDI. I see. So in 2016, when Boeing started asking
for time and cost reductions as part of a manager’s performance
evaluation, the gentleman that said that, Mr. Dickson, is he incorrect? That is not what happened in 2016?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I am not familiar with the specific communication, but it is true that we incentivize our team to
perform from a cost and schedule standpoint, as well.
Mr. GARAMENDI. Is that contrary to quality and safety?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, no, it is not.
Mr. GARAMENDI. So which is most important?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Most important, clearly, safety comes first.
Mr. GARAMENDI. And we have the——
Mr. MUILENBURG. And quality.
Mr. GARAMENDI [continuing]. 737 MAX to prove that that is incorrect.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I disagree with that premise,
respectfully.
It is very true that we operate in a competitive environment
around the world. We are the last remaining big, commercial airplane builder in the U.S. It is a competitive environment.
Mr. GARAMENDI. And you are the most recent to have lost 2 airplanes and 346 people dying as a result of a problem with your
quality and your airplane. Is that correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman——
Mr. GARAMENDI. It is correct.
Mr. MUILENBURG. As I said, safety and quality are our top priorities.
Mr. GARAMENDI. I see.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And safety and quality go hand in hand with
operational——
Mr. GARAMENDI. Would you like to talk to me about the quality
of the KC–46? Would you like to go into detail about the abject lack
of quality in an airplane that the U.S. Government is purchasing,
or wants to purchase from you, the KC–46? You want to talk about
the boom? You want to talk about the inability to keep cargo in
place? Shall we talk about the quality there?
Or would you like to talk about the quality of the Dreamliner?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I agree that we have——
Mr. GARAMENDI. You got a problem.
Mr. MUILENBURG. We have had some improvements to make on
quality.
Mr. GARAMENDI. You have a systemic problem in your company.
You are reaching for profit, which, incidentally, was very, very significant in 2018. Was it not? Fifteen billion dollars of cash, plus a
significant increase in the profit.
You are driving profit, you are not driving quality, and you sure
as heck are not driving safety.
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman——
Mr. GARAMENDI. I just gave you three examples.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I disagree with your premise.
Our business model is safe airplanes. That is the only sustainable
business model for Boeing. We work in a long-cycle business. It
takes 5 to 10 years to bring a new product to the market. When
those products come to market, they are typically used by our customers for decades, both military and commercial customers. The
only sustainable business model for our company is safety. That is
what we are built on. That is why we have lasted 103 years.
Mr. GARAMENDI. Yes, well——
Mr. MUILENBURG. That is why we are the only U.S. builder of
big, commercial airplanes remaining today.
Mr. GARAMENDI. Three of your principal product lines—the MAX,
737 MAX; the KC–46; and the Dreamliner—all have quality issues.
They certainly all—certainly the case of the MAX, they have a serious safety issue. And I would posit the reality that you are pushing
profits over quality and safety.
And those three examples of three of your main product lines—
and I see I am out of time, so I have to yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. And now I would turn to
Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chair. We are talking about 346
lives here. And we refer to it as an accident. It is not an accident.
It reflects a failure. It reflects multiple failures. And I think we
need to stop talking about accidents. It is a tragedy. Accidents are
mistakes on the road that people make, a bad choice, and it is a
fender-bender. This is far from that.
Safety begins at design. That is where it starts. I met individually with the FAA, the safety people there. I have met with some
of your folks, as you are well aware. And here is one of the things
that troubles me. The word ‘‘assume’’ was used way too often for
my comfort level.
I was CEO of a business much smaller than yours. We didn’t
build aircraft. Making assumptions, we know the old saying about
assume—I won’t use it here, but we know what it means.
You talk about changing your culture. I challenge the FAA to
change how they approach thinand when they are dealing with assumptions, they have a separate team, what I will refer to as a red
team, or something, to test the assumptions. The worst thing in the
world are assumptions.
You have talked about restructuring your team and what you are
doing with safety. Who is going to test assumptions in your organization, given the assumptions killed people?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, that is a responsibility that I
count on for—what we call our engineering function. So, as we
have recently announced, we have realigned all of our engineers to
report directly to chief engineer, as opposed to the programs——
Mr. MITCHELL. Let me stop you, because time is limited. I appreciate it.
But you are—unless you have a separate group doing that independently, outside of the other decisionmaking—you—literally,
there is pollution there. There is impact on that. They have got to
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do it totally independently. How are you doing that? Or are you
doing that?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, in addition to the realignment
internally, typically, in all of our design programs we bring in external experts. We often bring in senior advisory groups. We will
bring in what we call nonadvocate groups. Sometimes we will tap
a team from another part of Boeing to do what we call a nonadvocate review of other parts of Boeing to get cross checks. So we use
resources from a number of different areas.
Mr. MITCHELL. I would ask, if you would, that, for the sake of
the committee here, that you explain how it is you are going to go
forward with testing your assumptions under—given—in light of
where we are at now, not how it has been in the past—what are
we going to do about it? Because we have to look forward. We have
to look forward, based upon the experience you have had.
And I would challenge that assumptions in the FAA, they assumed MCAS—said MCAS was going to operate in the background.
Well, it certainly didn’t when things went awry. And in this circumstance we had, it wasn’t in the background. It was pretty much
in the foreground.
A question for you, an additional question real quickly, if I can.
The March 4, 2014, slide that was shown earlier about the commonality between the NG and the MAX, it said 2 days or less of
training would be required. The problem with that is that MCAS
wasn’t referenced in the training manual. So it just didn’t matter.
Right? It wasn’t in the training——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, again, the training was focused
on trying to respond to the effects of a failed MCAS, which is what
we call a runaway stabilizer——
Mr. MITCHELL. But that is what we got.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Training, and that is what is included in the training, is how the pilot will respond to a runaway
stabilizer.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, that wasn’t in the manual, nor was it—
based on talking with a variety of the pilots—was it covered prior
to the Lion Air crash.
So, in fact, they didn’t know it was there. How do you train on
something you don’t know is there, that hasn’t said upfront, ‘‘Here
is what is going to happen under these circumstances’’? How do you
train for that? You don’t.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, as I mentioned, we—one of the
things we have learned is we need to provide more MCAS documentation, which we are doing. The intent was that the training
for MCAS was to train on the failure mode, runaway stabilizer, as
opposed to training on—diagnosing the system itself.
But we have learned that we need to provide more information
on MCAS, and that is what we are doing, going forward.
Mr. MITCHELL. Let me in the last 50 seconds or so I have—I am
not operating on the basis—or I am not—that profit is somehow
evil. I was a CEO of a for-profit company. I don’t believe that that
incentivized Boeing to do things that are adverse. I think you had
competitive pressures you were dealing with from Airbus, and it
had impact.
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I don’t care about your or any of your management team’s bonuses. What you are compensated is up to your board. I will say,
again, it was a much smaller company I was CEO of, but if I was
CEO of a company that I led into—I was responsible for that was
mine, and in this set of circumstances, and I owned 38 percent of
the company, I would be submitting my letter of resignation to the
board of directors. Because I am responsible for it, ultimately.
So one last question. This is a simple yes or no, Mr. Muilenburg.
Have you submitted or offered your letter of resignation to your
board of directors?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I have not. I am responsible.
These two accidents happened on my watch. I feel responsible to
see this through.
As I mentioned earlier, I grew up on a farm in Iowa. My dad
taught me that you don’t run away from challenges. And this is a
challenging situation. My responsibility is to stick to it, and to help
our team work through it, and to get Boeing ready for the future.
I feel a keen sense of responsibility to do that. And I am confident
that that is what we are going to do, as a company.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Johnson would be next.
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to extend
my heartfelt condolences to the families affected by these two tragedies. Looking at the faces of the deceased, their lively, smiling
faces, I am deeply saddened that they are no longer with you. But
my sadness can in no way match the grief that you must feel. And
thank you all for being here.
Mr. Muilenburg, I trust you would agree that the crews of Lion
Air flight 610 and Ethiopian Airlines flight 302 were faced with
multiple alerts and indications during the accident sequences, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, my understanding of the accidents is that is correct.
Mr. JOHNSON. And you would agree that they received air speed
disagree indicators, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I believe, from what we understand, they had air speed disagree, as well as other——
Mr. JOHNSON. Altitude——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Flight deck alerts occurring.
Mr. JOHNSON. Altitude disagree indications, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. That, and also, I believe, stick shaker alerts,
as well.
Mr. JOHNSON. And you would agree that they received various
other cautions and warnings during that period, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, that is my understanding, yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. The National Transportation Safety Board reported in October, in reference to these tragedies, that ‘‘multiple
alerts and indications can increase pilots’ workload.’’ Do you agree
with that statement?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, yes, that statement makes
sense. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. And the NTSB further observed that ‘‘industry experts generally recognize that an aircraft system should be de-
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signed such that the consequences of any human error are limited.’’
Do you agree with that statement, as well?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I believe that is consistent with
our design approaches, yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. And the NTSB went on to note that ‘‘the industry
challenge is to develop airplanes and procedures that are less likely
to result in operator error, and that are more tolerant of operator
errors when they do occur.’’ Do you agree with that statement?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I think that is one area where
we have learned from both of these accidents, is an area that we
need to revisit some of our longstanding principles and design
guidelines around that. I believe that is an important area for us
to address, going forward.
Mr. JOHNSON. So you would agree that, in terms of the design
of the 737 MAX and the 730 MAX, MCAS and angle-of-attack sensing systems were not designed such that the consequences of
human error were limited. You would agree with that, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, on the MCAS, as we said, we
have identified some areas where we need to improve. And it is related——
Mr. JOHNSON. That is one of them, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. To pilot workload.
Mr. JOHNSON. That is one of them, correct, the sequence that
was not designed to accommodate—well, let me put it like this.
In other words, you would agree that the 737 MAX’s MCAS and
angle-of-attack sensing systems were not designed such that the
consequences of any human error were limited. You would have to
agree with that statement.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, again, from that standpoint, we
designed the system to longstanding industry standards. But one
of the——
Mr. JOHNSON. But it was——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Things we have learned from
these accidents is we need to change——
Mr. JOHNSON. This one was not designed so as to accommodate
the possibility of human error, in terms of dealing with the MCAS
system.
But let me move on. The company has indicated in court filings
that you intend to try to stop all litigation in the United States,
and ensure that, as far as the Indonesian crash. Any litigation
would be confined to Indonesia, and not in the court system of the
United States. Correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I can’t comment on that. I am
just not familiar with the details of that.
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, so are you here to say that your company
would not take efforts to protect itself from the U.S. court system,
insofar as the victims of these air crashes are concerned? You trying——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, if I could take that question, we
will get back to you. I don’t know the answer.
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, you are attempting to settle things out of
court with a $100 million fund available for claimants. Correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I believe the $100 million fund
that you are referring to is one that we recently set up that is com-
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pletely separate from any legal proceedings. And it is being administered by Mr. Feinberg. That is intended to be completely separate
from any legal proceedings, with the idea that we can more quickly
assist the families and communities. So I believe——
Mr. JOHNSON. Participation in that system caused the aggrieved
individual’s family, next of kin, to then waive their ability to go to
court later?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, the $100 million fund that you
are referring to, if I am understanding what you are referring
to——
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Is completely separate from any
legal proceeding.
Mr. JOHNSON. Participating in the $100 million fund would not
bar them litigation thereafter?
Mr. MUILENBURG. That is correct. They are completely separate.
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you.
Mr. DEFAZIO. However, I will say, Mr. Muilenburg, I am incredulous that you don’t know whether or not your company is attempting to avoid the U.S. courts for liability regarding Lion Air. Seriously? You don’t know that, as a fact? You know nothing about
that? You know nothing—that would seem to me it would be a
pretty damn big thing. Like, U.S. courts—oh, let’s go over to Indonesia.
We go through this with the maritime industry, where mariners
on these foreign-flagged ships aren’t allowed access to U.S. courts.
And you are telling me that this—you are not aware of your legal
strategy regarding Indonesia? You really aren’t?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I am not familiar with that
strategy. I do have a legal team with the responsibility——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Well, I——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, my focus has been on safety.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Yes. Well, we will get back to that.
With that, Mr. Palmer.
Mr. PALMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Muilenburg—and, Mr. Hamilton, you may want to comment
on this—but the Indonesian Government’s final accident report
identified nine contributing factors that resulted in the crash of
Lion Air flight 610. One of those factors was the absence of guidance on the MCAS, or more detailed use of trim in the flight manuals and the flight crew training that made it difficult for the flight
crews to properly respond to the uncommanded MCAS.
And I bring this up in the context that it was reported that, after
the initial certification—and I guess this was discovered, obviously,
after the plane was certified—that the adjustment in the horizontal
tail was greater by a factor of 4 than what was certified. Can either
of you address that?
Mr. HAMILTON. I think you are referring to the MCAS authority
with low speed versus the high speed. So originally, we did wind
tunnel testing back in 2011, and determined we were going to need
to do something for the handling characteristics for high-speed
windup turns. And that is where we developed the original MCAS.
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During flight testing in 2016 we identified that there was some
additional work we had to do to satisfy for low speed. And that is
where we used the MCAS, to address that.
There is a difference in the authority, but that is partially because, when you are going low speed, you need to move the stabilizer a little bit more to get the pitching moment you need to address the handling quality.
Mr. PALMER. Well, my——
Mr. HAMILTON. But that was all part——
Mr. PALMER. My question here is, in the training—according to
what the Indonesian Government found—was the training based
on the original certification, or did it take into account both certifications?
Mr. HAMILTON. So——
Mr. PALMER. Were the flight manuals and the crew training adequate to address both situations?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, sir. We were open and transparent with the
FAA on the authority between the high speed and the low speed,
all the way through the certification development. And they understood that prior to certification. And the decision on——
Mr. PALMER. That is not the question. The question is did you
provide adequate, detailed instructions for both situations for——
Mr. HAMILTON. When we were having conversations with the
FAA about what should be in the training manual, we were accounting for both the high speed and low speed, yes.
Mr. PALMER. But was it adequate?
Mr. HAMILTON. We believed it was sufficient, as Mr. Muilenburg
has said, because we wanted to train pilots on how to react to the
behavior of the airplane, regardless of what is causing it. And a
runaway stabilizer is a memory item that we expected crews would
be able to react to and take action.
We have learned since these accidents that we need to take further action.
Mr. PALMER. There is also some criticism that has been reported
about the fact that Boeing tends to use the same design for planes,
rather than build a new plane. And in the case of the 737 MAX,
you were basically using an old design and—that required the
MCAS system, because you used larger engines and moved them
more forward on a plane. Is that also accurate?
Mr. HAMILTON. We evolved the 737 family through the years, but
we have also updated the safety requirements that it is certified to
through the years.
And it is not uncommon, as you are developing a new type design
airplane, that you find things in flight tests and have to make a
software change, or some other control law change to address that.
Mr. PALMER. Yes. But more specifically, you were in the process
of a totally new design. And these were on parallel paths, weren’t
they, for this 737 MAX? You—I mean it—that is what has been reported, I believe.
Mr. MUILENBURG. John, you referenced the early trade studies?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, the early trade studies were—we were looking back in 2007 of reengining, and also looking at a brandnew airplane. And those were both being developed and looked at, and we
made a decision back in 2011 to proceed forward with the——
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Mr. PALMER. OK. Was the decision based on what is the best,
safest design, or based on what you could get to market?
Mr. HAMILTON. You know——
Mr. PALMER. In a timely manner.
Mr. HAMILTON. Safety guided the decision. And, you know, pilots
fly the family of airplanes. And, from a safety standpoint, it is important that crews are able to transition from one airplane to the
next without having to think about ‘‘Am I in a MAX or an NG?’’
They want them to feel and operate the same way. And that is——
Mr. PALMER. Well, that is a matter of time.
Mr. HAMILTON [continuing]. The highest safety issue.
Mr. PALMER. And training. That is a matter of time and training.
I want to say this, that—hearing some of the questions that have
been directed toward you today, I do not think that Boeing in any
way intends to produce an unsafe product. I do think, though, having worked in engineering, mistakes are made. I think sometimes
people make decisions that have very bad outcomes. And I think
that might be an issue here.
I have children who fly. I fly every week. And I think everybody
in this room probably flies in a Boeing product. And when they put
on that seatbelt, they want to know the plane is going to take off
safely, fly safely, and land safely. And that ought to be the sole
point of this hearing. Retribution and any other thing that comes
after that, I think, will be handled in the courts of law. But from
the perspective of transportation safety, we want safe planes.
I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Muilenburg, this took me 30 seconds with a Google search.
June 10th, Business Insider: ‘‘The company is arguing for the cases
to be moved from the U.S. to Indonesia.’’ And you would have us
believe that you are not aware that your legal team—they are so
far distant from you, you don’t talk to them, this hasn’t been discussed on the board?
You know, my wife was the risk manager for the city of Eugene,
Oregon, for a long time. She had to pay the claims. When a big
claim came, just a couple of million bucks, against the city, she was
involved, the city manager was involved, the legal team was involved, everybody was involved.
You are looking at hundreds of millions, billions of dollars of
claims you are trying to move to a country, and this expert says
having a trial in another country with a different legal—less scope
for close scrutiny of Boeing would render the cases worthless. And
you don’t know that that is happening, that you are making that
pleading?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I am aware of those articles.
But as I stated earlier——
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. I am not——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Would you then please——
Mr. MUILENBURG. I am not——
Mr. DEFAZIO [continuing]. Tell us—would you please respond to
the committee after you consult with your lawyers? Have they filed
to move these cases to Indonesia in any court in the United States,
or do they intend to?
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Mr. Chairman, we will follow up with that information.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Thank you.
Ms. Titus?
Ms. TITUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Well, like my colleagues,
I have been concerned about some of the text messages and emails
that have come out in the documents for this case, especially some
of those by your chief technical pilot. I believe his name is Mark
Forkner. So let me ask you about those.
As I understand it, Boeing has nearly 5,000 737 MAX orders
pending. Is that correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I believe we have 4,400 aircraft in backlog.
Ms. TITUS. And many of those are to airlines that operate outside
the United States.
Mr. MUILENBURG. The majority of the backlog is outside of the
United States, yes.
Ms. TITUS. Well, I want my constituents to feel safe, whether
they are getting on one of your planes in Las Vegas or Las Palmas.
So let me ask you about some of these emails that Captain Forkner
sent.
We know that he sent these at the same time that he was discussing some of the concerns about the MCAS system. He talks
about flying around the world—and this is a quote—‘‘Jedi mindtricking’’ foreign customers into purchasing your aircraft. I am not
quite sure what Jedi mind-tricking is, but he uses it frequently.
In one of the emails he says, ‘‘It is 6:30 a.m. here. Just getting
ready to hit breakfast, then try and Jedi mind-trick these people
into buying some airplanes!’’
Here is another one: ‘‘No, I have been working to certify the new
737–8 MAX with all the regulators all over the world, led by the
AEG. It was a huge deal, but I got what I wanted, at least so far.
You know me, I usually get what I want.’’
Then a little later he says, ‘‘Things are calming down a bit for
my airplane cert, at least for now. I am doing a bunch of traveling
through the next few months, simulator validations, Jedi mindtricking regulators into accepting the training that I got accepted
by FAA.’’
So I would ask you what Jedi mind-tricking is, and, if—given
these comments, would it be fair to state that your company misled
foreign regulators to get your aircraft certified?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am not quite sure what Mr.
Forkner meant in those emails. We haven’t been able to talk to
him, given he has departed the company and has legal representation. But any thought that we would try to trick customers or deceive customers is just not consistent with our values. And that
would not be tolerated.
So I am not sure what he meant, but that is not our approach.
Ms. TITUS. Well, what is your approach when it comes to international customers? What do you think is your responsibility, especially those that have less stringent pilot training requirements,
when you sell a new aircraft abroad?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, we work with regulatory authorities around the world. So typically, those decisions are made
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by the authority in that jurisdiction. And we, with the FAA and
other regulators, support that.
We also work with the airlines in those other countries. And together we work on training standards. Ultimately, those are decisions that are made by the regulatory authority in that jurisdiction.
Ms. TITUS. Well, since that captain is no longer with you, have
you kind of changed or modified in any way your engagement with
foreign regulators, or are you still just using the Jedi mind-tricking
approach?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I appreciate your question. I
can tell you, again, I am not quite sure what Mr. Forkner meant,
but that does not represent the people of Boeing. It does not represent the people who work with our international regulators.
Ms. TITUS. And you are not trying to Jedi mind-trick us here
today on this committee?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am telling you the truth.
Ms. TITUS. Thank you. I yield back my time to the chairman.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentlelady. There is little time remaining. I am a ‘‘Star Wars’’ fan, so I know what Jedi mind-tricking
means. Perhaps you watched ‘‘Star Wars,’’ too.
But here is one other observation I would like to make. We have
brought up your $15 million bonus after the Lion Air tragedy, and
Boeing has established a fund of $100 million. And I just did the
math. That means that each of the 436 families would receive 1
percent of your compensation that you got last year. You know,
that does not seem to be—you know, and—but you are telling us
there have been consequences, you are responsible. And yet, these
families will get 1 percent of what you got paid.
And you talk a lot about your upbringing as a farm boy. I appreciate that. I grew up a little different. My dad was a teacher. He
ran a camp for inner-city kids in the summer. I carried golf clubs
for rich people. You are no longer an Iowa farm boy. You are the
CEO of the largest aircraft manufacturer in the world. You are
earning a heck of a lot of money. And so far the consequence to you
has been, oh, you are not chairman of the board any more. I don’t
know what extra bonus the chairman gets. I know the members of
the board get one-quarter-million bucks a year.
So I haven’t seen, convincingly, that there have been consequences, except one guy got fired and the chief, the leader of the
737 program, retired in disgust because he wouldn’t want to put
his family on the airplane.
With that, who am I recognizing? Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. MILLER. Thank you, Chairman DeFazio. And to all of you,
my heart absolutely goes out to you. Having lost a family member
in a horrible crash, while it was not an airplane, I do know the consequences to children that don’t have a parent, and spouses that
are missing their loved ones. And it is so hard. And my heart does
go out to you.
Also, I think it is very important that safety and quality should
always be the highest priority for airline manufacturers. We need
to be prepared if technology fails us. With the new technological
advancements in all of our industries, it is a possibility that one
day there might be a time when we have to decide whether to put
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our faith in our training and our intuition, or on a machine. Millions of people fly every day. And while there is new technology in
the aviation industry, it is critical that pilots be prepared if a mechanical problem occurs.
With that being said, as we move forward into the future, it is
of the utmost importance that we continue to advance and perfect
technology before introducing new equipment into the market. We
can support innovating and new technology as an added benefit,
but we also cannot overlook safety, efficiency, or quality in the
aviation industry.
Restoring confidence in air travel is not a political issue. It is a
societal issue. Our world has become so much smaller, once we
were able to fly. And it is imperative that the airline manufacturers perfect new technology and guarantee safe, flawless, and exceptional airplanes.
Mr. Muilenburg, can you quickly walk us through the safety assessment evaluation Boeing conducted for the MCAS?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I will attempt to do that.
John will be more familiar with the details.
Mrs. MILLER. Well, do it together, if you need to.
Mr. MUILENBURG. We conducted our typical safety review boards
and safety system analyses as part of that development. So safety
is one of the core parameters that we look at throughout the design, test, and certification process. And that ultimately leads to
the certification by the FAA. So that was a very disciplined process,
consistent with our normal procedures.
I don’t know, John, if you want to add detail to that.
Mr. HAMILTON. Any time we bring forward a new system or
something to that effect we do a failure effects analysis of, when
something is going to fail, what is the effect of that.
We separately then do a fault hazard assessment, where we then
look at all the different faults, and we make an assessment based
on what is the hazard category, per regulations.
Then we build a fault tree, which is a top-down look at what is
the probability of these events happening. And, again, this is all
built to meet regulations.
And then we put together a system safety assessment, which culminates all the information from these different actions, and that
is the compliance deliverable that we submit to the FAA for——
Mrs. MILLER. Did Boeing evaluate pilot response to erroneous
MCAS activation?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, we evaluated, if the MCAS operated
uncommanded, what the pilot response would be.
Mrs. MILLER. Did it also show if it could trigger other alarms?
Mr. HAMILTON. We considered that in the analysis.
Mrs. MILLER. OK. In your testimony, Mr. Muilenburg, you mentioned your dedication to safety and culture, and the time you
spent traveling to visit different Boeing teams. How can we restore
confidence in our air travel, and guarantee industry transparency
and communication from top to bottom?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I believe those changes start
with us: my company, myself, and our structure. I mentioned a
number of changes we have made internally around safety structures: a new safety organization, a new board, safety committee, re-
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aligning our engineering workforce. Those are all actions we are
taking to increase focus on safety, and increase transparency. And
I believe that is part of rebuilding confidence.
We are also paying close attention to all the independent reviews
that are being done, the Government reviews, any other actions we
might take together to improve the certification process. I think
those are actions that will help, as well.
And then, frankly, we still have a lot of work to do to rebuild the
public’s trust. And we are going to make sure that the changes we
are making to the MAX today will prevent accidents like this from
ever happening again. That is our focus. And it is going to take
time to rebuild the public’s confidence, once we get the airplane
back up for the fleets. And we are going to be working side by side
with our airline customers, and side by side with the flying public
to help rebuild that confidence.
Mrs. MILLER. Thank you. I yield back my time.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentlelady.
Mr. Lowenthal?
Mr. LOWENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I, too, join with my
colleagues in offering our sympathy and our concern. And, as Representative Graves said right at the beginning of this hearing, this
is all about you, the people. I can’t imagine what you are going
through, but I am so glad you are here to keep us focused that it
is all about the people who have been impacted.
So my questions, or my concerns, Mr. Muilenburg, really have to
do with the certification process. You know, the JATR, that report,
the technical review, found that, despite significant advances being
made since the MAX was originally certificated in 1967, these advances, which have led to significant improvements in the safety of
air transportation, the MAX failed to incorporate many of these designs and technology advancements, as they were deemed impractical.
What is the reason Boeing failed to include the latest safety features in the MAX, like those Boeing included in other aircrafts like
the 787 Dreamliner?
Mr. HAMILTON. Congressman, I want to take an attempt at that.
So, as we are developing a product—and again, I want to go back
to—one of the biggest ways we can have safety is—the pilots to be
able to transition from one airplane to the next and not have to
have a big difference. Whether it is the crew alerting system, or
how the systems operate——
Mr. LOWENTHAL. So what you are—excuse me. So what you are
saying is you did not include these improvements because it was
difficult for the pilots to transition?
Mr. HAMILTON. It is not a question of if it is difficult. It is we
want the crews to not have to think about which model they are
in, so that they are—the training that they have gone through applies to either model, and they handle each airplane exactly—because the—when you walk on the airplane, you want the pilots to
be comfortable flying that product.
Mr. LOWENTHAL. So the question is, then, as you point out, this
is an aircraft that was originally certificated—certified in 1967, has
not had a full certification since, and the reason had to do with the
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ease in which pilots could move between different aircrafts of the
same family.
I want to go on. The JATR report found that there were no Federal criteria for determining ‘‘when the core attributes of an existing design make it fundamentally incapable of supporting the safety advancements introduced by the latest amendments to airworthiness standards.’’
So for the FAA, they don’t have a Federal criteria when you have
to go to a full assessment versus this. What criteria does Boeing
use to decide when it is time to upgrade the original design and
have a recertification?
Mr. HAMILTON. So, Congressman, there is actually regulations in
part 21 of the FARs that defines when you need to do a new type
cert, versus an amended type cert. And we follow that process. We
have conversations with the FAA about——
Mr. LOWENTHAL. Well, the FAA has no specific standard. You are
saying Boeing just follows that the FAA—what the FAA—there is
no specific criteria that you use, independent of the lack of standards that the FAA actually specifies?
Mr. HAMILTON. We follow the FAA regulations on new types
of——
Mr. MUILENBURG. The standard you just mentioned.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. LOWENTHAL. OK. Last question. So I am very unclear on
what that answer means.
The JATR report also found that the requirements of an amended type certificate certification process, like the MAX went through,
focuses only on change and areas affected by the change, which
may fail to recognize the whole aircraft system which could be affected by seemingly small changes. Do you agree with the assessment by the JATR report?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we are taking a look at all of
the recommendations from that report. I believe there are 12 recommendations that are being considered. And one of those areas is
this systemwide analysis——
Mr. LOWENTHAL. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Failure mode analysis. And we
have identified that as a potential area for improvement, going forward. So that is an action that we look forward to supporting, and
making appropriate changes. I think it is an area worth looking at.
Mr. LOWENTHAL. So your—you have not—or you are looking at
the report—decided how in the future aircraft designs that seek to
fall under an amended type certificate, rather than a new type certification—you are discussing, and you will be looking at when an
amended type or a full certification is going to be needed?
Mr. HAMILTON. We look forward to working with the FAA and
the rest of the industry on any changes that may be required to
part 21 on when you apply for one, versus the other.
But you know, the amended type cert is still—you upgrade to the
later amendments, later safety requirements, as you make changes
to the airplane. So I just want to imply that, you know, the MAX—
the requirements that the MAX is certified to, even though it is an
amended type cert, it is meeting some later safety requirements
than earlier versions of the 737.
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Mr. LOWENTHAL. And—thank you, and I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Oh, well—Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, let me offer
my——
Mr. DEFAZIO. I don’t know.
Mr. BROWN [continuing]. My condolences to the families, friends,
the communities of the 346 men, women, and children who lost
their lives in this tragedy.
Mr. Muilenburg, I believe that you are sincerely sorry, as well.
I also know that you wake up every day with the responsibility and
the accountability for a large organization. And while your values
may be on safety, often in a large organization there are interests
like profits, and production rates, promoting that product, and also
personal incompetence among the 150,000 people. Not all of them
are the most proficient and competent. And those factors can eat
away at times at your ability to achieve that most important value
of safety.
Mr. Muilenburg, according to the Indonesia Air report, during
discussions and communications with the FAA beginning in March
2016, Boeing proposed removing MCAS from the flight crew operator’s manual and differences tables, and you have been asked about
that. That has been brought to your attention.
I too am a pilot. I flew in the Army. A much simpler airframe,
never a commercial aircraft. And what I valued was information,
the operator’s manual, even technical manuals. My emergency
checklist, which is a quick reference handout. It is all important information. Sometimes I would look and I would say, ‘‘It is a lot of
information,’’ but I knew it was my professional responsibility to
prioritize that information.
And my concern here is that Boeing did not give the pilots the
information that they needed. And what makes it particularly troubling is sort of like the environment in which this is happening.
And a lot of this has already been raised and brought to your attention.
An environment in which your chief technical pilot talks about
Jedi mind tricks to convince regulators to accept a lower level of
training, I don’t know what a Jedi mind trick is, but I know what
a trick is. And it is particularly troubling when Boeing has the expertise, you have the data, far superior to what the regulators
have, and the chief guy on your team that is interfacing with the
regulator is playing tricks to negotiate down training levels, coupled with the fact that—and as the chairman put on the screen,
your promotional material as you build your 737 MAX fleet.
Millions of dollars will be saved because of the commonality with
the next generation 737, rebates and contracts with Southwest. If
you don’t have to use a simulator, which is much more expensive
to train a pilot, if you have to use a simulator, a $1 million rebate
on the airframe. So this is the environment that we are observing
in Boeing, and it questions whether or not that profit and promotion is undermining safety.
I want to ask you this question. Mr. Cohen was asking you
about—from the same line—Indonesia Air report: ‘‘Boeing also considered that the procedure required to respond to any MCAS function was no different than the existing procedures and that crews
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were not expected to encounter MCAS in normal operation.’’ I don’t
want to ask you about the normal operation; Mr. Cohen did.
Existing procedures, that is the runaway——
Mr. HAMILTON. Runaway stabilizer.
Mr. BROWN [continuing]. Stabilizer trim.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. But they are not the same procedure, are they?
Mr. HAMILTON. No, it is a common procedure between the NG
and the MAX.
Mr. BROWN. When you have an MCAS failure, it is not really a
failure. But when the MCAS is defective, it is not the same emergency procedure as a runaway stabilizer trim.
Mr. HAMILTON. Actually, when it—when the MCAS were to fail,
or if a motor were to fail, there is various causes of runaway stabilizer——
Mr. BROWN. OK, let me ask you this. Stabilizer trim fails. I can
use a manual trim button, or I can control the column. And if it
is a true runaway stabilizer trim, I won’t be able to disrupt that
failure. Is that correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. No. With a runaway stabilizer, you can—as you
say, you can counter it with the——
Mr. BROWN. If I counter it, and I don’t get the result that I want,
then I go to the cutoff. Is that correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. You go to the cutoff procedure.
Mr. BROWN. Right.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. However, with the MCAS failure, I can actually interrupt the stabilizer trim failure. Isn’t that correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. That is true.
Mr. BROWN. Because it happened 15-plus times in the Indonesia
Air, didn’t it?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, the——
Mr. BROWN. Right. So you are saying that you don’t put it in the
documentation because the emergency procedure is the same. But,
in fact, it is not.
And what I am wondering is, when you look particularly at the
Indonesia Air, the very first time that the MCAS fails is when the
flaps go to zero, full retraction. And you provided no information
in any of these manuals that said, hey, you know what, when you
go to full flap retraction, you are activating this new system.
Isn’t that right, that there is nothing in the manuals that tells
a pilot when they have activated the system? Is that right?
Mr. HAMILTON. That was correct, and we are making changes
now to add that material to the training manual and the operations manual——
Mr. BROWN. And the MCAS was probably the first computer,
right, software system that manipulated a primary flight control in
the 737. Isn’t that right? The first—not a pilot-induced flight control, change in a flight control, the first computer software system
that actually manipulated a primary flight control. That is MCAS,
isn’t it?
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, actually, the auto pilot that——
Mr. BROWN. OK, OK, OK. Everyone knows the auto pilot. Aside
from the auto pilot, right? Isn’t that right? MCAS was the very
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first computer software that actually manipulated primary flight
control?
[No response.]
Mr. BROWN. Yes or no? Or you don’t know? Chief engineer?
Mr. HAMILTON. I guess, with the words you are using, I would
say that the auto pilot does satisfy that.
Mr. BROWN. OK. Second, then, would be—the MCAS would be
the second one, right?
Mr. HAMILTON. There is a yaw damper function on the rudder
that moves independent of the pilots.
Mr. BROWN. Do you have—in the quick reference handbook, do
you have a procedure for addressing a failure in that?
Mr. HAMILTON. I——
Mr. BROWN. You probably do.
Mr. HAMILTON. I would have——
Mr. BROWN. You probably do. But you don’t have it for the
MCAS. That is the—as a pilot, you didn’t give them the information they needed.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, as we said, that is one area
where we have learned, and we are coming back, and we are adding that information to the manual.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Mitchell?
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Boeing and Boeing aircraft
is an iconic brand in this country. I have been asked by a number
of constituents and people, ‘‘Will you fly the 737 MAX? Will you
take that flight?’’
I will say publicly I will—given the scrutiny, I will fly it as soon
as it is allowed to go back in the air, because I believe it will be
the most scrutinized aircraft in the history of this country.
I do want to talk to you a little bit about some of the continuing
questions that Mr. Garamendi had. Boeing’s tanker they are supplying to the military, it has some significant issues. However,
when a similar system was put on it to the MCAS, the Pentagon
required that it fire only once. Only once.
Why on the 737 MAX was another approach taken, where it
could—and did—fire repeatedly? As my colleague says, significantly, what was the—why the difference in approach, given a
similar issue with the aircraft, or similar concern with the aircraft?
Mr. HAMILTON. So the MCAS was—again, it was designed for—
as you approached a stall. When pilots do fly into stall, oftentimes
they may overcorrect and fly back into a stall. But it was intended
that, if you were in a stall condition, and——
Mr. MITCHELL. Let me stop you. I understand stall. I am—had
flight instruction, I understand. But you haven’t answered my
question.
Why the difference between the tanker, where the Pentagon required it only fire once—that was the criteria put forth as they are
going through the—taking that aircraft—and the commercial aircraft had a repeated and, in fact, accentuated—you changed the
standard on it, it went to a more powerful motion. Ultimately, why
the difference? What motivated that?
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, the Air Force set some of the requirements
for the tanker that we followed.
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, if I could just add——
Mr. MITCHELL. Sure, please.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Add a bit to that. John is correct.
The concept behind MCAS on the tanker was for a different purpose, a different part of the flight envelope, as I understand it. We
can provide additional details on that, but the reason the design requirements are different is that it was designed for a different part
of the flight envelope, and for a different handling qualities purpose. But we will——
Mr. MITCHELL. I appreciate that——
Mr. MUILENBURG. If we could follow up with the details, we will.
Mr. MITCHELL. I would appreciate that. But I think, just to be
honest about it, I think we may—we, collectively, the FAA and
Boeing, made an error in understanding where it would apply in
the flight envelope, in terms of the MCAS, because it clearly occurred within the flight envelope, and it occurred catastrophically.
So we are back to my earlier question about assumptions, because
they failed.
Question two for you. When doing the simulator testing, I saw
some documentation that it wasn’t possible to simulate no angleof-attack data or flawed angle-of-attack data to test pilot response,
that, in fact, it wasn’t included as part of the simulator. So, therefore, there was no way to figure out whether 4 seconds would work,
or 10 seconds, never mind all the other things that may happen.
Can you shed some light on that?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. When we evaluated the MCAS failure, we
did not actually input a faulty AOA sensor input, because the simulators didn’t—couldn’t simulate that. But we simulated the actual
MCAS failure.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, let me ask you a question.
Mr. HAMILTON. We have subsequently——
Mr. MITCHELL. I understand——
Mr. HAMILTON [continuing]. Gone forward and actually updated
the——
Mr. MITCHELL. Let me ask you a question. You have got how
many other sensors on the aircraft? Are there any others that you
didn’t simulate in order to test the—what would happen, in terms
of aircraft performance or pilot response?
Mr. HAMILTON. I can’t answer that question off the top, but we
could follow up with you on that.
Mr. MITCHELL. I would like you to answer for the committee, because I am astonished, not only with information which I have
raised, as well, to the pilots, training requirements for the pilots
regarding MCAS.
Then, in fact, in your—it appears to me in your testing process
you didn’t test whether or not flawed data from a single AOA
would, in fact, cause catastrophic problems, which, in fact, it did.
They couldn’t test it on a simulator. They didn’t see it, because
they didn’t have it. They had other problems, but they didn’t see
that, your pilots, which are more experienced than some that are
flying this aircraft. So I would appreciate that information.
I will yield back. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. Just—you did raise a point
that Mr. Hamilton responded to about why the repeated actuation
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at a very radical angle, and he said, ‘‘Well, sometimes pilots tend
to overcorrect, and they can fall back into a stall again.’’
Well, that kind of contradicts your whole reasoning that they are
going to figure this all out in 4 seconds and fly perfectly. I mean
I think you have just created something that goes back to your
other study, which said if it takes as long as 10 seconds, the plane
is going in.
With that I would recognize Mr. Espaillat and then Malinowski.
Mr. ESPAILLAT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I first want to extend
my condolences to the families that are here today. My district suffered a similar tragedy with flight 587 back in 2001, which, unfortunately, went down in Rockaway of New York City, and I know
the kind of hurt that many of you are going through. So my heart
goes out to you, my condolences and sympathies to you all.
Mr. Muilenburg, the National Transportation Safety Board recommended that the Federal Aviation Administration develop
standards for improved aircraft system diagnostic tools to help the
pilots better identify and respond to the kind of failures they met.
Will you provide this committee with your absolute assurance that
any future Boeing airplane will include such a system?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I am not exactly sure what system you are referring to. I am familiar with the NTSB recommendation, and it is one that we are taking a look at. But there
are many——
Mr. ESPAILLAT. And are you committed to following those recommendations provided by the NTSB to upgrade and improve your
Boeings so that in the future you will not have these kinds of tragedies?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we are currently evaluating
those recommendations. We think that topic area is certainly one
we want to look at. We will get into the details, but we——
Mr. ESPAILLAT. You cannot give us any assurance whatsoever
that any of those recommendations that are given by NTSB you,
as of today, you are completely sure that you will include them in
any future Boeing production?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, our intent here is to evaluate
all of those recommendations. We haven’t completed those evaluations yet, but any opportunity we have there to improve safety is
certainly——
Mr. ESPAILLAT. And what is the timeline for the evaluation?
When do you think you will be completed with those evaluations?
Mr. HAMILTON. Congressman, those recommendations are made
to the FAA. So we will have to work with the FAA on how they
want to move forward with adopting those recommendations.
Mr. ESPAILLAT. There is—from this entire horrible experience
there is not one modification, there is not one single meritorious
change that you will make in the production of a Boeing as of
today, right now?
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I think, as a result of these accidents, we
are making changes to the software of the airplane, we are making
changes to the training, to the procedures.
Mr. ESPAILLAT. What kind of changes have you made for the airplanes?
Mr. HAMILTON. For the airplanes?
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Mr. ESPAILLAT. Yes.
Mr. HAMILTON. So we are making three changes to the software
that address the MCAS issue. We are making additional changes
that further address pilots flying towards stall, and addressing
some of those issues, as well.
Mr. ESPAILLAT. Are any of those changes included in these recommendations by the National Transportation Safety Board?
Mr. HAMILTON. I think, when you look at the first recommendation that talks about the MAX, I think it does address that first
one, yes.
Mr. ESPAILLAT. OK, thank you. My next question, really quickly,
is, Mr. Muilenburg, the Joint Authorities Technical Review report
states that the MCAS ‘‘used the stabilize trim to change the column force feel, not trim the aircraft . . . and that this is a case of
using the control surface in a new way that the regulations never
accounted for.’’
While I understand that you personally maintain that the MAX
was designed and certified to the company’s standards, will you
agree that this is an example of where the regulations have not
kept pace with changes in the industry?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I don’t know if I would characterize it as not keeping pace. It is true that the MCAS implementation is new and different, and we are evaluating what lessons
learned we have from that.
So again, all of the JATR recommendations are currently being
evaluated, and we are going to take a hard look at all of them.
Mr. ESPAILLAT. Just let me conclude by saying that I know that
all of this has to be assessed. I remember back when we had flight
587, the length of time that it took. But there are particular
changes that could be adopted immediately that are no-brainers,
and that these families, I think, deserve to hear from you with regards to what kind of improvements you will make.
As passengers may consider getting on a Boeing in the future, I
think it is incumbent upon you to give responses to these families,
and this Congress.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, so we are making a number of software
changes, as I mentioned, that will prevent the pilots from ever getting into this situation ever again.
But also, I would tell you that, as the FAA is diligently going
through all the documentation, they are taking lessons learned
from these accidents and applying criteria to us that goes above
and beyond what the current guidance and regulatory standards
are. And so I would say we are working to a higher level of standard already with that.
Mr. ESPAILLAT. Thank you to both of you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield.
Mr. DEFAZIO. The gentleman—Mr. Balderson is recognized.
Mr. BALDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I want to thank the families and loved ones of the victims
that are in attendance today. Your strength does not go unnoticed
by everyone in this room and those watching on TV. So my
thoughts and prayers are with all of you, and thank you so much
for being here.
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Mr. Muilenburg, thank you for being here. Following the grounding of 737 MAX, Boeing stated in a CBS news report, ‘‘Safety and
quality are absolutely at the core of Boeing’s values. Speaking up
is a cornerstone of that safety culture, and we look into all issues
that are raised.’’
When the 737 MAX was being certified, what procedures were in
place to ensure the safety concerns from designers, engineers, test
pilots, or mechanics were properly investigated and addressed by
Boeing?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, in addition to the specific updates that John well described on software and training, which are
an important part of that answer, we are also making significant
restructuring of how we do our work. We have set up a new safety
organization that will report to a new vice president, reporting to
our chief engineer, creating a direct line of communication back to
me.
We have restructured all of our safety review boards within the
company, so that they are elevated and, again, provide more ready
access, detailed access to safety data. Any safety concerns that our
employees might raise will also come through this new organization.
That includes setting up an updated anonymous reporting system. So if we have any employees that have a safety concern, if
they wish to remain anonymous, they can report it up through that
system. That will come directly to me, and it will also independently go to our aerospace safety committee inside of our board of
directors to make sure all of those get the right response.
Mr. BALDERSON. Thank you. My followup would be did Boeing
have a process to ensure these safety concerns or whistleblower reports were made available to the FAA during its certification of the
plane?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, yes. Our intent is to share this
information. Again, as we gather data, safety concerns are raised,
our intent is always to try to share information with the FAA. That
is——
Mr. BALDERSON. And I know you have answered some of that, so
thank you.
You have discussed some recent actions from Boeing to enhance
safety. These include having all Boeing engineers report to Boeing’s
chief engineer, as well as new anonymous reporting systems. You
just talked about that. Can you provide more information on how
this anonymous reporting system will work?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I will be happy to follow up
with the information. It will be modeled after our existing ethics
hotline structure, which has proven to be very effective. And our
intent is to have a similar model here.
Mr. BALDERSON. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And, if helpful, we can provide additional details on how it is structured and how it works.
Mr. BALDERSON. Yes, please, thank you very much.
Do you believe it should be mandatory for aircraft manufacturers
like Boeing to immediately provide the FAA with safety reports or
safety concerns that have been filed through the company’s internal channels?
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Mr. MUILENBURG. John, you could comment on that.
Mr. HAMILTON. So we actually have a bulletin board, an electronic bulletin board, where we take all the fleet data that comes
in, anything that meets the criteria that the FAA established on
reporting to them. We post it to that, they have total visibility of
that.
If we have potential safety issues that—we can post those to the
board, as well. So the FAA then can do an independent review of
that.
Mr. BALDERSON. OK. Thank you, Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back my remaining time. Thank you very
much.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. Now Mr. Malinowski.
Mr. MALINOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Muilenburg, we have been over a lot of this, but just to be
clear, it is fair to say that Boeing pushed the FAA and regulatory
agencies around the world to not require simulator training to fly
the MAX.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, our design objective was level B
training.
Mr. MALINOWSKI. Understood. And, of course, we have been over
the issues with the manual not including information on the MCAS
system.
With all of that in mind, let me ask you, just very simply, was
Boeing aware that MCAS could pose, under realistic, real-world circumstances, a catastrophic risk?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, as part of that broader hazard
analysis that John described earlier, we evaluate a broad set of scenarios. And that is included in that system safety assessment document.
John, is that——
Mr. HAMILTON. FHA, FHA.
Mr. MUILENBURG. In the FHA?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG. OK.
Mr. MALINOWSKI. OK. Well, we have another slide, I think, that
may be worth looking at, if folks could put it up.
[Slide]
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Slide based on Boeing power-point
presentation to FAA on December 17, 2018

MCAS Development and Certification Overview

Slide based on Boeing power-point
presentation to FAA on December 17, 2018
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Mr. MALINOWSKI. OK, thank you. This is from a presentation
that Boeing developed for the FAA in December of 2018, after the
Lion Air accident, before the Ethiopian Airlines crash. And, as you
will see, the slide states that if there were the loss of one angleof-attack sensor, and the other received a bad reading, the situation was ‘‘potentially catastrophic before crew recognition of issue.’’
And underneath it states, ‘‘Crew training supports recognition
and appropriate flight crew action.’’ And so it does appear from this
and other evidence we have seen that Boeing understood how important crew training would be to prevent these kinds of crashes
within a month of the first crash.
And given how quickly Boeing came to that answer, and before
many details of the first crash were available, I have to assume
that you were aware before the first crash, as well. And yet you
actively worked against simulator training. Do you have an explanation for this?
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I will try to answer that.
And I don’t know, John, if you have—you want to jump in on
that?
Mr. HAMILTON. So——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Go ahead.
Mr. HAMILTON. The training that we recognize on this is—when
you transition from an NG to a MAX—you do simulator training
in the original NG training. And that same basic training would
apply here.
If you were new to the MAX, there would be simulator training
that would be required as part of that. And so that is how that
item got addressed.
Mr. MALINOWSKI. Let me also ask you this. Going back a little
bit in time, did Boeing lobby for the provisions in the 2003 aviation
bill that established this ODA program, which has delegated so
many of these basic decisions about whether a plane is safe to fly
to industry? Did Boeing lobby for those provisions?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I am not familiar with the details back in that timeframe. But you know, Boeing has been engaged in the ODA process and discussions over that time period.
Mr. MALINOWSKI. And it is probably—is it fair to say that, since
that time period, Boeing has vigorously lobbied the FAA, and lobbied Congress to lobby the FAA to speed up the certification process?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we have advocated efficiency in
certification, and trying to do things efficiently across all the stakeholders where we can provide better interfaces and exchange of
data. So——
Mr. MALINOWSKI. Well, that is——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Efficiency in the process has been——
Mr. MALINOWSKI. Very bureaucratic language, but I think that
means yes. And I think it is something worth reflecting on, because
I think this is—there is a larger story here. There is a reflexive
tendency among corporate lobbyists in this town to always lobby
for streamlined and faster provisions, and less regulation.
And here we have a case—because they see it as in the company’s interest. And here we have a case where 346 people died,
number one, most important. And in terms of the company’s interest, how much money did Boeing lose in the second quarter of
2019?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we wrote off billions of dollars.
Mr. MALINOWSKI. Yes. Can you reflect a little bit on this? Is this
one of the lessons you have learned, that perhaps this reflexive pattern of lobbying for faster and faster procedures to make it easier
for you to get planes to market is not necessarily in the company’s
best interest?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I have to disagree with the
premise under the question. We never lobby for something that is
going to harm safety. If there are places where we can gain efficiency, the idea is to always enhance the safety of the regulatory
system. That is our intent. We have no desire to reduce safety. Our
business model is about safe airplanes. And that is the only sustainable approach.
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So I understand the point you are making, but our intent is to
try to be part of the regulatory system that drives safety.
Mr. MALINOWSKI. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. We would now go to Representative Stanton.
Mr. STANTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is clear that during your tenure, Mr. Muilenburg, the top brass
at Boeing too often put shareholders before safety, profit before
people’s lives. And, as a result of the singular focus in getting the
MAX to market as quickly as possible, and the actions that were
taken, and many that were not taken, 346 innocent people lost
their lives.
Today we have heard a lot about the MCAS and its role in these
tragedies. The evidence our committee has outlined today and in
the months leading up to this hearing shows that Boeing did not
even follow its own design requirements when it created this
MCAS system and put it on the MAX.
Here is what deeply troubles me: Not only did you fail to follow
your own design requirements for MCAS, but you also went to
great lengths to hide the existence of MCAS from your customers,
and even from pilots, who are absolutely vital to the safe operation
of the MAX.
Mr. Hamilton, you are Boeing’s chief engineer. It is your job to
make sure MCAS works properly. I want to ask you a few questions about Boeing’s internal MCAS requirements. Those design requirements were described in detail in Boeing’s own coordination
sheets.
These coordination sheets were updated as MCAS moved
through the design process. But two sheets—one from March 2016,
one from June 2018—did not change. Even after Boeing started
using a newer, more powerful version of MCAS, these two sheets
were never changed. Even more than a year after the 737 MAX entered service, there were still no changes.
First slide, please.
[Slide]
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Mr. STANTON. I would like to focus on this slide on two specific
design requirements of MCAS.
Design requirement number 4—and you can see it highlighted on
the screen—states, ‘‘MCAS shall not have any objectionable interaction with the piloting of the airplane.’’
My time is short, so I need yes-or-no answers, Mr. Hamilton. Did
MCAS affect the piloting of Lion Air flight 610?
Mr. HAMILTON. The crew has always had the ability to override
MCAS with the trim switches on the wheel.
Mr. STANTON. Let me ask it another way. Did the pilots in the
Lion Air flight struggle to counteract the activation of the MCAS
system?
Mr. HAMILTON. As the captain was flying the airplane, as you
look at the flight data recorder, the captain continually trimmed
out the MCAS inputs for multiple times.
Mr. STANTON. Did MCAS affect the piloting of Ethiopian Airlines
flight number 302?
Mr. HAMILTON. That accident is still under investigation. I think
we will need to——
Mr. STANTON. Mr. Muilenburg, you are the CEO. The buck stops
with you. You are ultimately responsible for making sure that you
adhere to your design requirements. That didn’t happen here, did
it?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, again, we have learned some
things from these accidents. We are coming back and we are updating the MCAS design and the training materials.
As we went through our process, we, at each step, tried to make
the decisions that are consistent with our process and the data we
had. But clearly, we didn’t get it all right.
Mr. STANTON. Mr. Muilenburg, are you willing to give a yes-orno answer to that direct question? You didn’t—that didn’t happen
here, did it?
That is really a yes-or-no question. It is a tough question, but it
deserves a fair and direct response.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I tried to give you my direct response. It is a complicated question with a——
Mr. STANTON. Thank you.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. An answer that we——
Mr. STANTON. Reclaiming my time, Mr. Hamilton, design requirement number 11—you can also see it on this slide—it says,
‘‘MCAS shall not interfere with dive recovery.’’ Did MCAS affect
the dive recovery of Lion Air Flight number 610?
Mr. HAMILTON. Ultimately, after multiple MCAS inputs that——
Mr. STANTON. That was really intended as a yes-or-no question.
You have had plenty of time—it is a tough one, but it deserves a
yes-or-no answer. Did MCAS affect in any way the dive recovery
of Lion Air flight number 610?
Mr. HAMILTON. When the MCAS wasn’t trimmed out, as we assumed it would be, it caused the airplane to go into a dive that the
crews were not able to recover from.
Mr. STANTON. Mr. Hamilton, was MCAS a contributing factor
into the dive, as noted in the final accident report released by Indonesian investigators?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
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Mr. STANTON. Did MCAS affect the dive recovery of Ethiopian
Airlines flight number 302?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. STANTON. Mr. Muilenburg, as CEO, I am going to ask you
the same question. Did MCAS affect the dive recovery of Lion Air
flight number 610 and Ethiopian flight number 302?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we know MCAS was a factor in
both accidents, and there were a number of things occurring in
both accidents. We know MCAS was a contributing factor, and we
know we need to make some updates to it, and that is what we are
doing.
Mr. STANTON. Mr. Hamilton, I appreciate your direct answer to
that question.
Did you—this is back to Mr. Muilenburg.
Did Boeing fail to meet your own design requirements, as it relates to MCAS?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we are still evaluating everything we have learned from those accidents. I think what you see
here is that there are cases where we have implemented against
a requirement set where we have learned we need to make some
improvements. And that is what we are doing with the updates.
Mr. STANTON. It is clear that the design to the MCAS stabilization system was fundamentally and tragically fatally flawed. The
Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines tragedies don’t just show the fault
of the MCAS design, they also show that the system did not even
meet Boeing’s own design criteria.
It is crystal clear to me, through the course of this investigation,
that relinquishing approval of MCAS by the FAA was a grave mistake with severe consequences.
Safety must be our top priority, and Congress must act. We owe
nothing less to the victims and their families. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. We will now move on to Ms. Mucarsel-Powell.
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have been
sitting here, listening to the testimony, and I think that it is clear
to me that so much of what we have heard today, and also some
of the testimony from yesterday, is that, to a large extent, this is
a story about a company cutting corners, taking shortcuts, sacrificing safety to achieve maximum profits.
And at the end, what is it that we have to show for it? Three
hundred and forty-six lives were lost, due to the negligence of what
happened in those two flights.
Mr. Muilenburg, for me it is very important to focus on the families of the victims that, as you see, are sitting right here. I know
that the company started the Boeing financial assistance fund,
which provides $50 million in financial assistance to the families
of the victims, and $50 million to support education and economic
empowerment. So, by my calculation, that comes out to $144,500
to each of the families of the 346 people that were killed in those
two flights.
My question, my first question, have you—did you ever reach out
to the families before Boeing made this announcement in July, Mr.
Muilenburg?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I did not reach out personally
before that——
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Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Thank you. How did you communicate
about this fund with the families, that you had created this fund
for them?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, our reach out to the families
is an area where I think we clearly needed to improve. I feel terrible about these two accidents. And having spent time talking
with the families the last——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. But my question is how did——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Couple of days——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. How did you do that? How did you communicate with the families about this fund?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Our Boeing global engagement team reached
out. We had connections back into the—into both the—Ethiopia
and Indonesia, working with our airline customers——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. So you never personally reached out to
any of the families.
Mr. MUILENBURG. I did not personally. And again, that is something I regret, and I wish I had done——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Mm-hmm, thank you.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. I had done that earlier.
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. How did you and how are you now working with the families to determine the best way to use these funds?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, a couple of things. One, for
the first $50 million that you identified, we have asked Mr. Ken
Feinberg, an expert in this area, to administer that fund. So he is
already, you know, making progress with many of the families. We
will continue that.
On the second $50 million——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. And——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. We have engaged with the families. That was one of the topics of discussion at our meeting last
evening, and we are going to continue that, going forward——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Thank you, Mr. Muilenburg. And it was
reported in this article that—by CNBC—that the families of the
737 MAX have only until December 31st, 2019, to file a claim with
Boeing, with the Boeing compensation fund. Is that correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am not sure if that is the
deadline. But my expectation is that it——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Why put a deadline?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, it is not something that I
have——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. I mean there are so many families——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Established——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL [continuing]. That are here, just trying to
seek basic justice. I want you to take a look at them, just for 1 second, because, obviously, you haven’t spoken to them.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Well, Congresswoman, I——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. So I am going to continue, thank you,
Mr. Muilenburg.
Can you assure us today that if these families accept these
funds, they will not in any way hinder anybody’s ability to sue or
take any legal action against the company?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, Congresswoman. This fund is completely
separate from any legal activities.
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Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. So you give me that assurance today?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Thank you. Now I want to ask for unanimous consent to introduce this article that I found, ‘‘FAA Discovers New Safety Concern During Boeing 737 MAX Test.’’
Mr. DEFAZIO. Without objection.
[The information follows:]
f
Article entitled, ‘‘FAA Discovers New Safety Concern During Boeing 737
MAX Test,’’ Submitted for the Record by Hon. Mucarsel-Powell
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/faa-discovers-new-safetyconcern-during-boeing-737-max-test/2019/06/26/6ebfacf2-9868-11e9-830a21b9b36b64adlstory.html
FAA DISCOVERS NEW SAFETY CONCERN DURING BOEING 737 MAX TEST
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By Michael Laris
June 26, 2019 at 7:57 p.m. EDT
The Federal Aviation Administration has discovered a potential problem connected to the flight control computer on Boeing’s 737 Max jets that, in rare circumstances, could force the plane to dive in a dangerous, uncontrolled fashion.
Highly experienced FAA test pilots were concerned that they could not ‘‘quickly
and easily follow the required recovery procedures,’’ according to a person familiar
with the testing who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss the findings
Wednesday.
The problem is not the same as the faulty data issue that investigators say contributed to the crashes of 737 Max planes in Indonesia and Ethiopia.
In each of those two crashes, investigators say bad information from an external
sensor caused an automated feature known as the Maneuvering Characteristics
Augmentation System (MCAS) to automatically push the planes’ noses down.
In the latest case, the problem ‘‘was traced to how data is being processed by the
flight control computer’’ itself, according to the person familiar with the findings.
The aircraft has been grounded since March.
‘‘The FAA recently found a potential risk that Boeing must mitigate,’’ the agency
said in a statement. ‘‘The FAA will lift the aircraft’s prohibition order when we
deem it is safe to do so.’’
The FAA made the discovery during simulator sessions meant to test the plane’s
overall flight control software and Boeing’s proposed fixes to its MCAS feature. Its
testing procedures are designed to find and ‘‘highlight potential risks,’’ the FAA
said.
‘‘Boeing agrees with the FAA’s decision and request, and is working on the required software,’’ the company said in a statement.
A company spokesman declined to answer questions about how long it will take
to address the new issue or why Boeing itself had not discovered the risk earlier.
Boeing said addressing the issue ‘‘will reduce pilot workload by accounting for a
potential source of uncommanded stabilizer motion.’’
‘‘Uncommanded stabilizer motion’’ is a reference to an automatic adjustment in
the position of the horizontal stabilizer on the plane’s tail, which can make the aircraft ascend or descend.
The person familiar with the testing said the FAA pilots were unable to quickly
follow the steps Boeing and the FAA have described when pilots experience a ‘‘runaway’’ horizontal stabilizer.
The FAA discovery raises the potential for a lengthy delay if Boeing is unable to
address the problem by making software changes and instead has to consider hardware upgrades. The agency has instructed Boeing to come up with a plan for fixing
the issue, which it will evaluate.
Boeing has been working on a fix to its MCAS software for eight months, the company said. That update makes the MCAS system reliant on two external sensors,
rather than just one, and prevents the feature from firing repeatedly, as occurred
in the two crashes, which killed more than 300 people.
‘‘Boeing will not offer the 737 Max for certification by the FAA until we have satisfied all requirements for certification of the Max and its safe return to service,’’
the company said in its statement.
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Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Thank you. Changing subjects for a second, are you expecting this aircraft, the 737 MAX, to fly any time
in the near future?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, we are working with the
FAA on that. We have currently set a baseline for——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. When——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Our purposes of——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. When is that date expected?
Mr. MUILENBURG. The fourth quarter, this——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. So——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Before the end of the year.
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. So soon? So you are going to feel—because I have lost all confidence, Mr. Muilenburg. I sit on the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee. I have been listening to
your testimony and heard some of your testimony yesterday, and
I think many of the families have asked for your resignation.
And I have thought for a long time I don’t want to blame you.
But at some point you have to take full responsibility of the negligence of these two flights. And I want to ask you. Are you going
to be stepping down as CEO of Boeing?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I—no.
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. No?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. It doesn’t surprise me.
Mr. MUILENBURG. It is important——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Because I saw something else. Boeing
increases CEO’s pay 27 percent to $23.4 million last year. This was
last year.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. So, obviously, you don’t want to step
down.
Mr. MUILENBURG. My company——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. But I think that, at some point, to build
trust and confidence in your company—because I do agree with you
there are thousands of employees that work in this company that
don’t deserve to be put through this. But it is you, as the CEO, that
takes full responsibility for what happened. And I have not heard
you doing that.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. And with that, thank you, I yield back
my time.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, if I could respond to that, I
am responsible. I take responsibility for these two accidents that
occurred on my watch. I feel responsible to carry that through.
As I mentioned earlier, I grew up on a farm in Iowa. My dad
taught me responsibility, and he asked—what he told me is to—
when they are faced with challenges, to carry through. And I don’t
want to run away from challenges. My intent is to see this through.
I think that is part of my responsibility——
Ms. MUCARSEL-POWELL. Mr. Muilenburg, if you had an ounce of
integrity you would know that the right thing to do is to step down.
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK, the gentlelady’s time has expired. I would now
recognize the ranking member, Mr. Graves.
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Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. Would you like to finish what you
were saying?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Well, Congressman, thank you. Again, I understand the congresswoman’s view here, and I respect those inputs. But, as I said, the way I was brought up, when faced with
a tough challenge like this, something that occurred on my watch,
I have a keen sense of responsibility to see it through. And I think
that is part of what I owe to these families, and to their memories.
And I am committed to doing that.
To me this is about being responsible and ensuring safe travel
for the future. That is my focus.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. Thank you. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Allred?
Mr. ALLRED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to begin by offering my sincerest condolences to the families who are here today. As
the father of an 8-month-old child, I am particularly devastated to
see the babies in these pictures.
I do believe that Boeing is a great American company, and that
is part of why I am so frustrated that we are here today.
I also want to say that the FAA has failed in its duty to make
sure that we fix—and we must ensure in this committee that we
fix—this process to make sure that this never happens again.
Industry capture of safety regulation in any area is not only dangerous to the public, it is bad business. This has cost Boeing dearly,
and it has cost our airlines dearly. That is why it is so important
that we get this right.
Mr. Muilenburg, I hope that you are gathering from today’s hearing that our concern isn’t with the mistakes that were made. We
are certainly concerned about that, but we understand that mistakes happen. Even the greatest companies make mistakes. It is
the concealment, it is the purposeful concealment that bothers so
many of us, with an obvious financial drive behind it.
That the pilots didn’t know about this is unacceptable. That you
implemented this new system and had airlines rely on you to deliver a safe and reliable aircraft, and you did not do that, it is unacceptable.
And that we in this committee only are finding out some of this
information last month, you come here and you are telling us how
sorry you are about what has happened, but yet we have to have
whistleblowers tell us some of this information about what is going
on inside Boeing. We only got some of this information on October
18th about these texts that are going on with some of your people.
You have not fully complied with us. We have had to fight and
scratch for all the information that we have to try and fix this system. And that makes me angry, and it makes me feel like your use
of the word ‘‘accountability’’ has a very different meaning than
mine.
Now, this is not about pilot error. I have heard some of my colleagues mention pilot error. This is about catastrophic design flaw,
and regulatory failure that has caused us to lose hundreds of lives.
Two of your aircraft, sir, have gone down.
In Dallas, where I represent, we have two airlines, Southwest
Airlines and American Airlines, both of which have extensive hubs
in my area. They have invested heavily in your aircraft. This
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grounding and these catastrophes have cost them over $1 billion.
They have canceled 9,500 flights in the last quarter alone—that is
American, alone. And their hardworking employees are feeling the
financial effects of your negligence.
Now, when the 737 MAX flies again, after it has gone through
the needed changes that are just now being done, which I think
some of this process has shown that you knew should have been
done in the first place, it will be a profitable aircraft for your company.
And so, my question to you is how will you compensate the airlines and their employees who have lost so much due to your negligence?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, we have been working with a
number of airlines, including American and Southwest. As you
might have seen in our last quarterly report, we took charge of several billion dollars associated with what we call customer compensation. Those discussions with those two airlines and many others around the country and around the world are ongoing. And our
intent is to make things right with our customers.
We feel terrible about the impact it has had. We know the flying
public has been affected, we know these airlines have been affected. We know their communities have been affected. And we
have a deliberate engagement approach with each and every airline, and we are working our way through that. And we have set
aside a financial impact associated with that that you have seen in
our public reports.
Mr. ALLRED. Well, we are going to be following this closely, because there are hardworking employees of both these airlines who
have no role in this, who are doing their best, who have been impacted by this.
I fly Southwest twice a week. Every time I get on a plane someone asks one of the flight attendants whether or not it is a MAX.
You have a lot of work to do, sir.
I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Ms. Davids would be next, the vice chair of the
subcommittee.
Ms. DAVIDS. Thank you. Well, first I would like to again extend
my condolences to the families that are here. And I appreciate your
continued willingness to show up and be a part of this process.
Aviation is extremely important to Kansas, the State that I hail
from. And our State has a strong aviation history, and it is vital
to my State’s economy. And it is vital to the U.S. economy. I think
you know that already.
Mr. Muilenburg, to piggy-back off of so much of the questioning
we have heard today, and what we heard from you today, and what
we heard from you yesterday in the Senate, you have reiterated
time and time again Boeing’s commitment to safety and pilot training. But we have seen a number of documents, the committee has
reviewed a number of documents with an emphasis on an effort to
minimize pilot training requirements for the 737 MAX.
My interest is having you provide some clarity on the apparent
inconsistencies that we are hearing and seeing. Would you agree
that pilot training is important to Boeing?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
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Ms. DAVIDS. And when Boeing marketed the MAX to potential
airline customers, did they assure the customers that, if they purchased the MAX, it would be unlikely that they would need to put
their pilots through timely and costly simulator training?
Mr. MUILENBURG. One of our design requirements that we
worked with our airline customers was to do what we call level B
training, computer-based training, as a design objective.
Ms. DAVIDS. OK. I have some slides.
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing's "737 MAX Training"
brochure, July 20, 2017

737 MAX Training
-

I Product Malkehng

Ms. DAVIDS. So this—I have a PowerPoint presentation from a
737 MAX training that one of the marketing officials provided from
July 2017, which was a few months after the FAA certified the
MAX.
Can you go to the second slide, please?
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing's "737 MAX Training"
brochure, July 20, 2017
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88
Ms. DAVIDS. This graphic shows a quote, if you will look in the
box here. ‘‘We had marketed 2 days previously. A 3- to 4-hour
course has now been approved.’’
Mr. Muilenburg, after FAA’s 2017 certification, did Boeing’s marketing representatives emphasize to potential customers that FAA
had reduced the length of pilot training that Boeing had originally
expected?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am not familiar with those
discussions.
I don’t know, John, if you have any awareness——
Mr. HAMILTON. No, I do not.
Mr. MUILENBURG. We can certainly follow up on that question.
Ms. DAVIDS. OK. Well, it is clear from this slide that Boeing had
expected a different number of days of training than what it ultimately ended up with.
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing internal E-mail,
SubJect: " MAX Differences Training approved at Level B!!!!!,
August, 16, 2016
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Ms. DAVIDS. So this slide here contains text from an email chain
on August 2016 from chief technical pilot Mark Forkner, which announces to a large group at Boeing that the FAA approved the level
B training, and that it was—first of all, it—the entire email contains a lot of exclamation points. He was very enthusiastic. And he
noted that, ‘‘This culminates more than 3 years of tireless and collaborative efforts across many business units.’’ You can see the rest
of the text here.
Mr. Muilenburg, level B designation means the 737 MAX was
subject to computer-based pilot training requirements, and not
more extensive simulator requirements, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, that is correct for the differences training between the models. The baseline training for the
737 MAX is a 20-plus-day training program that includes significant simulator time.
Ms. DAVIDS. So, in a separate email chain—can you bring up the
next slide, please?
[Slide]
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"This culminates more than 3 years of tireless and
collaborative efforts across many business units. Flight
Technical, Flight Technical Data, Training Development,
Flight Deck Crew Ops, ALL MAX engineering teams,
Flight Test Engineering and ... [the] Engineering Test
Pilot team should all be c01mnended for their efforts in
getting us to the finish line." -- Boeing 73 7 Chief
Technical Pilot Mark Forkner, August 2016
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Slide based on Boeing E-mail, from Mark Forkner
to individual at FAA, November 3, 2016

" ...jedi-mind tricking regulators into
accepting the training that I got
accepted by FAA .. ." -- Boeing Chief
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Ms. DAVIDS. We are very familiar with this quote by this time
in the day. Mr. Forkner, in November 2016, tells an FAA official
that he was working on ‘‘Jedi mind-tricking regulators into accepting the training’’ that he got accepted by the FAA.
Mr. Muilenburg, the push across Boeing to limit cost of pilot
training requirements on the MAX, despite the company’s commitment to safety and pilot training, is clear. From the questions we
have heard today, the slides we have heard, what is up here right
now, this is your chance to provide some clarity on how you mesh
all of this information with your continued statements about commitment to safety.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes. Congresswoman, I think it is a very good
question. And the idea here is that incremental training adds to
safety.
We don’t make training decisions based on economics. We try to
make training decisions based on safety. And as John pointed out
earlier——
Ms. DAVIDS. If it wasn’t based on economics, what was it based
on, that you were trying to push to reduce——
Mr. MUILENBURG. On safe operations for our airlines.
So many of our airline customers who received the 737 MAX,
they also fly 737 NGs. And a typical pilot, in a given day, may have
a flight on an NG and a flight on a MAX. And it is——
Ms. DAVIDS. What you are saying right now sounds inconsistent
with the information that we have been seeing, that you are committed to safety, and that you are not taking into account the economic impacts of the pilot training that people would have to do.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Could——
Ms. DAVIDS. The last thing I want to say is, based on what Congresswoman Mucarsel-Powell said, can you tell us right now, if this
article is correct in that December 31st, 2019, is the last chance
that families are able to file a claim for the Boeing compensation
fund, that you will extend that? Because that is only 2 months
from now, and that seems completely ridiculous, that people only
have until December 2019.
Mr. MUILENBURG. So, Congresswoman, I—until that was mentioned earlier, I just hadn’t recalled that deadline. But I can tell
you that is something that we can extend, and I would be—I will
give my team that direction. If——
Ms. DAVIDS. Thank you.
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Mr. MUILENBURG. If there are families that we can help, and
more time is needed, we will take the time. Our commitment here
is to try to help the families. And I know, you know, monetary help
never relieves the pain, it never will, but hopefully we can help in
the communities.
And I don’t want to put any kind of artificial timeline on that.
So if that is the constraint, we will remove it.
Ms. DAVIDS. Thank you. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Garcı́a?
Mr. GARCÍA. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To the families and
friends of those who perished, thank you for bearing witness to
what was really lost in the catastrophes.
I would like to explore with you, Mr. Muilenburg, some of the financial forces that may have contributed to the catastrophe, as it
relates to the corporation. If you would, answer some simple questions in a yes-or-no format.
One of your primary duties as CEO is to focus on increasing the
price of the company’s stock. Is that right? One of your duties?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, one of our objectives——
Mr. GARCÍA. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Is to increase the shareholders
value, yes.
Mr. GARCÍA. I will take that as a yes. Is your total compensation
or realized gains tied to Boeing’s stock performing well?
Mr. MUILENBURG. That is one component of it, yes.
Mr. GARCÍA. OK. Mr. Muilenburg, do you know what the stock
price was when you became CEO?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I do not.
Mr. GARCÍA. It was $140 a share. That is a June 5, 2015, number.
What was the stock price at the last trading day before the Ethiopian Air accident this year, would you know that?
Mr. MUILENBURG. I don’t know.
Mr. GARCÍA. Let me help you. It was $422 a share on March 8.
So in a little over 4 years your company’s stock rose. It tripled.
From 1999 to 2009 it went from $42 to $49 a share. But from 2015
to 2019 it tripled, from $140 per share to $422 a share. Very significant.
In fact, you and your board authorized a $20 billion stock
buyback program in December of 2018, 2 months after the Lion Air
incident, that helped drive up the price of Boeing stock.
You own shares of company stock, correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. That is correct.
Mr. GARCÍA. So, in short, you benefitted personally from increasing the stock price. In fact, a report from the American Prospect,
shows you made over $95 million from 2015 to 2018. You were
pocketing almost $2 million a month, almost half from stock dividends.
The way I see it, your relentless focus on stock price and your
company’s bottom line may have negatively affected employee performance. Would you agree?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I don’t agree with that. Our
business model is about safe airplanes. It is a——
Mr. GARCÍA. So you don’t think that——
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Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Long-cycle business.
Mr. GARCÍA. You don’t think that employees felt pressured to
perform?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, the realities of the competitive
environment, the pressure to perform, is there. But that is
never——
Mr. GARCÍA. Well——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Equal to safety. Safety——
Mr. GARCÍA. But in November——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Is very——
Mr. GARCÍA [continuing]. Of 2016 Boeing conducted an internal
survey which—in which over 40 percent of employees stated they
felt undue pressure.
Curtis Ewbank, a Boeing employee, said, ‘‘Boeing management
was more concerned with cost and schedule than safety and quality.’’
Another, Adam Dickson, said—a Boeing engineer said his managers warned in ‘‘very directly and threatening ways’’ that pay was
at risk if targets weren’t met.
It is pretty clear there has been a culture of greed and compromising safety at Boeing.
Mr. Muilenburg, you did everything to drive profits over safety.
You skirted recertification requirements or regulators at every corner, and your employees even admit to lying to the FAA.
There are basically two ways that this plays out. You either truly
didn’t realize you had a defective plane, which demonstrates gross
incompetence and/or negligence, or you did know you had a defective plane, but still tried to push it to market, in which case it is
just clear corruption. Either way, Mr. Muilenburg, you are the captain of this ship. A culture of negligence, incompetence, or corruption starts at the top, and it starts with you. You padded your personal finances by putting profit over safety. And now 346 people,
including 8 Americans, are dead on your watch.
Today you said you made mistakes and you are accountable. If
Ex-Im Bank isn’t reauthorized and the MAX is left grounded, you
might be asking us for a bailout. That bill—the Ex-Im Bank is before the Financial Services Committee. I think it is time that you
submitted your resignation, don’t you?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I respectfully disagree with
your premise on what drives our company.
Mr. GARCÍA. OK. Well, whether or not you or your colleagues are
incriminated in the ongoing criminal investigation, the facts remain. It was either gross negligence, incompetence, or corruption.
You are at the top. I think it is pretty clear to me, to the families
of the victims, and the American public that you should resign and
do it immediately.
I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Next would be Mrs. Fletcher.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very
much for being here today, and thank you for holding this very important hearing. I join my colleagues in expressing my deepest condolences to the families and the friends who are here with us
today, and those who can’t be here with us. And, of course, they
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are in our minds and—as are the victims. And I think that that
really needs to remain our focus as we are here today.
We convened this hearing to get the facts and to understand better what we can do, as Members of Congress, to prevent a tragedy
like this from ever happening again. And we understand that these
are real people whose lives have been affected, lives have been lost,
and lives have been forever changed. And so I remain aware of
that. And we want to do what we can.
And so, one of the things that has been an issue that we have
touched on a little bit earlier today, but I want to follow up on, is
this delegation of certification authority. I think this is a critical
place where Congress really needs to reassess whether this is a
program that should continue.
And I understand—and there have been questions about this earlier—that Boeing was really able to avoid installing some of the latest safety features by using this amended certification. And I think
both Boeing and the FAA failed to evaluate the impacts of the
MCAS on the whole aircraft system because of this.
So, Mr. Muilenburg, my question is for you, first. The JATR recommends that the FAA needs to ensure that engineers have open
lines of communication to the FAA certification engineers without
fear of punitive action or process violations. Do you agree with that
recommendation?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, we agree with having those
open communications, yes.
Mrs. FLETCHER. And what changes, if any, has Boeing made to
improve the relationship and ensure that Boeing employees have
the access they need to make safety determinations?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, one of the big changes we announced roughly 2 weeks ago now was a standup of a new safety
organization. It is centralized within Boeing, a direct reporting line
to our chief engineer, who reports to me. That will include our
ODA representatives, the delegated authority representatives. I
think that will enhance transparency, directness of communication
lines with the FAA, and also increase independence from our airplane programs to create that functional strength.
So those are changes we have announced, and are now implementing.
Mrs. FLETCHER. And are other changes under consideration, or
is that the extent of your recommendation at this time?
Mr. MUILENBURG. We have multiple recommendations or actions
that are underway. That includes the standup of a new aerospace
safety committee for our board that is headed up by Admiral
Giambastiani that includes a restructuring of all of our safety review boards across the company, so they now are integrated, companywide.
We are standing up a new design requirements organization
that, as technology continues to evolve, we can do a better job of
sharing those technologies and requirements across the company.
And we have realigned our engineering organization structure so
all—roughly 50,000 Boeing engineers now report directly to our
chief engineer.
Mrs. FLETCHER. OK, thank you.
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Mr. MUILENBURG. There are additional actions underway, and investments for the future. So that list I just gave you is——
Mrs. FLETCHER. OK, sure.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Consider that a set of initial actions with more
to follow.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Thank you. I want to move on to a couple more
things before my time expires.
Were any Boeing employees subject to punitive action during the
development of the 737 MAX for reporting issues to FAA staff?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am not aware of any such
cases. If there were cases like that, we don’t accept retaliation.
There is no tolerance for retaliation. So I can’t personally say I am
aware of any. But let me check the records to see if there are any
there.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Thank you, I would appreciate that.
Mr. MUILENBURG. But I can tell you, from a policy standpoint,
we do not tolerate retaliation.
Mrs. FLETCHER. I would appreciate if you could get back to the
committee on whether any employees were subjected to punitive
action. I understand that you don’t know that, sitting here today,
for a fact.
Another recommendation is that the JATR recommends increased FAA involvement in safety critical areas that are currently
delegated to Boeing. I understand Boeing has implemented these
changes to internal processes. Have you identified any changes to
the delegation process that Congress can help with, as we evaluate
these issues?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, we are starting to evaluate
those opportunities. So discussions are ongoing with the FAA and
others. We think the area of human-machine interface, and how we
set those industry standards and the requirements for how pilots
operate in a high-workload environment, that is a place where we
can work together on new standards.
There are also some older regulations that are currently on the
books that could be updated to take advantage of new technologies,
and we are identifying a specific list in that area.
So those are two examples. And I would anticipate there will be
more.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Thank you. I see I have exceeded my time. But
if you could send those recommendations to this committee, that
would be much appreciated. Thank you.
And I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. The gentlelady, Delegate Plaskett.
Ms. PLASKETT. Thank you very much.
Good afternoon, everyone, and thank you all for your patience in
being here today to hear some of the answers from Boeing. Thank
you, those of you who are in the audience, and condolences to your
families, as well as to those, I guess, and others in the airline industry who are really looking very closely at what we all have here
to say.
Mr. Muilenburg, I wanted to ask you some questions particularly
about MCAS.
Following the Lion Air flight 610 accident last year, Boeing
issued a bulletin for the 737 MAX. The subject concerned
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‘‘Uncommanded nose down stabilizer trim due to erroneous angle
of attack (AOA) during manual flight.’’ While this bulletin describes in detail what can occur during an AOA failure, including
nose down trim in increments lasting up to 10 seconds, and that
‘‘repetitive cycles . . . continue to occur unless the stabilizer trim
system is deactivated,’’ I note that not once does the bulletin mention by name what, in fact, causes such a nose down command,
which is MCAS.
And I have a copy of a Boeing flight crew operations manual bulletin number TBC–19, page 51. I would ask that this be entered
into the record.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Without objection.
[The information follows:]
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Flight Crew Operations Manual Bulletin for The Boeing Company, No.
TBC–19, Issued Nov. 6, 2018, Submitted for the Record by Hon. Plaskett

<ti-HOEING

Flight Crew Operations Manual Bulletin
for

The Boeing Company
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington 98124-2207
Numbc-r:

TBC-1?

foueDato: November 6, 2018
Ail'plane Hfetthity: 737-8 / -9
Subje<t: Uncollllllanded Nose Down Stabilizer Trim Due to Erroneous Angle of
Attacl: (AOA) During Manual Flight Only
Reason: To Emphasize.the Procedures Proviced in the Runaway Stabilizer NonNormal Checl:list (NNC).
hlfomutiou in this bull~tin is recommm:ted b)• The Boeing: Comp:my, bu:! lll:lY DOt be FAA approved
at me time of v.Titmg. ln me e\u:i of co:::ailict v.itb the FA.~ apprO\·e d . ~ Flight ~iaDU:al
(An!), tile AFM shall stlpffi,l!de. 1'b.e Boeing C-0!llp.1ll}"reg21ds tbe imomurionor p!OCedures
described herein as b:l\ing a direct or indirect be3ri.ng « the safe opentioo of this ~ l airplane.
THE FOL-LO\\lNG PROC?.DVRI. .\.'XO/Oft L'ffOIUt:,TIOX IS UFI CTIV? l'"PON RI:CEIPt

Background Information
Tue Indonesian National Transportation Safet/ Collllllittee has indicated that
Liou Au llighl 610 c:x~,i~u1.:t:tl t'-:Uouc:ou:s AOA Jala. Boeiug woulJ likt' tu t.'.a.l)

atte.ntion to an AOA faihue condition that can occur during manual flight only.
This bulletin directs flight crews to existing p1ocedures to address this condition.
In the. event of erroneous AOA data, the pitch trim S}~tem can trim the stabilize,
nose down in increments lasting up to 10 seco:ids. The.nose down stabilizer trim
movement can be stopped and reversed \\ith the use of the electric stabilizer trim
S\vitc.hes but may restart 5 sec.onds afte.r the e.1-?c.tric stabilizer trim s,,i tches are
released. Repetitive cycles of \mcommauded rose down stabilizer continue to
occur Wlless the stabilizer 1rim systeIU is deactivated through use of both STAB
TRIM CUTOUT switches in acc.ordanc.e with the existing proc.edmes in the
Runaway Stabilizer NNC. It is possible for the stabilizer to reach the nose down
limit Wlless the system inputs are counteracted completely by pilot trim inputs
and both STAB TRIM CUTOUT switches are moved to CUT01Jf .
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Additionally, pilots are reminded. that an emmeous AOA can cause some or all of
the following indications and effects:
Continuous or intcnuittcnt 3tidi 3hal.cr o u the. affcc-tcd side only.

Minimum speed bar (red and black) o, the affected side only.
Increasing nose down c.ontrol fore.es.
Inability to engage autopilot.
Automatic disengagement of autopilot.
IAS DISAGREE alert.
ALT DISAGREE alert.
AOA DISAGREE alert (If the AOA indicator option is installed)
FEEL DIFF PRESS light.

Operating lnsh·uctions
In the. event an wicommanded nose down stabilizer trim is experienced on the
737.s /-9, in c.onjuuction with one or more of the.above indications or effects, do
the Ruuaway Stabilizer NNC ensuring that the STAB TRIM CUTOUT s\\itches
~rP i:..-.t to C:lfT'OHT and i:.~y in th.- C:.1IT01iT pn.-:ition for thP rP.maind.-r ofthP

flight.

:-!or.: Initially, higher control forces m.1y be needed to ove1come any
stabilizer nose down lrim a!Jead)· applied. Electric stabilizer lrim can
be.used to neutralize control column pitch forces before moving the
STAB TPJM CUTOUT switcbe, to CUTOUT. Manual stabilizer trim
can be. used afte1 the STAB TPJM CUTOUT switches are moved to
CUTOUT.

Administrative Information
Insert this bulletin behind the Bulle.tin Reccrd page in Volume I of your Flight
Crew Ope,ations Manual (FCOM). Amend the FCOM Bulletin Record page to
show bulletin TBC-19 "In Effect" (IE).

This Bulletin remains in effect W1til Boeing pro\oides additional information on
system updates that m.ay allow this Bulletin to be canceled.
Please. send all correspondence regarding Flight Crew Operations Manual
B,tlletin status, to the 737 Manager, Flight Teclmical Data, through the Senice
Requests Application (SR App) on the MyBoeingFleet home page.

~ Pro¢.a0-.,.. c.op;,:.._a c ~ '-~b$ r.:f;o.:'l :o ~r: w.c.iciocu mad«- E.~'- ~ t:tl= ~-,; 5oe-dm:Ji..
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Ms. PLASKETT. Thank you.
Sir, why was MCAS not mentioned in the November 6 bulletin?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am going to ask John to
add to this one, but it is—what we were attempting to do with that
bulletin was to, again, remind pilots of that existing emergency
procedure around runaway stabilizer. And the reference to multiple
inputs is the behavior that you would expect the airplane to see as
a result of MCAS.
So the idea is, again, provide the pilots information about the behavior of the airplane, as opposed to diagnosing the specific system.
So that was the intent——
Ms. PLASKETT. So you—the intent was which one?
Mr. MUILENBURG. The intent was to inform them of the failure
mode that MCAS could cause.
Ms. PLASKETT. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Rather than try to provide details on MCAS.
Since then, again, feedback from the pilots, we know we need to
provide more information on MCAS itself, in addition to the effects
of MCAS, and that is part of the update we are making to the
training manual.
Ms. PLASKETT. In providing the effects of MCAS, would it have
been easier—or to summarize it by using the term ‘‘MCAS’’?
Mr. MUILENBURG. It perhaps could have. I think that is one of
the things we have learned now, is the pilots would like to have
additional information on just the definition of MCAS, itself, in addition to the effects of its failure modes.
Again, our goal is to optimize what is in the training manual, so
we don’t add more information than what is useful for the pilots.
Clearly——
Ms. PLASKETT. How large are your training manuals?
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. We could have done better here.
Ms. PLASKETT. How large are the training manuals?
Mr. MUILENBURG. I can’t comment on that. I don’t know, John,
have you got a——
Ms. PLASKETT. They are pretty substantive, aren’t they?
Mr. HAMILTON. They are very substantive, yes.
Ms. PLASKETT. So why would that have been any more of a difference to add that?
I saw you nodding your head, sir. Did you want to add anything?
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, they are very substantial in size. But we
do go through a process of trying to evaluate what is the right level
of information to be in there. We can incorporate all kinds of information.
In hindsight, you know, and in response to the pilots’ requests,
we are going to put the material in the training manuals on MCAS.
We are going to tell them exactly what the need—we are going to
have a lot more information there to address this.
Ms. PLASKETT. So is that the decision as to why it was ultimately
excluded, because it was seen as, what, not something that the pilots would have——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Again, our intent was to provide information
on how to fly the airplane, not necessarily diagnose the system failures. And that is always a balance that we try to get in our training materials.
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And clearly, here, we need to provide more information for the
pilots——
Ms. PLASKETT. So the reference to MCAS was excluded. Was the
reference to MCAS excluded in order to not bring attention to the
system—pilots were unaware about it? No?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, the intent was to provide the
training materials that the pilots would need to fly the airplane,
rather than try to educate them on the system details.
And again, that is an area where we fell short, and we need to
provide additional information. And we are going to——
Ms. PLASKETT. So in that same bulletin, just very quickly, Boeing
describes how erroneous AOA can cause, potentially, many indications, and as many as four different alerts or lights: IAS disagree,
ALT disagree, et cetera.
Do you believe, if several of these indications went off simultaneous in a cockpit, a pilot would be confused about how to respond?
Mr. HAMILTON. So, Congresswoman, when you have an AOA—in
the case of Lion Air, where it was miscalibrated, once it got to a
certain threshold, and you—you had a difference in altitude, then
it would trigger that altitude disagree. When it got to a certain airspeed disagree, then—so they would—they might not come all on
at the same time, but they are probably fairly closely linked together on that.
Ms. PLASKETT. OK, so the question was would a pilot be confused
on how to respond. And then I yield back.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes. So the OMB was really about, if you have
an AOA issue, it can trigger a number of different indications on
the flight deck, and—to help you identify what could be going on.
And if you have the stabilizer moving, then perform the runaway
stabilizer procedure.
We subsequently went out, at the request of our customers, with
a detailed message about MCAS, and explained what it was.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Carbajal?
Mr. CARBAJAL. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I want to start by also
offering my condolences to the families that are here, and those
that—loved ones that have been mourning all of those that were
lost in these unfortunate tragedies.
Mr. Muilenburg, I want to dispense with a lot of what my colleagues have already touched on, and just dive into some really
poignant, specific questions. So a very brief answer is what I am
looking for.
Boeing did not consider erroneous MCAS activation to present a
catastrophic risk, correct?
[No response.]
Mr. CARBAJAL. Let me repeat that. Boeing did not consider erroneous MCAS activation to present a catastrophic risk. Correct?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I believe the hazard analysis, if
that is what you are referring to, we—John, help me out.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. MUILENBURG. We had a——
Mr. HAMILTON. A single MCAS event——
Mr. CARBAJAL. So is that correct or not?
Mr. HAMILTON. A single MCAS event was not considered, I think
you used the word, ‘‘catastrophic’’?
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Mr. CARBAJAL. Yes.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. CARBAJAL. Thank you. And as a result of that lower classification of risk, Boeing did not perform detailed evaluations—failure modes, effect analysis, and fault tree analysis—to fully understand the effects of erroneous MCAS activation, correct?
[No response.]
Mr. CARBAJAL. I am just looking for yes or no.
Mr. HAMILTON. We did a thorough analysis of it using our processes that we have used, and we did consider multiple inputs into
MCAS.
Mr. CARBAJAL. But did you do the failure modes and effect analysis and the fault tree analysis? Yes or no?
Mr. HAMILTON. No.
Mr. CARBAJAL. Thank you. In fact, in simulator tests, Boeing
didn’t even simulate erroneous MCAS activation to the full 2.5 degrees of stabilizer motion, correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. Congressman, I think I will have to follow up
with you, because I believe we did go to beyond 2.5. I think we
went to 3.0.
Mr. CARBAJAL. If you could follow up, that would be great.
Boeing didn’t consider repetitive, erroneous MCAS activations in
those tests, did it?
Mr. HAMILTON. Could you——
Mr. CARBAJAL. Boeing didn’t consider repetitive, erroneous
MCAS activations in these tests.
Mr. HAMILTON. We did consider multiple MCAS inputs.
Mr. CARBAJAL. Did Boeing assume pilots would be the redundancy to save the airplane during an erroneous MCAS activation?
Mr. HAMILTON. We assumed that pilots could recognize it and
trim it out, and——
Mr. CARBAJAL. So is that a yes?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. CARBAJAL. In retrospect, given that the erroneous activation
of MCAS played a critical role in both 737 MAX crashes, would you
agree that this was a flawed assumption that the pilots were the
backup?
Mr. HAMILTON. We used an industry standard that has been
around for a long time, and—around pilots’ actions. And in these
cases, that assumption did not play out in these accidents——
Mr. CARBAJAL. So is that a yes or a no?
Mr. HAMILTON. It is an assumption that didn’t play out, and I
think it is one of the things that we need to address, going forward.
Mr. CARBAJAL. So that would be a yes.
Mr. HAMILTON. If you could restate your question, I will——
Mr. CARBAJAL. In retrospect, given the erroneous activation of
MCAS played a critical role in both 737 MAX crashes, would you
agree that this was a flawed assumption that the pilots were the
backup?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, I would say that the assumption needs to be
addressed.
Mr. CARBAJAL. So yes?
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. CARBAJAL. Thank you.
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Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. CARBAJAL. Mr. Chair, I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. We begin what will hopefully be a brief second round. I appreciate the witnesses and the
members of the committee who have hung in here.
Mr. Muilenburg, do you know how many 737 MAX aircraft
Southwest Airlines had ordered from Boeing, prior to the Lion Air
crash?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I don’t know the exact number——
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. But we can find it for you.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Well, we were told it was 280. And do you contest
the fact that Southwest Airlines would have gotten a $1 million rebate per plane, had the pilots had to go through a simulator training?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Chairman, I believe that was part of the contract structure——
Mr. DEFAZIO. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. We had with Southwest.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Did you have contracts like that with other customers?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I don’t know if there are any
other customers with that specific clause, but it is not uncommon
for us to have incentive clauses in these——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Contracts.
Mr. DEFAZIO. So that would have totaled, obviously, $280 million
that would have had to have been paid. Because I think a real key
issue is how we got to this point, and how MCAS was not in the
manual. That has been my question since way back when.
Let’s move on to undue pressure, key learnings, and next steps.
Slide?
[Pause.]
Mr. DEFAZIO. Slide?
[Slide]
·he House Co'llrri'tee en

Transportation & Infrastructure

'<::,'(j - - - - ' - - - - ~ ~

Slide based on undated Boeing power-point
presentation from a Boeing Manager at
Boeing's Commercial Airplanes d1vis1on
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Undue Pressure: Key Learnings and Next Steps
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Mr. DEFAZIO. There it goes. This was a survey, which was provided to us by a whistleblower. It was in 2016.
[Slide]
Slide based on undated Boeing power-point
presentation from a Boeing Manager at
Boeing's Commercial Airplanes division
Undue Pressure Survey
November 2016

523 responded as of 11128116
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Mr. DEFAZIO. If we go to the next slide, ‘‘I am concerned about
consequences if I report potential undue pressure, 29 percent.’’
Then, if we go to the next slide, ‘‘When these engineers are also
ARs, lines are frequently blurred between when the engineer is acting in an applicant SME role and when they are in an AR role.’’
That was 2016.
And I will give you, in a minute, a chance to respond, but it
seems like you didn’t pay much attention to the survey and the
undue pressure because we then have—and I may have read it improperly before, but he says he was the leader of the 737 program.
He was writing to the general manager. He talks about workforce
exhausted, schedule pressure. ‘‘I am sorry to say I am hesitant
about putting my family on a Boeing airplane.’’ That is 2 years
later.
It doesn’t seem like anything was done to relieve the undue pressure in this culture where people were afraid for their jobs, and
there was confusion, you know, which also points to why we need
to change this process between, you know, SMEs and ARs and—
wait, wait a minute, which hat do I have on, and they are switching hats.
In 2003 I said I don’t understand how this is going to work when
I voted against this process. I said so someone works for Boeing,
gets paid from Boeing, and then someone else works for Boeing and
is paid from Boeing, but this person is totally stovepiped over here,
and firewalled. They are not responsive to Boeing, they are just responsive to the regulator, but that is not true, because apparently
they go back and forth between being a development engineer or
being, you know, the AR.
I mean what happened between 2016 and 2018? Apparently not
much. Can you point to any significant steps that were taken to
change the culture and relieve this undue pressure?
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, I can. And John will feel free to
add in, as well.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG. First of all, this survey is a survey that we
proactively do with our ODA team. The goal here is to identify any
sources of undue pressure.
So, in this case, these are the survey results that we proactively
sought. We gathered all of these results. We have shared them
with the FAA, and we have taken followup actions associated with
these inputs.
Mr. DEFAZIO. But then——
Mr. MUILENBURG. The——
Mr. DEFAZIO. That is good, but I am asking for, like, really concrete examples. When you have the leader of the 737 team, 2 years
later, workforce exhausted, schedule pressure, it doesn’t sound like
those things were effective.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, Congressman, if I could, I am attempting
to answer the question, and I——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Yes, go ahead.
Mr. MUILENBURG. A very important topic.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Sure.
Mr. MUILENBURG. You will also see on this survey data here that
over 90 percent of our employees are comfortable raising issues.
And I think the number is 97 percent understand the process for
doing so. Those are very high scores. We would still want them
higher. But we try to create a culture where employees can speak
up and raise issues, so we can take action in response. So that is
the culture we are trying to incentivize.
Now, I will say it is true that we have competitive pressures
every day. We operate in a tough, globally competitive world. But
that never, never takes priority over safety.
And I know we have had this discussion, but I could tell you our
culture, as a company, the only long-term sustained business model
is safety. And that is because our airplanes last for decades. And
having a culture where people are willing to speak up, including
the people that responded to this survey, is part of creating that
culture.
Now, John, you might be able to comment on specific actions we
have taken.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, I think there are actually two separate
things.
So this was actually looking at the ARs, and the undue pressure.
And that is a defined area that the FAA has us act on. We do do
recurrent training with the managers in engineering, manufacturing, and quality about how they deal with ARs, and how they
need to be treated, and what is undue pressure. And we do take
followup actions.
We do audits, and the FAA has come in and actually audited
what we did, and they have agreed with what actions were taken.
I think, you know, the other pressures that were alluded to later,
2 years later, it was not an AR, to my understanding. And I think
that just—it talks about more the pressures that——
Mr. DEFAZIO. Well, the——
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Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, and again, as I mentioned earlier, I did
receive a letter from that individual. And I think he raised some
good points, things that we want our people to raise.
We, subsequent to that, evaluated those. We talked to our 737
team——
Mr. DEFAZIO. But you didn’t reduce the production rate, as you
said earlier. You stated——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes.
Mr. DEFAZIO. If I could—I don’t want to prolong this too
much——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Well, production rate stability, again, sir, is
actually better for safety. Consistency in the factory is safer for our
workers.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Unless it is moving a little too quick.
So just to go back to the issue of how this all happened, and it
started with a phone call in 2011. I brought that out at the beginning. You had an exclusive Boeing customer who called and said,
‘‘Can’t match Airbus fuel economy and no pilot retraining necessary. We are buying all Airbus.’’
And then you—you know, I mean, the story is that we didn’t
rush, except you were looking at—I mean you have a 50-year-old
airframe here, some of which—some of the reasons—the problems
we had and, you know, why you had to develop MCAS, as opposed
to a more stable platform, was because we are dealing with a 50year-old airframe.
You have still got hydraulic controls. In the newer planes, my
understanding is, when you have something serious going on, you
actually get prioritization in a more visible way. The disagree light
didn’t even work.
But we are being told that safety was always paramount, people
didn’t feel pressure, things weren’t rushed. I just don’t buy that.
And instead of building a clean-sheet design, you might have lost
market share for a year or two to Airbus, but then you would have
come along with a fabulous, 21st-century airplane that probably
would have been better than the Airbus, and you wouldn’t be going
through what you are going through today.
That was a critical mistake that was made back then, and I believe it exerted pressure throughout the organization from the top
down, and it is going to be very hard—very hard—to restore confidence.
And again, when you have the guy who was the leader of the 737
program saying, ‘‘I am sorry to say I am hesitant of putting my
family on a Boeing airplane,’’ that is a very sad comment on what
has happened to the culture of the company.
With that, Representative Brown?
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to ask a
question to clarify my question about computer software. You may
recall that question.
I do want to preface first by saying that, look, I know the difference between hindsight and at-the-moment. In hindsight, everything is clear. Today we see MCAS as a much more significant part
of the flight control system.
But I still believe that MCAS, at the moment, while you were designing, developing, and promoting it, I think it was a big deal that
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you actually just underappreciated. So let me just ask this question
here.
So you have the flight control system, a number of components
are in it: flight control surfaces, like the stabilizer, and controls,
right, cockpit controls, like the yoke or the control arm. You have
linkages between the two.
On the 737, all of the flight control surfaces operate by a cockpit
control, input by a crew.
The MCAS, as I understand it, is the only computer software
that actually operates a flight control surface without crew input.
Is that true?
Mr. HAMILTON. No, sir.
Mr. BROWN. You say yes or no?
Mr. HAMILTON. I said no, sir.
Mr. BROWN. OK.
Mr. HAMILTON. As I mentioned earlier, the yaw damper is—operates independent of the crew, and it moves the rudder surface in
response to wind gusts. And so—up to 3 degrees. And so crews
don’t put any input on that, it just happens automatically, based
on——
Mr. BROWN. OK. Fair enough, and I appreciate that clarification.
The emergency procedures. I am—you know, and I think, Mr.
Muilenburg, you have mentioned this in testimony, I have heard it
before from Boeing, and even when Mr. Carbajal was asking questions. The emergency procedure for a runaway stabilizer, first of
all, the condition is an uncommanded stabilizer trim movement occurs continuously, which means—let’s say the stabilizer goes down,
which means the nose is going to go down. You try to make the
correction, either the trim button or the yoke, and you are not getting any relief, right? That is a runaway stabilizer trim, right?
Mr. HAMILTON. To do——
Mr. BROWN. Yes or no?
Mr. HAMILTON. That could be a—how it might behave.
Mr. BROWN. Uncommanded stabilizer trim movement occurs continuously. Stabilizer goes down, the nose goes down, right?
Mr. HAMILTON. Right.
Mr. BROWN. Right, OK. So now, if it is continuous, which means
I do the control—either the trim button or the control yoke—I don’t
get any relief, and then the quick reaction handbook says do the
runaway cutoff, right?
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, when you say you don’t get any relief from
the——
Mr. BROWN. Which means if I do either the trim button or the
control column, and I were to take my hands off, it would still be
going down.
Mr. HAMILTON. So then that sounds like you have multiple failures going on. You have something that is driving the stabilizer in
the initial spot, and now you have something else that is causing——
Mr. BROWN. No, I am talking about an uncommanded stabilizer
trim movement occurs continuously, and that trim movement
causes a nose down.
Mr. MUILENBURG. In which case you trim with the thumb——
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Mr. BROWN. Right, but if I trim and nothing happens, that is a
runaway stabilizer trim, isn’t it?
Mr. HAMILTON. That would be a runaway stabilizer trim, but I
am saying that is two different failures that could potentially——
Mr. BROWN. OK. So if I have a runaway stabilizer trim, OK, it
is continuous. But with the MCAS activation, it is not continuous.
Mr. HAMILTON. Correct. It moves to a certain position and it
stops.
Mr. BROWN. It stops, and I can do some correction, like they did
on Lion Air. And then 5 seconds later on Lion Air, MCAS activated
again.
So the concern I have is when you say that the emergency procedure should be the same, but the conditions are different. One is
continuous and one is intermittent. It happens, it stops when I provide input, and then it kicks in again.
And I know you have got litigation pending, and maybe that is
why you don’t want to answer the question. But that is——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, let me try. And John can——
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Help me here, but—so the runaway stabilizer procedure, whether it is caused by MCAS or some
other failure mode, the procedure is to trim the airplane, manage
your power, and then hit the cutout switch if it continues. So——
Mr. BROWN. But as a pilot, don’t you recognize it because, like
it says in the QRH, it is continuous?
Mr. MUILENBURG. So——
Mr. BROWN. Right? Is that right?
Mr. MUILENBURG. I think——
Mr. BROWN. It is continuous?
Mr. MUILENBURG. I think the difference you are pointing out is
that there is some runaway stabilizer modes where it is one continuous——
Mr. BROWN. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And in the case of MCAS, it is still a continuous movement, but it can happen multiple times.
Mr. BROWN. Right. And——
Mr. MUILENBURG. But——
Mr. BROWN. And here is the point. Here is the point.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Multiple time——
Mr. BROWN. There is nothing in the documentation, though, that
says to the pilot what continuous is. The pilot is thinking, like, hey,
continuous means I try to change it and it ain’t changing. That is
continuous. But if it changes, but then comes back, that is not really continuous. That is intermittent.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, I think——
Mr. BROWN. And this is where—and so, with the Lion—you said
you are making changes in documentation.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, sir.
Mr. BROWN. I really hope that you are looking at an emergency
procedure, a quick reaction procedure, OK, that expressly addresses MCAS and the intermittent nature of MCAS, if it continues to
be intermittent.
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Mr. MUILENBURG. And, Congressman, to that point, that is one
of the software changes we made. It is no longer intermittent. It
can only operate once.
Mr. BROWN. Got it.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Larsen?
Mr. LARSEN. Thank you.
Mr. Muilenburg, yesterday, in response to some media reports
and a question about them, you denied media reports that say that
there were significant changes to MCAS low-speed extension that
were not fully vetted by the FAA. You said they were fully vetted.
But the Indonesian accident authorities found FAA’s response to
the revised system safety assessment was simply to accept the submission. It seems to me there is a difference between the FAA accepting the submission, versus the FAA fully vetting the changes.
So if that was the case, do you—and this gets to the—kind of the
heart of some of these certification questions, on whether enough
or too much has been given through the authority to Boeing, or to
any other manufacturer.
Can you help me score that circle, what ‘‘fully vetted’’ by FAA
means, versus what simply——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, sir.
Mr. LARSEN [continuing]. ‘‘Accepting the submission’’ means? Because it seems like there is no way to score that circle.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, let me try. And then, John, if
you want to——
Mr. HAMILTON. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Or do you have a comment you wanted to——
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, Congressman. I think, you know, there has
been some implications here about the ODA and what the role was.
The system safety assessment, the certification deliverable, was
retained by the FAA. It was not delegated to the ODA until the
very end, after the FAA had reviewed it and provided comments
back to the ODA and said, ‘‘If these comments are incorporated in
the system safety assessment, then the AR is delegated to fly in
compliance.’’ But the FAA had reviewed that document for several
months.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And Congressman, if I could just add in, just
to try to square this off with the comments you heard yesterday,
what I was referring to is that, during that time period from—it
was mid-2016 to early 2017—the fact that we extended MCAS to
the low-speed operation——
Mr. LARSEN. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Envelope, that was discussed with
the FAA in many ways. We conducted multiple flight tests. Some
of those included FAA pilots on board the aircraft. And that ultimately led to the certification of the airplane with the MCAS software, including the extension to low-speed operations.
And that—we are talking about two ends of the same equation
there.
Mr. LARSEN. Yes. So—and I appreciate that. I know you won’t
mind, though, that we are going to continue to go through the doc-
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uments you have provided us, and go through FAA documents, as
well, to clear that up from our end of things.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And Congressman, I do think we have also
identified some areas where we need to improve the documentation
in some cases, recording of decisions and making sure those were
communicated——
Mr. LARSEN. Yes.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. To all parties. And that is one of
the areas of improvement that we have also identified, and working
that jointly with the FAA.
Mr. LARSEN. And related to that, sort of the paper trail side of
things, Mr. Hamilton, in October, on October 20th a statement
from Boeing referenced that—back to Mr. Forkner—his comments
in these text message exchanges reflected a reaction to a simulator
program that wasn’t functioning properly, as opposed to how many
of us read it, that being an MCAS not functioning, and then him
making his comments that it did.
However, if it is only—from my understanding, if it was—does it
matter if it was just a simulator problem, or if it was deeper
MCAS?
There is no paper trail that I am aware of yet that tells me anything was fixed, whether it was an MCAS problem that was fixed,
or if it was a simulator problem that was supposed to be fixed. If
we are using the simulators that are supposed to be fixed in order
to test the—a 737 MAX, I don’t feel any better about that, either.
Mr. MUILENBURG. OK——
Mr. LARSEN. So is there a paper trail? To whom did Forkner report this? Who is ultimately responsible for fixing the simulator, if
that, in fact, is what it was? And can we—and I hope that we can
get those documents.
As well I am going to ask—I want to ask the FAA the same
thing, not just how far up the ladder did he have to report, but
across to the FAA, and letting them know about the simulator.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congressman, again, we are not completely
sure what he meant in that message——
Mr. LARSEN. Well, join the crowd.
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. That he talked about, but it appears he was working on a simulator, and he is referencing the
low-speed extension of MCAS.
Mr. LARSEN. Right.
Mr. MUILENBURG. We need to confirm that. We do know that he
was working at that time on a simulator. At least our best understanding is that he was at that time working on what we call an
unqualified simulator. So it was a newer simulator that was being
brought up to standard. It was not yet at a position where it fully
represented the airplane, itself. And——
Mr. LARSEN. Would he have known that? Was he supposed to
have known that?
Mr. MUILENBURG. He——
Mr. LARSEN. Why——
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes——
Mr. LARSEN. And why was he——
Mr. MUILENBURG. He knew that he was——
Mr. LARSEN. Why was——
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Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. He was operating—again, our understanding here; we haven’t talked directly to him—our understanding is that he was in a simulator development process. And
it appears from his comments that he was surprised about some
feature. Having spent some time in simulators, it is not uncommon
for us to have to work on the software to get it to be fully representative of the airplane, over time.
Now, regarding the paper trail on that simulator, I don’t know
if we have any details on that, but we can follow up.
Mr. LARSEN. And we will follow up. I am over my time, and there
are other Members. We will follow up with that.
Mr. MUILENBURG. I——
Mr. LARSEN. So thank you. I got to say thanks.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I would like to recognize——
Ms. DAVIDS. Thank you, Chairman.
Mr. Muilenburg, I would like to talk to you about the AOA disagree alert, and that Boeing recently admitted that the AOA disagree alert on the 737 MAX that was supposed to be a standard
feature on all MAX planes was inoperable on MAXes where they
didn’t purchase the optional AOA indicator.
And it seems as though about 20 percent of the MAX airplanes
purchased, the AOA indicator—so the AOA disagree alert was inoperable on 80 percent of the aircrafts. Does that sound right to you?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I can’t give you the exact
number, but it was correct that it was not implemented correctly.
We made a mistake on that, and we discovered that. Our engineers
discovered it, and we have subsequently——
Ms. DAVIDS. OK, that is——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Made that fix.
Ms. DAVIDS. That is good for now.
Mr. MUILENBURG. And all our airplanes will have that standard,
going forward——
Ms. DAVIDS. When did Boeing learn that the AOA disagree alert
wasn’t operable on that 80 percent of the aircrafts?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I can get back to you with
the exact timelines, but it was—I don’t want to guess on the exact
timelines, but it was——
Ms. DAVIDS. OK, when did you personally——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Discovered by our engineers, and
then it was——
Ms. DAVIDS. When did you personally learn about it?
Mr. MUILENBURG. I just don’t recall the exact timelines. I do
know that there was a lag between our discovery and it being reported to the FAA. And again, that is——
Ms. DAVIDS. Was there a lag between the discovery and your
finding out, and then the FAA finding out?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, the communication timeline
on the AOA disagree alert was too long. The communications were
not done the way we should have done them. And that is one of
the reasons we have revised our review board structures.
Ms. DAVIDS. So—I agree with you, that it was too long.
I also want to just note the issue of candor that Congressman
Allred brought up as it relates to the communications that Boeing
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had with the regulators and its customers and, thus, the flying
public.
So it was only after the Lion Air accident, as I understand it,
when Boeing learned of the defect. It waited 3 years—you waited
3 years, until 2020, to actually fix the problem.
Mr. HAMILTON. So, Congresswoman, in 2017 is when we identified the discrepancy. We immediately convened a review board to
understand whether or not it was a safety issue or not. We analyzed it, and determined it was not critical for safety of flight. We
notified the FAA just after, I believe, the Lion Air accident. The
FAA independently convened their own safety board, and——
Ms. DAVIDS. So before you—you continued to manufacture the
MAX and distribute it to the customers. Did you—at that time
were you providing these MAX aircraft to—with a known defect to
your customers without telling them that?
Mr. HAMILTON. Congresswoman, yes, the airplane did not conform to the spec that—the disagree was not working. I am not sure
why we didn’t notify the customers of that. But we——
Ms. DAVIDS. Who would have been the one to decide not to notify
the customers?
Mr. HAMILTON. The——
Ms. DAVIDS. Was it your marketing team?
Mr. HAMILTON. No, it would have been——
Ms. DAVIDS. Was it——
Mr. HAMILTON. It probably would have been somebody on the engineering team on the 737 program.
Ms. DAVIDS. OK. So it might not be a safety critical thing, according to you, but this certainly raises ethical issues, I would say,
and issues of candor, which we have been talking about.
And I want to bring up—I think we have got a couple of slides
here.
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing's "Flight Crew Operations
Manual" for Lion Air, August 16, 2018
r{)..-B DEIND
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Ms. DAVIDS. OK, so this is the cover of the flight crew operations
manual, or FCOM—lots of acronyms here—delivered to Lion Air in
August of 2018. I want to note that this is 1 full year after Boeing
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learned that the AOA disagree alert on the 737 MAX airplanes—
that it didn’t—which they didn’t purchase the AOA indicator on,
that it wasn’t fully functioning, and that Lion Air didn’t purchase
the indicator on the disagree—I think I need the next slide.
[Slide]
Slide based on Boeing's "Flight Crew Operations
Manual" for Lion Air, August 16, 2018
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Ms. DAVIDS. The disagree alert was inoperative. So this shows
the August 2017—that Boeing became aware that the disagree
alert wasn’t working. And it wasn’t until after the Lion Air crash
in October 2018 that they let the FAA know.
I guess, regardless of whether or not you classify the AOA disagree alert as a safety feature or—a critical safety feature, it was
required on the aircraft, was it not?
Mr. HAMILTON. It was part of our configuration spec. But there
was no crew action associated when you get the disagree message.
So it was for crew awareness.
Ms. DAVIDS. So you are saying it—so it was part of your what?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, it was part of the airplane
baseline. It should have been implemented on the airplanes. It was
not correctly implemented. We made a mistake.
A sister safety review board was brought together, as John described. They came to the conclusion that they could implement
that in the 2020 timeframe, in the next software cycle, as you referenced.
Ms. DAVIDS. How do you decide——
Mr. MUILENBURG. That did not get——
Ms. DAVIDS. How do you decide which things are baseline that
you are not going to adhere to, and which ones you are?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Yes, Congresswoman, we missed on this one.
We made a mistake. We made a mistake. And we have owned up
to that. We need to fix it.
Ms. DAVIDS. OK.
Mr. MUILENBURG. One of the reasons——
Ms. DAVIDS. My time has expired. Hopefully we will get to ask
you another question, because we, at some point, need to get to
how we make sure, as legislators, that this doesn’t happen again.
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I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. Representative Fletcher?
Mrs. FLETCHER. Thank you, Chairman DeFazio. I want to circle
back to another topic that is related to information given to the operators, which is the pilot training following the Lion Air crash
once there was a determination to work on the fix to the MCAS
system.
There is an ongoing conversation about what additional pilot
training, if any, would be required. So I just want to make sure
that I understand. I have a couple quick questions.
Following the Lion Air crash, Boeing began developing a software
update for MCAS, correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. Correct.
Mrs. FLETCHER. OK. And, as part of the software update process,
does Boeing need approval of associated pilot training standards by
the FAA’s flight standard service?
Mr. HAMILTON. Not necessarily for that specific change at the
time.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Well, it is my understanding that in December
of 2018 Boeing met with the FAA’s transport aircraft evaluation
group to discuss and plan, evaluate, and validate——
Mr. HAMILTON. That was——
Mrs. FLETCHER [continuing]. The MAX, the system enhancements, correct?
Mr. HAMILTON. That was subsequent, yes.
Mrs. FLETCHER. And part of that conversation was that the FAA
tasked Boeing with proposing pilot training related to the MCAS
software fix that would be evaluated and documented in the FAA’s
flight standardization board report.
What level of pilot training did Boeing propose to the FAA?
Mr. HAMILTON. That would have been level B training, which is
a classroom or CBT, computer-based training, training.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Would it surprise you to learn that Boeing recommended level A training at that time?
Mr. HAMILTON. I am not aware of that.
Mrs. FLETCHER. You are not aware that Boeing recommended
level A pilot training, instead of level B?
Mr. HAMILTON. No, I am not aware.
Mrs. FLETCHER. OK. Mr. Muilenburg, are you aware that Boeing
recommended level A training instead of level B?
Mr. MUILENBURG. No, I am not aware of that.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Well, according to a letter from Boeing to the
FAA, Boeing represented that, for the MCAS enhancement, level A
training would only be required. And Boeing stated in the letter
that its position, which—I have the letter here in front of me, and
I am happy to present to you all—that Boeing believes that the rationale for the original recommendation was still applicable, and
that Boeing believes there isn’t a difference relating to the MCAS
flight control law doesn’t affect pilot knowledge, skills, abilities, or
flight safety.
Do you still believe that statement is true?
Mr. HAMILTON. With the software changes being made, it was
going to prevent the MCAS from operating like it did in the accident flight. So yes.
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Mrs. FLETCHER. You still believe that level A training would be
the appropriate level of training?
Mr. HAMILTON. It—the software changes will prevent the pilots
from ever seeing that type of condition again.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Do you understand that the FAA responded to
that by saying that they didn’t—they cautioned Boeing that level
A training might not be the appropriate level of training, and that,
while they were willing to evaluate the proposal, that Boeing was
proceeding at its own risk?
Mr. HAMILTON. I am not familiar with that.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Mr. Muilenburg, are you familiar with that recommendation from the FAA, that to proceed with only level A
training, Boeing would be proceeding at its own risk?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am not. But we can certainly follow up on that, and we will.
Mrs. FLETCHER. Thank you. It is my understanding that, following that exchange between the FAA and Boeing, that the FAA
said that it would be OK to proceed with scheduled flight simulation tests.
Are you aware of that part of the process, that flight simulator
tests were scheduled?
And do you know when those were, earlier this year?
Mr. HAMILTON. What timeframe are you referring to?
Mrs. FLETCHER. Well, the simulator tests were scheduled for
March 13th, 2019. Are you familiar with those tests?
Mr. HAMILTON. I recall that there were some simulator tests
done in Miami around that time, yes.
Mrs. FLETCHER. And what date did the Ethiopian Airlines crash
take place?
Mr. HAMILTON. It was March—it was in March of——
Mrs. FLETCHER. March 10th, 2019, before the simulator tests.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentlelady.
I just want to—in response to a previous question I believe Mr.
Hamilton said that the FAA was completely aware of the much-enhanced MCAS system.
But the finding of the JATR was finding F2.7–A, ‘‘The FAA was
not completely unaware of MCAS; however, because the information and discussions about MCAS were so fragmented and were delivered to disconnected groups within the process, it was difficult
to recognize the impacts and implications of this system. If the
FAA technical staff had been fully aware of the details of the
MCAS function, the JATR team,’’ an independent group, ‘‘believes
the agency likely would have required an issue paper for using the
stabilizer in a way that it had not been previously used. MCAS
used the stabilizer to change the column force feel, not trim the aircraft. This is a case of using the control surface in a new way that
the regulations never accounted for and should have required an
issue paper for further analysis by the FAA. If an issue paper had
been required, the JATR team believes it likely would have identified the potential for the stabilizer to overpower the elevator.’’
So there is a breakdown there, and we have just got to determine
whether it was intentional, unintentional, how much of it lays on
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Boeing, and how much of it lays on the FAA. But in this case, they
seem to be laying a lot of it on Boeing, and the communications.
Mr. Brown had a quick clarification.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I really appreciate it.
Mr. Hamilton, again, you know, in my response to the questions
about the flight control systems and the role of computer software,
you offered up two examples: one is the yaw damper and the other
is the auto pilot.
These systems, both of them, as you know, are engaged by
switches on the flight deck by the pilot. The switches and the operations are clearly documented in flight and training manuals. The
crew knows when they are activated. In fact, I know that, at least
in the case of the yaw damper, and maybe even the auto pilot,
there is a warning light when it fails. Those systems are not in the
same category as MCAS, which operates behind the scene.
So I will just conclude by saying, at the moment, during the design, development, and promotion of MCAS, MCAS was the only
computer software that operated the flight control systems without
knowledge from the pilots or pilot input. And, for me, as a pilot,
that is a big deal, and not just in hindsight, but at the moment,
during the design, development, and promotion. It should have
been a big deal to everybody involved.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman, and I recognize the ranking
member, Mr. Graves.
Mr. GRAVES OF MISSOURI. Thanks. I want to—just a point of
clarification, as well, because there has been a lot of emphasis put
on the AOA indicators in the cockpit, whether they should be in the
cockpit or not in the cockpit.
And there is a difference between an AOA indicator and an AOA
sensor. And the AOA sensors in disagreement, obviously, had an
impact on the MCAS system. But the AOA indicator in the cockpit—an AOA indicator isn’t a primary flight system. It is not even
a secondary flight system. In fact, in all my thousands of hours of
flying, I don’t think I have ever been in an airplane that has an
AOA indicator in it.
And there is a—there has been a lot of emphasis placed on these
AOA indicators in the cockpit. And it is a little frustrating, because, to be quite honest with you, it—those are more for a maintenance reference than they are for—they are not a flight instrument, by any stretch.
But with that, Chairman, I appreciate this hearing.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentleman. I am told that Ms. Davids
has a brief question.
Ms. Davids?
Ms. DAVIDS. Thank you, Chairman.
So the certification process is my primary concern here, as a legislator, as a Member of Congress who sits on the T&I Committee.
Our job is to create the framework under which regulations will be
promulgated, that are going to be the things that keep the flying
public safe.
And I think that—the first thing I want to say is that this might
be the first time in Boeing’s history that we are facing a situation
where the culture of the company’s top management was controlled
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more by a profit motive because of short-term concerns than by the
long-term business model that you keep bringing up of safety.
Based on all of the things that we have seen here today, I am
interested in figuring out how we make sure that, as we come up
with that framework that might need to be reevaluated, whether
it is the type certification, amended type certification, or, when we
drill down into it, what gets into a manual or not, and how much
pilot training is required.
I have heard you say a number of times the system can be improved. And I am wondering if you have some specific areas that
we, as legislators, need to be looking at.
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I appreciate that question.
And while we have had some challenging questions today, I think
we have a shared objective around safety of the aviation system.
We believe there are several areas where we can work together.
Some are on the regulatory front.
We have discussed earlier things around design guidelines. Some
of the longstanding industry standards, I think, need to be revisited.
There are some regulations on the books that could be updated
to take advantage of new technology.
We believe pilot——
Ms. DAVIDS. What are those longstanding industry standards?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Pardon?
Ms. DAVIDS. What are the—what is a longstanding industry
standard that you—
Mr. MUILENBURG. A good example are——
Ms. DAVIDS [continuing]. Specifically think that we need to look
at——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. Are assumptions around pilot reaction times in various failure modes and scenarios.
So, again, it gets to what we assumed on pilot reaction times, for
example, in an MCAS failure scenario. We think it is time for us
to—just to revisit those, from an industry standpoint, especially for
digitally enhanced airplanes, going forward.
We think there are opportunities for us to work together on talent development, the pipeline for future pilots and maintenance
technicians——
Ms. DAVIDS. Do any of the longstanding industry standards that
you think need to be looked at include things that, as a manufacturer, you would be in charge of?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Well, the——
Ms. DAVIDS. Because the two things that you mentioned have to
do with pilot training.
Mr. MUILENBURG. The first one has to do with—actually, with
design criteria.
John, you wanted to——
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, I think it is both. I think there is advisory
circulars released by the FAA that should be updated.
But then there is also our own internal guidelines and design
guides that need to be updated to reflect what we are learning from
these two accidents.
Mr. MUILENBURG. We have also updated our design requirements
organization internally to do better cross-sharing across defense
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and military sectors. I think that is an area where the Government
can help.
I think investing in future simulation technology, taking advantage of virtual reality and augmented reality technologies to enhance pilot training opportunities is another area.
The science of human factors, and how we——
Ms. DAVIDS. Do you——
Mr. MUILENBURG [continuing]. How we design for the future, another example.
Ms. DAVIDS. Do you think that—what about when it comes to
type certification, and the improvements or advancements, technologically, that have been made?
We have spent this whole time talking about the family of 737s
that got the original certification in 1967. Where is that—what do
you think we need to be doing about making sure that, as lots of
new technology and an entirely new system is being integrated into
a aircraft, that we are doing our jobs to make sure that this doesn’t
happen again. Because you are talking about a lot of improvements
that you are already making, but it sounds like we need to be making sure that the FAA, as regulators, know about those things before we run into a situation like this.
Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, I would recommend—and this is one of the
JATR recommendations, is that the FAA work with industry on
part 21, on the change product rule, and look—see if there is any
enhancements that are required in that area.
Ms. DAVIDS. I yield back.
Mr. DEFAZIO. And I believe this will be the last questions. Ms.
Craig has not yet had an opportunity to ask questions, and I would
recognize her.
Ms. CRAIG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know it has been a long
day for the families of the victims here, and I just want to say my
condolences to each of you, and thank you so much for being here.
I have been in and out of this hearing almost all day today, and
during a previous iteration of life, when I worked in business, you
know, my job was in medical technology. And in that sector there
is something called the MAUDE database. And if there is an early
warning of an issue, we were required to report those things publicly. Our customers were required to report those things publicly.
And many of the questions I have asked, as we have had a number
of hearings with the FAA and with others, is how do we create,
moving forward, a more robust, post-market reporting system for
issues that occur.
My first question, really, Mr. Muilenburg, is, in hindsight, when
should you have grounded this plane?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, we have asked ourselves that
question many, many times. And if we knew back then what we
know now, we would have grounded it right after the first accident.
If we could have saved one life, we would have done it. That is
what we would have done.
Ms. CRAIG. Mr. Muilenburg, I spent the last 4 years of my business career as the head of global HR for a Fortune 500 company,
and I have seen tough decisions firsthand from the inside.
There has been a lot of conversation today about your compensation. And earlier this afternoon you indicated that, well, that is up
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to the board of directors. I pulled up the proxy statement from
2019, and did a little back-of-the-envelope calculation.
What I want to make sure is that the people who loved those
who died, sitting in this room today, are assured by you that Boeing executives who now regret not acting and making decisions understand the pain that they are going through.
My back-of-the-envelope calculation, just on the number of underlying stock options that you still have that are or are not vested,
is that just in stock options—and I understand Boeing moved from
stock options to performance-based RSUs and restricted stock.
Many companies have done that.
What I want to understand is that you are not going to personally benefit and profit over the swings in the stock price over this
last year. Because if I look at Morgan Stanley’s report, they expect,
once these planes are ungrounded, your stock potentially to reach
$500 a share. And I know that is a long way from there today.
But you said earlier today that your board of directors makes
compensation decisions. Back of the envelope, just in stock options,
up to $500, you would have another $30 million. That is based on
the price at $75.97 that those options were issued at. I understand
how this works.
If your board in February, when they meet to issue your performance grants and your restricted stock options, awards you stock options for the 2019 time period, will you commit to this committee
and these family members sitting here today to decline those
awards?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, we don’t issue stock options.
Just trying to—I want to answer your question.
But our board will do a comprehensive review. They will make
their decisions. It is not about the money for me, and it is—that
is just not why I came to Boeing. And——
Ms. CRAIG. That is why I said I understand you don’t get stock
options any more. The ones issued in 2013, you have got some that
haven’t vested. You are still going to get, like, millions of dollars
from those. But when your board meets they could decide to give
you performance-based RSUs this cycle, this time around. Or they
could give you restricted stock units.
Will you commit today to decline those awards if your board
chooses to give them to you?
Mr. MUILENBURG. Congresswoman, I am anticipating that this
year’s annual bonus cycle is zero. That is not where I am focused.
I didn’t come to this company for money. That is not why I am
here. And I—my board will do their work. But as I believe we already announced last week, we expect our annual bonus cycle to
be a zero payout for our executives this year, and that starts with
me.
Ms. CRAIG. Thank you for being here, and thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I yield my time.
Mr. DEFAZIO. I thank the gentlelady.
I ask unanimous consent that the record of today’s hearing remain open until such time as our witnesses have provided answers
to any questions that may be submitted to them in writing.
And some were submitted here today by various Members, and
we got a commitment that we would get answers on that. For in-
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stance, the displacement of any litigation to Indonesia, which I
asked; questions that Mr. Graves asked; and others.
I also ask unanimous consent that the record remain open for 15
days for any additional comments and information submitted by
Members or witnesses to be included in the record of today’s hearing.
Without objection, so ordered.
Again, I want to extend my condolences to the families, thank
the witnesses for their testimony.
And the committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:27 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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MCAS Preliminary Design Memo—TBC-T&I 010920 (p.1), 010926 (p.7)

Boe1n; PropnetaJY
i'OOt.l Number: 737-6-f'OON-

preliminary Desig n Decision Memo
To:
Title:

Reference:

I□

<PDDM D L>
High Speed Pitch-Up Rev A
D523A300 Rev E (737 MAX-8)
0523A301 Rev E (737 MAX-7)
0523A302 Rev E (737 MAX-9)

November 8, 2012

Pre-Implement (lrrrnediatety approved fOllowed up by stanctard routing process)

PDDM APPROVAL

n,,.
737MAX~

""'"

737

EngNtr

737 PO Chie

P~cl£ ,jopmtnt Chlel Engineer

f

o!!Chnleal Depiny

This f'OOM authcrilfl,S 737 Engi~ring tc revise BIi designs, analysis, end docurrenlalian lo inoorporate the

cnange ooscriDecl In tnlS POOM.
The above 5i!jlners agree with the fecommended changes with respecl to Rev E, and to reOect this PDOM in

their respecllw s.ections ol lhe Conlfgtntion Control Document

1 •

131-s

•

737-9

•

737-7

TSDB Stud
Benefit/Objective:
Refining the changes of implementing MCAS and
Summary:
The larger diameter MAX engines degrades an already marginal pitch•up handling
characteristcs of the MAX wing at high Mach numbers. Maneuvering Characteristics
Augmentation System (MCAS) assists with the stiek IOrce per g handl ing cha racteristic
dunng the maneuver
he new

con 9urat1on

implements both solutions in order to make the maneuver predictable and readlty
controllable for certification .

131,1, ~

l!.o~ln;;iPrapnetary

TBC-T&I01 0920
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AOA Sensor email string—TBC-T&I 10584–10586

From:

Sent:
To:

CC:

Subjeet :
Att adiments:

RE: MCA5 Stab Rapid fleversal on PSI M model
lm;:igcOOl .Jpg; lm;:igc 002,1pg

Pilot modes are typically aroun~
They could only sustainbetlavior f0< s:h0tt i ntervals.
Are we vulnerable to single AOA sensor failures with the MCAS Implementation or Is t here some checking that occurs?

Thus I don't see a AOA oscillator)' mode as a concern with what I know now. Tha t being said. I would not get in the
way if t here was a wav to improve this while not ad\lersely impacting other aspects of the svstem/system response. And
we will have to see if/how the results change after the st.ab motor deceleration characteristics are made more realistic.

From : ~

Sent: ·~

ember 15, 2015 1:26 PM

~]llllw

-

Subject: RE: MCAS Stab Rap.d Reve~I on PSll'I model

A t tach ed is the fsbias frequency sweep and it was hard to find a ttim condition that generates a large e nough AOA. to
creole MCAS comrnc11ld, I h.ad lo pulof column force and lhe Cils-e I um generate MCAS commaod wa:sand bellow. And the produced stab command has returned to the original position w ithi n the requirements.

Freq tested (Hz):

And, yes, the pre"Yiously shown plots afe AOA directly ddven and I believe it is it is not likely happEn above-

MCAS

oscillations considering the aircraft inertia/ dynamics.

■
~m:

.m-ember 15, 2015 8:45 AM

To:

A1%t.bRapid Reversal on PS[M model
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122

-is

I don't like the end result, but am st ilt struggling to see this as a reahstK result . Is the ADA directly d riven? I would like
to see column or vertical gust as lhe driver to see if the physics allow ever ything to trac:k.
fast for t he airplane to
respond to but might be too slow for a notch filter? It did take a long time for the stab to run away,

From:Sent: t·loncJay, December l4, 2015 12:35 PM

To:W,NQW

C.C:lti:tifci•Wffif

Subject: RE: MCAS Stab Rap:d R~rsal on PSIM mod~I
Yes, I put a large input because I wanted to trigser MCA5 function from the level fl ight condition, MCAS's thresho ld
Alpha is between 4.S and S deg depending on the Mach, and to get the fu II deflection, we need to have 7 to "J .S deg of
AOA. 1don't thin'k this large amplitude gust 1s no t likely especiall-y at M ach 0.7-0.8 ranges.

The g's p roduced due to this AOA change is abouialllll from the t rim. I have turned off the Nz restrictionl l l l
when I run this senous of r un for the stability analysis. Since I have inserted an
.:iddition..:,I AOA to ex<:ite the signal, no column was used to excite the syst,em.

Yes. I J m w.:iiting for the stab model update to do MCAS function's srab position estimJte if necess;iry.
If we have a 1 wave of MCAS condition (Wind up turn case) then we ex.pect a stab retum position error ofa bove tile frequency quick stab reversal i~ commande
that pilot needs to re-trim with a pick.le switch. But I asiume, with that kind of an event, pilot probably
needs to re·trim the airplane anyways during t he manual flig ht. If t his magnit ude of vertical gust continues then we
would encounter ru naway stab that needs to be corrected by the pickle switch or engagin& a utopilot. I have attached a
frequeney sweep of lesser magnitud<al■■■■■■■and t he runaway stab happens at aroundand
above t his time. I have also disengaged Nz engagement criteria for this run.
I am not d eclaring we have issues JS long as we are accepting tile continuous gust case for the first flight and I need your
feedOOcl<.

■

~~~,!!M'!~r
~=J£t\fJaeftabRapid

11, 20JS ll:16 AM

To:~

Re'lersal on PSIM model

OK
Looks like i'.I p,etty big input for vour rime hiSt Ol'V plots. How many g's are you generating? How much column to
(l:enerate that AOA response? The rate llm1ts of the stab were alwavs going to Introduce Issues for higher rate Inputs.

Are you waiting for the PSIM model enhancement b efore','OU take next stept? Or are you de.daring we h ave a problem
now? Is there a specific case that you would declare a problem w here we- might investigate with a pilot in t he cab?
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Slide presentation to Ethiopian Air—TBC-T&I 001999–002000; 002018

737 MAX, 777X & 787-9 Executive Review
March4 2014
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737 MAX pilot commonality with 737NG
One pilot can Hy the 737NG o r MAX interchangeably

P1lo1 tra1nmg wtll be ..Differences" NG 10 MAX

Lim1led to "Level B Training" only
• Computer Based Training (CBT) and other visual Media
• No Fllght Simulator required

2 days or less for flighl crevr

E)(amples of s~slem d1anges covered by diUereoces traioillg L EAP engine ~nd ii)dic,aliOO$, e nvir'onmental conrol
system. fly-by-wire spoilors, el(ICll1C landrng gear oori trol
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Email string on Level B Training Intent—TBC-T&I 048705, 048706, 048707,
048708

From:

>tll ll l !JI

To:
S enl:

,u 1"J

1pl l)I"'

r pl"I""

-

516 1201 l 12:07:28 PM
RE: 737MAX Firm Configurallo o S tatus/Help Needed

Sub,lect:

-

Ther e ls a sti l l a r isk with EA.SA as to whether they wi l l accept therotorbu r .st approach .

- ----Origi nal Me:S:5<!!.gc----E'rorn: MIOSII

Sent : S1.tnday, M~-Y OS, 2013 'J : 29 PM
To:
subject : ,u;;: 7 3 71-v.x f'irm configul:at:.1on 5t at.us Hel p Heeded
Thanks -

•

I thought we wer,e good on decornpi:ession n ow t hat: we have stepped up to 820
,ever y for AirfrrunQ. Arn [ mJ.::;::;ing ,:;om4'thi ng1

S ubject : Re: 7371-IA.X E'irm C-onfigu.ration S t atus/H.el p Heedo::<l

-

Thanks , - - I l ooJ: ron-,acd t o the d1sc uss1on . rr there l s t i me, we

may als.o want to l ook at. any tASA watch items .

such as thei r a cceptance o f

ouc deco1:1prc:s::sion appcooch .

'BCA Chief Stru cture.s Eng ineer - Tec hnical Support

HIS 03- JC ------Or i gintil
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Subj@ct : 737MAX E'.im Confiqurat.i.on S tar.us/Help Heeded
Sen.r. : May 4, 2013 11: 35 AM

BCA seri.1or Chi ef$ .and F'Unction.al Leader!.: ,

list

ot the remaining 14 o~n significant
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Difference~ Pilot Tr.oining : Enouring th.ot the level of change on t he W\X
kieeps th@ Difter@nce.s train i n g to Hi hours or l@ss of Level B tuining .
Concern~ i nclud e t he jmpact of the r@:<:>Olution of 25 . 1322 tn:1de and the
Autopilot roll .:iatu ration change d riven by the add1ti on of MCA.3 to the

-

flig ht con t r o l s syst.em .

f l ight Dec k Ah,rti ng FA.R 25. l::122 . Th" f'AA h~•s into ri:nally told u~ th~y a.re
struggling t.o approve our appl icant. posi t ion regardi ng f l ight d e e}: a l erting .
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PowerPoint on Training Marketing—TBC-T&I 000588 (p.1), 000597 (p. 10)

737 MAX Training
I Product Marke ting
July:to,:Kl17
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Four 9x12-inch displays (common to 787) with higher graphics capability replace six 8x8-inch displays
All 737NG flight deck functionality retained
Supports future functionality
Emphasis on commonality
Potential future navigation and communication functionality - runway excursion mitigation features, ADS-8 In (Automatic
OeµtimJem;e Surveillance-Broadband In), future Airport Moving Map, Synlhetic Vision System
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FAA Letter of Dec. 13, 2018—TBC-T&I 297016

US.DepMment
OflfCJ')SrX)OotllOl'l
~IAlrialion

Northwest Mountain Rotion
Col«ado. Idaho. Fv\'.>titana.

Sealtk Aircraft Eva\.lation Groi.p
Flighl Standtlrd$ Regic,nel Office
2ZOO So, 216"" Slrect
Des Mom&:, W'ashington 98196

OrC9011. \Jk,h Wc,t,ingl;on.
Wyoming

Adminiltrotion

December 13, 2018
Subjec1: Boeing 73 7 MAX Meeting Overview

Dear
Boeing and the Transpon Aircraft Evaluation Group (Transpon AEG) group met on December
13~ 20 18 to discuss a plan to review, evaluate, and vaJidate B-737 !VIAX system e nhancements to

the Maneuver Characteristics Augmentation System (ri.,tCAS). This letter follows up that
conversation in an effort to document the meeting and establish an open li ne

orcommunicalion.

The B-737 MAX Amended Type Ce1tificate (t\ TC) fleet of aircraft meets all aircraft
certification standards. Boeing is proposing an enhancement to the MCAS flight control law. ln
accordance with 1-\C 120-530. Change I, the Transport AE.G wi 11 evaluate the enhanced system
ror !light training considerations, and regulatory compl iance, The Transpon AEG requires
Boeing to propose training in accord<mce with AC 120-538 . Change 1. The result of the
evaluation will be documented in the Flight Standardization Board (FSB) Report.
Please submi1 a plan of evaluation and validation at your earliest converlience,
If you have any ques1ions or comrnenls, please contact me a

BeSI Regards,

--

B-737 FSB Chair
Trans port AEG
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Boeing Letter of Jan. 30, 2019—TBC-T&I 29017–297018

<ti-HOEING

GOAl-&iJ"-:rt 1

oilOI'

"1"81:!0ffYJCo~·
P 0. b 3707 /JC 081 53
Soa•l118,WA9fl','J 1?07

JAN 3 0 1019

RA-19-007fi9

Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration
2200 S. 216th Street
Des Moines, WA 98198-6547

Subj ect:
RA Project No.:

Boeing Response to Transport AEG letter
NIA

Response Due:

02/2812019

Expedited Response:

~o

References:

(a) Letter from SEA AEG dated December 13, 2018

As you will recall. the Maneuver Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS) flight
control law was not originally included In the 737 NG to 737 MAX differences tables nor
was a specific reference included in the FCOMJQRH. Boeing believes that the rationale
supporting that decision remains valld. However, Boeing recognizes that operators have
expressed a strong interest for lnforma1ion regarding the MCAS flight coritrol law.

Based on customer requests for information and training material, and the FAA
Transport AEG's request to evaluate FCC P12. 1 design enhancements to the MCAS
flight control law, Boeing proposes that level A training and checking be added to the
737-800 to 737-8 differences tables.

As background to support this recommendation, Boeing believes that difference between
the 737 NG and 737 MAX relating to the MCAS flight control law do nol affect pilot
knowledge, sktlls, abilities. or flight safety AC 120-538 states thal in this case,
difference levels are not assigned; nor are they applicable to pilot training and
qualification. Nonetheless, as noted above, based on customers' continued interest in
the MCAS flight control law, we propose that the training/checking noted above should
be adopted.
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In order to substantiate Boeing's proposal, we recommend that the Base Aircraft for the
evaluation be a 737-800 (representing the NG series) and the Candidate Aircraft be a
737..S (representing the MAX series). No tail number need lo be assigned as these
differences are not affected by indr!Jidual aircraft configuration. Boeing proposes to
demonstrate similar flil)ht and handlmg characteristics between the base aircraft and
candklate aircraft by using flight simulators.
Boeing requests a meeting with the FAA Transport AEG to discuss a plan lo evaluate
and validate this training proposal and that this evaluation be completed with
invohlement of EASA and TCCA under the Joint Operational Evaluation Board (JOEB).

or by email at
f you require urther information.

Please contact

The information being forwarded to the FAA by or with this correspondence is
considered proprietary to The Boeing Company and/or lls suppliers, and is provided on a
confidential basis.
The data provided should be returned to Boeing immediately following use by the FAA,
including any copies thereof which the FAA may be required to make in the course of its
review. Boeing does not authorize the FAA to retain any portion of the materials being
supplied.

Sincerely,

-

-

Date:2019.0130
07:19:42•08'00'

TheBoemg Company ODA Deputy Lead Administrator
[ PR]

cc:
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FAA Letter of March 1, 2019—TBC-T&I 297019–297020

Northwest Mountain Rotion
Col«ado. Idaho. Fv\'.>titana.

U!i Deportmen!

orm~poo01on

Sealtk Aircraft Eva\.lation Groi.p
Flighl Standtlrd$ Regic,nel Office
2:ZOOS'Zle'°:st.
Des Mona&:, W'ashington 98196

OrC9011. \Jk,h Wc,t,ingl;on.
Wyoming

_...,,lotion
Administration

March I, 2019
737 Chict Tcchmcal Pilot

The Boeing Company
P.O. Box 3707. MC-081-53
Seattle, WA 98124-2207

Subject: Boeing 737~8 Maneuver Characteristic Augmentation System (MCAS) Evaluation
Lener of Proposal RA-19-0029 FAA Response Lener
Dear
The Transport Aircraf1 Evaluation Group (AEG), Seattle Branch, received The Bocing
Company's B-73 7-8 MCAS Evaluation Lener of Proposal RA-19-0029 FAA Response Lener on
Janua')• JO, 2019.
AC 120.53 B. Change I oullines the process for evaluating and determining aircraft handling
qualities ,•ia a T2 test, and evaluating and determining at1y trair1ing difTeJ"ences betv.•een a base
aircraft and candidate aircraft via a T3 test. Boeing's unique proposal indudes aspects of both a
T2 and a T3 for the evaluation of updated FCC 12. 1 Soft"rare, which includes design changes to

the nigh1control law of MCAS. The evaluation propcsal addresses both a handling quality
evaluation and a training diftCrcnccs evaluation between the B-737NG and B•737-8 (MAX)
series ai rcraft.

The FAA has. accepted TI1e Boeing Company·s prnpos.al including evaluation test conditions in
1he B-737-800 and B-737-8 Full Flight Simula1ors (FFS) in Miami, Fl on March 13. The FAA
would like to caution Boejng 1hat the acceptance of the proposal does not constitute a passing

acceptance thac 1he resulls of the evaluation will be decennined robe Level A differences. AC
120-538, Change I identifies that requirements to meet Level A training differences is that
training between related Aircraft t hat can adeqliately be addressed through self. instniction. L:vel
A training represents knowledge requirement that, o nce appropriale infonnation i!; provided,

understanding and compliance can be assumed. Level A compliance is achieved by such
methods as is$uance of operating manual page rev ision:;,., dissemination of operating bullclins, or

differences handouts to describe minor differences in aircraft. Level A training is limited 10 rhe
following situations:

(a) A change that introduces a different versioo ofa s.yste1n/cornpo11erH for ,vhich the pilo1 has
already shown the ability 10 understand a nd use.
b) A change that results in minor or no procedural changes and docs not adversely affect safely if
the information is not reviewed or forgonen,
(c) Information that highl ights a differe nce, which is c,tident to the pilot, inhttcntly obvious, and
easily accommodated (e.g., different loc.ation of a communication radio panel, a d ifferent exhaust
gas temperature limit that is placarded, or changes to non-normal '"read and do" procedures).
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When the FAA cvalua1ed theo1'igjnal B-737-S, MCA$ was removed from the Differenced Table
proposal for the T 2 and T3 evaluation due to the system design which was presented as

autonomous t-0 the pilot, operation was "way·· outside the normal operating envelope, and no
flight crew procedures or check.l ists were afTect.ed by the addition of the flight control law. The
original level oftrainingdiflefence that was prop0sed in 2016 was Level B differences.
The FAA is concerned thc1t softw-ctre change., FCC 12.1, may not meet the definition of Level A

differences. Specifically. Level A states that the change does not adversely affect safety of flight
if the i11foona1ion regarding T\.•(CAS operation is not reviewed or forgotten. The FAA is willing

to evaluale Boeing' s. proposal for Level A training; however, we are advising the Boeing
Company that the evalufltion is proceeding at risk The FAA underst.aods that the changed

SPEED TRIM FAIL light QRH checklist is a read and do non-normal checklist which falls under
the defin.ition of level A d ifferences it.em (c). The newly proposed note in the checklist
identifying "pitch stability may be affecced during manual flight with flaps up when approaching
minimum maneuvc.r speeds or during high maneuver loads" will require validation that those

handling qualities and/or the checklist do not require a higher level of pilot knowledge, skills.
and abilities as defi ned by AC 120. 53 B, Change I
The FAA is conducting the FSB evaluation as a joint evaluation with EASA and TCCA. T he

pass/fail testing criteria will be presented to Boeing and a mutually agreeable plan will be
established between Boeing, FAA. EASA. and TCCA prior to the scheduled March 13. 2019
evaluation
Sincerely,

8-737M/\X FSB Chair
Seanle Aircrafr Evaluation Group
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Email on Level B Training—TBC-T&I 010892–010894

From:
Ofl behitlf

IMJ§ij II
of

@CmmNIIW

Sent:
To:

\WiAf

Subject:
Attachments:

9/23/2016 9:12:55 AM
f W; MA.X Olffc«-ncei Trolning tlJ)l)r'Oved .!It Level 8 ! !! !!
B737 MAX PQP Gate 4 lcttcr of Acceptance · SIGNED.pdf; MAX MOR hsting-s .pdf; OOR 737-SOOto MAJC•8.pdf

Here is the correspondence from FAA regarding same type ralln1£ on M AX as well as training level differences.

Lead Engineer
Flight Controls And Systems
Flight Crew Operations lnlegral!o n
Fhght Deck E:ng1neenng
The Boeing Company

From:IM!Gii@
S@nt: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 2:39 PM
<c''J",
To fl•~ It~, 11
'
.
.,,,,-:..
Su

.

. .,

.

:

From:plffi§lSM
Sent: Tuesday, Sept ember 13, 2016 12:07 PM
To
SUbJt!!et: RE: MAX U1Uer en1;:es I r arnin£ .;1ppr0\led at Level 6 111 11

Thanks welt?

o ,,1:! more quhtlon - did we get the FM provisional approval lettet yet? If so can I get a copy of tha1 as

Lead Engineer
Flight Controls And Systems
Flight Crew Operations In1egrat on
Flight Deck Eng1neenng
The Boe,ng Companl'
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They are provisionally approved pending final type cert.
~
an you send them lo ~
lease?

Sent from m\l B lackBerry 10 smartphone.

3iWff~~~,,;rbef
From·

-

13, 2016 12:03 PM

Subject: RE: MAX Dlrre,ences Training approvtd at Level B!!!!!

A re th-:' MOR and ODR tables apptovll!'d by th~ FM yet? I ask because I need approved t ables to verify the air~lane level
haimrti: requirements,

Lead Engineer
Flight Controls And Systems

Flight Crew Operations ln1egrat1on
Flight Deck Engmeering

The Boeing Company
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Subjec;t: MAX Differences Training approved at Level 8 11111
Importanc:e: High
All,

rm happy to inform you that we successfully possed the T-3 Differences Training Validation Flight today, t!$lablishing the
737MAX as the same type rating as the 737NG, and requiring no greater than level 6 {Computer Based Training, CBT)
differences training between the two!
This Is provisional appt(lval, pending final Patt 25 Type Certilfcot ion, and assuming no signit1u1nt systems ch.lnges to t he
airplane. The FAA will be sen dint: us a Pro\lisional Approval lett@r w ithin the ne:.ct 2 wee~, documenting the Jomt Fligln
OperatiQn$ Evaluation Boord acceptance o f this finding. FAA, Trnnsport Canada, and EASA are now considered to have
accepted this level B determination.
This culminates more than 3 years of tireless and collaborative efforts across many business units. Flight Technical,
FliQ:ht Technical Data, Training Devek>pment. Flight Deck Crew Ops, All MAX engineeriO£ teams, Flight Test Engineering
and of cours.f! l:ng1neering fest Pilot t e<1m .:ill should be commended for tlleir efforts in getting us to the
finisll line.

CAS Communications aod 737 Progrom Communications are jo intly crafting a BNN artide to be released 1.1pon receipt of
tile FAA's provisional approv.:il letter.
Thank you again f or all your collective suppon.
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FAA Memo of June 30, 2017, from Transport Airplane Directorate to
Aircraft Certification Service (AIR) Voluntary Safety Oversight Board

Federal Aviation
Administration

Memorandum
JUN 3 0 2017

Date:
To :

Aircrafl Ccrti lication Service (Alll) Vo lunt.iry Safety Oversi~ht Board

Fro m :

~

Prepared by:

iiiiiiiii■rrnnsport Standards Staff.

Subject:

ransport Airplane Directorate

Recommendations Regarding Safrty Review Process ($RP) Item 10. 737 MAX
Flight Control System Rotorburst Exposure

The T ransport Ai rplane Directorate (TAD) reviewed the subject salety item and related report.
dated January 13. 20 17. from the AIR Voluntary Safet y Overs ii:;ht Board (the Board). In its
rcpo11, the 13oard recommended the TAD take specific actio ns associated with Federal Aviation
Admi nistration (FAA) type ccrtifac.ation and exemption procedures for the current Boeing 737-8
(737 MAX) amended type ccrtilication progrnm.. The Bo ard a.lso recommended the TA D
develop sptt ilic guiddincs to assist in interpreti ng (he tenn ··practical" as used in Title 14, Code
of Federal Regulations ( 14 CFR) part 25 and re1'1tcd g uidance documents.
The Board's recom mendation I suggests the FAA retain the fi nd ingof complianec for 14 CFR
25.903(d)( l ) on the 737 MAX program . The TAU deten nined to delegate the fi nding of
compliance in ac-cordancc with 14 CFR pa,1 183. --Represema tivcs o r the Administrato r;· and ti-.:
processes and eri tcria established in FAA O rder 8 100. 158 . "Organi,;uion Designation
A uthorization Pr<>Cedures,"

The Board's recommendations 2-6 suggest FAA actions lo ensure Boeing shows compliance to
14 CFR 25.903(d)( I) for the 737 MAX airplane. and proposes the use o r an exemption if the
design is 1101 fo1111CI compliant. The TAO oversaw 13oeing cotnpliancc activity in accordance with
14 CFR part 21, " Certir.cation Procedures for Products and Partsi· and Order81 I0.4C, "Type
Ccrtitication:· as well as 14 CFR part 183 and O rder 8100. 1SB. The TAD would have
considered any p,ctition for exemptio n in ,1ccordance with 14 CFR part 11 requirements if Boeing
had determined it necessary 10 submil ::;uch a petition: hmvcvcr. Boeing did not submit a petition
ror cxcmp1 ion.
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The Board's recommendation 7 is general in nature. and is not specific to the 737 MAX program
or 14 C FR 25 .903(d). h suggests the FAA develop mctlwd ology o r guidelines 10 ensure that
deciding what constitutes --practical design solutions" is more objective and less opinion-based.
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Because the terms -·prac,ical." ·•practicable.'' and ·"minimize" are open to inlcrprcta1ion. th~ FAA
uses lhcsc tenns sp.aringly in rulemaking and guLdancc. \Ve recognize that some direction is
needed in meeti ng s t:tndards or guidance contain ing these terms. Advisory Circular (AC)
20-128A. --Design Considerations !'or Minimizing Hawrds Caused By Uncomaincd Turbine
Engine And Auxiliary Power Unit Rotor Failure," does provide guidance tor these lenns that is
most uscrul for a n~w aiqJlanc d1.:sign and new type. certilicate. However. the guidance is not as
practical for clumges to previously approved. coi,npliant designs such as the Model 737 that has
li lly years of design history. The TAD will determine if clnrilied guidance c;m be provided for
14 CFR 25.903(d) 10 address design changes or airplane derivatives where practical design
solutions may dillC:r from what may be considered praetical for a new airplane design. If \ VC
develop additional guidance. we will include ii in an update to AC 20-128A.

The Board's report also indicates that AC 20-128A levies cenain requirements for complying
with 14 CFR 25 .903(d) and that Boeing did 1101 follow FAA policy and guidance for
incoqX>rat ing practical design precautions to minimize the risk of damage from uncon1ained
engine fail ure as identified in AC 20-128A.
In considering a deviation from the guidance in AC 20- l 28A. the T AO carefully considered the
exemplary safety record of the most recent 737 fl ight co111rols system as compared lo earlier 73 7
night control system designs that were linked <>r suspected to have contributed to accidents and
incidents including United Airlines Flight 585 near Colorado Springs. Colorado in March 1991.
USAir Flight 427 near Aliquippa . Pennsylvania fo September 1994. and Eastwind Airlines Flight
5 17 near Richmond, Virginia in .l une 1996. In order 10 avoid unintended consequences. the TAD
was rcluctanl 1o dictate 1hat a design change must

be made to a proven system in order to meet

the c,i teria identified in AC 20-128A that could reduce the risk in one area only to unexpectedly
increase the risk in another area.
Although Boeing d id not follow AC 20-128A, the AC d0<.-s not serve as a requirement and is one
mcm1s. but not the only means. 10 comply with 14 CFR 25.903(d). Applicants typicall y identify
deviations from established FAA policy and guidance at the time of application OJ' earl y during
the initial design phases o f the project. The FAA m ust consider applicant p11)posals for
alternative compliance methods. For the 737 MAX. the TAD established 11 method of
compliance (MOC) issue paper 10 documcn1 Boe ing's proposal for complying with 14 CFR
25.903(d) al\cr Boeing identified a deviation fro m established guidance and policy. The issue
paper. which was ~igncd in Mm-ch 2016. also documents the FAA"s acceptance of the proposed
method of compliance.

The MOC established in the issue paper called for Boeing 10:
"List all possible design solmions based ,o n current technolog)' and show that you have
taken all practical means 10 minimize the hal.1rds to the airplane. As part of thi s
asscssmenl~ show that any design considerations or accepte<I design precautions
identi lied in AC 20-128A tha1 you have not incorporated arc not practical or would
negatively all"cct the level ofsnt<:ty for this 737 dc1i vali"ve aircrar, ;·· and
··Complete an assessmc111 of the new engines and s how 1ha1 there is a negligible
difference in the threat J>0scd by uncontained engine foi lure as compnrcd 10 the threat
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The accepted method or compliance for the 737 MAX relati ve 10 14 CFR 25.903(d) pennits the
use of probability 10 ('Stablish that hazards from~, rotorburst event have been minimized. The

Hoard suggests that probabi lity should not be used in complying wilh 14 CFR 25.903(d), even
though 14 CFR 25.903(d) specifically introduces the standard to "minimize the hnzards."
Ilowever. the Board also determi ned that !he probability of a catastrophic rotorburst event "~'s
2.93x I0· 10 per !light (note: The Board used diIle rent assumptions regarding the critical window
or expo sure than Boeing in its probability analys is). That number indicate:,; the c.ondiLion is not
likely 10 occur ()ver the lifo of the 737 MAX fleet.

For compliance with 14 CFR 25.98J(a)(3), specific to preventing lite! tank ignition from a
lightning slrike.1 the 'T AD g.rank--d relief from fuU compliance to applicants when thc.y showed
lhal incorporating certain de-sign precautions was not practical and thal a cat;;1slrophic cvcnl

resulting from such a lightning stri ke was extremely improbable. Since 14 CFR 25.981(a)(3)
explicitly requires the fuel tank ignition preventi on rather than mini mization. an exemption.
ra1her than a MOC issue paper. was necessary to allow 1his compliance method. In 1hc case of 14
CFR 25.903(d), the mle requires design precautions lo "minimize the hazard:· and does not
specify what those prccautiMs mus! be. Therefo re, an assessment of probability can be
considered in complying wiLh the requirement.
Boei ng was required 10 show compliance to 14 C FR 25.903(d) in accordance wi th the
compliance method documented in the MOC iss ue paper. As discussed above, !hat compliance
method involved Boeing idcmit°)'ing all possible design solutions and incorporating practical
design precautions to minim ize the risk of damage rrom uncontainet.l engine C::tilure.171e TAD is

cum:ntly evaluating Boeing's showing of compliance for the 73 7 MAX relative to I4 CFR
25.903(d) as part of the TA D's oversight of the Boeing Company per Organization Designation
Authorization procedures and Order 8 100.1513.
In summary, the TAD has considered 1he Board"s recommendations and bel ieves 1hat the TAD
met the Board's intcnl by l'ollowing ex isting FAA rules. orders and procedures related to
cer1i lica1ion and delegation activities. The TAD will evaluate the possibility of developing
additional !lUidance for the application of 14 CF"R 25.903(d) 10 airplane design changes or
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Boeing presentation of Nov. 2016, ‘‘Undue Pressure: Key Learnings and
Next Steps’’

Undue Pressure: Key Learnings and Next Ste

A
ion
Boeing Commercial Airplanes

Acronyms
• The fo llowing list of acronyms are used in this presentation:
AR - Authorized Representative
ARit - Authorized Represent ative in Training
BG&O - Business Goals and Objectives
BPI - Boeing Process Instructions
CAS - Commercial Airplane Services

FAA - Federal Aviation Administration
M OC - Met hod of Compliance
M-Unit - Manufactur ing Unit Member
NPRM - Notice of Proposed Rule Making

CPO- Certification Plan Owne,

DMT - Orga nization Management Team
PA- Proj ect Administrator

P:\Hearings\116\FULL\10-30-2019_38282\ListA\UP_2.eps

SAW-Safety and Airworthiness
5ME - 5ubject Matter Expert
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CRI - Certification Review Item
DAE - Design Approval Engineer
DCCS - Design Change Classification System
DOIP - Delegat ed Organization Inspection Program

ODA - Organization Designation Authorization
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Expected Outcome
At the conclusion of this presentation, you will understand:
The results of the undue pressure survey, as well as results from the FAA
supervision activity
Key learnings from recent undue pressure concerns
Changes being made to address feedback and key learnings
Engagement of key stakeholders to address concerns early
Utilize internal audit system to monitor concerns
Revise Undue Pressure BPI and training course to simplify process and add more
clarity
Implement new tool that will elimi nate paper form and allow better tracking of status
and actions

Undue Pressure is a priority
M&PAAUTE/1.MMHIIMG l l

Undue Pressure Survey
November 2016
Question

523 responded as of 11 /28/16

I
I

In addition to the question results,
the comments provided were
plentiful and insightful
Themes from comments:

97

I understand what is and v.tlat Is not undue
pressure

93

I encounter situatio ns where I pen:;eive potential

39

undue pressure

High Workload causes pressure

If yes, how frequently?

-

Schedule Pressure

-

Providing for a "neutrar question response
would have been preferred

-

Concerns often stem from more senior
management. Direct m anagement tends to
understand undue pressure

1n performing my role, I have experienced undue
pressure beyond my direct reporting structure

-

787 and CA$ highlighted as areas of concern

to:

-

Suggestions sharing information on undue
pressure cases with others might help with
learning and understanding

-

Dual role (AR vs SME) can cause confusion
leading to potential undue pressure

4% . frequently

ARs handle potential undue press ure
situations themselves without need to elevate

24

I a m comfortable raising potentla1 undue pressure

My Management
SAW
O DA Adminlstralors

90
92
90

I am confident the process will effectively a ddress
the issue raised

82

I am concerned about consequences if I report

29
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-

206/4 • once
65°/4 - f0V,1tlmes
11% • several times

potentia l undue pressure

In my inter.1ct1ons with the FAA, I em treated feir1y
and professional!~ by the FAA

98

Thank you for participating in our very important survey!
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-

I understand the process for reporting undue
pressure

146

FAA Supervision Activity
Fall/Winter 2016
•

FAA interviewed approximately 50
A Rs from Aug 2016 - Jan 2017

•

Undue pressure was o ne of the
main elements of the interviews

•

FAA feed back provided:

RwC.'1

bingCantrtil~ OCMm«iM
~FROCECUl(S6Wll.w.

"""'

8:lEll«lPROr''RUAAY

11 0ffls~1tProg,111
FMoi11!~dSoei~OClAainsiS!5dSl,fJEMSD'l/JClivleio:>rlltlded!r,11e

M,nsct.d\l,d, specm-'VmdfM-lnd
-

No findings necessary

-

No instances of undue pressure that were not
addressed

-

Process for reporting undue pressure well
understood

nptdcnin:l1rtt'leOOF.Alq!i:ie:n!ltrqruonl.p;!'l,eqll!St.8CA'lil
aio,bFMtor.speclt.efaci:i!s,~ar!De$,:n!reaxdsrttaledtoflt
~tn:l~?trftrllled1.r1dertlis1.1t11:mtookls~OIJT
~Thele.ldadrr.iisbmor~n::eadlnlWib'misl!~Slllefmtll aQ'd'lalo:1 nl bdilml c( OUT s;.ii:rial adms.
Aslhert1l'ldSl.f)El'\i!ict1arditspedims,ilefAA~$lee4ractDb~
mAOCApn,tma'let,tl'ldmayteq:ire curectt-iems.SeeSedim l1b~as.soaaledlillrespctldi'lgbfMreques1sbcarecti19acli:)n.

Recent FAA Supervision Focused on Undue Pressure
AA8 PAALL H AMMEfTING I 5

Key Learnings
AR

VS

SME

Recent concerns have highlighted the need for more clarity between the AR and SME role.

Finding vs. Showing Responsibilities
SME
Lead Engineer Respons1b1ht1es
Assign work, oversee work planning
and set priorities

Provide concurrence (TSR) to Certification
Plans

Provide certification plan ilputs and
certification requirements guidance

Responsible for preparation of the
showing of compliance and knowledge
of regulations applicable to design

Approve Data ror compliance to FAA
Regulations

Mentoring/Qmsulting: DAEs, CPO,
Design Engineers

SupporVreview design dec1s10ns

Submit Requests for Conformity

Demonstrate integrity, sound judgment,
and a cooperative attitude •

Provide/monitor status on all
deliverables

Witness Tests Required ror Compliance

Support resolution of in-service difficulties

Provide DAE inputs into DCCS.

Support AR Appointmeot Process and
Annual Performance Evaluations. Mentor

Coordinate common certification
approach across models/systemsJARs

Conduct analyses and assessments
used for showing compliance.

P:\Hearings\116\FULL\10-30-2019_38282\ListA\UP_6.eps

Trans1tlonal Rcspcns1b1ht1es

Lead resoluUon of design and cerli fication
issues. Provide guidance to address
inadequate showings of rompliance

ARIT's
Maintain independence when performing
delegated functions

Re V1ew/negot1ate proposed regulatory
policy - issue papers, special conditions,
exemptions, NPRMs, CRls, etc

Many ARs are tasked with developing showings of compliance
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AR Respons1b1l1t1es

Comply with BCA ODA Procedures Manual
and FAA regulations, policy and accepted
means of compliance

147

Key Learnings
AR VS SME, Continued
■

Higher level engineers who are SMEs in their area are typically utilized
to develop less costly new methods of compliance.

■

Development programs are aggressive about challenging the status
quo and look to high level engineer SMEs to lead efforts.

■

When these engineers are also ARs, lines are frequently blurred
between when the engineer is acting in an applicant SME role and
when they are in an AR role.

■

Conflict can occur when ARs are asked to develop and then approve
applicant's proposals.

Conflict is most likely to occur when developing new MOCs
All & ,,,. ALL TU,M MHTIN'G 17

Key Learnings
AR vs SME, Continued

How to Mitigate - Management
✓

Assign others to develop showings of compliance

✓

Consider an independent reporting structure from the program

✓

If same person performing both roles, ensure BG&Os are clear on SME
vs. AR responsibilities and avoid inappropriate measures for AR
responsibilities

Foster an environment that respects the AR role

✓

Understand and embrace applicant's ownership of showings of
compliance

Both management and ARs have a role in mitigating undue pressure

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER
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Example of a business goal that may lead to problems: "Ensure compliance to all
applicable FARs and advise and mentor team members on developing cert basis.·
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Key Learnings
AR vs SME, Continued

How to Mitigate - AR
✓

Communicate early about possible conflict. Include SAW and AR
Administration.

✓

Consult with other ARs and AR Advisor

✓

Be able to explain and justify why a proposal is not viable

✓

Understand applicant has option to present proposal to the FAA

Both management and A Rs have a role in mitigating undue pressure
AR& , AAllT[AMM££ll~ 19

Key Learnings
Definition of Undue Pressure

Different perspectives of what is and what is not
undue pressure.

Management Intent

AR Perception
P:\Hearings\116\FULL\10-30-2019_38282\ListA\UP_10.eps

IE!

-

Perceptions are Important
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?

What is the definition of "undue pressure"?
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Key Learnings
Definition of Undue Pressure, Continued

Unwarranted, excessive, or unjustifiable force, coercion, or bullying of Unit
Members (ARs, PAs, and M-unit members) while performing or attempting
to perform their roles and authorized functions/delegated authority.
T his may include but is not limited to:
Creating, supporting , or ignoring conflicting restraints upon an ODA unit
member while he/she is performing authorized functions, including decisions
about workmanship, quality, conformity, deviations, safety, and approving data;
Giving an ODA unit member responsibilities that conflict with those of the ODA
unit;
Not providing sufficient resources, including time, for the ODA unit member to
perform his/her role and authorized functions;
Directing, threatening or intimidating ODA unit members to approve data that is
noncompliant or to force a particular result;
Shopping for an ODA unit member who will agree with management to find a
particular result;
Using salary planning to threaten or bully ODA unit members;
Fostering an environment that promotes intimidation.

These Types of Issues Should be Raised
11.R&PAAU. TCAM MEHING 111

Changes Being Made
Reg Amin Actions
Increasing awareness among engineering and program leadershi p
-

Briefed development program leadership on recent issues and provided
information on key learnings

Partnering with SAW to help identify and m itigate potential issues
Incorporating interviews of ARs in high risk areas during internal audit
activity
Rev ising "Undue Pressure" training course:
Adding more information and clarity of the SME vs. AR role

-

Provide a better definition of undue pressure

-

Revise certain scenarios to reflect actual issues
P:\Hearings\116\FULL\10-30-2019_38282\ListA\UP_12.eps

Emphasizing applicant's role in developing showings of compliance by
providing better guidance on requ ired content and responsibilities

Learn From the Past to Improve the Future
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Changes Being Made
Reg Amin Actions, Continued
•

•

Revising BPI 3876 to:
-

Provide better definition of undue pressure

-

Allow any person to submit a concern

-

Eliminate "watch item· category

-

Results of an investigation will determine if action is required or not

-

Provide more robust escalation process

Implementation of New Tool
-

"Smart" form technology

-

Allows workflow

-

Assign and track actions

-

Provides better visibility and management of issues

BPI revision and tool implementation expected 2nd qtr 2017

Better Process and Tool will Enable Better Mitigation

Key Take-Aways

• Survey, FAA interviews and recent issues have provided better insight
into where focus is needed regarding undue pressure
•

Engag ing early with SAW, management and/or AR Administration is key
in helping to mitigate potential issues

We Take Undue Pressure Seriously
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• Key learnings are being incorporated into training, tools and processes
in order to better mitigate and manage undue pressure concerns.
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Letter of Feb. 22, 2019, from FAA Aircraft Certification Service to Boeing

U.S. 0..oo,tmont

Av!o11on Safety

ol Tromportol!on
Federal "vkltlon
"dmlnistralion

2200Sou1h 21 6th Street
Des MOi00$, WA. 981ffl.6547

Febnrary 22, 2019

In Reply
Refer To: 860-19-0120
File Number. CMP2019NM520011

e atory mtrustrabon
The Boeing Company
P.O. Box 3707, MIC 081 -53
Seattle, WA 98124-2207

Subject:

The BQeing Company (I'BC) Regulatory Adm.inistl'~tion (RA) Proj ect Number PS I60765, "Recommend Approval of 787 Fuel Tanlc Stnrcturnl Lightning Protection
System Safety Assessment," Deliverable Number 4 and Deliverable Number 5 for
Certificati.on Plan (CP) Nwnber 20595

References:

1) Boeing Letter RA-19-00480, dated Febiuary 13, 2019
2} Boeing Letter RA-19-00481, dated February 13, 2019 .

The Federal Aviation Adnunistmtion (FAA) BASOO Branch Organization Management Team
(OMT) completed its review of the reference letters and their enclosures.
Disposition :
Responsibility for review and FAA approval of the subject document is hereby
D delegated to the cognizant Engineering Unit Member(s). The OMT bas not reviewed
the document.
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□

0

No compliance action. The FAA finds the subject document to be in compliance wit11
the •n,,licablc rc!!Ulatorv reauirements and, rherebv aoorovcs it.
Opportunity For Improvement (OFI). See Comments section.
lnfonnal Compliance Action (if/CA) The required ft.le number is provided above.
The OMT is rej ec-ting the subject document bec3uso it does not meet th~ requirement(s)
defined in the referenced Boeing Procedures Manual (Bl'M) section. We have idcnti6cd
the following regulatory noncompliance and have detennined it is eligible for infonnal
compliance action. Rationale is provided in Comments section, if needed. See Required
and Encountered Conditions sections.

153
860-1 ~-0 120

2

Requlred Condition:
I. Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) Section 21.20, Compliance with
ap plicable requirements, states, "The applicant for a type certificate, including an
amended or supplemental type certificate, must- (a) show compliance with all
applicable requirements and must provide the FAA the means by which such
compliance has been shown..."

2. 14 CFR Section 183 .57, Responsibilities of an ODA Holder, states, "1l1e ODA Holder
must- (a) comply with procedures contained in its approved procedures manual."
3. Boeing Commercial Airplanes ODA-300064-NM-ODA Procedures Manual (8PM)
Section 15.1.7, BCA Compliance Showing, states, "BCA, as the Applicant, is
responsible fbr a complete and accurate showing of compliance.»

4. Certification Pino (CP) 20595, Revision C, Section 10.0, idenlifie., FAA Special
Condition (SC) 25-414-SC as an applicable regulation. SC 25-414-SC section 2.(b)(2)

states:
"2.(b) The Boeing Company must show that the design includes at least two
independent, effective, and reliable lightning protection features (or sets of features)
such that fault tolerance to prevent lightning-related ignition sources is provided for
each area of the su:uctural design proposed to be shown compliant with tl1ese special
conditions in lieu of compliance with the requirements of § 25.981 (a)(3). Faull
tolerance is not required for any specific design feature if:
(2) fuel tank vapor ignition due to that feature aod all other non-fault-tolerant
features, when their fuel tank vapor ignition event probabilities are summed, is
shown to bee~tremely improbable."

5. Ce1titicatiou Plan (CP) 20595, Revision C, Section 9.0 MOC Discussion, states that
for the Fuels System Safety Assessment, Deliverables 4, 5, and 6, "EMB
[electromagnetic effects] test data (gaili.ered per FAA AC 20-53)3 and 787 EASA CR!
0-02) will be assessed to show the applicabiHty of the results for compliance to the
applicable regulations using the guidance provided in 787-8/-9/-10 FAA Issue Papers
P-6, ' Fuel Tank Ignition Protection - Wing Suuc!ural Lighb1iog Protection Requirements,'
and P-29, 'Fuel Tank Sll'llcrural Lightning Protee{ion Means of Compliance for Special
Conditions.'"
luuc Paper (IP) P-29 states: '"Risk As8ea.8ment Requirement of Pan1graph 2.(b)(2) of
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l'roposed Special Condition: The intent of this paragraph is lo require a struc.tured risk
assessment based numerical probability analysis to show that a fuel vapor ignition event is
extremely improbable when the risk due to all non-lltulr-lolerant structural lightning
protection design feaiures is summed."

154
860-19-0120

3

Encountered Condition:
In review of the submitted compl_iance documents by d1e reference (I) and (2) Jeuers, we
have determined that an 11SSeSsment has not been included to show that fuel tank vapor
ignition due to all non-fault-tolerant features, when their fuel tank vapor ignition event
probabilities are summed, is shown to be extremely improbable as required to comply with
tile Special Condition 25-414-SC in accordance with the methods of compliance documented
in IP P-29.

Please submit the corrective action taken to obtain compliance and the causal analysis for the
regulatory noncompliance within 30 calendar days. [Note: J\s this is an infonnal compliance
action, provide a simple analysis, not a Boehig Problem Solving Model (BPSM).]
Re-submittal Information:
Re-submittal is not required. n,e Organization Desig)lation Authorization (ODA)

181 may approve the subjcci°docwnent once it has been determined that all OMT

□

comments have been addressed.
*Re-submittal is required. The OMT requires that the subject documeot be resubmitted to the OMf for upproval ooce all OMT comments-have been incorporated.
*lf selected, a comment is ---•uired. See-Comments section.

The OMT bas the following comments:
I.

The reference letters submitted Deliverables 4 and 5, Fuel Tank Stn,etural Lightning
Protection System Safety ASSWJmeot (SSA), Boeing Documents D602Z830-999,
Appendix II, Revisi011 AH, and D602Z830-999-9 Appendix V, Revision H, to
demonstrate compliance with 14 CFR Sections 25.981(aX3) and Special Condition 25414-SC. Following our review of the docwnent and coordination with the Boeing
Company, we have determined that Boeing has not included some non-fault tolerant
fe,i(lires located in lightning Zone 3 in the assessment to show that all non-faulltolerant. features, when their fuel tank vapor ignition event probabilities are summed,
is shown to be extremely improbable. We understand that Boeing interpreted the
mothods of compliance accepted in IP P-29 to pl'Ovide relief to the fault tolerance
requirements due to a Zone 3 direct attachment and, therefore, were nor required to
cons ider the non-fault tolerant feamres in tl1e showing of au extremely improbable
ignition event. This interpretation is incorrect and inconsistent with the requirement of
the SC. Tiie compliance documentation mu~! be updated to make the showing of
coropliaoce required by 25-414-SC item 2.(b)(2).
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Consistent with the SC, tlie relief to the foult-tolenmt requircmenfll for Zone 3 direct
auacbment described on page 6 of IP P-29 do not also provide relief that would allow not
inch1ding the Zone 3 non-fault tolerant features in the roll-up ill showing an ignition event
to be extremely improbable. The Lwo roquirements arc independent and compliance is
required to be shown for each.

155
86(). l 9-0 I20

2.

4

For the demonstration of compliance with 25-414-SC item 2.(b)(2) that needs to be
added to the referenced deliverables in consideration of this design change, Boeing
must follow the guidance described in IP P-29 beginning on page 9: • ~
Assessment Rrouirement of Paragraph 2.(b)(2) of Proposed Special Condition " It
· should be emphasized that the probability of the lightning strike is tlie probability for
a strike in all of Zone 3 and the 8$SOSStnent may not consider the probabiuty of ·
lightning attachment to , specific location within Zone 3. If a critical lightning strike
is used to furtter reduce the overall probability of a Zone 3 strike, the definition of
the<:riticaJ Hght.ning i:itrike and the prol>ability ofthnt A:trike must he pru~ly

substantiated. In additic,n, tlte summation of the non-fault tolerant features needs to
include all direct and conducted ct1rre.nt igoition sources in the summation, including
those resulting from a direct attachment in Zone 3.
3.

ln showing compliance with the SC, the top level summation in showing a fuel lank
ignition event to be extremely improbable must include all non-fault tolerant featureS
for the airplane (tbe surr.mation should not be limited to n given lightning strike zone
or fuel tank, but should be conducted at the airplane level). While il is a,-,;wned tbat
all previous type design changes have previously been rolled into the top.Jevel event
during previous certification projects, this should be verified (i.e., the proposed final
type design established by this project considering all type design changes introduced
since the original type certification mw;t be shown to be compliant). For example, ii
was not apparent during U,e course of the recent discussions between Boeing and the
FAA whether items such as CFRP· edge-glow resulting from the single failure of the
edge-seal it1 Zone 2 had been previously identified in these SSAs as a non-fault.
tolerant feature nnd inclnded in the showing that fuel tank ignition event to be
extremely improbable.

4.

As a result of theremov•I of the Copper Foil from the areas identified in the CP and
compliance dclivcrdb[e, lhc complian<;e deliverable states the edge-seal was required
to be added to certain locations to meet the EME req,tirements in the area. However,
the conclusion in Section H.3 (ref I) and Section V.3 (ref 2), Critical Design
Configuration Control limitations (CDCCL) and Airworthiness Limitation
Instructions (ALI), stated that there was no impact to the Airworthiness Limitations
(AWL). Because the SC in its entirety was included in the CP, it is requested that Uie
compliance document Sections H.3 and V.3 be updated to discuss how the existing
!CA are adequate for meeting the requirements of SC Iten1 3, which stale3:
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"The applicant must pe.form an analysis to show that the design, marufacturing
processes, and airworthiness limitations section of the insti:uctions for continued
airworthiness include all practical measures to proven~ and detect and correc~
failures of structural lighhtingprotection features due to manufacnuing
variability, aging, wear, corrosion, and likely damage."

156
860-19-0120

5

Although the compliance document refers to A\Ji'L 28-AWL-88, it appears this is a
CDCCL requirement applicable to repairs or alterations only. We have noted that
CDCCL 28-AWL-83 may also be applicable a11d may need to be reconsidered.

5.

In addition to Item 4 above, we understand that the non-fault tolerant features in
Zone 3 may not have previously been identified in the Boeing SSAs. For any nonfault tolerant feature that is identified as a result of the update to the SSA doc,unent, a
correspouding ALI would be expected to comply wit!, the fequirernents of SC Item 3
noted above. We recognize that this would result in die addition o f al least one

deliverable to CP 20595. Therefore, if it is determined that an AWL document
revision is required, we delegate the acceptance of that related CP revision to the
responsible PA, and we also delegate .the approval of the Special Compliance Items
(SCI) AWL doc,nnent to theJ'esponsible Engineering Unit Membera (E-UM)s.

6.

In addition to the SCI AWL document (if needed), the OMT also delegates the
revision to Deliverable 4 and Deliverable 5 to the responsible E-UM. PJea.qe submit
an informational copy of the revised docume11ts along with signed FAA 8 I00-9 forms
following E-UM appmval.
estions re arding this issue, please contactlllllllllllllll
by telephone at ~

Sincerely,
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Aircraft Certification Service

157
f
Letter of March 1, 2019, from FAA Aircraft Certification Service to Boeing

U.S. Desx,rtment
ofTr""'1X)ltollofl
Fede1al AVloOon

Aviation SofGty

2200 South 216th Street

,oes Mot>es. WA

98198~<7

Admilistration

March I, 2019

In Reply
Refer To: 860- 19-0149

Regulatory Administration
Boeing Commercial Airplanes
P.O. Box 3707, WC 081-53
Seattle, WA 98124-2207
DearSubject:

BASOO and Organizallon Mruiagement Team (OMT) Response to Boeing
Appeal related to Boeing Commercial Ail-planes {BCA) Regulatory
Administration (RA) Project Number PS16-0765, and 787 Lightning Zone 3
Compliance to Special Condition 25-414-SC

References:

I) Boeing Letter RA-19--00647, dated February 25, 2019
2) The Boeing Company Organization Designation Authorization (ODA)
Procedures Manna), ODA-300064-NM, Revision E.2
3) OMT Letter 860-19-0120, dated February 22, 2019
4) Boeing Letter RA-19--00367, dated Fcbruftl'y 6, 2019

The Federal Aviation Administratioo (J'AA) BASOO Brauch has received the reference (I)
le.tier that submitted a request for an FAA OMTiODA Unit Appeal Resolution Meeting in
accordance witt1 Section I .1.6, Regulatory Issue Resolution, of tl1e reference (2) procedures
manual. The appeal was submitted in re:;ponse to the reference (3) letter and related informal
compliance action (iFCA) that rejectec two compliance deliverables related to Project
Nwnber PS 16-0765 for not showing e-0mpliance with the requirements of Special Condition
(SC) 25-414-SC item 2.(b)(2). In response to the reference (I) letter, a meeting was held
between the OMT and Boeing, on Febmary 27, 2019, to review the nature of the appeal and
discuss both tbe Boeing and the OMT positions.
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Following our review of the reference (l) letter and in further consideration of the
discussions held during the appeals meeting held, on February 27, 2019, the FAA BASOO
accepts the ~sition thlll was provided by the applicant with the following comments.

158
. 860-19--0149

2

L Considering the applicable policy in method of compliance (MOC) Issue Paper P-29
applicable to the Boeing Model 787 (n,f. project TC69 l 8SE-T), we do not disagree
that U,e conclusions a$$0cfated witl1the applicants approach can be reasonably made
as a result of the language therein. Furthennorc, we recognize that the MOC in the
issue paper has been applied consistently since originally applied in support of 787
type certificate issuance, and front the are consistent with the diseussioD!J at the time
of tlte initial development ofibe issue P•J>er. For clarity, we understand thartbe
' appLicaot shows and tbe unit bas found compliance with SC 25-41 4-SC item 2.(bX2)
for all non-foult tolerant features that result from the threats outlined earlier in the SC.
This aspect was made clear during our discussion, on Febmary 27, 2019.
2. In addition, the BASOO notes that the issue raised is not a result of the change
associated with tbe reference project, however changes were made to ensure the
continued compliance to the subject aspect oflhe SC consistent with previously
approved design changes.
We are providing this written disposilion of the Boeing appeal in accordance with Section
Ll.6 oftbe reference (2) procedure.~ manual . In addition, based upon i11for111ation provided
and l\1r1her review, the BASOO is closing informal compliance action CMP2019NMS.2001 l ,
FAA Letter 860-19-0120, with 110 further actioo required at this time. All other aspects of
the reforence (3) letter (i.e., delegation of lhe finding of compliance) are unaffected.

If you have any questions ,cgardi-· thi is u . loasc contact
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BASOO Branch, by telephone at

159
List B, Submitted for the Record by Hon. DeFazio
f
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SUBJECT

737MAX Flaps Up High Alpha Stabilizer Trim (MCAS) Requjrcmc-nts

REFERENCES

Sec Page 2

~
This documcot provides the Acrod)·nantics Stnbility & Control requirements for the Flaps Up High Alpha
Stab1li2crTr1m o~ration for the 731-MAX. The system 1s oow bcmg referred to~ the MancuYcrmg

Charac1eris tics Augment.ition System (MCAS)
The addiuon of the larger engme nacelle and fan diameter on the 737MAX have been shown via rcvtew of
13TWT 2337 wind tunnel data to produce a nose~up pitching moment during opera.non at high alphas and
mid M ach numbers MCAS contributes to countering my pitch up tendency i n fhg.ht The re<tuiremcnts for

the MCAS funct ion arc provided in this document.

Fliihl test results h11vt shown that two ch nn2es to M CAS are re-quired. The first involves expandin&
the use of MCAS to improH~flaps Up. low Mttt'h stall chara cteristits a nd identification. The second
is an update to th1! h igh Mach data tables lo im1>rove maueu"ering chllracteri$tirs.

P1epared by

(Sigoan,re on file)

Prepared by

Rovicwcd by

(Si&HAIUre on Ole)

Plll!PoR-120

. .R-120

-

(Signature on filo)

B-BBA8. 0R-120

D-BBA8. OR-120

Eiq,on ofthi11 h.---chnology is: comrollOO w1dJ the. llm1o..'Cl Stnto:s R,q,on Administration Regul uions(EAR) ( 15
CFR 3(1()..7 7-1~ No E,qx>rt l,ioms:. is reqmml for thcd1ss::rnmnllon of th.c cor1111'l(TI'.IIU 111form11tio11 oonlillllOO 11(:l"Cln to NonUS p,et'9)llS 01.MI' 1.b!lll 11\0SC froot or iu us go,'t.'llll:uetli knµc.sed cmbotgccJJsaocu,o.ued COUiltries io:k.'tlltllcd Ill (he Supplenlrot
1 to Pll.ll 740 (Co11n111y Qro1.11) l}.)of1~ EAR TloY.evtr, an c:-:p<in lieco9C is requii:od when Ji~m.ia\lllioo to Noo,US t:icNOtlS
from or w from thosecrn00Igo,:dl:;c<1t,t"boru:d cow1Uk!S. It is th.c: ~
nsi.btbty ofthc mdi,·idual in control of this d$:t;1to abide
b) tile US export lows
ECCN:~
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Aero-B-BBA8-C l2-0159, Rev, C
.Rev ision D: This coo rdin ation sheet has been r eYiSed to indude updated requireme nts and
r evised M C AS Alpha T rigger a nd Stabilizer command schedules to improve Fla ps Up stall
characteristics and identification sp anning the Mach 0.20,..0.60 ran ge. These changes nre
required based o n night t est ,·t.sulls. This rc"·iscd MC AS schedule is based 011 the u e~·
extern a l configuration based on flight test co11sisting of a
Jn addition 1 the higl, Mac.II M CAS c.01t11nand !id1edule bas bee11 re\·ised based oo
tligbt test results.

Revision C: This coordination sheet has been revised to include updated requirements based on
MCAS design and predic1ed Hight characterislics. In addition, the preHighl MCAS schedules have
been included for documentation.
Revision 8 : This coordination sheet has been revised to include updated requirements and
functional hazard assessments based on M CAS design and predicted night chan,cteristics.

Specific MCAS incremental stabilizer authority and activation/deactivalion parameters of Mach
number, body angle•of.att.ack, and nom,al load factor are updated.
Revision A: This coordination sheet has been revised to include updated requi~ments based on
MCAS development Pilot assessments and changes 10 lhc airplane·s pilching moment
characteristics due to a

REF.ERENCES

(a) AC 25-7C: Flight Test Guide for Certification of Transport Caiegory
i\irplanes
(b) :MCAB Simulator Test Plan and Session Sum maries 10.31.12 & 11.6 12
(c) Preliminary Design Decision Memo O523A300, Revision E

Discussion
FAA Requirements and Guidance
FAR 25.143(g) Controllability and Maneuverability- General, require:$ that c hanges of gradient
that occur with changes of load factor must not cause undue difficulty in maintaining control of the

airplane. and local gradients must not be so low as to result in a danger of over-controlling.
Reference is made to CFR amendmenl 25-129 fo.- the described FAR25 l43(g) requ irement
FAR 2-5.201 , Stall Dcmonstratio,,. statts that tht ha.r1dfo1g qualities must be adequate to
allow a s.afe reconry from the b.ighest angle ofau ack a ttainable in normaJ night. In
addition. th e behavior of t he a ir p lane must give the pilot a dur and d istinctive indiu t"ion of
being in a sUlled condition (st.all 1O).
FA,R 25 203(a), Stall C h1m1cteristic s1 $fates that no ab nom1al nose-up pitching may occur T he

longitudinal control fore<> must be positive up to and throughout the stall. In addition, it must be
possible to promp1ly prevent stalling and to recover from a stall by normal use of the controls.

£:..l)Ort
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f AR 2S.2Sl(e), Vibration and Buffeting. requires dete1mination of the onset of perceptible
buffeting. The buffet onset envelope is published in the AFM_ The regulation further requi res that

inadvenen1 excursions beyond this boundary not result in unsafe condi1io11s.
g curve have a positive
slope up to and including, VFCIMFC. At speeds between VFCIMFC and VDFIMDF, the stick

FAR 2S 255, Out-of -Trim Characteristics, requires rhat the srick force vs

force may no1 reverse. These characteristics need not be demonstrated beyond maneuvering load
fac tors associated with probable inadvertent excursions beyond the boundaries of the:: buffet onset

envelope.
AC 25.?C, Flight Test Guide, considers a minimum value of SO lb. to reach limit load robe
acceptable per 25. I 43(g). The AC also provides guidance for the demonstration of buffer onset
and the determination of what constitutes uns:afe conditions, per 2S 2 51 (e), framed by the

charac1ctisdcs of maneuvering: stability, the relationship of pilot force and load factor. It stares that
any pitch~up tendency s hould Joe m ild and readily controllable, and 1ha1 the airplane's pi1c-h
response to primary longitudinal control. should be predictable to Lhe pilot.

MCAS Performance and
MCAS was implemerned to improve the stick force gradient sufficiently to try and meet the
requirements as shown in Figu re 1. Piloted simulation assessmenls in the motion cab found the
stick fOi'CC gradient to be desirably increased, but a pitch-up tendency in the region of initial buffet

una<Geptablelll!l.1111"-'~IIJlll~~,,I---Jf~·lll!lllll-~IIJll!lllll!I•

was fou nd to be
The
she · lorce gradient up to rn111a but et, nowing
that there was a shortfall in its ability to improve the post stall pitch up tendency. To im rove the

stabilizer rate was c hosen to auarn t e requ1

post stall pitch-up, av.ind tunrnel test
which would alter the pitching moment charac ens 1cs.
1s new
proved to reduce the pitch-up tendency and the consequent g overshoot compared to the baiehne
Simulation as~sment with the
, owed the pilch
charactensbcs to be improved enough with MCAS active to provide a desirable increase in stick
force gradie nt and a reduced pitch up tendency.

Aerodvnamis:s Stabilitx & Control Reouirements
I. MCAS shall operate flaps up in the Mach number range of 0.20 to 0.81 G.68 Ea 9.82.
Provision shall be retained to modify these values and any associated fade om factors.

2. MCAS shall ensure the airplane moets the stick force requirements of AC 25-7C
(Refe,·e nce (a)) as shown in figure I. [fC INFO]
MCAS sha ll operate a t • 11 lond factors betweeJt ~heh 0.20 to 0.84. ~
hflil-MeloeJ;in1t0 until load ff1@10rs f!N@eed I 3g Quee 11d i oted 1 MC ♦ S 11, !lh!1 esiis d esign s h.;11
uot Ies, thoo I.lg.
4. MCAS shall not have a ny obje.ctionable imeraclion with the piloting of the airplane. [FC

~

<I-~--

INFO)
5. MCAS shall be capable of commanding incremen1al stabilizer a maximum of2.S degr ees at
low Mach d ecr r.asing to a maximum of 0.6S d egrees at bigh Mach ~ f r o m the
initial stabilizer positi on at initiation of MCAS stabilizer motion.

Augmentation will

command airplane nose down only. This au1hority has been derived by determini ng the

Exp0n C<1ntr<1llcd ECCN:

7E99.!
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Acro-B-BBAS-CIZ-0 159, Rev. C

amount of stabilizer trim required to prevem pilot push forces
6.

The

shall

a

system
be capable of providing stabilizer rate of0.27 deg./sec. This rate is
derived by data analysis and Pilot simulator assessments which found it adequate to counter
the pi1ch up tendency. This value aligns with the autopilot f1aps dow·n stabilizer rate

8. The s1abilizer shall continue to respond to main electric trim or manual st.abilizer trim inputs

from the 11ighr crew during 1vfCAS operation. MCAS commands shall be temporarily
disabled during main clectric trim opera1ion and shall resume commanding stabilizer based
on MCAS logic. using the-new manual stabilizer trim as the reference position.
9 MCAS activation shall result in a disconnection of Speed u-im up and down Stabilizer motor
commands and remain disconnected until MCAS deacti1,•ation.
10. MCAS shall not adversely a!Tect airplane stall characteristics. [FC INFO]
11. MCAS shall nm interfere with dive recovery. [FC INFO)
12. MCAS failures shall be annunciated to tbe flight cre,v.
13. The system should be designed to min,m,ze

thl!ood

of system activation during
nonnal opcratioo to avoid unncc.cssary rotation of the trim wheels.
14. The probability of a system hard over, oscillatory failure. and loss of func.t ion shall be
commensurate with the hazard levels shown in the FHA table. These were determined by
Pilot simulator assessments ofMCAS failure modes.
15.

s a be inactive while the autopilol is engaged. AutopilOl engagement shall dis.able
MCAS
17. T rsuui1ion fro m Autopilot 10 manmll nighr :1bove the ]\.1CAS trigger angle of auack
shall result in MCAS becoming actiYc. T his requirement is based on piloted cab
evaluations and results in improv,d r ttO\'ery capability to th, normal night en,·dope.
18. MCAS shall be capable of commanding incremental stabilize, as a function of body angleof-auack and :Mach number. MCAS activation shall occur \-.rhen the body angle--0f-auack
exceeds the threshold angle where adverse pitch and/or stick force gradients occur for each
Mach number.
Provision shall be retained to modify these values and any associated fade

16

out tactors

MCAS Schedul""

-

111c following two tables defme the ~ Oight-updated sc-heclules u~d in the MCAS control law logic
to support both filaps Up st all$ at low-to-n1id Mach and m tneu,·ering c·baracteristics at high !\facb.
~A1 ~11811 ilR ~ MeliA 8,Hl:t pei111.ti 1bc MCAS control law calcuJatcs a oody angk~f,lttack using alpha
vane, picch l'!l.tc. and airspeed. Table 2 defines the runoum of incrcmenra.l stabilizer MC.AS will command

Export Controlled ECCN:
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lten Hazard Descrmtio n Phase Failure <.:011d1Cio11
A
Loss of Raps Up High riaps Decrease in stability with load factor
Alph~ Srabil iier
Up
~nd angle of attack
fimction (MCAS)

B

C

D

Uncomm:u:idcd High
Alpho. Stabilizer
f"1mc(1()11 oper.uion
(MC AS)to m.uimum
authorit)·~

Unc0inrnu11dcd .M CAS
function operation
equivalent lo 3 second
m,mim (0.81 deg)

=
ALL

W(Major)

Stabiliz:cr rnn.iw.1y dui::: to
MCAS control law stabilizer
de fle.c.tiou limit. Pitch ll'im

Nomtal flig ht Cll\.'elope

11(1-Luardous)
Operational flight envelope

fu nctionality is retained.

ALL

Unconummded MCAS ALL
ti.mction operation to

pilot reaction

Efled Uass
IV(Minor)
Nom1.al flight envelope
UI (Major)
Oper;)tioual fliglit to\relopc:

Stabilizer n111away equivalent to

Ill (Majo,)

3 secoods of mistrim

Nom1ill flight envelope

(FAR25.255). Pitch trim

II (Ha,ardo, s)

fonctionalrty is retained.

Opcr..1tional flight envelope

Stabilizer runaway until pilot
rccognitiori and reaction

II (Hamrdo"5)
Operational flight envelope

The original hazard asse.ssments were obtained by pilot assessment ~o the motion simulator.
Critical com bination~ of weight .i:md CG were tested. Tbc session summaries which provide the
Exp(HI Comrolled ECCN.
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results can be found in tJ1e job file.■-■■••··· The hazard assessments wer e
revisited and determined to liave not c ha nged in hat.Ard classification based on the most
recent MCAS updnte. T hr UIIU:Ommanded M CAS command to the m t1ximum nose down
authority al low l\-'lach numbers (3 degrees) was evaluat«I in lhe 737 MAX c.a b and rated as
Minor. The high Mach recovery is the critical f11ctor in establishing the hazsard rnting for
this ittm.

The loss in stabilizer function (item A) without annunciation is based on the handling qualities of
the <1,irplane with MCAS inactive. The reduction in stick force versus 'g' gradient and the

presence of a pitch up tendency not. meeting t.hc mild and readi ly controllable requirement were
found unacceptable The hazard category was deemed Major in theopera1ional envelope. Upon
funhcr review. the pito1s found 1hat no special procedures were required in part due 10 1he sysrcm
not opera1ingjn the nonnal en-.,elope. for the low Mnch stalls, the l)ilots r2ted loss of MCAS ~s
Maj or based on flight ten rc:iults with the e:s:isting co11figurarioo.

Two scenarios were used to assess the stabilizer runaways (items B & C) One \'-'aS a runaway at
MCAS activation during a wind up tum maneuver, the other a wings level recovery from a level
flight stabilizer runaway based on FAR25.255. "Out of Trim Characteristics". Mistrim amounts
were tested to the MCAS CLAW maximum stabilizer limit (0.65 deg.) and 3 seconds of mist.rim as
per the FAR a11d input from the tlight test community. The MCAS stabilizer detlection rates were.
used.
For the stabilizer runaways in the WUT maneuver (i.e. in the operational enve1ope) to the CLAW
limit. the runa.\1tays \Vete found Major, and the 3 second runaw'ays found Hazardous. The
Haz.ardoos category was applied mainly due to the tendency to overspeed during. the recovery
rollout for those cases where the WUT was perfonned near the maximum operating speeds.

For the ,1,,rjngs level mistrirn re~overies. the runaway occurs at Vrm1Mmo and a recovery made at
Vdf/Mdf. The tur\ways with the stabilizer mistrin11ned to the CLAW limit were found f\ofajo1·. For
the wings level 3 second misrrim stabilizer cases~some were found Major and some Hazardous.
The Hazardous assessment was reduced to Major for a recovery initiated at 3 seconds past
ovel'Speed warning. The recovery ar Vd~fd is appropriate to the intent ofFAR25.255, but is a
more severe condition than would be expected during the failure mode. Reduction of this speed
wou_ld have reduced the workload and hazard category. This is 10 be verified in future cab
seSSl(HIS

Stabilizer 1unaways 10 pilo1 reaction (item D) were perfonned. These failures were arrested by use
of the aisle suu1d curout switch when the pilor recognized and reacted to lhe nmaway.
Assessments were done during \VUTs only i.e. within the operational flight envelope, but not
assessed by misuim tti m dive recoveries (nom\al opera.ting envelope). With pilot training to
recognize the nmavJa.y and use of teamwork~the failure was found Hazardous, which is the same
as the item C finding.. A typical reaction time was observed to be approximately 4 seconds. A slow
reaction time scenario (> 10 seconds) found the fai lure to be catastrophic due to the inability to
arres1 the airplaneoverspeed.
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Figure I. (AC 25-7C Figure31- l)
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LOADFACTOR(G)
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Revision G
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GROUP INDEX FLIGHT SCIENCES - AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS & LOADS
SUBJ ECT

737MAX Flaps Up High Alpha Stabilizer Trim (MCAS) Requircm~nts

REFERENCES

Sec Page 3

Summary

This document provides the Aerodynamics Stability & Control requirements for the Flaps Up High Alpha
Stabilizer Trim operation for the 737-MAX. The system is now being referred to as the Maneuvering
Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS).
The addition of the larger engine nacelle and fon diameter on the 737MAX have been shown via review of
BT\VT 2337 wind tunnel data to produce a nose-up pitching moment during operation at high alphas and
mid Mach numbers. MCAS contributes to countering any pitch up tendency in flight. The requirements for
the MCAS function are provided in this document.
Requirements and functionality for MCAS have been modified to improve upon characteristics observed
during 737~7, 8, & 9 flight testing.
~
Prepared by -

~

Reviewed by

-BBAS,OR-250

Approved by

fapmi of1his 1echnolos, is con1rollcd under the United Stales E.'lport Ad1T1imslr111iun Regulations {EAR) ( IS CFR 300-774). No
E~porl Litcnse is requir.:d for the diss.:mination of the commcn:ial infornu1ion co11111incd herein 10 N1111·US persons other than
those from or in US go1ernmcnl imposed embari;ocd/~nctioned coun1ri"' idcn1ilied in the Suppieml.'nl I to Part 740 (Count!")
Group E) of the EAR. Howcn:r, an el\port license is required \\hen dissemination to Non-US persons from or in from those
emburgocd/snnc,ioned countries. 11 is the rcsponsibilil)"of the indi"iduul in control of this dam to nhidc b) the U.S. Cl\J)Urt Jaws.
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Revision G: This coordination sheet has been revised to include the updated MCAS
stabilizer command schedule to improve low speed (1.3Vsr) Flaps Up windup turns.
Improvements to high altitude stall characteristics have been obsen•ed with the updated
MCAS stabilizer command schedule. Additionally, changes were made to improve windup
turns spanning the Mach 0.82-0.84 range. These changes are required based on 737-7 flight
test results.
Table 2 for the incremental stabilizer schedule is now applicable to only the 737-8/9. A new
table for the 737-7/ 10 has been defined that includes the updated MCAS stabilizer command
schedule for Mach values 0.50, 0.60, and 0.82.
The updated MCAS stabilizer command schedule in the lower speed range has been
validated in a piloted CAB session with James Hanley on May 25, 2018.
Revision F: Thi s revision summarizes updates to the MCAS require me nts for the 737-7 and 73710, based on 737-9 fli ght test results which indicated marginal characteri stics for the minimum
column force wi ndup turns at aft CG . Though the 737-9 was ultimately deemed certifiable, it was
recognized that changes for the 73 7-7 & 10 should be made to ensure characteristics on those
models are more clearly certifiable.

Table I for the angle of attack trigger schedule is now applicable to only the 737-8/9. A new table
for the 737-7/ 10 has been defined that adds angle of attack triggers as a function of body pitch
rate, as seen in Table 3. For body pitch rates below
the 737-8/9 and 737-7/10 schedules

I
MCAS angle of attack triggers scheduled with body pitch rate have been validated via desktop
analysis and in a piloted cab session wi th■■■■ on December 201h, 2017.
Revision E: T his revision summarizes the updates to MCAS requirements based on fli ght test
results to support the Black Label FCC functi onality. Tabl e I (Angle-of-Attack T rigger Schedule)
was updated to provide more margin prior to MCAS activation between ■■■lllil■I This
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was necessary to allow trim to zero column force for the purpose of demonstrating static lateraldirectional stability characteristics as

All of these changes were validated via desktop analysis and in a piloted cab session with -

on June 30, 2016.

Revision D: T his coordination sheet has been revised to include updated requirements and revised
MCAS Alpha Trigger and Stabilizer command schedules to improve Flaps Up stall characteristics
and identification spanning the Mach 0.20-0.60 range. These changes are required based on fl ight
test results. This revised MCAS schedule is based on the new external configuration based on

flight test consisting ofa•■••······••■l ln addition, the high Mach
MCAS command schedule has been revised based on fl ight test results
Revision C: Thi s coordination sheet has been revised to include updated requirements based on
MCAS design and predicted fli ght characteristics. In addition, the prefli ght MCAS schedules have
been included for documentation.
Revision 8; Thi s coordination sheet has been revised to include updated requirements and
functional hazard assessments based on MCAS design and predicted fl ight characteristics
Specific MCAS incremental stabilizer authority and activation/deactivation parameters of Mach
number, body angle-of-attack. and normal load factor are updated.
Revision A: Thi s coordination sheet has been revi sed to include updated requirements based on
MCAS development Pilot assessments and changes to the airplane's pitchi ng moment
characteristics due to a
(a) AC 25-7C: Flight Test Guide for Certification of Transport Category
Airplanes
(b) MCAB Simulator Test Plan and Session Summaries 10.3 1. 12 & 11.6 .12
(c) Preliminary Design Decision Memo D523A300, Revision E
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Discussion
FAA Requirements and Guidance

FAR 2S. 143(g) Controllability and Maneuverability ~ General, requires that changes of gradient
that occur with c ha nges of load factor must not cause undue difficulty in maintaining control of the
airplane, and local gradients must not be so low as to result in a danger of over-controlli ng.
Refere nce is made to C FR amendment 25-129 for the described FAR25.143(g) requirement.
FAR 25.201, Stall Demonstration, states that the handling qualities must be adequate to allow a
safe recovery from the highest angle of attack attainable in normal flight. ln addition, the behavior
of the airplane must gi ve the pilot a clear and distinctive indication of being in a stall ed condition
(stall ID).

f AR 25.203(a), Stall Characteristics, states that no abno1m al nose-up pitchi ng may occur. The
longi tudinal control force must be positive up to and throug hout the stall . In addition, it must be
possible to promptly prevent stalling and to recover from a stall by nonnal use of the controls.
FAR 25.251(e), Vibration and Buffeting, requires detennination of the onset of perceptible
buffeting. The buffet onset envelope is published in the AFM. The regulation further requires that
inadvertent excursions beyond this boundary not result in unsafe conditions.
FAR 2 5.255, Out-of-Trim Characteristics, requires that the stick force vs. g curve have a positive
slope up to and including, VFCIMFC. At speeds between YFCIMF C a nd VDFIMDF, the stic k
force may not reverse. These characteri stics need not be demonstrated beyond maneuvering load
factors associated with probable inadvertent excursions beyond the boundaries of the buffet onset
envelope.
AC 25-7C, Flight Test Guide, considers a minimum value of 50 lb. to reach limit load to be
acceptable per 25.143(g). The AC also provides guidance for the demonstration of buffet onset
and the determination of what constitutes unsafe conditions, per 2 5.2 5 l(e), framed by the
characteristics of maneuvering stabi lity, the relationship of pi lot force and load factor. lt states that
any pitch-up tendency should be mi ld and readily controll able, and that the airplane's pitch
response to pri mary longitudinal control should be predictable to the pilot
MCAS Petfonnance and
MCAS was implemented to improve the stick force gradient suffi ciently to try and meet the
requirements as shown in Figure 1. Piloted simulation assessments in the motion cab found the
stick force gradient to be desirably increased, but a pitch-up tendency in the region of initial buffet
:. The
was found to be unacceptable due to
stabilizer rate was chosen to attain the required stick force gradient up to initial buffet, knowing
that there was a shortfall in its abil ity to improve the post stall pitch up tendency. To improve the
post stall pitch-up, a wind tunnel test which would alter the pitching moment characteristics. This new
proved to reduce the pitch-up tendency and the consequent g overshoot compared to the baseline
Simulation assessment with the ■lli■■■ showed the pitch
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charac1eris1ics 10 be improved e1wugh \llith MCAS active to provide a desirable increase in stick
force gradient and a reduced pitch up tendency.
Aerodynamics Stability & Control Reguiremen1s

MCAS shall operate naps up in che Mach number range of0 20 to 0 84 Provision shall be
retained to modify these values and any associated fa.de out factors,
2. MCAS shall ensure the ail'J)lane meets the stick force requiretnents of AC 2S-7C

(Reference (a)) as shown in Figure I. [FC INTO]
3. MCAS shall operate at all load factors between Mach 0.20 to 0.84.
4. MCAS shall not have any objectionable interaction with the piloting of the airplane. [FC

INFO]
MCAS shall be capable of commanding incremental stabilizer a maximum of 2.S degrees at

Jov., Mach decreasing 10 a maximum of0.65 degrees at high Mach from the initial stabilizer
positjon at initiation of MCAS stabilizer mot.ion Augmentation will command airpla ne
nose down only. This authority has been derived by dctennining the amount of stabilizer
trim required to prevent pilot push forces■l!ll,lllll■IIJ!ll!!ll!ll~lllll!!!!l!IIII
6. The system shall be capable of providing a stab1h2er rate of0.27 deg./sec. This rate is
deri"\ ed by data analysis atld Pilot simulator assessme,us which found ii adequate to counter
the pilch up tendency. This value aligfls wi1h the autop~lot naps dO\vn stabilizer rate
7.

..

1

The stabilizer shHll CQntinue to respond to main electric lrim or manual stabilizcr trim
inputs from lhe flight crew during MCAS operation. MCAS commands shall be
temporarily disabled during main e lectric trim operation and shall resume commanding
stabilizer based on MCAS logic using the new manual stabilizer ltim as lhe reference
positjon
9. MC.AS activation shall result in a disconnection o f Speed trim up and down Stabilizer
motor commands and remain disconnected wnil MCAS deactivation.
JO. MCAS shall not adversely affect airplane stall characte,istics. [FC lNFO]
11. MCAS shall not interfere with dive recove,y. [FC h'ffO]
12. MCAS failures shall be annunciated to the flight crew.

13. The system should be designed 10 minJmizc the likelihood of system activation during
nomrnl operation to avoid unnecessary rotation of the trim wheels.

14. l11e probability ofa s~rstem hasd over. oscillatory failure, and loss of function shall be
commensurate with the hazard levels shown in the FHA table . These were determined by
Pilot simulator assessments ofMCAS railure modes.

15.

16.

a
e inactive w I et e autop1 ot 1s e ngag . utopilot engagement shall disable
MCAS.
17. T ransition from Autopilot to manual flight above the MCAS trigge r angle of attack shall
result in MCAS becoming ac1ive. This requirement is based 0 11 piloted cab evaluations and
results in improved recovery capability to the normal flight envelope.
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18.
a.

b.

19.

a.

For the 737-8/9: MCAS shall calculate a body angle-of-attack for reference to the
M CAS Angle of Attack Trigger Schedule and Incremental Stabili zer Schedule
using pitch rate, vane angle of attack, and true airspeed.
For the 737-7/ 10: MCAS shall calculate a body angle-of-attack for reference to the
MCAS Angle of Attack Trigger Schedul e and Incremental Stabili zer Schedule
using body pitch rate, vane angle of attack, and true airspeed.

MCAS Schedules
The followi ng th-fee four tables define the flight-updated schedules used in the MCAS control law
logic to support both Flaps Up stall s at low-to-mid Mach and maneuvering characteristics at high
Mach

a body angle-of-attack using alpha vane, pitch rate, and airspeed. Table 2 defines the amount of
incremental stabilizer MCAS will command for a given change in angle-of-attack as a function of
Mach for the 737-8/9. Table 4 defines the a mo unt of incremental stabilizer MCAS will
command for a given change in angle-of-atlack as a fun ction of Mach for the 737-7/1 0.
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Functional Hazard Assessment
ltem

Hazard

A

Loss of Flaps Up
Flaps Decrease in stability with load factor
High Alpha Stabilize Up
and angle of attack
function (MCAS)
tl,ght

IV(Minor)
Nom1al flight envelope
Ill (Major)
Operational flight envelope

Uncommandcd High ALL

lll (Major)
Nom1al flight envelope

B

Phase Failure Condition

Alpha Stabilizer
function operation
(MCAS)to
maximum authority
C

0

Uncommanded
MCAS function
operation equivalent
to 3 second mistrim
(0.81 dee)

ALL

Uncommanded
MCAS function
operation to piJot
reaction

ALL

Effect Class

Stabilizer runaway due to
MCAS control law stabilizer
deflection limit. Pitch trim
fonctionality is retained

n(Hazardous)
Operational fl ight envelope

Stabili zer nmaway equivalent to
3 seconds of mi strim
(FAR25.255). Pitch trim

lll (Major)

functionality is retained.

Nom1al flight envelope
II (Hazardous)
Operational flight envelope

Stabilizer nmaway until pilot
recognition and reaction

II (Hazardous)
Operational flight envelope

The original hazard assessments were obtained by pilot assessment in the motion simulator.
Critical combinations of weight and CG were tested. The session summari es which provide the
results can be found in the job tile ■■■■■■■■• The hazard assessments were
revisited and detennined to have not changed in hazard classification based on the most recent
MCAS update. The uncommanded MCAS command to the maximum nose down authority at low
Mach numbers (3 degrees) was evaluated in the 737 MAX cab and rated as Minor. The high
Mach recovery is the critical factor in establishing the hazard rating for this item.
The loss in stabilizer function (item A) without annunciation is based on the handling qualities of
the aill)l ane with MCAS inactive. The reduction in stick force versus 'g' gradient and the
presence of a pitch up tendency not meeting the mild and readily controllable requirement were
found unacceptable. The hazard category was deemed Major in the operational envelope. Upon
further review, the pilots found that no special procedures were required in part due to the system
not operating in the nonnal envelope. For the low Mach stalls, the pilots rated loss of MCAS as
Major based on fli ght test results with the existing configuration.
Two scenarios were used to assess the stabilizer runaways (items B & C). One was a runaway at
MCAS activation during a wind up tum maneuver, the other a wings level recovery from a level
flight stabilizer runaway based on FAR25.255, "Out of Trim Characteristics". Mistrim amounts
were tested to the MCAS CLAW maxi mum stabilizer limit (0.65 deg.) and 3 seconds of mistrim as
per the FAR and input from the flight test community. The MCAS stabilizer deflection rates were
used.
for the stabi lizer runaways in the WUT maneuver (i.e. in the operational envelope} to the CLAW
limit, the runaways were found Major, and the 3 second runaways found Hazardous. The
Hazardous category was applied mainly due to the tendency to overspeed during the recovery
rollout for those cases where the WUT was performed near the maximum operating speeds.
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For the wings level mistrim recoveries, the runaway occurs at Vmo/Mmo and a recovery made at
Vdf/Mdf. The nmways with the stabilizer mistrimmed to the CLAW limit were found Major. For
the wings level 3 second mistrim stabilizer cases, some were found Major and some Hazardous.
The Hazardous assessment was reduced to Major for a recovery initiated at 3 seconds past
overspeed warning. The recovery at Vd/Md is appropriate to the intent of FAR25.255, but is a
more severe condition than would be expected during the failure mode. Reduction of thi s speed
would have reduced the workload and hazard category. This is to be verified in future cab

sessions
Stabilizer runaways to pilot reaction (item D) were perfonned. These failures were arrested by use
of the aisle stand cutout switch w hen the pilot recognized and reacted to the runaway.
Assessments were done during WUTs only i.e. within the operational fli ght envelope, but not
assessed by mistrim trim dive recoveries (nonnal operating envelope). With pilot trai ning to
recognize the runaway and use of teamwork, the failure was found Hazardous, which is the same
as the item C finding. A typical reaction time was obse1ved to be approximately 4 seconds. A slow
reaction time scenario(> 10 seconds) found the failure to be catastrophic due to the inability to
arrest the airplane overspeed.

Figure l. (AC 25-7C Figure 31-l)

+I.II

+25

LOAD FACTOR (G)
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F/0

First Officer

INTCCRS

Intercept Course

FPA

Flight Path Angle

ISFD

FPV

Fl ight Path Vector

Integrated Standby Flight
Display

FSEU

Flap Slat Electronic Unit

ISLN

Isolation

K

Knots

KGS

Kilograms

L

Lctl

System

LAM

Landing Attitud e
Modifier

K

G
GA

Go-Around

GEN

Generator

GP

Glide Path

L

OPS

Globol Position ing

GPWS

GTOtUld

Proximity
Warning System

LAT

Latitude

GIS

Glide Slope

LBS

Potu1ds

LDGALT

Landing Altitude

HDG

Heading

LE

Leading Edge

HDG REF

Heading Reference

LVLCHG

Level Change

HDG SEL

Heading Select

LIM

Limit

HPA

Hectopascals

LNAV

Latcrnl Navigation

HUD

Head-Up Display

LOM

Locator Outer Marker

HYD

Hydraulic

LONG

Longitude

Indicated Airspeed

MAG

Magnetic

Integrated Air Supply

MAN

Manual

MCAS

ManeuverCharacteristics
Augmentation System

H

I
!AS
IASC

M

Controller
!DENT

Identification

IN

Inches

MCP

Mode Control Panel

INDLTS

Indicator Lights

MDA

!LS

Instrument Landing
System

Minimum Descent
Altitnde

MDS

MAX Display System

!NBD

[nOOard

MFD

Multi-Ftu1ction Display

!NOP

lnoperntive

MEL

Minimum Equipment
List
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F[jght Instruments. Displays MAX Display SyslCIU - Di.spla)'S

737 Flight Crew Operations Manual

PFD Annunciations and Alerts
Angle of Attack (AOA) Disagree Alert

-

AOA Disagree Alert (amber)

Indicates the Capta in's (left) and First Officer's (right) angle of attack Yalues
disagree by mo re than 10 degrees for more than 10 continuous seconds.

Display System Annunciations

. . Dis1Jlay System Annunciations
When tl1ere is a problem with the DPC display system, one of the following
indications will appear in the lower left corner of the primary flig ht display:

DSPLY SOURCE I or 2 (amber) - DPC I has failed o r DPC 2 has failed .
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RA-19-00256

Manage, AIR-860

BASOOBranch
Depa_, of Transportat.on
Federel Avlabon Adrnn,stration

2200 S 216 Street
Des Moines. WA 98198-6547

Subject:

Submittal of MCAS Oovelopment end Certtficatlon Overview

Mod el.

737MA)(

FM Project No.:

NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

RA Project No.:
EASA Project No.:
EASA Level:

RnPon•e Requfft.ci:

None

E.xpodllod Flow:
Roforenco:

No
FAA/Booing meeting on December 17, 20 18, MCAS Development

Speclat Instructions

and Certification Overview
Please forward to

lnformalle>nal Only

This lottor Is to submit:

Upd;;,ted presentation material from lhe Reference meeting

This letter is being sent for:
Information only
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Please contact this office or the following individuals if you have further questions:
Certification Engineer:

Program Manager:
The Information being forwarded lo the FAA by or with this correspondence, which Is being
submitted voluntarily and in confidence to lhe FAA, is for reference only and is constdered
proprietary to The Boeing Company and/or its suppliers, is not customarily released to the
public, and has ongoing commercial value to Boeing
The data provided should be returned to Boeing immediately following use by the FAA,
Including any copies thereof which the FAA may be required to make in the course of its review
Boeing does not authorize the FAA to retain any portion of the materials being supplied
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Compliance Review Summary
737 MAX MCAS Control Law
• All certification deliverables (Cert Plans , ICA Documents, etc .. ) in support of
MCAS control law certification are compliant.
•

Review of all Boeing internal analysis in support of MAX development and
certification deliverables were completed per process and are compliant.

• Assessment of Compliance Identified Several Areas for Improvement
• Opportunities to Enhance Records of Decisions

• Confirmation via Flight Test that loss of MCAS rated as minor
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• Inconsistencies in Documentation
• Aerodynamics Stability & Control completed further evaluation of the
Functional Hazard Assessment for loss of MCAS control law function in a
corner condition of the normal flight envelope .
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Agenda
Development and Certification Timeline
• MCAS Control Law Design Overview
System Level Hazard and Safety Assessments
• Flight Controls Certification Deliverables
• Airplane Level Hazard , Safety, and Single & Multiple Fault Assessments
Instructions for Continued Airworthiness (ICA)
• Flight Crew Training and Documents
Maintenance Training and Documents
• MCAS Compliance Assessment Summary
AoA Disagree Flight Deck Indication
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• System Design Overview
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System Design Overview
Summary
Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS) Description :
MCAS is a pitch augmentation flight control law implemented on the 737 MAX that commands nose
down stabilizer to enhance pitch characteristics with flaps up during elevated angles of attack.
MCAS is activated without pilot input and only operates when the autopilot is disengaged
MCAS control law becomes active and applies automatic nose down stabilizer in increments based on
a table schedule as a function of AOA and Mach
The maximum command amount at any point in the table schedule is limited to 2.5 degrees
Stabilizer is commanded at a rate of 0.27 degrees per second (same rate as flaps down speed
trim)
Maximum magnitude of stabilizer command is lower at high Mach number and greater at low
Mach number (for the same AOA above the activation threshold)
After AOA falls below the hysteresis threshold (0 .5 degrees below the activation angle}, MCAS
commands nose up stabilizer to return the airplane to the trim state that existed before it entered the
MCAS activation region
MCAS stabilizer operation can be stopped and re versed by a pilot using the electric thumb switches
and commanding stabilizer trim in the nose up direction
If elevated AOA conditions persist and increase, MCAS commands additional incremental stabilizer in
accordance with the table schedule referenced above

BOEINGPROPRIETARY
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System Design Overview
MCAS vs. Speed Trim : Pilot Inputs and Effect on MCAS and Speed Trim
Effect of Column Cutout
Does not inhibit MCAS commands
• Inhibits Speed Trim commands

Effect of Electric Stabilizer Trim (i .e. thumb switch input)

Effect of Stabilizer Cutout switches
• Inhibit both MCAS and Speed Trim commands

Effect of Manual Trim (i.e. trim wheel)
• Overrides both MCAS and Speed Trim commands

Effect of Trim Override switches
• Overrides column cutout switches only
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• Overrides both MCAS and Speed Trim commands
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• System Level Hazard and Safety Assessments
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MCAS System Level FHA
Summary
•

Development of FHAs for MCAS control law was consistent with process and
assumptions used on all Boeing models.

• Loss of MCAS control law function assessed as Minor in the Normal Flight
Envelope and Major in the Operational Flight Envelope .

• Consistent with FAA regulations and Boeing process MCAS FHA events were
not evaluated in the SSA as they were assessed as Major.
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• All FHAs involving unintended MCAS activation were assessed as Major in the
Normal Flight Envelope and Hazardous in the Operational Flight Envelope.
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Fundamental Assumptions Utilized in Functional
Hazard Assessments
• Fundamental assumptions used in flight control FHAs across all Boeing models. Consistent
with 25.671 , 25.672 and AC 25-7C for compliance evaluation for 25.143.
• Uncommanded system inputs that are readily recognizable and can be counteracted
by overriding the failure by movement of the flight controls in the normal sense by the
flight crew do not require specific procedures.
Action to counter the failure shall not require exceptional piloting skill or strength
• The pilot will take immediate action to reduce or eliminate increase control forces by
re-trimming or changing configuration or flight conditions
• Trained flight crew memory procedures shall be followed to address and eliminate or
mitigate the failure
• FHA evaluation for MCAS and Stab Trim was consistent with the above fundamental
assumptions and resulted in the following.
• Unintended stabilizer trim inputs are readily recognized by movement of the stab trim
wheel , flight path change or increased column forces .
• Aircraft can be returned to steady level flight using available column (elevator) or
stabilizer trim .
• Continuous unintended nose down stabilizer trim inputs would be recognized as a Stab
Trim or Stab Runaway failure and procedure for Stab Runaway would be followed .
BOEINGPROPRIETARY
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System Level Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA)
MCAS Certification Approach

• Determination of functional hazard categories (e.g., Major, Hazardous, Catastrophic) was
by Boeing pilot assessment performed in the simulator and aligned with Advisory Circular
AC 25-7C.
• Single MCAS unintended activations were inserted via the Stabilizer Trim System in the
Simulator to asses impact to handle qualities and associated flight crew actions.

• Upon each design iteration of MCAS, the functional hazard categories were re-assessed .
The assessments were validated following each iteration.
• When assessing unintended MCAS activation , the function was allowed to perform to its
authority and beyond before pilot action was taken to recover
Failures were able to be countered by using elevator alone
Stabilizer trim available to offload column forces
Stabilizer cutouts were available but not required to counter failures.

• Based on this evaluation , unintended MCAS activation was assessed as Major in the
Normal flight envelope.
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•Accumulation or combination of failures leading to unintended MCAS activation were not
simulated nor their combined flight deck effects.
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System Level Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA)
MCAS FHAs
• Four failure conditions were evaluated per our FHA process in the Normal
flight envelope and in Operational flight envelope and then assessed the effect
for each failure condition in both of those envelopes.
• Conditions assessed:
Loss of MCAS function
• Unintended MCAS activation to the control law table limit (accounted for erroneous AoA)

• All four conditions determined to meet hazard assessment/ probability
requirements.
• Erroneous Angle of Attack (AoA) was accounted for within unintended MCAS
activation to control law table limit.
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System Level Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA)
Erroneous Inputs to MCAS Control Law
• Erroneous inputs to MCAS control law could result in loss of MCAS function or
unintended MCAS activation .
• Unintended MCAS activation due to erroneous input would still be subject to
the control law table limits encoded in the MCAS software (2.5 deg maximum
incremental stabilizer movement)

Major in normal flight envelope .
Failure can be countered by using elevator alone.
• Stabilizer trim available to offload column forces .
• Stabilizer cutouts available but not required to counter failure.
Hazardous in the operational flight envelope
The probability of being outside the normal flight envelope is 10·3 (ref AC 25-?C) Therefore, a
condition that meets the integrity requirements for a Major within the normal flight envelope also
meets the Hazardous integrity requirements for the operational flight envelope
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• Unintended MCAS activation has previously been shown to be:
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Flight Envelope Definitions
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MCAS Flight Controls Certification
Summary
• "737 NG/MAX Enhanced Digital Flight Control System, Autothrottle, and Yaw
Damper Safety Analysis" showed compliance for

• "737 Stabilizer Trim Control System Safety Analysis" showed compliance for

• Flight test conducted concurrent with Aero S&C flight testing to demonstrate
MCAS control law function and effects of loss of function during Control System
Malfunctions Testing .
• During MAX development FCC and MCAS Control Law identified as
Development Assurance compliant system following ARP 4754.
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MCAS Certification
CP 13474 "737-8Amended Type Certificate- Flight Controls-Autoflight (EDFCS/FCC)"
• Deliverable 8: D241A018-12, "737 NG/MAX Enhanced Digital Flight Control
System, Autothrottle, and Yaw Damper Safety Analysis" for
■
Existing catastrophic fault trees modified to account for the MCAS fa ilure
contributions to the top event

• Detected failures in MCAS are annunciated by the illumination of the existing
SPEED TRIM (caution ) light - repurposes existing speed trim structu re

Co pyri~ll:· 2019 Boeifti1. Alright& rewrve d
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• No warning requ ired as a failure of the function did not pose an unsafe
condition . In addition , counteraction of fa ilures of the function did not require
exceptional pi lot skill or strength and is accomplished by movement of the
flight controls in the normal sense
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MCAS Certification
CP 13471 ·737-BAmended Type Certificate- Flight Controls- Primary, Elevator and Stabilizer Control"

Deliverable 9: D251A018-6, "737 Stabilizer Trim Control System Safety Analysis"

~~ Recommend Approval

Existing catastrophic fault trees modified to account for the MCAS engage discrete
failures contributing to loss of the control column cutout function
Identification of the established functional hazards in normal and operational flight
envelope
n111<:1ioa:,l ll•uoU A,..,..,... ,.1 f,n.J.ng, r,. ih< 7H M.-\X sw,;1,,.. l nml"<dl<~ s~......, .-c
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Flight Test
CP 13471 ·737-B Amended Type Certificate- Flight Controls- Primary, Elevator and Stabilizer Control"

Deliverable 15: CFTP C1.39.AAC "737-8 Primary Flight Control System" -AR
Recommend Approval for 1" Rev

Test Report Deliverable 17 - AR Approval
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Test report points to conditions flown concurrently with C1 .21.AAL "737-8
Maneuvering Characteristics" (reference CP 13669)
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Flight Test
CP 13669 "737-8 Amended Type Certificate -Aerodynamics - Performance, Stability and Control"

• Deliverable 40: CFTP C1 .14.ADD "737-8 Stall Characteristics" -AR Recommend
Approval
Demonstrate compliant stall characteristics.
• Test Report Deliverable 42 - AR Approval
• Deliverable 34: CFTP C1 .21.AAL "737-8 Maneuvering Characteristics" -AR
Recommend Approval for 1st Rev
•

Demonstrate compliant maneuvering
1_;1Ic:1Ic:1<.;t<:::11:s111_;:s c:1IIu c:1:s:su1_;1c:1tt:d column force characteristics during wind up
turns.

• Test Report Deliverable 36 - AR Approval
• Deliverable 7: CFTP C1 .33.AAD "737-8 Control System Malfunctions" -AR
Recommend Approval for 1st Rev
Demonstration of loss of MCAS function
• Test Report Deliverable 9 -AR Approval
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Airplane Level Hazard, Safety, and Single & Multiple
Failure Assessments
Summary
• For the MAX development Single and Multiple Failure analysis was completed
and followed BPI-• Per BPI--. MCAS was not evaluated individually as a new/novel on the
MAX as f'ne'control law had been previously implemented on 767 GTTA.
• "Erroneous AOA, one source" was identified and not analyzed as part of S&MF
assessment per Engineering judgment.
• During case selection per Engineering judgment the worst case multiple failure
of "Erroneous L & R Air Data" and "Erroneous L or R Air Data" replaced
"Erroneous AOA, one source" failure scenario.
• S&MF analysis completed prior to the design change to MCAS control law
during flight test. Reevaluation of design change not required per BPI--.
• While the version of MCAS included in the S&MF analysis was not reflective of
the certified configuration ; current assessment is that the S&MF final report
would have included the same crew action that is already considered in the
S&MF analysis.
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Airplane Level Safety Assessments (ASA)
Single and Multiple Failure Accomplishment Summary - D91 0A01 o

• Completed by Systems Engineering with input from Safety and Functional Areas
• Developed per BPI--, "Conducting Single and Multiple Failure Analyses"
• Step 1 - Team identifies cases based on prior models, changes in
airplane/architecture. Cases accepted/rejected in this step. Rationale for
rejection reviewed .

• Step 3 - Teams determine if failure hazard classification is appropriate for
case.
• Step 4 - Resolve actions in Al database.
• Step 5 - E-CAB testing .
• Step 6 - Document results.
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• Step 2 -Analysis performed. Data includes failure effects and cascading
effects.
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Airplane Level Safety Assessments (ASA)
Single and Multiple Failure Accomplishment Summary - D91 0A01 o

• AVN-16: Loss of one AOA followed by
an erroneous AOA
• Deemed potentially catastrophic
before crew recognition of issue
•Catastrophic rating consistent with
Displays and Air Data system safety
assessments and AC 25-11A

4.19.2

Analysis

summary

Baseli ne Configuration: 737-7, -8,and-9MAX
Significant flightPhaseandConditions
Flightphneof failureoccurrence: All fl ight phases
• Environmen ta lcondit ions: IMC,Night, wetrunway
• Operationalconditions:IFR
• Significantflightphaseandconditionsforfollow-oneffects:No
Airplane-level Effects:
MMEL:No
DiversionbyProcedure:No
Diversionb:pectedbyPilot: Notcalledoutbyprocedure,bU'lflia:htcrewlikely
would d ivert

•

• Acceptability Rationale based on
crew training , appropriate flight crew
action and the probability of failure
being extremely remote .

Failure Case Probability

Acceptability Rationale
Resultsinamisleadingsinglesourceairdatasitualionfo rp rima rydisplays.
Potentiallycatastrophicbeforeflightcrew recogn itionofissue.Crewtraining
supportsreco!!nitionandappropriateflightcrewaction
• fa ilureeventprobabilityisbeyondextremelyimprobable
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Instructions for Continued Airworthiness (ICA)
ICA Documents

• Aircraft Maintenance Manual & Integrated Fault Isolation Manual did not require
inclusion of information specific to MCAS as they include all pertinent information
required to diagnose MCAS control law input failures in the material that addresses
Stab Trim control law input failures.
• MCAS not included in Systems Description Section of AMM.
• Wiring Diagram Manual properly captures the airplane wiring changes for the
Stabilizer Column Cutout due to incorporation of the MCAS control law.
• Relay implemented in Stabilizer Column Cutout system to incorporate MCAS is
monitored by the FCC and no periodic maintenance is required .
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Instructions for Continued Airworthiness (ICA)
ICA Documents
Airworthiness Limitations Certification Maintenance Requirements (ALCMR)
Enhanced Zonal Analysi s Procedure (EZAP)
Aircraft Mainte nance Manual (AMM) *
Config uration, Maintenance and Procedures (CMP)
Fault Isolation Manual (FIM) *

Non Destructive Testing (NDTG)
Structural Repair Manual (SRM)
Standard W ring Practices Manual (SIMPM)
Task Cards (TC) - data not in AMM

*

Weig ht and Balance Manual (WBM)
Wring Diagram Manual (WDM)

*

Denotes item reviewed fo r inclusion of MCAS

Copyri~ll:· 2019 Boeifti1. Alright&rewrved
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Damage Tolerance Rating (DTR)
Ma intenance Review Board (MRB)
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• Flight Crew Training and Documents
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Flight Crew Training & Manuals
Summary

• Pilot Qualification process for the MAX followed AC 120-538 and Issue
Paper 0-1 .
• Final approved FSB Report and Other Differences Requirements
(ODR) Tables for the MAX did not include MCAS control law.

• Boeing and FAAAEG specifically discussed inclusion of MCAS in ODR
table and system description in FCOM . FAA concurred with Boeing
recommendation that inclusion of MCAS in the ODR table and FCOM
was not necessary.
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• Flight Crew Operations Manual (FCOM) does not include a specific
systems description of MCAS control law.
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Training and FCOM
Pilot Qualification Plan Process

A Joint Boeing, FAA,
EASA and TCCA process

FAA, EASA & TCCA Approval {FSB & OEB)

• Gated process

Validation ("T" Tests)

• Per AC 120-53B & in
compliance with EASA
Operational Suitability Data
(OSD) requirements

Develop Training
NG to MAX Differences

MOR, & ODR Tables

Comparison Process

Pilot Qualification Plan (PQP)
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Maintenance Training and Documents
Summary
• As part of ATA Chapter system description the MCAS control law is referenced
including the control law schematic.
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Assessment Summary
• Opportunities to Enhance Records of Decisions
MCAS Control Law Removal from Differences Training Table (ODR) and FCOM
Boeing and FAAAEG discussed and agreed on removal of MCAS control law
during MAX development and certification .
• Supporting rationale discussed between Boeing and FAA and accepted by FAA, but
not formally documented in meeting minutes.
• Reviewed FCOM and released MAX FSB Report do not reference MCAS.
• No process violation or non-compliance

• Engineering & Pilot Assessment of Repeated Unintended MCAS Control Law Activation
Engineering and Test pilots discussed scenario of repeated unintended MCAS
activation during MAX development and deemed no worse than single unintended
MCAS activation.
• Discussion and supporting rationale documented in pilot meeting summary email
on June 22, 2016 and not documented in formal certification artifacts
• No process violation or non-compliance
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Assessment Summary
• Inconsistencies
MCAS Systems Descriptions in Maintenance Training Material and Not Included in ICA Documents
Maintenance Training material developed and released prior to ICA documents provide
description of pre-flight test MCAS control law.
No process violation or non-compliance
FCOM Acronyms Section Referencing MCAS

No process violation or non-compliance
EDFCS SSA Data Document D241A018-13
Data Document is a repository for SSA supporting data and is not a certification deliverable nor
referenced in SSA Compliance Documents D241A018-12 for the MAX or NG.
Supplemental non-certification data documentation updates not yet formally published to
include the MAX.
EDFCS SSA 0241A018-12 document used appropriate data in support of compliance for the
MAX.
No process violation or non-compliance
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Artifact left behind from earlier drafts of the FCOM prior to removal of MCAS from FCOM and
FAA acceptance.
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Assessment Summary
• Inconsistencies

D251A018-6, •737 Stabilizer Trim Control System Safety Analysis" Compliance Document
Description of functional failure in the Fault Hazard Assessment table referenced preliminary
MCAS control law authority limits and was not updated to reflect certified design.
Identification of the probability for the Hazardous condition of unintended MCAS activation
referenced the incorrect gate within the Fault Tree Analysis for Stabilizer Runway.
Compliant probabilistic assessment in Fault Tree Ana lysis maintained with revision.

O910A010, "Single and Multiple Failure Accomplishment Summary•
"Erroneous AOA, one source· was identified and not anatyzed as part of S&MF assessment.
Similar to previous derivative development programs like 74 7-8
Supporting rationale provided was, "Covered by Erroneous L&R A ir Data, Erroneous Lor R Air
Data covers single probe loss case·.
Rationale should have pointed to "Loss of one AOA followed by Erroneous AOA" which was a
part of the S&MF assessment during MAX development. Condition was not evaluated in the
simulator but deemed acceptable as failure was found to be extremely improbable
S&MF analysis completed prior to the design change to MCAS control law during fl ight test and
not reevaluated. Current reassessment is consistent with previous S&MF analysis which is
supported by c rew action in acceptability ra tionale.
No process violation or non-compliance
80EltJG PROPRETARY
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Compliance Review Summary
737 MAX MCAS Control Law
Review of all certification deliverables (Cert Plans, ICA Documents, etc
support of MCAS control law certification are compliant.

--l in

Assessment of Compliance Identified Several Areas for Improvement
• Opportunities to Enhance Records of Decisions
• Inconsistencies in Documentation

Aerodynamics Stability & Control completed further evaluation of the
Functional Hazard Assessment for loss of MCAS control law function in a
corner condition of the normal flight env elope.
• Confirmation via Flight Test that loss of MCAS rated as minor
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Review of all Boeing internal analysis in support of MAX development and
certification deliverables were completed per process and are compliant.
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• AoA Disagree Flight Deck Indication
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'AOA DISAGREE' and Optional Angle of Attack Flight
Deck Indication
Design Overview
Optional Angle of Attack Indication

Implemented in BP99 for 737 NG - first delivered
December 1999.
Requirements carried over for 737 MAX.

Annunciation was a customer request to assist
maintenance troubleshooting .
Displayed on PFDs when the left and right AOA
disagree 1O+ degrees for 10 continuous seconds
AOA DISAGREE alert does not require
any pilot action .
AOA data received from the ADIRUs via A429 .
If the data from the ADIRUs are unavailable or invalid ,
the annunciation will not be displayed .

There are other flight deck effects that
pilots should understand that may indicate
the presence of erroneous AOA data ,
including the ALT DISAGREE and IAS
DISAGREE alerts.

Requirements carried over for 737 MAX.
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737 MAX 'AOA DISAGREE' Flight Deck Indication
COSP 2018-2116
• MDS PR693 "AOA DISAGREE Annunciation" discovered in October 2017
• AOA DISAGREE is not displayed unless the optional AOA indicator is displayed .
• Determined to be requirements not implemented correctly by supplier in display system
software.
• Testing of previous black label software on versions did not discover this issue.
• PR Review Process concluded to resolve the PR with MDS BP2 which is part of MAX-10
ATC (EIS 3Q 2020) .
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737 MAX 'AOA DISAGREE' Flight Deck Indication
COSP 2018-2116 Summary Rationale
Determined to be Not a Safety Issue (Dec 6, 2018)
IAS DISAGREE and ALT DISAGREE may be displayed with an AOA DISAGREE. AOA DISAGREE is
supplementary information with no additional crew action .
All appropriate crew action is contained in the IAS DISAGREE and ALT DISAGREE QRH
procedures.
The IAS DISAGREE and ALT DISAGREE annunciations are displayed independent of theAOA
DISAGREE annunciation .

Task 34-10-00-810-801 SPEED DISAGREE Shows on PFD - (Captain s's) - Fault Isolation
Task 34-10-00-810-802 SPEED DISAGREE Shows on PFD - (First Officer's) - Fault Isolation
Task 34-20-00-810-801 ALT DISAGREE Shows on PFD - (Captains's) - Fault Isolation
Task 34-20-00-810-802 ALT DISAGREE Shows on PFD - (First Officer's) - Fault Isolation
Task 34-20-00-810-803 AOA DISAGREE Shows on PFD (Captains's) - Fault Isolation
Task 34-20-00-810-804 AOA DISAGREE Shows on PFD (First Officer's) - Fault Isolation
The first step in all tasks is to look in OMF Existing Faults, 34 Air Data Inertial Reference
System for related maintenance messages.
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AOA DISAGREE, IAS DISAGREE, and ALT DISAGREE are observed faults and have corresponding
IFIM Tasks.
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Presentation on Stall Characteristics—TBC-T&I 033941–033942, 033944–
033945, and 033947

•
BCA Airplane Programs
737MAX - Brief on Stall Characteristics and Configuration
Changes ~~'\:.~™'~-=~~~,:::,.::--~" ..::... "" •
Prese nter: Briefing date: July 2016
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Stall Characteristics and Configuration
Changes
~
• Flaps Up Stall Characteristics
• Initial Findings
• Configuration Changes
■

Characteristics Summary

■ Flaps

Down Stall Characteristics

• Characteristics Summary
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Flaps Up Stall Characteristics
~
• Configuration Changes

-

• EFS tuning & MCAS addition for low speed will be v alidated soon
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Flaps Up Stall Characteristics
~
• Characteristics Summary
• Configuration changes provide improved stall
characteristics which result in a certifiable configuration
• Will utilize the same stall identification as the NG - ~nose
down pitch that cannot be readily arrested"
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Flaps Down Stall Characteristics
~
• Characteristics Summary
• EFS trip point changes were found to be necessary

• W ill utilize the same stall identification as the NG - ~nose
down pitch that cannot be readily arrested"
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Transmittal Letter and Revision O of Certification Plan—TBC-T&I 371200–
371201, TBC-T&I 371202 (p.1), 321228 (p. 27), 371503 (p. 302)

<z1-aoEING

OC1 1 81016
RA-16-0382 1

737 Project Certification Manager
European Aviation Saf ety Agency
Ottoplatz, 1
D-50679 Cologne,
Germany
Dear

Subject:

Subm ittal of 737 MAX Deliverable 9, "737NG/MAX Enhanced
Digital Flight Contro l System, System Description" at Revision
0, for Certification Plan 13474

Model:
RA Project No.:
EASA Project No.:
EASA Level:
Response Due:
In Reply To:
References:

737-8
PS12-0038
0010018697
N/A
No
N/A
(a) Boeing Document D241 A018-11 , "737NG/MAX Enhanced
Digital Flight Control System, System Description","
Revision O , dated A ugust 25, 20m
(b) Certification Plan 13474, "737·8 Amended Type Certificate
- Flight Controls - Autoflight (EDFCS/ FCC) & Autothrottle,"
Revision L
(c) LOI CAI 07-01, Issue 11 , "Definition of Panel 7 Level of
Involvement in Compliance Demonstrat ion," dated
September 21, 2016
Please forward this letter and enclosure to Panel 07.

Special Instructions:
This letter is to submit:

(x) Compliance Data Deliverable 9 for Certification Plan 13474
Please find e nclosed with this letter the submittal of reference (a) document for
Deliverable 9 in the reference (b) certification plan for familiarization only. This letter is in
response to reference (c) letter and associated Level of Involvement (LOI) Certification
Action Item (CAI).
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This letter is being sent for:
(x) Familiarization Only for Panel 07.

Please contact this office or the following individuals if you have further questions:

The information being forwarded to the EASA by or with this correspondence is for the
exclusive purpose of support of applications for or amendments to Type Certificates, is
considered proprietary to The Boeing Company and/or its suppliers, and is provided on a
confidential basis.
Sincerely,

ra
Enclosure;
Boeing Document O241A018-11, "737NG/MAX Enhanced Digital Flight Control
System. System Description"." Revision 0

Name
Mr.
Mr.

l

nclosure
y
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CAGE Code 81205

737NG/MAX ENHANCED DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM, SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
DOCUMENT NUMBER:

RELEASE/REVISION:

RELEASE/REVISION DATE:

D241A018-11

0

August 25, 2016

CONTENT OWNER:. . . . .

Autoflight ( ~
All revisions to t his document must be approved by the content owner before release

WARNING: Export Controlled
111.is docume nt comai ns technical data whose cspon is restricted by the E.-:pon Adminis1ratio n Act of 1979, as
ame nded. Title 50, U.S.C.: App. 2401, ct seq. Applicable controlling Export Administration Regulations (EAR) arc
conlained in 15 CFR 730-774 . The controller of this data has individual responsibility to comply witl1all applicable
export l:iws Di\'crsion contrary to U.S. law is prohibited and violators of these export laws arc subject to severe

criminal penalties.
Controlled by ECCN:~ D ale:

October 2 2009

BOEING is a trademark of Boeing Management Company.
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THE BOEING COrv!PANY

2.

SYSTEM OVERVIBW

2.1

Histor ica l Overview
Rockwell Collins supplies the major EDFCS components. The EDFCS is
designed as a compatible replacement for the DFCS system (supplied by
Honeywell) and includes the functionality previously provided by the autothrottle
computer (supplied by Smiths Industri es). In addition, EDFCS provides expanded
capabi lities supporting CAT U:lb Lower Weather Minimum (LWM) autoland
Subject to the limitation that FCCs must be installed as matched pairs, the
Rockwell Collins EDFCS FCCs and MCP can directly replace the Honeywell
DFCS FCCs and MCP (see Table 2 .5.1 -1 ). In these situations, the Rockwell
Collins MCP/FCCs operate " transpa rent" to previous DFCS operation and do not
support the advanced operational modes supplied by the EDFCS . A major goal
for the EDFCS was preservation of autopilot and autothrottle operational
transparency with the DFCS and autothrottle computer. When operating in
simila rly confi gured airplanes under simi lar operati ng conditions, a user will be
presented with a common look a nd feel whether using the DFCS with a n
autothrottle computer or the EDFCS. T he EDFCS offers increased functionality
not present in the DFCS, however, so the DFCS FCC cannot be used on EDFCS
configured airplanes.

2.2

Operational Overview
The EDFCS provides integrated operation of the following major flight control
function s:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Altitude Alert
Autopilot (including Autoland)
Flight Director
Speed Trim
Mach Trim
Maneuvering C haracteristics Augmentation System (MCAS) - 737 MAX
FMC Interface & Mode Control
Autothrottle lnterface, NI Lim its, & Mode Control (for those airplanes
equipped with a separate external autothrottle computer).

OR
•

Integrated Autothrottle function (for those airplanes using the E DFCS internal
au1othrottle function with no separate autothrottle computer installed)

The integrated system control function provides control of the·

•
•
•

REVO

Command control di splay function with respect to the selected parameter
val ues to be displayed and the MCP pushbuttons to be lighted.
Altitude alert function with respect to altitude selection and alerting.
Autopilot function with respect to engagement and mode control.
Flight director function with respect to activation and mode control

D24 1A0 18-11
BOEING PROPRIETARY ECCN 7E994
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THE BOEING COMPANY

6.6.2

Maneuver C haracteristics Augmentation System (MCAS) (737MAX)

Flight Control Computer (FCC) Operational Program Software (OPS) update will
add the MCAS functi on. The MCAS fun ction drives the stabilizer during flaps up
high angle of attack maneuver in the Mach range of0.2 to 0.84 to provide a
desirable increase in stick force gradient and a reduced pitch up tendency. FCC
software revisions include the foll owing:
Prioritize and command stab trim motor for MCAS operations using the
existing Speed trim channel
FCC in command will output an MCAS engage discrete to set high stab
trim motor rate and inhibit the aft column cut-out function in the Column
Switching Module within the MCAS operating envelope.
MCAS w ill command a stabili zer at 0 .27 degrees per second (equivalent
to the flaps down autopi lot deflection rate)
The stabilizer deflection wi ll not exceed the Autopi lot flaps up airplane
nose down limit (stated for clarity only)
Revise BITE software to account for new l/0

REVO
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Presentation to EASA—TBC-T&I 371753, 371755, 371758, 371767, and 371768

({i_BDEINO

737-8 EASA Validation - Phase 1 Familiarization
Aero Performance & Handling Qualities Systems Description
November 2016
Noliconseismquirod l0<1hedisseminationofthecommorcial informationoontainodherein

1ororelgnpersonsother1han1hoserromorln1he1errorlstsuppoitlngcoun1rlesi::len1illedln
1he Un~ed States Export .t\dministralion Regulations (EAR) (15 CFR 730-774). 11 is the
~o~~~::, of the individual in control of 1his data 10 abide by U.S. export laws

Copyrighl @2016 Boeing. All rights reserved
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TBC-T&l371753

System Description -

Aero Performance and Stability & Control

737-8 Principal Aero Impacted Change Areas
Changes from 737-800 with Wing/els, 2011 PIP, Carbon Brakes and Sho,t Field Pelformance Enhancement

• Maneuver Load Alleviation (MLA) replaces speed brake load alleviation system
• Landing Attitude Modifier (LAM) for nose gear contact margin
• Landing Attitude Modifier (LAM) for glideslope capability
• Direct Lift Control (DLC) for elevator Jams
• Emergency Descent Spoilers (EDS) for rapid decompressions
• Maneuver Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS)
• Revised Rudder Pressure Limiter

Design Weights

Delta Weights

Max Taxi Weight

+7,000 lb

Max Takeoff Weight

+7,000 lb

Max Landing Weight

+6,500 lb

Max Zero Fuel Weight

+7,100 lb

Nose Landing Gear
• Gear lengthened 8"
• Longer doors

New CFM LEAP-18 Engine
•
•

New Propulsion Installation

Empennage Revisions
•
•
•
•
•

New longer tailcone loft
Revised elevator
Stabilizer strakelet
Revised stabilizer trim limits
Revised rudder stops

Wing Revisions
• New natural laminar flow advanced technology (NLF AT)
winglet with out board divergent trailing edge
• Revised VG pattern, stall strip, and vortilon pattern
• Removal of retractable la nding lights
• Krueger flap changed for nacelle and TR clearance

Copyrighl -02016 Boeing. All rights reserved
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New struts and fairings
New nacelle with laminar flow lip
Fan chevrons
New thrust reversers (TR) - increased
thrust and revised efflux pattern
• Revised chine size and position
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Aero Overview
Flight Control Systems Pertinent to Aerodynamics
New Systems for the 737 MAX:
• Fly-by-wire spoilers (Spoiler Control Electronics - SCE)
• Maneuver Load Alleviation (MLA)
• Landing Attitude Modifier (LAM)
• Direct Lift Control (DLC)
• Emergency Descent Spoilers (EDS)
• Maneuver Characteristics Augmentation Systems (MCAS)

Copyrighl @ 2016 Boeing. All rights reserved
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MCAS Overview
Maneuver Characteristics Augmentation System
• New system on the 737 MAX
• Drives stabilizer input in the Airplane Nose Down direction to enhance stability
at high angles-of-attack
• Improves stick force gradients for both high speed and low speed conditions
• Based on angle-of-attack as a function of Mach number
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• Maximum authority at high speed is 0.65 degrees stabilizer; maximum
authority at low speed is 2.5 degrees stabilizer
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MCAS Details
Maneuver Characteristics Augmentation System
• Operational outside of normal operating envelope (high angles-of-attack)
• Only operational for flaps up
• Commands are removed after angle-of-attack is reduced below the activation
angle

MCAS Nose-Down Stabilizer Command

i

AOA

Increasing AOA ~

Copyrighl @ 2016 Boeing. All rights reserved
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SUMMARY

Testing \\ras conducted on a Boeing Model 737-8 equipped with CFM LEAP-I B engines to
demonstrate compliance with applicable regulations concerning stall t-haractcristics.

All conditions were completed successfully as proposed in
lhe Certificarion Flight T est P lan (CFTP}. Rcft'.::rtncc (a). and as authorized by the Type lns~ction
Au1horization for the Reference (b) Project Number. The lest data show compliance with the
applic.able c~r1ificatio11 n::gulaLions, Refen:nccs (d), (c), and (f). Thi!. report satisfies the requirt.'lnent

of Refere11ce (c) Certification Plan deliverable.
INTRODUCTION

The following regulations were identified as applicable to this testing. per Reference (a). All
rcguhHion~ are to Amendment 25- 137 plus 25- 141 of Code of Federal Regulations, Title 14 ( 14 CFR)
Part 25 unless otherwise specified.
14 CFR 25.20 1[25-108 ) - Stall Demons t ration

(a) Stalls must be shown in straight night and in 30-dc:grix banked turns with( t ) Po,ve1· off, and
(2) The po\1rer necessary to mainrnin level night at 1.5 VsR, where Vsst corresponds to the
reference slalI at maximum landing weight with tlaps in the approach position and the
landing gear retracted.
(b) It must be possible to meet the applicable requirements of Section 25.203 with( !) naps. landing gear, and decelera1ion de\ices in any lik.cly combination of p0sitions
approved for operation:
(2) Rcpresent.ali,•e wcigl,ts within the range for \vhii.:h c.c:1tification is requested;
(3) The most adverse center of gravity for n:c1.wi:ry: and
(c) The following proceJu1es musl be used lO sllO\\ complia.1,ce wi1.h Sc:ction 25.203:
(I) Starting at a speed sufficiently abo\·e the stalling speed to ensure that a steady rate of
speed reductio n can be esta ~ , a1>ply 1he longi1udinal contr0I so lha1 the speed
reduction does not exceed one ' no\\ per second umil 1he airplane it stalled.
(2) In addition. for turning s light Sta s. apply the longitudinal control to achieve .:iiupced
deceleration rntcs up to 3 knots per second.
(3) As soon as the airplane is stalled, recover by normal recovery techn iques.
(d) The airplane is considered sto.lled "hen the behavior of 1hc airplane gives the pilot a clear and
d is tincth·c indicat ion of an acceptable nature that the airplane is stalled. Accc:ptable
indications of a stall. occurring either individually or in combination, are(1) A nose-do\i.in pitch that cannot be readily arrested:
(2) BulTeting. of a magnitude and sc,,crity that is a strong and eflCctivc deterrent to further
speed reduc1ion; or
(3) The pitch control reaches the 3ft stop 3nd no further increase in pitch attitude occurs ~-.he n
the control is held full aft for a short lime before rccm·cry is initiated.
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INTRODUCTION (CONT'D)

14 CFR 25.203[25-84J - S tall Cha racteristics

(a) It must be possible to produce and to correct roll and yaw by unreversed use of the a ileron and
rudder controls, up to the time the airplane is stalled. No abnormal nose-up p itching may
occur. The longitudinal contro l force must be positive up to and throughout the stall. In
addition, it must be possible to promptly prevent stalling and to recover from a sta ll by normal
use of the controls.
( b) For level wing stalls, the roll occurring between the sta ll and the completion of the recovery
may not exceed approximately 20 degrees.
(c) For turning night stalls, the action of the airplane after the stall may not be so violent or
extreme as to make it difficult, w ith normal p iloting skill, to effect a prompt recovery and to
rega in control of the airplane. The maximum bank angle that occurs during the recovery may
not exceed:
(I) Approx imate ly 60 degrees in the original directio n of the turn, o r 30 degrees in the
opposite direction, for deceleration rates up to I knot
ond; and
(2) Approximately 90 degrees in the original directi 1 of th turn, or 60 degrees in the
opposite direction, for deceleration rates in excess o
knot er second.

14 CFR 25.207(c) [25-108J - Sta ll Warn;ng
(e) T he stall warn ing margin m ust be sufficient to allow the pilot to prevent stalling when
recovery is ini1ia1ed 1101 less than one second after the onset o f stall warning in slow-down
turns with at least l.Sg load factor normal to the night path and airspeed deceleration of at
least 2 knots per second, with the flaps and landing gear in any normal position, with the
airplane trimmed for straight fl ight at a speed of I .3VsR. and with the power or thrust
necessary to maintain level flight at 1.3 VsR

Sec-
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INTROOUCTION (CONT'D)

The test participants included:
Test No.

Date

013-05

08-22-16

Pilol(s)

Engineer(s)

-

Boe;ng-TD)
(FAA - Flt.Test)

'-..-

(Boe;ng - FTEA)
(Boe;ng- FTEA)
(Boeing - Engr.)

-

(Boeing

013-06

08-23-16

(FAA
-

-

(Boeing - Engr.)

-

(Boeing - Engr.)

08-26- I6

-

(Boe;ng - TD)
(FAA - Flt. Test)
(Boeing- FTEA)

-

08-29-1 6

-

(Boe;ng - T D)
( Boeing - FTEA)

-

-

(FAA)
(Boc;ng)

(Boeing - Engr.)

(Boc;ng - TD)
(FAA - Flt.Test)
( Boe;ng - FTEA)
(Boe;ng - FTEA)

"" -

(Boe;ng - Engr.)
(Boeing - Engr.)

-

013-26'

-

(Boe;ng - FTEA)
(Boeing- Engr.)

-

08-3 1-16

(FAA)
(Boe;ng)

(Boeing - Engr.)
(Boeing - Engr.)

-

01 3-14

-

(Boeing- FTEA)

-

013-1 2

Flt. Test)

(Boe;ng - FTEA)
(Boe;ng - FTEA)

-

0 I3-09

Engr.)

(Boeing- TD)

-

09- 16- 16

(Boc;ng - TD)
(Boeing, A R)
(Boe;ng- FTEA)

-

-

(Boe;ng, AR)
(Boe;ng)

(Boe;ng- Eng<.)
( Boe;ng- Engr.)
(Boeing Engr.)
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013-34'

09-24-16

-

(Boeing-TD)
(Boeing, AR)

-

(Boeing. AR)
-

(Boeing)

(Boeing - FTEA)
(Boeing-Engr.)
(Boeing - Engr.)

-

• 8 I 00-9 forms for these tests are included in this report

■
■
■

■

■
■
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION

The airplane was equipped with an Airborne Data Analysis and Monitor Syste m (A DAMS) and a
Data Acquisition and Recording (DAR) system for in-night monitoring and post-Oight data
processing. Manual notes recorded d uring testing are contained in Reference (g).

Recorded data was reduced using the fo llowing Flight Test Computing System (FTCS) programs:
Basic Airplane (BA), Sideslip Angle Calibration (BETA), and Fi lter (FLTR). Time history plots
presented in this report were produced from digital data sampled at
(sps).
Table I presents a list of parameters that have been plotted at in Figure I through Figure 68.
Table 2 contains the list of parameters shown in the configuration tables of Figure I through Figure
68. These scalar values are taken at the beginning of the plotted conditions.

11111!1111111111111111

-
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f)._aoEIND
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A ll conditions were perfonned successfu lly and demonstrated that stall characteristics of the 737-8
are compliant with applicable regulat ions. Handling characteristics were satisfactory and column
forces exhibited a positive gradient from the trim speed through stall identification. Sufficient roll
control was a lso demonstrated for all stalls, including wings level and turning maneuvers. Pilots used
normal piloting techniques to recover from all conditions.

----

___

-------

--

----

----

-

-

I
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, (CONT'D)
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Email chain and memo on promise of No Simulator training—FAA-DeFazio
32883–32890

CONTROLLED/ /S P-PROPDi

FW: 737MAX training question
From:
To:
Cc:

Date:

-

Attachments:

FAAr. .
gov>
FAA)"
aa.gov>
FAA)"
oa.gov>,
a.g
Mon, 11 May 2015 18:34:21 -0400
B737MAX Briefing Memo signed 05102015.pdf (137.41 kB)

s the email that ultimately went out. ~
e some changes to the briefing paper. You wm
probably want this copy f()( your records. iwur'also get you the Wocd version.

Group

We value your feed~ and seek to impnwe the services we pl'O'Vide Please take a few moments to vislt

rAA-D£fAZI0-000032883
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CO~TROLL£D/ /SP-PROPIN

the website
Seled Sea

did.
from the pull-doVtlll menu before Wl"iing your comments.

Thank you.

-

FAA);

FAA)

0~

~~
!~t
~A
..P.'

This e mail piesents the short answer in th e body and a briet'ine memo (attached)
the
details. The B737MAX presents some veiy contentious issues between Boein ~da
that will
likelyhe,lt uo as we 1pproach rollo vt and evaluation of the a lrcn:1ft. The Se~Jl · will , emaln
y)
trve to the process In every step along the way to mtlk.e svre the flna,I trainiQ"S
determinations are correct. The fina l AEG evalua tion will not occur unuv,,i1~6.

Boeing is advertising a nd commv nicating to their customers what t~~\teS/e.. on issues that have
not yet been evaluated. The 737MAX is no t a simple derivative of1~i evious mode ls. It is a very
complex modifica tion incorporating many new and novel fea tu~rtd he new a ircraft must
incorporate many new certification rules into the design. Boei~""'olng everything they can to be
exemot from the n ew certification rules 1nd keeo the aircrait tlie\ame tvPe rating with minima!
training differences. They are advertising {Ind directly t lftotl e ir c:ustomtts tha t it wUI require no
more than 8 level differences (Computer B.ased T111ini
in between the aircraft (B737NG a nd
B737MAX>. As you know, we don't control what 8 ·rn '9J"lmunlcates.
However, the Boeing customers intimately famil~1·,(th~ OAX development recognize there
is a gap between what they are being told l > ~ ~ ) ~ n
know about the major
d ifferences the aircraft will present. One pfl:~~l:once s s, · hey need a simulator to train the
d ifferences, they need to know with ~n~ g!)ad tim 4 u 2 years} to have the simulator o n line
a nd ready to tra in their crews.
~
/,,

:Kh,t

The evaluation of training reqvlr~~s fo r ~ i ~lrcraft can't happen untll after the al,craft is
built and flight test comple te ~ ~ s t ~
~ aircraft Is currently under const,uctlon with a
oompletion date around No.ve b er/Oooe be o 2015, Flieht testing will then s.o on for about 9
months before it Will b~dv r the A EG
valuate. The seattle AEG will e valuate the handling
ciualily differences bet
· the NG and th(! MAX and u ltima1ely determine the d ifferMce training
required to transitio~~
the NG lo the MAX. This Flight Standardization Board {FSB) activity will
be conducted in Jtor,ance with our FS8 guidance, AC 120 S38.
Boe Ins and~~a~e AEG are In continu~I communication and negotiations ror FS8 evaluatlon
criterl~
T .
aluatlon Is schedule d to commence In September 2016. We have reason to
be leve a
e ng's assessment o f 8 Level trafnlng diffe rences (Computer Based Training) be tween
th~
G will be insufficient. This has been communicated to Boeing over the past two years
thr
a ries of formal letters and Issue Papers. A fina l determination will not be completed
~ri'.
9vember 2016.

~

rJ,
~

ttached briefing memo o utlines the evaluation process and the major concerns with the S
:1~MAX. I 4nticipate these issues to be an o ngoing co nversation as things continue to heat up, I
will be prepared to articula te the deu1ils as needed.

-

Group
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u~lllf

We value your l'a:!dback and seek to inprove the services we provide. Please take a few moments to visit
the web!:tte shown below to let
)''e did.
Select seattte Washln,\Lton AEG 11 rom the pull-OOYOl mer,., befOII! Wl'1li,g ~ r comments.

to sPJlJ

Thank )'<)u. ~lid< lhiS Ii

~

_ _

~{)

~~~

ill-0; 8,
2015, at 17:15,-

FAA)

faa,g°;:fl.o

te b rief to nuIn many of the bljllJ<.s~ open by these questions. It's
seems to understand. You will~..,.ltely have it bv Monday.

I'm working o n a.
not as simple as

-

{vC:J

~Ut"Cl'~ffl'i'ml ll::P1II.

...

"
~·
Vo
: : : ,~{~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~---~-vist the websie shown below to
o, ,
ditl.
Seled seattte Washington A~
rr9m e pull·down menv before IMiting your
comments. Thank you.

· 1

Su

qu~lon

can

YfJ!.¥s~

Info on the training question befow. By Monday f possible. Thatlks

l~ '°l l

my iPad
C ,tf\.fo,warded message:

««!
-

we adcled tllis to the 1 oo I fist but didn\ talk about It yesterday. can you update me

on it on Monday, please?

F'M-DEFi\ZI 0-0000 3::ass
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-.
I iii +~la.lns~an~
= l~
nq' ,v·
™I

~· .

, 20 5 12:22 P,M

~
~O
"''

■■■■■l

~

~
""

sony, I missed this message last week. And I don't know t he ans

wil

Cc:

FAA);

Sobject:

:731MAXtra n ng qu

please put t his on

····-0 oould you :

FAA);

FAA)

on

the AFS l -on-1 list.

: ~ne Jooklng Into this, please?

~~-~ Af~ir ri I

can one or you answer the follow1ng quest~
question?

'""J

liaS t he FAA establ~hed a posmon ror ( J ~g
to transition to the 737MI\X?

0

~

00

~ me ;t;i)•ght d'.-ecoon to pooe the

~~ fO< 737NG qualaied i,lots that wish
(~~ e

\Ve have heard that South~~ )• 7~ -~ " II Right Sm + only dlfferenoe training on •
simple 731MAX Desk'Top trainf aevroe m ~ffident v s. Training on• 737Max Ful A.
I have not been able

in a July 2014 Botin
run flight slmulators•i

deliri~n the FAA web she but I did find the following

raica~
training d

ing their seloction of TRU (Textron) to supply
for the 737 M.

"O.Jrtent Next~
737 rustomers who w111booin Ot)er3ting the MAX C2l'I continue training
new pil o
Otl'~ bl I◄ Ne,ct-Genaation 737 ful-fllgnt simulators within the Boeing Flight

Setvb!s ~ i

aln:~~t~

Qelwotk followed by a short differences trninin9 course for the 731 MAX. Pik,ts
on the Next--GeneratiOn 737 will not require a simulatof cowse to transi:ion to

the/ i _ ~

Bodng has to have some lcvd of agroonent from the FAA to make the statement in
I~I.Jroaglne
ct:ond sentence.
nks In advance for your assistance.

FAA-DEFA2I0- 000032896
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Federal Aviation
Administration

Memorandum
M11y 10, 2015

Datu:

To:

Fl'O.m:

Juation Giuup (SEA·

Prep(lred by:-

S EA AEG,

Subject:.
The Boeing 737 Flight Standards Boa.rd
B
s,tpplemeotal type oertif1c::ited 11ircni.ft 8
pilot trainiug between relaced 737 a..i m . 1
lypc,tbcB~737MA}Cail1>1All¢. )id
~ tld
riting tis the other fw ity of73.7 ah,
-. Bo
minimal u-.iniJ>g ass0<iaf.ed_;.)i. th• ew J>
in whic~ we deten:oi.6e t~ t i n g and
FSB pi'Oce5$ oud CC>udu(~lfn~acocr.rdauee wit

_Oi\lllP (SEA AE?j-

~

fot]~

spoosi4~ vuluating t\Cw, ,u:uendt d and

~liug delemi.inn1iou a, wclJ as
is ~ o omg is preseuting an amended aircmft
·. is up laM,tobold thc,same.pi1ot type
1 " ~ stated that it's their inrcntioo to have
• • it relates to other 737 airerall. The pro.es,
ain.ing diffet'ell~ is nccompJifi1ted 0n'OU8h 1hc
AC 120-538 with tllc Seattle Aircraft Ew luatiou
Ol$

.

.

.

.

Tho Boeing~~)( tiircmft is a derivative ni.iplaoe from the &wily of73 7 tiircrafl. There or~
three distil
au:tlliea opcfatcd in the NAS. the 737-100 /-200, the -3.00/-400/-500 and dle. 600/~7 - (BR). Tiie lasl g,·oup is the C'wTenl producliou known as the Ntxt-Gcncmtion
(NO
ws 737 MAX ai!J)laJ~Will be the4m g.euetnliouof'737 airplanes nud will have (he
de
1io B-737-7/-8/-9.
·
.

n

"'

.Qig

nlll<l.c application•wiih the FAA for the runeoded ty~ ~-tificate in May 2012, The
pplkntion include~ the tJ1rte oew 737 model aircmft. B<>eiug and 1he FAA have been w-odcing
on certifying I.be aircraft since the iuilial cei·lification application. The Boeing Aviation Safety
Oversight Office (BASOO) is res1>0nsible fo1· the ove1sigbt of lhe c.ct1ificatiou process and !hoes ·
with AVS-Ant 1'bc SEA AEG ii; rcspoo.,ibJe.fo r evaluating the aircraft for pilot type rating and
training level differences, while the$e are two sep.1rote J)JOCCSBe:$, the BASOO and the SEA AEO
buvc bc:cn working congruently with Boeing to &trearuline·tho process. This collllborntioo tws
pt'Ovtu to be vet'y impol1M.t tmd efl"icctivc. For the p1,st 3 yt.•~u'S, Boeing has co11ti1111ally argued

FAt,-Cl:1AU 0 - 0 0 0032987
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. witll the J)ASOO that they ca~mot meet tlie latest amendmeuts of :.aircn~ft certific;:ition. regulations
doe to t1te impact on flight crew training. The SBA AP,G },."$~ Chair and a subsequent f eflm of
iuspce1ors hnve been 1,re8011I frt all ccrtific.alion mee~ngs in order to iufonn Boeiug certificntion
teams that these training level de.teuniWltiorus ll1'e not detei:mjued by AVS-AIR aud will be
evaluated in 11ooordnnoe with AC 120-53B dwin,g the FSB J)rocess,
~~

o

.

~

BOC:ing has boon co11ducting bi-~veck.iy mce.tiuga v.ith Ifie AEQ to estahli!lh a means o ... '
compliance wilh bow to apply AC 120-SlB to the amended type certificate. Bociu
tmt COJltp\lter l>Med training is sufficient to train pilots cun'tudy qualified on th
e
MAX cliffeiences. Because Boei.Jlg i.s seeking lbo "same., 737 type ratin~>
~
a
e tb:tit it is
coulp:uisou beiweeu the No·and the MAX roust be establi-shed io ordel' t
indeed lbe "same" l)1>e rnl-ing. Boeing i-s cboogjug to only ev11Juafc t
A
inst (he 'NG
aircrafl:. The training lc..-el dctrumin11.tiou between thal pair ofaU:cr
·· all au air carrior to
•ily ootb aircraft with the .same pilot group usiilg u reduo..'>d lraiuing
footprinl llcM!ing is
not oo~iing the oJder ftnuily of 737 ai.rcn.ft aga,iru.t the M~""l
Ore a,o nir carrier cannot.
have reduced tmining between those famili1!$ of737 ail:~\.Ifli\ ir carrier operates the 737~
ZOO lht·<nag;h 500 a.s prut of their fleet, they would be fore
1,Plil lhcir pilot group in two ·
separate the tleet.s of737 aircraft.. CurrentJy, thcrenr~~ :ffe llirc11.1riers in ilic U.S. operating .
both the oldet models and !he NG ni,x,mll lhat wil~?~dding the MAX to their fie<<:
AlBSk.a Airliues, aud Southwest Airlines. Tilese..pR • t rs w
LI ~
be :)ble to h.we a pilot opc1ate
auyof th-coldcr non•NO nnd (he MAX o i r a ~ d ft
• : J:klein3 .l8 awtiwofthia
sho_rt coming.
. .
~ - ,'\ ~
.
As tbe proj ect bas evolved. Bocins hal
ori~~vend :subi:.1:alllial sy:,ltmt clwlges
clue to new cerlificalion rcquirc~u
· b. will i •
1,ilot trnining rtc[Ltirc-mcnt$,
Boeing mniulaiua ilia! the difii
amin
Jll
to fly botli the NG and the MAX t!I not
lliltcted by l11esechauges. lr~Bo · g ~
· H• s
ot to-ha.vc a lask traiucror simulator lo (rain
pilots between the NG 311<1'1
AX;
S •
disagrees with tbfa aSSC$!1lllOO.t. The SEA
· AEG hi!S identified sn!,:~ erecces (b.lt ay require a pilot to be tniined iu a simulator or
hands ou lask 1i-ain~_loilowiug sys.fem.11 could affect flight haocUing clmact'l'lisl:ies of the
aircmft aud sys"''Tc1cuces requiring addHional pilot b-ainit~s::

tiI;;BSo

· e (FB\V) Spoilen:- aecond:uy tlight control ~tern that wm augm,ent the
igbt oonfrol systems, The ndditio.u of fBW spoilexs could potentially atl'ett (be
g cb.,racte,,-iuics of U1e airc1:11Jl Essentially, bow the ttitcraft JecJs to 1hc pilot Tu
/ ) cUti01t to handlinS chamctetistic cb.an&es:, the fly-,by-wil'e ~'()Oilers will provide Syslet\1
suppoat f<»•(fthet eerti.ftoatlou 1«(0U'emtnts, i.e. emergency desieetll pl'Ofile roquiremeuls,
jammed elevalor ruitlgatiol!t lbrough tJ1e direct lift control ,ystem, l11.nding attitude
.
~
modifier, and the maneuver loud alleviation system.
•"' -- • Direct Lift Coul1'0l - new system introduced to help tbe pilot flare the aircraft iu case of a
jalllUled clevatol.'. 'fhi$ syrtcm utilizes lbe Ily•by•wire !Jp,oilto aud must be w£tuunlly
~
aclivatod by th¢ pilot. TI10 system wil.l cbnnge tlte flight bandlingeh.aracterist:ics oftbe
aircraft during a jammed etc.valor control evcut. 1t l8 tllo opiuio11 of(hc ABG that this
system will need to have a ful l flight simulator to ti11in the.pilots. Boeing was re<Juired by
aircraft certification to add this sy~1eln in otder 10 rue.et today's celiific:atiou regultltiou:s.
•

Pl

~
0

FAA• Oi!:lAZ I 0-,.0 00 0.328 8 8
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•

Landing Attitude Modilie,•(LAM) - Tue nose IWlding gear on !he MAX will be extoudcd
8 iuches for gnnmd eleara:ucc due to largor enginc.s ou the MAX. Hocause the landi"S
goor is long.or, fho 1AM a·in place to protect the nose gear d\ttjng Janrli.ng tmd is only
-~
,ictivc <200'. Tiliasystcm is designed to be invisible to u,e pilot however, due to the
extended uose wheel landa.18 gear, it is Mticiplited thtt lhe pilot s.ight pict~ for taxi,
takeoff and landing wilJ be different. Only a foll fHgh1 rimulator can be used for ~;)i
and landing credit.
~ '
• Roll Couumu1d Altrling System (RCAS) :_ Thi~ system incorporate.s st\1e~1t
l ~terns
to the pilot:
J. EolJR11ccd Bonk Augle \Vaming (EBAW) - provides
1 ond
aUl'al alec1 t:eUing tbe pilot which way to roll wllen fue i lati i$ brulkcd .
gr<.-aler tbaa 45 degr0t.'S or when tl1c aircraft ia src1t~
25 dcgrt.oes nose
up o.- JO dcgl'e csuosc dowu. Tb.is is b.ighly· iu ~...~rstcm that may
require sim.ulatoc traini.08,
2. Autopilot Roll Satm>tionAlert, (ARSA).
~y CFR Pon2S
regulations. J1i.is tool ale1b the pilot wh\ q.1q au1opilof i:t 75% S3h.uated
iµid wbeu tJte t1utopiJoL i.s l Q00/4 sat! ti
ed ruhl wheu the nfrcruft is
depnrliug its inleuded flight pa.ti
mlcrts arc uo-1 intuitive lo the
flight crew aod additional Q
utes may be necessary.
Max Display Syatcm - 3 11cv.· large flat
· ·J )" • will replace fhc 6 display uoits
currently iu tl1e NG. Due to the size, the'lt,!.1: · &ear :indle will chruise, current alerts
w'alerts are a~, the flap
will be dispfoeed to the Jorge flat paJ.\2.-~ay an
position indicator will now b
-di ~
· !l.,.~-0v t a
ereut looitiou, (he ~ook will
now be di.gila! rcquirins diffe:re
intcrttcfl_h]J ' ,e to some of the cbangeli, muscle.
wemot)' piloC intctaelion wi. be
ce~ e ' f, ngcs mny requil-c a b·nini11g device
fo, "·niniug.
~ ~
·
En\'lroruuental Cootr I S ~ (B
pne.110:utlic system ou the MAX l$ cbaugiog
lo an elec.tronic sy~~i.~T.be 737, la$
10..,ny pilot error j55oes associated with the ECS
(ptcssurizatioutff~ !lys(eu\)
o a lack of crew a]c1ti.ug. The MAX will add crew
alerts foc t i ~
o mi1igate the risk ofpcess.uri1,a tion issues, These cb..inges wiJJ
affect p~~tyiq

p~

i .

\,.l. ·

ln.additio~c/t;~w systems going on the MAX, Boeing is certifying some of the srune-new
aircraft s
om the MAX 00 (he NG. Boeing would like co do this. with hopes that it will
i<
c ~ u of b-aini11,g bel\veen the NO and the MAX. Howe,·er, cbe new systems on the
NG
offered·as optionnl equipment. TI1is propo11ed NG modified a,ircra.ft is the b1ue
n Cljj,dl B uing is m,iog us lhc oeni:fication basis 1.frrcraft. This prcscots nu additional crew trni.uing
(:;J~y hnving a hybrid NG that does not represent the.mnjority of the cXil1ting world fleet.
·
~

~,
~

to,ieAIJy, durina a uew ai.rc1·oft certiti~ liou, Che mmlufacl\ite1· will pl'op<>lSe tlle.uuuiunun
-J;el ofpilot b1;ining ueeded for the new tiirc.ra.ft. lt is common practice for Ute manufacturer to
request minimal piJo( training due to the cost impact for thcirc.u!1tomen. AC 120-53 B Lays ont a
S)'Stemalic way of conducting evalu1ttic:ms lo dehmn.ine uot ouly pilof IYJ.>e rati11.g but also the
level oftrtiuiog: required to fly both c-h-e uew ai1craft uud the family of aircn,tl it is related.
The e\'tllua1ioo of the· MAX will be broken into three different 0c1tvities. First it is required to
evaluate ,he fligJlt lulndlin,!I! quolitics of th< oircmft. (T2 te;1) This highlight• if tbe,c are auy

rn..l\• DS!'AZ [0• 000032 8 89
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o~

ni,sbt

cl:w~terislic differeocf!fJ 11S$.ooiMed between d>e origintil tt.i1-ctaft~!ready certified, it\ this
cose the NO, aud I.be new aircraft candidate, the MAX. lfO,.e new MAX fe~ds different to the
pilots wheu flying, that would autooutticully r~qnire a full flight simulator to train the MAX '-.,
ptlots. 111,, to,t ,, OOJlducled by pt1Ui11g 6 !'AA cei1iJied 737 NG pilots iu a full llight sul)ljf•ill\
aod con.ducting a cbeekride fo,· each pilot. Tb.is alklwt ,be FSB Chaitman ond
· 0:"as~
each pilot iodividtt.'llly iod their perfonnaoce in the NO. Each pilot is 1be0 pu4in
MAX aircraft lo perfo1m the ~ eheckrido wilbout auy b, iuing in that ttircmft. T
ot is
C\;AIUiltOO iudivi-dually 01~peifont'.Ulucc diffCt'Coces.. The pilots :ire then ·a s1cc~ t a stnvey
to identify the pilOI per.specti\•e diffe1e11ces of the MAX and the NO. TI1u n:
au compiled
aod a detenninatiou ia 11111de. wit.ether or oot the MAX bas similal' euot13lAij · lUJ.8
cbaractcristics as to oot require additional sinud.ator training.
~ ; \..,J

~

The next e-vah1ati?11 is conducted ~ lh 6 diffo·enr F~A currettt~ d ~
~ cd:73! NO pi~ots. (T3
tes:t) Iu v~e tS lo assess whether or uot the Bocwg MAX
· Wllk'llal n suffi~ ent for
tbe pilot candidntes to Oy the MAX a.ircr::tft. 1be 6 pilot c,n.tildnt go through a refresher course
on the NO to cvahu,.t c rhcir performance. Tlien the 6 }?jtpbJ'l9brougb Boeing's developed
111.iuing course on Lbe MAX. Once COluple(·e witiefi,iift'yences trnining. the 6 J)iJot candidates

r

fly the new MA.X all'c1·afl and pedotru a foll type · • g't'ti"'ocb~
·~The ebecbidc is conducted
in ncoordanoe- witb Pilot Proficiency Check rf4\
1fs oft e Pi t Tmioiug Standattb (PT$).
Should the majority o(the candidates pass 1l_~~-, t ~ t conrsic can be-validated and
fhB_,,,air o .a1
is deteamined The level of
a level of lruining difforenoes roq~1ired

trf!
·

bet:;:~:

and l~ \:J. scf n.stundn.rd for die minimum
lruiuiug dilfereuces associated
tra.lo.ing required to tly both airctt1~ 11 c:t(j n~ sruue IU:Oe (mixed Beet Oying).

roA(;r}i1AX.

Finally, an initial pilot IYJ
~ I· t i i ~ c
wl·l l be OOnductcd. Thi., counie wiJJ
be oouducied atler the l\c
Ill bteu
1 d"\tfd a full flight simulator has been granted
team. The cmn'lll projected date-for this is Mo.y
interiul le\/Cl C <:e-t1ificJfif),p. b AA f;i~
2017. Boeing will e mf-s-t1ewpi!Qf typentiogcourse to4 FAA pilots wbohuveneverbeeo
b·aincd on a B-~3
11te pilot. type ratin,.g 00t1r"ff w jjl be concluded with a cbeckrlde iu
iK'cordaoce wi · .. tandards it~ a 13-737 MAX simulato(. Upoo COIDJ.))etion of(he cbeclaide,
the 4 Ctlod~
·
1then fly 11 n-ounal Oight in lhe nc.l\1al aircraft to vnlida:tc that the training
received..
s initiaJ type rnciug course v,ill be availnble to l4 CFR. Pnl1 14"2 training
center
roval 1md aoy canici~olcly opcratmg the-B -737 MAX a B-737 MAX for
do ,
of eompauy specific course.

.I')
~

.

Jy, Boeiug p1-oposes d10t fue ntinimuin level o(training rc,quiitd to fl)' the MAX
pared to ,he NO is 1-e,·el Bas ,defined by AC 120--53B. Level B traio.ing is applicable to
elated airci-all wi(h ~)'$1em. 01· prooedote difl~reil.CetJ tb.il cnn adoq_u.atcly be nddrcssc·d through
aided in!lfructirnL At level B, aided ins!ructioo i.'I 3ppropriate to ensure pilot undeJ.itandiu.g,
cmphasi7..c issu.c.s, provido a standardized method o f Jlresenliug ullllerial, or aid retention of
mate1'iaJ following naini11&. Level B aided insullCtioll cau utilize s.lidt/h1po J»'e!ICU.Uttions;
c-0mpute:1· based lt1to1ial UJ$1ruetioo, staud•up lech11\!$, or video capes.
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FAA memo of March 10, 2014, on rudder cable—FAA-T&I 30223–30228
&21752//('63(;37633523,1

Federal Aviation
Administration

Memorandum
Date:

March 10, 2014 UPDATED 22 Sep 2014
Aircraft Certification Service,
vice,
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To:
From:

Transport Airplanee Directorate,
irectorate,

Prepared by:
Subject:

Rudder Cable Protection from Uncontained
Failure
ntained
ned Engine Fai
re forr
the Boeing 737 MAX and Airbus A320neo
20neo

Summary: Neither Boeing or Airbus has incorporated
ncorporate aadequate
quate
ate rudder ccable protection
rotection from
uncontained engine failure (UEF) in
n thee proposed desi
design
n of the respective
respect 737
37 MAX and Ai
A
Airbus
y Title 14 Cod
Code of Federal
ederal Regulat
Regulations (14
4 CFR) part 25 and
A320neo airplanes as required by
e.
applicable policy and guidance.
zard assessm
assessment required
equired
ed as part of th
pe certificati
certific
Issue: According to the hazard
the type
certification safety
analysis, single failures
es resulting
esulting ffrom U
UEF
EF on takeoff
takeo are cl
classified
ssified as “catas
“catastrophic” for both
20neo. UEF de
is impacting
pacting the ru
der cable
le dduring takeoff is classified
the 737 MAX and A320neo.
debris
rudder
c” duee to uncontrol
uncon
d departure
parture from th
ght path. Per 14 CFR 25.903,
as “catastrophic”
uncontrolled
the flight
gle failures mus
ight control
controls in
catastrophic single
must be minimized. For flight
including the rudder cable,
cular (AC
(AC) 208A calls for redund
red
ncy,
y, separation
Advisory Circular
20-128A
redundancy,
separation, or shielding as means for
izing
zing the threat.
minimizing

her Boeing nor
n Airbus
irbus
us has mad
made an effort
ffortt to minimi
minimiz
Neither
minimize this catastrophic single failure per
-128A. Bo
-128A
anufacturer hav
ued that the changes that would be necessary to
AC 20-128A.
Both manufacturers
have argued
er ap
icable
ble guidanc
guidance ar
ractical and provide only a small incremental benefit in
comply per
applicable
are impractical
AA
A Transport Airp
Ai
ane Directorat
Directorate (TAD) and European Aviation Safety Agency
safety. The FAA
Airplane
o not concur w
with tthee Boeing
oeing or Air
A
(EASA) do
Airbus position. EASA has released a certification
o this subject calling for compliance in accordance
review item (CRI) to Airb
Airbuss andd Boeing on
SA/FAA harm
SA/FA
nized
ized policy an
and guidance. The TAD plans to release a similar issue
with EASA/FAA
harmonized
th m
manuf
cturers.
ers.
paper to both
manufacturers.
eing and Airbus
Airb are installing new engines on the 737 MAX and A320neo,
Air
Background: Boeing
respectively. These engine ch
changes are categorized as “significant” per the Changed Product
Rule of § 21.101. UEF is considered an “affected area” per CPR on both programs due to
significant engine changes.

Both the 737 MAX and the A320neo have similar proposed mechanical rudder control systems.
Boeing and Airbus agree that the hazard assessment for UEF that disables the rudder cables on
takeoff is potentially catastrophic. Both manufacturers concur that incorporation of the new
engines on their respective airplanes constitute affected areas and that a new showing of
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2
compliance to § 25.903(d)(1) is required. Both manufacturers previously agreed that they would
show compliance in accordance with the latest advisory material in Advisory Circular (AC)
20-128A. However, it appears both manufacturers overlooked the impact the new engines would
have on the unchanged rudder cables. Neither design meets the standards per the regulatory
guidance.
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In August 2013, we asked Boeing how they were addressing the threat. We also asked EASA
bel
belie their designs are
how Airbus was addressing it. Both manufacturers told us that theyy believe
undanc are impractical,
racti
compliant, that design changes such as including automation orr redundancy
and
ement
nt in safety.
safety Both manufacturers
manufact
anufac
that these design changes would result in a minimal improvement
sche
are concerned with potential impact on their resources andd program schedules.

n AC
C 20-128A rresulted
ed from lesson
lessons learned
ned
The guidance on minimizing the threat from UEF in
C-10 accident
accide near
ar Sioux
ioux City
I
resulted
esulted
through accidents. The 1989 McDonnell Douglass DC-10
City, Iowa
mponents.
ponents. Follo
Follow
AAfrom UEF debris impacting flight control components.
Following that accident, th
the FAAmittee (ARAC),
(AR
(A
chaired by Boeing,
B
g, developed
chartered Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee
co-chaired
A which
hich was subsequently
su
uently
ly adopted by
b thee FAA
AA
the harmonized guidance in AC 20-128A
and
-:.1
orthiness
iness Authority,
Autho
Author
97. For flight
fl
flig controls
ntrols
trols in particu
EASA’s predecessor, the Joint Airworthiness
inn 1997.
particular,
ess within the rotor
rot
ro burst
rst zone and automatic
au
tic compensatio
ompensati
AC 20-128A cites redundant cables
compensation
stems
tems as practical
practic
practi means
eans to minimize
minimiz the hazard.
ard. The N
No
through fly-by-wire controls systems
November
Singapo
Singa
lights the hazard
hhaz
f UEF on airplane
airp
airpla safety
2010 UEF on the Airbus A380 near Singapore
highlights
of-Y'.J
nts
ts continue
c tinue to occur even
en on new eengines..
and the fact that UEF events

... r

..n,

1.,~"'
,v
,,_,

A do not find the
th Boeing
eing or Airbu
pr
n to bbe acceptable as they
The TAD and EASA
Airbus proposed
position
thi single
sing catastrophic
tastrophic failure
failur
fail
con
on. To comply it is likely that a
do not minimize the risk of this
condition.
nsistent with
wi the
th guidance
uidance in AC 20-128A
20- 28A
A will
wil be required.
req
design change consistent
oted that the FAA
FAA raised this issue inn 1994 during the
t Boeing 737 Next Generation
It should be noted
p ogram
ram before publishing
publi hing
ing AC 20-12
20-128
(NG) type certification program
20-128A. At that time we told Boeing in
ssue paper that
th they
th would
uld have to address
add ess this issue in the future if they made significant
an issue
ges in the 737 NG engines.
changes
t e certificated
rtificated airplanes
ai
airpla es address
ddress this concern
c
Numerous type
with redundant cables or through
ese airplanes include
in lude the Boeing 777 and 787 and the Airbus A380 and A350.
automation. These

Airbus has c_#tplel!Jd
complete
completed its
ntended
firm co
configuration
of the A320neo. Type certification (TC) is
i• intended
_,e~
e·
scheduled"'for September
Septer . 2015.
G)HI
According to Boeing,
ing,
they
achie
achieved
firm configuration in July 2013. First flight is scheduled in
_.ig.~
m
>
'1e11oforeduled
for 22017.
2016 with TC scheduled

Intended Actions: The TAD intends to release an issue paper to Boeing requiring they protect
the rudder cable from UEF per AC 20-128A. The TAD also intends to concur with the EASA
CRI issued to Airbus requiring the same protection. To comply, both manufacturers will likely
have to make design changes. Because the A320neo is nearing TC, we will consider granting a
time-limited exemption, if necessary, to allow entry into service as planned while a design fix is
developed and implemented. A similar time-limited exemption may also be warranted for the
737 MAX.
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Briefing Paper Update 22 September 2014
Activity since last update:
November 20, 2013: The FAA requested a meeting with Boeing to discuss compliance to 25.903(d) (1) using the
March 26, 2014: FAA Position on Issue paper SF-1 was approved and sent to Boeing.
September 09, 2014: In response to Issue paper SF-1, Boeing presented their position relative to IP SF-1.
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Summary of 9 September 2014 Boeing Presentation:
liant
nt 14 C
(d
Boeing believes that their current rudder control system is compliant
CFR 25.903(d)(1).
This
esign options aand believes
lieves
ves nnone
rule requires minimization. Boeing investigated 8 different design
o believes that nnone are
re appropriat
propria or
significantly increases overall airplane safety. Boeing also
appropriate
h AC 20-128A sstates
required for compliance. Boeing stated that even though
“F1ight Controls Elements of the flight control system
ystem should be adequately
a
atelyy separated or
o
protected so that the release of a single one-third
ird disc fragment
fragmen will not cause
ause loss of
control of the airplane in any axis. Where primary
havee duplicated (or
rimary
ary flight controls
ccon
multiplicated) elements, these elements should
hould
uld be located to prevent
event
vent all elements
element
elemen in any
ny
axis being lost as a result of the single one-third
e-third disc fragment.
fr
nt. “

that the rule itself requires only minimization,
zation,
on, and they believe
eve they
hey have m
minimized
ized this condit
condition.
fferent design cconcepts
pts they investi
investig
Boeing presented to the FAA 8 different
investigated to address the 14 CFR
d the IP SF-1. Boeing
ng evaluated th
the practicality
cticality
ity of eac
each design
25.903(d)(1), AC 20-128A and
concept against the following 3 criteria:
ective
ctiv minim
he cata
at ophic hazard of the UE
UEF th
1. Eliminate or effectively
minimizes the
catastrophic
that severs
ring tak
ta
ff without
out advers
adversel
lane or ssystem
rudder cables during
takeoff
adversely affecting airplane
ce
performance
eralll safety of the aairplane
plane (Does
oes nnot add catastrophic failure
2. Improvee or maintain the ooverall
es of higher probab
pr
ity
y than the UE
UEF/r
dder cable event).
en
modes
probability
UEF/rudder
oes not excess
excessivel impact
ct the 737
737-MAX program
gram or tth
3. Does
excessively
737-MAX
the airlines
summ
ary of these de
design concepts
oncepts
ncepts with B
Bo
Tablee 1 contains a sum
summary
Boeing and FAA assessments.
he eight desi
design cconcepts
ncepts
ts presented,
presente B
eing concluded that none were practical as the
Of the
Boeing
dered tha
that no
et all the ccriteri
ntified. Ho
How
considered
nonee met
criteria identified.
However, the FAA found that several of the
pra ical in that th
they wi
ectively add
addr
designs are practical
will effectively
address compliance with 14CFR 25.903(d)(1),
We aalso
so found
ound that th
AC 20-128A, and IP SF-1. W
there are several designs that address the: 1)
y maintain
aintain airpl
UEF/rudderr cable event, 2) th
they
airplane performance, and 3) they do not add
table failure modes
erefore, we conclude that Boeing has not minimized this
unacceptable
modes. Therefore,
ar risk per th
the 25
903(d)(1) and th
particular
25.903(d)(1)
the accompanying guidance.
ation
Recommendation:
hat Boeing furt
We recommend that
further develop their most promising designs concepts and
incorporate the bestt design to show compliance to 14 CFR 25.903(d)(1), IP SF-1, and the
28A. The impact of design changes on the “ same type rating” may be
guidance in AC 20-128A.
Boeing chief concern when considering some of these design changes. Boeing needs to provide
information on how the practical design concepts might affect the airplane “same type rating”
and perhaps commonality of maintenance operations too.* Again, type certification for the
737MAX is well over two years away. We believe this gives them adequate to develop and
implement appropriate design changes prior to type certification.
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Summary FAA-EASA Meeting Regarding the Airbus A320NEO:
In August FAA specialists participated in a telecom with EASA specialists to discuss the Airbus
response to the EASA CRI. The Airbus response to CRI is very similar to that of Boeing.
Airbus believes they have minimized the risk, and that additional design changes will not
increase the safety commensurate with the cost. Also in Airbus’s response to the CRI E-56,
“Airbus orientation to proceed in the future with the development of electrical rudder is
subject to further technical and Single Aisle program validation.”
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To our knowledge Airbus does not plan to pursue the “electric rudder”
der”
er” oon the NEO program. We
believe that EASA is waiting on the FAA to determine their ruling
NEO and MA
MAX
ing on the N
n one year. This means
ans tthe FAA
programs. Again, the NEO is scheduled for delivery in less than
requires design change, we may need to consider mechanisms
time-limited-exemptions
isms
sms such as tim
mited-exemptio
d-exempt
to prevent an undue burden on Airbus this close to typee certification.

.~ ...

* The SEA AEG has stated to Boeing that the type rating determination
mination and
an training
tr
differences
erences are determined
dete
deter
through
gh
th
A the
nce with AC 120-53B.
120-53
120-5
eing has made a concerted
con
co
Flight Standardization Board (FSB) process in accordance
Boeing
effort -•
to minimize
I~
g. Boeing has
h presented
ted a Pilot
ilot Qualification
Qualifica
Qualific
an (PQP) to the SEA
SEA
the aircraft system differences as to not affect pilot training.
Plan
AEG. This PQP is Boeing’s proposal for type rating
Currently,
ating determination
determinatio and pilot
ot training
ng differences.
differenc
rently,
tly, the SEA AEG
AE and
QP proposal. However,
Howe
Ho
bi-wee
bi-w
havin an
Boeing have not come to agreement on the PQP
we are meeting bi-weekly
withh the intent of having
14.
4.
agreement on a basic PQP by October, 2014.
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Issue Paper of March 21, 2016, on rudder cable—FAA-DeFazio 28872–28888

CONTROLLED// SP-EXPT /SP-PROPIN

~ ISSUE PAPER !
PRO,JECT:

Boeing Model 737-7/-8/-9
Project No. PS 12-0037, PS 12-0038,
PS 12-0039

ITlcM:
STAG!,:

REG, REF.:§ 25.903(d)(l)

SF-I

DATE:

NATIONAL POLICY REF.: AC 20-128A

SUBJECT: Engine Rotor Burst and Rudder
Mechanical Flight Control Cables

TC) to certil'y Models 737-71-8/-9
00 (737NO) airplanes. The
ongcr than the CFM56-7ll engine used on
eludes a larger fan diameter and the
s th111 incl4P • an additional high p1·essure turbine (Hl'T)
ons of tm·binc engines me the most energetic nnd most
lie 14, Code or Federal Regulations ( 14 CFR) 25.903(d)(I)
tions be taken to minimize the hnzmds from an engine rotor failu1·c.
1ddcr control system design does not include design precautions
e practical, per Advisory Circular (AC) 20-l 28A, to minimize the hazards
ainccl engine lbilurc. Boeing's hazard assessment has classified an
ed engine lllilure thm disables the rudder cables on takeoff as catastrnphic.
- I28A provides appropriate guidance on addressing this hazard and showing
,mpliancc to§ 25.903(d)( I).
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CONTROLLED//SP-EXPT/S P-PROPIN

l:locing Commct·cial Airplane Company
Model 737-71-8/-9
Project Nos. l'Sl2-0037, PS1 2-0038, 1'S12-0039

Item: SF-I
Stage: 4
Dote: July 24, 2015
Page: 2

BACKGROUND:
Following the Sioux City DC-IO accident, the FAA determined the complinncc means to
§ 25.903(d)(I ) were inndequate nncl tnsked ARAC with developing a hnr111onizcd revision

~.
0~

to AC 20-128. The revised AC was published in 1997. The regul atory language require~~
"minimizing the hazards" from uncont11incd engine mid auxiliary power unit (APU) .
failures. The ARAC group,.co-chaired by Boeing, reviewed the transport tlect accidi'i,...,
records and airplane design prnclices used by mnnulacturers. Lo~~-~airplnnc c~n
~'\
due to clumnge to the flight control system, the cause of the S~i01
N ' ity 1cciden
'Iii'
determined to hen hazard that could be eliminated 1hro11gh pr cl cc Iv,
comidem1io11,,. Review or airplane designs showed manx olc c ~f1110~0, . ,. llrne
designs used n single set of' ntdder cables in combinnlion ~th nJeparnlc I'll r trim
system lo maintnin control following a rotor burst.~~W!wlfeund,~~It!\i.w ny
uncontai ncd lailnrcs occur, catastrophic loss ofnir anc Mitrol c~I~ occurduc to the
loss of engine th1·ust in combination with seve~r'1TSi 1.Q.jJ dder~blll]), or other phases or
llight, the rcdundunt rudder trim system in 'iP 1 . tl'nnion with 1 ~ llight controls
provided udcquatc control authority. Tholfl't,Q,UP -lctcrri~inc rpornlion of redundant ·
cables or dua l path rudder control systcn~~viatin tl~~~~1rst zone, autonrntic rudder
bins systems (thrnst asymmetry ccl~~n), l].Yl!w,<W_irc control systems, shielding and
other l'cnturcs could be cm1>loyecl ~ill1n1e ~nl'!I. ·
.

,,fgi ·

_v

The guidance provided in AC'08A h,l~~•cvi~,~Ouclc s pa111grnphs 7.n.5

r-,,

and 8.c. I which stntc: ~

IH,S/t.::1,0,NS/i)

,r

7.a.5
,(/"i,"£;fi1/.is,g·tr~desig11 precautions .~hould he
used 10 gff'i,1~ 1he cffm a·!$,J//(11 c ·
1111co111r1i11ed engine and APU
rotor J-~~ ts . 1'he1,l I UJf!ctiv 1 flt'!; h,.for 111inimizi11g the lwzardsJh,m
ined rotor i-agm I/IS/
/pf:alio11 ofcrilicctl C0//lfJ0l/elllS 011/side the
I ii
r, • 1s or .,·ep
isolmio11. red1111danc:l', a11dshielt!i11g of
aii·
1.1one11/.)' mu ·or ~:ys/ ems. The.fbllow;ug design con.rideratinns
reco
: a. Consider the /ocario11 o.flhe engine and APU rotors relative
10 c~r
·, Cll\f-VII 1wnei11s. ,IJ'sle111s or areus ,!(the airplane such as: (5) Co111rol
'.I' · e11 ,· s/Jc!, as pri111r11:1, and .1ecm1dc11:r}ligh1 conlml.1·. elecll'ical power cables.
Qig, b·d1'l!l1!ic sy,wems, engine comrol ,1:1•,1·1c111s.j/a111111ablef/11id sl1111-o.f}'l'(,lves,
~ tTie associated uc:ftwtion wiring ur cables;

t:~;;s~;,i,y

i

<f:)<:?::,.c. I Flig/11 Co11trol.1·.
~

0
~
~

Ele111e111., Q( 1he J/(~/u comro! .1Jwte111 should be adeq11a1e/y
separated nr p,.oteclt~d .'W that the release qf'a sil1gle 011e~third r/;sc .fi·ngme11/ ,,,.ill

1101 cause loss ofcontml of the aiq1!,111c in c111v axis. l•V/wrcpri111ai:t'}ligh1
confl•ols liave c/11p/icmed (or multiplk.·ated) e/emelll.\', thes e elem rmfs.· slwuld be
located 10 111·eve111 (J/f element., in a11y nxis being /osl a.,· a re.mil qj'lhe single one•
lhird disc.frag111e111. Credi1fi11· 11111i111ai11i11g ~omrol oftl,e ail1Jlm1e by use of'1/,e
trim cuntrul~· or other 111ean.r may bf! ubtainecl. prvvidi11g l!Videuce shm1·s that
1hese means tl'i// ena/,le 1he 11i/01 lo retai11 control.
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lJocing C_
ommcrciul Aii'phmc Compnny

Model 737 -7/-8/-9
Project Nos. rs 12-0037,

11cm: SF-I
Si"l\"' 4

rs 12-0038, rs 12-0039

Dale: July 24, 20 15
Page: 3

Boeing's 737 MAX uncontai1 ·ll'!l'
20- I 28A. The increased frm ·
signilicanl changes that
J'ailure .. The cu1Tcnt

ow e guidance in AC
al
~,tic LEAP-113 engine arc
ssoiL cd - ith an uncontni nccl engine
Icier ~~~ ·ystcm design passes through

s»B·

·lrc

1

~{he 1"111 im izalion rcquitl!menls nf

g

,c ~l~(J!rn·mg tnkeoffand initial climh.

icm ssh-~
k~;tfic lntest g11idn11ce, including published
1 the date • · ~plication. As such, Boeing should follow
X. The FA, is mvarc of approved airplane type designs
lhis guidance, either through dua l mechanical control cables or
systems to protect the airplane l'ro,n this Jhrcat. Tl1crefore,
ti prnclical .. k:sign changes lhul will eliminate lhis calastrophic singlt:
I . engine mtor disc or other failures disnhling Jhc mclcler cables clt1ring the
·e pel'iod. In accordance with AC 20- I28A, Boeing should make p l'(/Cf /cnl
nges to address this cnrnstrophic single failure to comply with § 25.903(d )( I).
ond the speci lie hazard regarding the loss or the rudder control clue to rotorbursl, the
A ex pects that the guidance or AC' 20-l 28A wil l be followed during the eva luation ol'
the new engine installation for all ot'1he changed and unchanged nreas ol'the 737 MJ\X.
Enrly cum1m111icalion ol'the preliminary rc~mlts oflhc rotorburst 11·,1 zards mmlysis is
requested to ensure that Boeing and the FAA hove agreement that Jhe aiqllanc lrnzmcls
have been minimized as required by§ 25.903(d)( I).
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nocing Contmcrcinl Airphme Company

hem: SF-I

Model 737-7/-8/-9
Project Nos. l'Sl2-0037. PS12-0038, 1'S12-0039

Srnge: 4

Dntc: July 24,2015
Png_
c: 4

Boeing intends lo follow the

, the airpl1111c hnznrds lo

drnnged mu.I Lmchangt::d art

, ul'cumplh111t.'C to

25.903(d)(I) for the 737 M
the release or AC 20-128
oJ'Scction 8.c. I.

·re the ntinillllllll

irplnnc programs since
1sly ucceptcd in1erpre1~1lion

or degradation of llight

acceplable i.:oi

controls d

to llighi controls und its ossociotcd
1ts of'lhe overall nirpla11e

systems

archi

rccaulions. Those conditions tho! arc

not cl

foilm
con

C(

I ~ ~.,,

· i1fhc initial FAA positiu11, AC 20-128A state.s that "The eleme1lls of'the llight
c·
stem should be ndcqnntcly scpnrntccl or protected so that the release or a single
e tire! di sc fi·ag111e11L will 1101 cnusc loss of control oJ'the airplane in imy axis." As

0

f{'·-

,(')
~

~

tc<l in Boeing's position, the 737 MAX proposed type design docs not meet this crilcrin

r protecting night controls, specifically the ,·udder mechnnical flight control cables,
from a single one-third disk frng111~11t.

However, the FAA cannul discount Boeing's position thal the design clu111ges required to
meet the criteria cslablishcd in AC 20-l28A as "practical design prccm1tions•• may 1101 all
be "practicnl" solutions for this nirpltmc. The FAA recognizes tlrnl the 737 MAX is a
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Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Item: SF-I

Model 737-7/-8/-9
l'rojcct Nos. PS I2-003 7, PS 12-0038, PS I2-0039

Stage: 4
Dnlc: July 24, 20 I5
Page: S
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lfoc ing Conuncrcinl Aicpl;rnc Comprmy
Mud1;> I 737. 71.S/.9

Item: SF- 1
Stage: 4

l1rojccl Nos, PS 12-003 7, PS 12-0038, PS12-0039

Dnic: July24,2111 5
Pag~: 6

•

Comp!ct~ an nsscss men l ol' tllc new cngmcs und show tllal 1hcrc is u ncg!Jg1ble
<lifferencc in Lhc Lhn:.•.it posed by uncunluine<l eng ine fo ilu re as compared 10
thc threat lrolll all prev;nusly approved 737 eng;n es.

:!,~,;,':,,:;:;~,',' llSSCSSlllents to these c,.;te r;a 11111st be ;neluded ;,,

enr..-'0. . .,_. _

ollidal cc1t;ftc'1l;o n " ' ~

The method ol'complhrnce csh1bli shcd in this issue paper is lmiqll~the Mode~?
~
MAX und its derivatives tluit uti lize the LFA P engine. For otlicr ( ~iv ivc ai rp e's.,
Boe ing should provide clutu showin g minimizat ion pe r AC 2Q(_~~ by i i~
equiva lent lllcans as agreed upon wi th lhi.: FAA .
~
~ ---

~v ~0

Tlds issue paper is closed.

~o~
~@c;'0
2-1

=C=e;,;rl=ill'c,;'=
, t=
io';:nc'S=er=v=ic=eC
=-,1!°'"1;;
J

·~ #-
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i
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~
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Item: Sf·'~ I

g om mcrci-11 A,

/odcl 737-71-8/-9,

iq.>lm,c Company

St:ige: 4
flnte: July 24 2U 15

roJcct Nos. PSl 2-OU-37. PS l2-0IIJ8. 1'S12-003
.
')

P:igc: 7

'
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11cm: SF-I
Stage: 4
Dale: July 24, 2015
Pngc: 8

Boeing Co1nmen.:h1I AirplHIIL-! Cmnpnny

Model 737-71-8/-9

Project Nos. PSl2-0037, f>Sl2-0038, 1'S12·0039

Allachme111 I
Terms

This table defines the use of key terms in lhc FAA Position of this issue paper.
The table describes the i11tc11clccl functional impact.
Definition of Kc Terms
Regulatory
Acceptable Met
1-----+----R_cc~u_ii_·c_m_c1~•'-' .... CompUm1c' (
Must
Should
Lun 1uu 1c
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1J7JY!n2Umm£.£.ilp_er SF-I· Disposition of'Non-Concurrence __Sill!~Jnents
The following issues were raised as a basis for not concurring with the issue paper. The FAA
response follows the statement of each issue.
hsuc I:

Comment Summary: The conclusion cites the excel km service history
rotorburst, but that service history is the result of engine behavior anc
particular level of risk reduction ot the airplane level. The relia
with respect to uneontained failures is not estubl ished.

FAA Response:
The F/\A partially agrees. We agree that the airpl
result orthc lack of uncontaincd mgine failw·cs
service experience of the CFM56 engine and
designs that have a ve1y low rate of uncont,
,1nconlaincd engine foilurc rate of the
rcasonahlc to expect that CFM will h,

CJ

Issue 2:

lly must e C{ sidered \Vhen determining lhe design precautions
ice the hazards. What is practical for one design may not be
ign. In addition, the point in a certification progranl at which a
1 hazard mitigation is identified and an FAA position is linally reached has
'prncticality or making o design change. In this ease the F/\A determined
1011 in lhc exposure of the rudder and brake control syskms appcar:-i to he
1is late poim in the p,~ogn1rn where rl'solution of this disagreement with the

occurred. As part ofshov,;ing compliance, the FAA is assigning lo Boeing via this
aper the task o!'identilying all of the possible de,ign changes that could be taken to reduce
k to the rudder and brakes control systems, and showing that each possible change is
r.:tctical.

FAA-DEFAZI0-000028 8 82
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Issue 3:

Comment Summary: We appe,ir to be accepting Boeing's statement that changes to reduce
vulnerability of the Oight control system arc impractical withoul seeing or eYaluating their study
of the options.
FAA Rcspon,e: This issue paper does not contmin a determination that further changes are

_,
~

0

'\...
impractical, but it does acknowledge that Boeing may be able to show that is the case. ThcJ..i.1~
paper requires compliance 1.0 he shown . It spccilically rec1uires Boeing to show that any ~l
·st~~
consiclcrations or accepted design precautions idelllilied in AC 20-128 hat they
1
"'incorporated are not practical or would negatively affect the level of
for
derivative aircraft.

Issue 4:
Comment Summary: We appear to be setting up l
and approve their own analysis even though th
compliance. Normally we retain findings in l'4'
mntetial
FAA Respome: Delegation is outsid

number of facto1·s, however, once
have the material needed to rnnk
th

parngraph in the conclusion thm discusses
graph says it's not part of the showing or
ded implk.•s t 1 il 1,vas c:onsidcred in making the finding.
•nee or the expected probability oran uneontainccl failure engine
, a compliance linding with~ 25.90J(cl).

·onsideration of service experience or the expected probability of un engine

ilurc is nol directly rcl,·vrmt lo a compliance finding for* 25.9113(dJ. We have
mt 1c issue papi:r the excellent rceord ol"CFM engines during a \cry lnrge amount of

«

c experience as part of the justification 1(}r relying 011 Boeing's shmving or wh.-1 constitutes
W' ctical reduction ofhim,rds in this case. We determined it is important Ln document that
consideration becaust the FJ\J\ dots not plan to allo\.V the application of this issue paper to
deri\athc prugrnms beyond the Model 737 with CFM LEAP engines.

FAA-DEFAZI0-000028 883
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Issue 6:

Con11nent Summary: AC 20-l 28A, which addresses rntor burst and compliance with*
25.903(d), specilicHlly discusses the need to protect primary and secondary Oight control
capability in the event oJ'a rolorhurst. In issuing the AC, ARAC and the FAA considered
protection orllight control functions from loss due to a single large disk fragment striking the
airplane to be pr.icttcal l he 737 MAX design fails to duplicate or adequately p1otcct the 11~d,
'1'.'control system ,md the btake conttol system l\mctmn such that 1udde1 cont1ol 01 b1<1ke cont
"\
can be lost due to a smglc disk liagmcnt sli 1k111g the c11t1cal pat\ of the dtrcrni\ Othet pi\~
have been requtrcd to address this issue through design changes
~~"{ •

I "\~'

!"AA Response

While !he AC pnwides excellent technical advice and rcpreset'tt ·
an acceptable method of comp! iance, it is notneces
compliance. The regulatory requirement for minim
uncontaincd rotor failure recognizes that practicali
design precautions that should be inclnded to
design may not be practical for a ditforet
program at which a potentially insuflicie
finally reached has a dil·cct impact on
FAA determined tlrnt l\ii"thcr reduct°

rding

cnnining the

'1l is practical for one
int in a certification
fied and an FAA position is
ign change. In this case the
nd brake control systems
ution of this disagreement
FAA is assigning to Boeing
n changes that could be rnkcn

showing that each possible

al the cone
fthe 737-700 program, bolh the FAA and the
·ems that the airplane design did not meet the then-cuncnt standard of
m that program allowed the continued use of a single rudder control
01 the engine not increasing the geometric hazard to the airplane rdatiw to
d that Boeing would be ,·cquircd to li.nthcr reduce the hazard if the
ined. The LEAP-IB engine insi.allation on the 737 MAX is a new engine
1 it significantly increases the geometric ha,ard posed by the engine due tu the
rotor slagcs, the larger fan. and th!? more forward locnlion or th~ engine.

The 1997 737NCi issue paper made a slatement about the expected FAA position on !inure
programs involving an engine change. but the acceptable means of Compliance for any program

is determined through that program's applieabk certification plan. Applicants are ah,ays free to
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propose their preferred methods ofcomplimwc, and the FAA is obligated lo consider their
proposal.

~

lssue8:

0

Comment Summary: The proposed design of'the 737 MAX is non-compliant with§ 25.90~(
'The means of compliance developed only for this applicant is arbitrary and capricious. Th
,
rulemaking process for exemptions shol!id lw followed, and the public shollid be all owe~
comment on the associated reduction in safely. Approval of' the pr
design wi
t
e,ernption is not within the authority of the FAA.
FAA Response:

The FAA is acting within the discretion that is allowed
25.903(d). The reqllircmcnt in that rcglllation for mi
L1ncontaincd rotor failure l'ccogni7-cs that prnctical'
design precautions that should be included to 1
design may not bl:! practical for a di l'Ierent
program at which a potentially insufti
linally reached has a direct impact on
FAA determined that fhrther reduc ·

t

f

*

s associated with nn
n determining the
It is practical for one
nl in a certification
1ed and an FAA position is
gn change. In this case the
nd brake control systems
ulion of this disagreement
appropriate criteria for a
!"judgment and the exercise or

paper conclusion bases the acceptability of the single coble !light
that the 737 Ma., is a derivative program. This position should not be
whether the design is compliant When the FA/I established the
the 737 MAX. ,,vc considered the foct lhal tht: airplane was a derivative.
ne\\ finding of compliance was required, The c~rt. basis for the airplane ,,as
lo the installation orn co1npk-tcly nt'\\" l!ngine lhal has additional disks, a larger
)SCS more risk lo thi: uirplane from unl'.ontaincd cngint: foilures. OrH.:e lhc ccrlificnlion
vas cstablislwd to require a new compliance linding to §25.903, there is no policy 1ha1
proYidc a b..isis for considering the fott that the airplane is a derivative in the i;,;omplianc~

ling to ~25.903. As dis1,:ussed pre\'iously. it is clearly practical tu impro\c the design of
derivmive airplanes and the argument that it i.s impractical on tlw 737 Mi\X is nnl supp,,rtcd by
data and fads.
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FAA Response:
We have noted in the issue paper the lhcl that th is is a derivative program as part of the
justification for relying on Boeing's showing of what constitutes practical reduction or hazards in
this case. We determined ii is important to document that consideration because the FAA docs
not plan lo allow the application of this issue paper to new airplane progrnms or derivative
~
~
programs beyond the Model 737 with CFM LEAP engines.
Issue 10:

.

Comment Summary: FAA met with Boeing engineers duri
the issue paper in order to discuss a number of possible
meeting we sent a letter to Boeing stating a number, '
provision makes it appear there is some question a
design changes. The FAA indicated it is pract'
derivative designs, and for the 737 MAX desi
assign to Boeing the task of inventorying an
for the rudder control system ignores ti
reduction is i1rnetical.
·

~
paper conclu~ion
ther risk reduction
cl that further risk

FAA Response:

practical for a di rr
polcntially ·
·
n direct i
asses

FA

ia d with an uncontaincd rotor
·mining the design precautions
for one design may not be
fication program at which u
FAA position is 11nally reached has
hange. The FAA's preliminary
n chmmcs was made some time before the
this issue: In this case the FAA determined
Ider and brake control systems appears to be
tin the program where resolution of this disagreement with the
t this point, the rAA has determined that it will consider Boeing's
cality of tile possible de8ign changes that is required in the conclusion

1ent Summary: Thi: FAA has been mnde mvare that the new 1.EAP c.-ngine being installed

737 MAX adds more rotating stages. a lnrgcr fan, an additional solid bore to rim high
pre~sureturbine disk. and that these ftnlUres incrcm,;e the risk lo Lhc airplam:.Thcrc is nn
increased threat .posed by the nevv engine installation. In fact this \\-as a consideration when we
established the certification hnsi'.'> and rtquired a reassessn1ent of the uncontaincd e-nginc failure
dut! tu installation of'a ...:omplelcly nc\v, largt;;"r engine. Im:luding: a requirement fur Bodng to
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show a negligible inerense in risk posed by the engine misrepresents the facts and nrnkcs it
appear there is some question as to the fact that there is increased risk. This is misleading and
should be reworded to clearly state we hnve determined there is an incrcnscd threat to the
011planc due to 111stulldl1un ofnmv engmcs
I AA

o~~
~

Response

lhe FAA 1eeogn1zes the eoncc1ns 1a1scd but acknowledges Boeing's assertion that they can,,;(.~
show that the inc1casc 111 the thrcnt posed by the engme 1s ncghg1blc. ·1he requirements 1~c
~
conclus1on sc'et1on of the issue p,1pe1 111clude a 1equ11ement fo, Boem~o\\ th<1~,\~-~ , c
in the th, eat 1Josed by the cngmc 1s negligible

"N

~,

v«; o~

Issue 12:

Comment Summary: . The conclusion statement appca to~it t~f,rc Boeing to utilize
the existing policy 111 the AC 01· other equivalent pr i .uJJ ,turc ~EU;i;~'!tc programs other than
737 MAX derivatives. Once the fAA has agrc~c1 ~G melhu~~d not be applied to the 737
MAX, how can they possibly require applical.( o .. c AC'Jo•li1turc derivative programs? The
compliance means provided in this is.sue pap'll~lo notJ~i!',,rife}quivalency to the AC. This
statement highlights how unique crite~ll!?.~rbilrnrt,\111dli1'fl'ricious is being applied to the
737 MAX progrnm.
1 -,.,,,

0'- /
CJ ~V

FAA Response:

,o

,(:'.~1

As stated in some oJ' thc~<IJ._~ponsc ·
this~-~ AA delcnnincd that furth er
reduction in the cxposu · ~1.Ulc rutl, er a l-t-irffkeri:1
1lr · . tem~ appears to be impractical at
this late point in th jffi\ 11 wl
;;;· • · oi. 1gree111elll with the applicant has
occul'J'ed. The r '
rcquir
'or mintripat ,n ol'thc huz.ards ussociatcd with an
rcco ni ·
at llli'm~iij,t1must be considered when determining the
c includcchw 1jJucc the hazards. The poinl in a ccrtilication
progra
· 111s11fficient !Mtml mitigation is identifi ed and an FAA position is
finnlly
mpacl on lhe prncticality of making a design change. Al this point,
the FA
·tha\ it will consider Boeing's assessment of the prac ticality ol'thc
possible c1e;i;cn ng s rhm is requ ired in the conclusion section of the issue paper.
This dcte~~1 on the Boeing 737 MAX is consistent with the recent <lctcrmination made for
the ~
- 0 Ne" Engine Option 11r ",\320nco" that included similar design charac teristic s.

&13:
~

·

CornmCrit Sumnwry: Th~ design is not cornpl_iant because Boeing has not taken any design

/'.), · -precautions to minimi ze the hazards lo the airplane flight control and brake systems cable
~
designs to minimize th ~ h1111l rd from an engine rotor railun.:. ·r1ic /\g1;w.:y should cm:ouragc
Boeing and Airbus tn si.:ck ti ml: limile<l c:,.;cmptions in order for thc1~1 to complete <lcs.ign
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improvements to bring the airplane into compliance with §25.903. The decision to allow
certification ofthc A320 NEO and the 737 MAX with single cable control systems will result in
production of over I00 airplanes per month for clccndes that have exposure to catastrophic events
due to severing a single cable by fragments, similar in size to those generated in the A380
accident. This decision introduces unnecessary risk and should be rcconsidcrcd.

,..__,
~

0

FAA Response: We note that Boeing has stated that they added structural members to the i~lo
'-.
strncturc of the 737 MAX that provide some increase to the shielding provided to the ruddc
"'\
cables for smaller rotor fragments. We agree that there is some risk exposure for.the 737~·
•
due to rotorburst which. is an inh.erent risk in any airplane design ackno
ged in the~·
2\ ..
The issue paper requires Boeing to show that any further possible ch
o the n~e~
hrak.·c control systems to reduce the hazards from a rotorburst ev
rac~i
)!lb'lli~ ·o
requires Boeing to show that any increase in risk to the airplane in e 'ent o lroP6ursl is
negligible compared to the risk on a Model 737 NG airplane. 'riJJe~ 1eas~ 'ntended to
ensure that the risk ofa catastrophic event due to rotorburs 1 a~71V~~ne will be
comparable to or lower than that on a Model 737NG a
~

~ C,...~

Issue 14:
Comment Su1nmary: I believe an uncm t
the fleet life ofa 737 MAX airplane a d
the rudder control cables. This ty eoi,
applicable to the 737 Max, was d el
to eliminate this specific thr· tot I
7 of the AC include lo ·
Parngraph 8 "A
Aviation Rcgul
FAA to provi
DCtha
det

=~akeol'f is likely to occur during

ents from the engine could cut
t guidance in AC 20-128A,
s were included in the AC
utions listed in paragraph
t impact areas or
omponents and/m systems.
t ed based upon advice by the
. The ARAC group was tasked by the
1s to the AC following the Sioux City
bllowing an unco111ained engine failure
in Paragraph 8 c, the ARAC eo111111ittcc ·
ight axis could be mitigntcd following an

it is possible that an uncontained engine foilurc tlrl takeoff nrny occur during
37 MAX airplane. The intent of the word "111ini111izc" in the regulation and the
assess1ne11t of practicality of risk reduction measures is discussed in several of the

~
"

1ses above. The issue paper requires Boeing to show tlrnt any further possible changes to
rndcler and hrake control systems to reduce the hazards from a rotorburst event are
impractical. It also requires Boeing to show that any increase in risk to the airplane in the event
ora rolorburst is negligible compared to the risk on a Model 737 NG airplane. These measures
arc intcndi:d to 1.Jnsure Lhat the risk ofa calaslrophic event due to rotorburst on a 737MAX
airplane will be comparable to or lower than that on a Model 737NG airplane.
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SRP Item 10 - Findings and Recommendations to the SRP
Safety Oversight Board

~

'\{)

by

"':~:":~·,:~,~:;"'' <$ g;.~"?~

~~o

af imo:e Ra

The SRP Item 10 SME Panel (hereafter referred to
S
el') was convened on
November 3, 2016, to review the rudder contro~ te~
sign on t e 37MAX in response to
an SRP submission. The SRP reporter expresse·~ lil;ern tha~ ,37MAX design does not
comply with 14 CFR § 25.903(d)(l) and that t ra'riieans of6me liance for the 737MAX
documented in Issue Paper SF-1 were inO istent w~ AA g-f.idx
and policy going back to
the late 1990s. The SME Panel revi ~cJ,,l lflrep~
d:;jl/com ~ yinj documents and provided

s

findings and recommendation.!(" its te.c~nical ii~~rs to eJli\ t ~ ~ons posed by the Safety
Oversight Board.

~ '-.

Discussion of the Re or-te • S }et ls

<h• mMAA

~

~V

~~

rua,eoo.l,'''"~ '"' '.'~ " _.,, ~"•~••~•••,ho'""••,.,,,,

in the flight ~
e hy~"'nlr 'l!IYactuate~
der power control unit (PCU) at the rudder
surface. ~
infle loop ~ er.cable passes through the uncontained engine failure (UEF)
debris zone a i!is t U~ l;j!ptible to damage or severing. Per Boeing's analysis, if this
condition were ta occur petween reaching 60 knots during the takeoff roll and reaching 400 feet
altitude after ~ ff, ) w control from the rudder could be lost during an engine-out condition.
This cou~R_t" entj.tfy lead to loss-of-control inflight or a runway excursion and resulting
fatalitie~ !lw) ontrol in other phases of flight would be maintained after a UEF/severed rudder
cabla ent'through rudder trim, the command path for which is separated adequately from the
e ~ables through the UEF debris zone.

n'
'

t ' )t:ompliance with § 25 .903(d)(l) requires the applicant to assume an engine rotor noncontainment. Typical Part 25 regulations provide specific performance based or prescriptive
requirements. Guidance for how this is accomplished is contained in paragraph 8 and 9 of
AC 20-128A. The safety objective in paragraph l0(c) of the AC requi res that practical design
considerations and precautions be taken. In the early 1990s the FAA defined the performance
standard for the flight controls in AC 20-128A that provided specific performance standards
determined to be practical by both industry and regulators. Per the AC a 1/3'• disc fragment ·
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should not cause loss of control .in any axis (ref B(c)(l)), which is.a proven design practice the
737MAX 1s being evaluated against (ref intro of paragraph 8),

_,
~-

0

The issue was reported through the SRP system after a meeting in which FAA management
'-.
agreed with Boeing's position that the 737MAX design had minimized the hazards related
UEF, and that further design changes were not necessary for compliance. An issue papert~~
subject (IP SF-1 for the 737MAX program, closed after the SRP report ~~'{ovided) " - '
documented in the Stage 4 conclusion a means of compliance that)Yo"bvnsi~~i;)i~ent
design compliant with § 25.903(d)(l) if Boeing documented that t!fJe~ign pra~s~ted 1n
AC 20-128A to address the Issue were analyzed and found to &e.im.Xct1c~ key concerns
raised by the SRP reporter, and reflective of the report~~~Yvie~U

toil ,

• . Boeing has not provided sufficient evidencpt~..lthe ~~icaUty of proposed
design changes to the 737MAX that w ~lti~IThe~en~he guidance in
AC 20·128A for preventing loss of dir~ionQI controt!lft'iiJ an uncontained engine failure
during takeoff. A
. s such, the. SR~~~conc1$d•\lllit
. tthe 737MAX rudder system
design ls not compliant with§ ~{!1)(1) / ,,p J
• Based on their review oft 1dei1gn, F~Jlfts WJl_~e 737MAX project
concluded it was. technlcall ,lctical t~~orpor~f~')rfe~eral potential design
changes that wo~I
at lif.y the "l!'~''a.f comp I ~ .'IJ!'!cribed in AC 20-128A.
Per the SRP rep
. · s,undersqn;Ji~g;'ft,e V~h\~ld Boeing; since the closing of the
737NG IP in { ~ . 1n V,t.~"'1i!'fiue¥').~e existing 737 rudder cable design would
not be c~1;libnt.fo~a r,,~end!!d~V

~'l}.e~ in Augu~o/s and was accepted and referred for SME Panel

The issue .,as"r\p~ed
review irf
~ s ' t 2016 ~

SRP Item 10 SM~n~cess

....

tasked by the Safety Oversight Board to provide technical answers to eight
questions, and the panel's answers, are as. follows :

questio s

.o<?

«

~

Is§ 2S.903 based upon the assumption that an uncontained engine failure will occur
and the hazard to the airplane is to be minimized following the uncontalned .engine
failure?

·

a. Answer: Yes
b. Rationale/Analysis:
The regulation states that precautions must be taken; it does not allow
for consideration that engine rotor failure might not occur.
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II .

a. Answer: No
b. Rationale/Analysis:
The hazard being evaluated Is a single catastrophic failure, for which
neither§ 25.903(d)i1) nor AC 20-128A provide for consideratipn of
engine reliability.
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II.

Even if past engine reliability were to· be considered relevant to showing
compliance to§ 25.903(d)(1), the new LEAP engine on the 737 MAX is

·
........_,

O"--

sufficiently different from the previous CMF56 eng. ine currently installed
on the 737 that past performance of the CFM56 model would not be ~ ,
considered relevant in predicting the performance of the LEAP engi.:tti\'
service: The LEAP engine includes additional disks, a larger fa~ ~
different materials and different operating li~t1"1i-im the ~.xisl1{'h~
approved engine.
~

V .~-

As noted in question 1, it is assumed ~ v.e noi~afnment occurs
resulting in the failure models ~~para!!Jl../i,,P 9.,pfAC 20-128A.
Engine reliability is not an acce~ approa~'1J~ minimizing the
hazard, regardless of whet~).g a pre~l~pproved or new type
engine. Engine ·n on-c01'i~fa!J,utes m\y result from numerous
Issues not all of whJcl¾r~lrect1Y4.f1~ to the original type design or
past performa'}Ge•~
lat f4ments to the engi.ne design, ·
change of ~il'
.U
~ntro
• n .~fie , a ket (Parts Manufacturer
Approval.- PM ') pa
ance, or FOD ingestion.
AssuR'g fu re p~o
ce of
ar engine based on an

Ill.

..1:t:i:~r;:S!SJlati on i " ~ · nsidered appropriate or
3) Is the gujJJiJ( ,i) ~20-l ~ se ~{ ~c1us10n by ARAC that it is practical to
mai~~lane cont~in all 3 fll~e'ffollowing an uncontained eng.ine failure?
-~,~~sw~
·

.

b. a6~¥.,j";,nalysis:

~

,t')~
~, - -

/'L9
~
~~-

·

The Authority/Industry working group that developed AC 20-128A
convened to address (among other things) Issues observed m the 1989
Sioux City DC-10 UEF accident. During their deliberations the working
0
:::::;i!c~~::::,:~~ :::::::t::~=~=~ :nc;~;:~t:~:::~;i~:~::: ;t
failure .

II.

AC 20-128A provides a list of acceptable design practices that meet the
objective of minimization (ref paragraphs 7(b) and S(c) below). Included
in the list is the .requirement.that release of a single 1/3 disc should not
result In loss ·of control of the airplane in any axis. Sii\ce the release of
this AC; numerous aircraft designs have met this requirement, so It is

FAA- DEFAZI0~000 028925
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technically practical to design a control system capable of maintaining
control in all three axes after a UEF. Other Boeing models have met this
require_m ent along with numerous other part 25 aircraft. Per paragraph

~

o

~
~

7(b) of AC 20·128A:

Critical airplane flight and_en.gine control ca.bles, wiring,_f/ammab~""~
carrying components and lines (including vent /jllfs} hydraulic ~4 ~nes
and components, and pneumatic ducts shout - ll'e Jo ted to ~i>Jj, e
hazards caused by uncontained rotors a.n
e de~
following design practices should be co
""'(I) locate, If possible, critical compon'i!!ts ':lli~•t~s~e the likely
debris impact areas.
r'\,V
(2) duplicate and separate cri ; f ~
pone~ts\r.s stems, or provide
suitableprotection if /ocat i . 'd@Pris im~ ~eas.
(3) Protection of critical~ ~er 3 and s-ompon nts can be provided by using
airframe structure ·~ ,;:~entp!}:__ef!!J'g.
.
These methods ave"'&>een eft/cg,":::,';}m itig!'ng the hazards from both
single and ,u1flti te.dna/1 fr&riM'QJJfs with//;th "15 degree impact area.
Separatjpn llif~ ltlplic
•c:~ ica/ s •~~,a acomponents by at least
a dist/,f~ equ
•~ dimension has been
· acc!ed"for s
a single high energy small
fr~·
t
elated mu/tiplicated critical
( c~ onen
.
s ·g . · icant structure such as aluminum lower
w/~g skr_s_:
in of the cabin pressure vessel, or
~ equlval"<structur.v
.

n

A

L

~ \- . _ Aq ~ally, paragraph B(c) of AC 20·128A states:

·

.,,(_ ~
EPTED DESIGN PRECAUTIONS. Designpractices currently in use by
/ ; ~ the aviation industry that have been shown to reduce the overall risk, by
effectively eliminating certain specific risks and reducing the remaining
.('l '\.
specific risks to a minimum level, are described within this paragraph of
,(":,''¥(,,-..
the AC. Airplane designs submitted for evaluation by the regulatory
authorities will.be evaluated against these proven design practices.

,v

~
0

/l

~

~~ _,.,,

c. Loss of Airplane Control.
(1) Flight Controls. Elements of the flight control system should be
adequately separated or protected so that the release of a single one·
third disc fragment will not cause loss of control of the airplane in any
axis. Where primary flight controls have duplicated (or multip//cated)
elements, these elements should be located to prevent all elements in
any axis being lost i:,s a result of the single one-third disc fragment.
Credit for maintaining control of the airplane by the use of trim controls
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or other means may be obtained, providing evidence shows that these
means will enable the pilot to retain control
Lastly, ~n FAA letter to GAMA _d ated March 23, 1995 specifically
addresses loss offllght controls from UEF in paragraph (d), titled
"Future Certification Criteria," which states:

o~
......_,

~' - ,

~ '-..'

"TAD wil.l require redundant separated flight cm·tf@I controls~~
uncontained engine de.bris impact area on qjl ur airpla/itt~
·
described below
. ... (2) For projec_ts.wher~atfojifaJi n for'Aw"mended,
or supplemental type certificate applic ion ·i¥'- proi·e
· ~ave
sufficient time for manufacturers t~co'l • ate;,ph ge in the aircraft
design without undue burden) t/)tlf<JJ..ch/;the f1/Te,11n characteristics: ·
Installation of new or modi/,~· l~\s th~°?bntially increase the
hazard to the flight c°:,t;l'::! .0141se of lt!r~~or diameters: or
significant structural~~ tio. ns if~_
,ailo of the engine strike
zone."
~

·

C::.J

The SME PanelQ)t~;tl,~'lf;;-m/tio~·
this letter directly
applicable fe't~~M~"\~ew L P e . gine will have a larger fan
:~;~~~tors~w,th r ~ t e existing CMF56 engine
4) Would a design A ; o r th<!

~

be..pf~~o retain flight control capability in
allthreeaxe~~;~~ me~.}~failure?

!..Lq
_.

/

wer: Base~on the i~'Vnreviewed by the SME Panel, two design
,; rlutio~nted by Boe~,/ppear practical.

°'(i,(

~~Analysis:

/.; i

V

~

~' -0
~

~

. ,-

The term "practical" in this application involves a review from both the
technical and cost perspective, including both direct costs of a design

:~:~::
II.

1
1
:.:.~:::~~:::1~~:~:t~;:: ~:~n~~;, :::~~~:~c:: :~:tign

Boeing performed a trade study of various other design solutions in
2014 a_nd the FAA identified 4 design options that appeared, at the time,
to be practical. ·Boeing concluded none of the options studied were
practical and presented high level information in 2015 to support that
position. Boeing then concluded they had met the requirement of
§ 25.903(d)(1) to minimize exposure to the hazards of UEF through
design change·• to the degree practical, However the members of the
SME Panel believe, based upon their own review, that at least two of
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the options still appear practical and that Boeing's arguments to the
co·ntrary are not sufficient. The two potentially practical design changes
are:

.

.

.

o"'
_,

1. A rudder bias/thrust a·symmetry co,mpensation system, wh~i{ ~
automatically compensates for thrust loss with direction\i..,,..."
control Inputs. Because the system w~use differe\\..~ •
actuators, .it would remain active "),e · t rudde~~~ere
severed by a 1/3 rd disc, This c~an1g, i:l offA}bnal
safety benefit during any sing
n · e los.pt~.;~symmetry
• by significantly reducinc~ err~,,\11,Jl,ht crew rudder
inputs.
~'
2. Duahzed rudder~ ugh t~El"'l!ebns zone.
The rudder bias/th~u
~l:t'metry GP1nsation system would modify
an existing au~o
ii
tion ~g,•flfr 737NG rudder control to
provide auto tic
st a~j,-;,tr.fco~sat1on, similar to such
systems o,tt'Re 'I and 7~V,ently he a uatlon hardware is
instal]ld o~1ut 10'-~G aj;J\~ nd would continue to be
offe~~ an opt11€0'\1he 73~~~upport 'Cat IIIC autoland
JJwlity~T
e ~cllfifat1~ I ad thrust asymmetry logic similar
/"'f'li.,h~is s onlhe?J,i\~7 7. ltcouldpotentiallyrequires ome
~d1tio,r,a1
. gas w.1f~~,ng stated that this system design is
imp,a.~ al becau~~ not provide complete protection from the
/,; - ,
~ . and becaus~'1ould introduce catastrophic failure scenarios
~
e more probable than the scenario 1t would address. Sufficient
.,,(_ ·levidence of the first point has not been provided to the FAA, and the
/ ; " \ SME Panel does not accept the vahd1ty of the second point. Any system
that is installed would need to meet the requirements of 14 CFR
~
. § 25.1309.
Ill.

n

J_~

V

,v

~.
0
/l~ .
. ~-

~

IV.

For the dualized rudder cable design, the system would split the ·single
loop cable into two independent paths through the UEF debris zone,
then rejoin them aft of the zone. Boeing contends this solution is
impractical because it raises friction forces in the rudder system. While
this is not insignificant, the SME Panel does not believe this analytica.1
prediction alone is sufficient to declare the system impractical. Per
Boeing guidance the rudder Is used only for taxi, take·off, crosswind
control, and aft~r loss of an engine. Boeing has not provided data (that
the SME Panel is aware of) from analysis or simulator testing showing
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o~

the higher frict.ion forces would prevent the eff~ctive use. of rudder in
.. ~ .
these situations, and has not responded to the FAA's request to allow
FAA flight test pilots to evaluate these pedal forces in the s.lmulator. It ' -,
.
also does not appear that Boeing developed mock ups to determin~~
,
actual friction Increase or undertake efforts to reduce the frlctio'"t'§Rt.
e
SME Panel believes this trade study item was ~~equate!,r.e~ted.
V.

d¥n,in ~

Based on these open questions, the ult~·m
10
•
"practical" does not appear to have be co ~ete
extent
necessary fofthe FAA specialists to"iifej, ith ~e, . ' .onclusion. The .
SME Panel recommends that t~i'lf Aviat~(afety Oversight
Office (BASOO) respond t o J ~•J.'th a,~?tfor additi.onal details ,.
on what it would take ~{mlf\rnent _$ither"~e two systems that were
determined to be P!•?J~;;t\nd ~'-t~inimization criteria in
§ 25.903(d)(l), ' ° " - ~ e ? i ~ ~ n s raised by the SME Panel.
The SME Panel~ed Bo I s or~r,~eport and d·o. es not think .
it providesMijient analv~l · ide~~AA to support Boeing's
cont~ion'1vat'de':.i,t~
.tions a"4.)llractical from either a technical
O!'Jft1'vspect'{!i~)ally '\~\p1Grtized over the number of
af~.•laane.~ .e xp~ll'6"e bt'!,n'(Bcieing's experience with this on
.

. 0 "'itarair~. / -,'.
_l_~ Th. e,FAl spec1alist~
.0~6,is project ultimately need Boeing's official
~esponse ~tfe bullet items in the Conclusion section of the

;, r-

~ogive a final opinion/assessment on the practical issue. If the
.,,{_ \".oeing official position is that it is impract. ical to eliminate the 1/3rd
/ ; "\, disc, single failure condition that would cause loss of control of the
airplane because of the expense, then the FAA specialists need an
t!')~
opportunity to challenge this position,including support from FAA
~~~
management, to ensure a realistic assessment Is being put forth by

,v

A<:a
.. ,:,:::::~::,:;;~::::::::::::.:::::::;;:>;:;;:":::::.~:;::::;
"<;.

the -hazards are minimized?
a. Answer: No
b. Rationale/Analysis
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Neither§ 25.903(d)(l) nor AC 20-128A provide a path for comparative
analysis. AC 20-128A generally addresses this issue in paragraph 5,

o~
__
,

which notes "although turbine engine and APU manufactures are
making efforts to reduce the probabil.ity of uncontaine.d rotor failur_~ ' - ,
service experience shows that uncontained compressor and turbin..- ',,,.......
rotor failures continue to occ~r." The paragraph concludes with
it is unlikely that u.ncontained rotor failures c.~ o m pie~"''
eliminated, parts 23 an.d 25 require that a,l~~«sig~p~f~).;;,s be
taken to minimize the hazards from such e~f'. T · ,"& 1 1 s the
intent to minimize the hazards reg~dl~f'pr!ia ility. e iability of any
installed engine or APU, which f6tl P.lilclude.
o reviously
approved designs in any§
a s ~ t of the737MAX.

11]1~

n~. )

II.

Additionally, engine ras/~~t~m~fa,lures may result from
numerous issues n~!if:cllV reljt!lch!)e original type design or past
performanc.e o}th~~
. 1 e ~hfa
c , nges in the engine design or
suppliers, i~o~n oft~
s, o ~
· I, maintenance; FOO
. ingestion, tc., o assu~g~ ng~i
e
c · tlnu.e to have the same
engil].{rotor on-c,m~l~nt fail· r ra e In the future based on past
1±.'.'\iiot c o ~ 9 valid.~

,, "'' ""'" ,,o-....,;,~)l:.J.,•"?5<'""' ro ili, '"''"" ,., ''""'·
.::t
}fn'd
~mmen~s

7)

v'fr.tfciated material in Appendices A and B.

el.,,-~r;o~
. AX design_meet the int_ent <if the requirement of§ 25.903 to
~utz~e

,,.,a

from uncontained engine failures?

/ ~n~r: As. stated in our answer to question 4, based upon the information
~.,(;_ewed by the SME Panel, two· design solutions presented by Boeing appear
, ,~ practical. If Boeing cannot provide a ~ufficient rationale to substantiate that
~
these solutions are impractical, the design would not meet the intent of
"I(,.
minimizing hazards from UEF as necessary to comply with § 25,903.

o
q_<?:-

b. Rationale/Analysis:
The regulation (§ 25,903(d)(l)) states: Design precautions must.be
taken to minimize the hazards to the airplane In the event of an engine
rotor failure. The acceptable means of compliance with the rule are
described In AC 20-128A. The rudder control system employs· none of
the design features mentioned in the AC. The rudder cable runs through
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the UEF debris zone and is exposed to all 1/3rd disk trajectories. The
-._"\..
rudder cable is not duphcated, but the rudder control system does
~--provide separation between the rudder control cable and the rudder
trim system. The airplane has not been shown controllable by mea9,s,t~
rudder trim control only after loss of one engine du.ring the take\~,
phase of flight
"-.'( -

0

11.

•

.

..
.

.

~\:,t

Given this information, the 737M.AX ~dd(,;;?
. .' p
syst
ij
meet the guidance per AC 20-128A th'lt_sta't~lem
~ the flight
controls syste·m should be "adequat,!'l.\y ?e9lra,!_~ll'ro ected so that
the release of a single one-thi~a,s~ij{ment,~"hcircause loss of
control of the airplane in a'lY' ,~owev~~agraph 7 of
AC 20-128A also states !l''a'Ii~ ifl precaitt-~s should be practical. The
SME Panel has not se@~in\'s reGi,s,.e to the IP SF-1 that would
support Boeing's p~ti~ that ~Clo. ch{nges are imprectlcal. The
ultimate deter~~ as t ~etbef Boeing's analysis of the design
change prdlty•~ accep
cul.detained by the FAA.

:« '\

.

8) If the Panel determiw~e 737M1)('
does 4 ~ 1 y with the intent of section
§ 2S.903 when df"J!ratingAth~~cls are ili}Qil/'zed, what action does the team
recommend: ( " \ ' ··
·

a,

~

.

~~'t/P~~n <~AX?

(;,After tht~zcation of the 'fiJMAX?

~~E

.

Pjn~~~mends the FAA infonm Boeing it needs to immediately move
forwar '~!.\;!ordination and discussion with the FAA on the practicality of
i
iht' gone of the two proposed rudder system solutions necessary to satisfy
8(c)(l) of the AC that the SME Panel still considers practical: the rudder bias
or dualized rudder cables through the UEF debris zone. The SME Panel sees the

1. If Boeing can provide sufficient data and analysis to the FAA technical specialists
fo convince them that neither solution is practical, then the
will consider

FAA

Boeing to have satisfied the conditions of IP SF,1 for compliance to
§ 25.903{d)(l).
2. If Boeing cannot provide data and analysis to support their position that these
design changes are impractical, then Boeing will need to pursue one of the
following courses:
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the FAA technical staff and create an environment of mistrust that hamp,ers t.h~ ability
of the Agency to work effectively.
4. The means of compliance documented in the Stage 4 conclusi.o n of IP SF-1 rely on
Boeing's ability to successfully demonstrate they have made all practical design chap~~
possible to. m. inimize exposure to the hazards of UEF. While such analysis may st\i.J;.._
'\,.
forthcoming, to. date the FAA specialists in the BASCO and Tra.2PP.ll..rt Staridard~
.{~3f •
(TSS) have not seen a convincing rationale as to why at lea~t~o
oilthe pro""1s.@'.g"'+
solution.• (dualized rudder cables and the rudde r bias/thr
s met.~ c
. lng\nsatio. n
system) are not practical. As the schedule proceeds rai fdly
ard e : mation, the
Panel is concerned about Boeing's ability top
. for the FAA to
review and accept it, which is a necessary co
.ce as
documented in IP SF-1. The FAA specialist
current
rationale for these two systems
ed t iu, as Gfiedule pressure increases,
it will become more and more d'
e
FAA to resolve this issue.
5, The IP process is intended to id
d~es of concern between the FAA
and its applicants. The
-conc~~eqfes from FAA technical
specialists Indicates the iss · erase mt l!
as not ,e!~ft in a manner agr~eable to
both Boeing and thej(A. G eral1Y-,.t\t' !9cialisd,~ unconvlnced that Boeing could
demonstrate tha~iY Thul in fa fn~ized t 'jlli9~re of the 737MAX rudder
systemtothe z s"'ofUEF. he
· · " e\eparticularlyconcernedbythefact
that the FAA x e •t tions(fo}rr
control paths to comply with § 25.903
1
oei~ f6r
d in many forums. Furthermore, two
t~ propos
ompliance are considered Inconsistent
uld not be propagate in future issue papers:
~ cf,; revious 737 service history as part of the compliance finding to

0"-

_,

.

'9

closE

~

(

~

.t)~ ~

clless of the engine model installed. The rule and guidance requires
aluation of all catast rophi.c cases regardless. of probability or previous service

!)~ ~, history. ·
.
.{)
b. The reliability ofCMF56 engine with respect to compliance with § 25.903(d)(1)
'~
is also not valid, given that the design change includes removal and replacement
)
of the CMF56 with a LEAP-lB engine. The LEAP-1B engine is a new design
operating at higher pressures and temperatures, which also includes a larger
diameter fan and 3 additional stages thereby increasing the existing rudder
cable control system catastrophic ri.sk from an uncontained engine failure in the
new 737 MAX design.

The SME Panel provides the following recommendations to the SRP Oversight Board:
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1. Remind Boeing that the FAA will retain the finding to§ 25.903{d)(1) for the 737MAX
rudder control system, as the finding of "practical" is a determination to be made by
the FAA based on existing industry practice, cost of implementation and safety
benefit. Delegation of this decision to any company potentially places that
'\.,
company's interests above the FAA responsibility for safety and compliance, as~ ' company has a vested interest in minimizing costs and schedule impact.
2. Inform Boeing there is currently insufficient data provided~~e FAA to s~\t a
finding of compliance that all practical design consider~io a ~ pr~ca
· l~qe"'have
been taken for the rudder control system on the 737,i~ uppo
pliance
finding for§ 25.903(d){l).
r"'\."\
3. Obtain sufficient informatio·n, data, and coor -~
etw~lh!!,ifAA and Boeing .
such that a determination of compliance ca be
by't!J.elli,AA oversight office
responsible for finding compliance. Tli.i,._~
may< ~lt in incorporation of a
design change, but a general cons~,~{.com1ance Tuould be found as to the
practicality of incorporation int
, ~ilM~esit,;)lf compliance is found,
document this information)"•~
I c2'~~ia~'1indlng.
4. If compliance cannot b ~ o ~ e B~~~"m'd i'}fot~ Boeing they need to
petition for an exempt on, . con. si~~pejin,i.,~or developing a new IP _to
restart the proc,tr res vln ,t1,\,ih11e.
'\.
.
S. If incorporat~'if a r,11dder
\h~s,(. determined practical, it should
be imple~ft~"'iJnor
:J~AX. .If incorporation prior to approval
would I ce s \zrtifica
he FAA should consider issuance of a
ti
artia\exe. ion~
-2~1(d)(1) for the rudder control system only
lt!J,~in; to Im pie ent a reasonable schedule for approval of the
/ ; u , er cont~ stem chan.ge an incorporation into both production and fielded
~37M~ ~li!JleS. The probability of the event could be taken into consideration in
this d'g~rd"hen making a risk-based decision for granting the exemption; therefore
·
t~M~anel has provided an estimate ofthe overall event probability in Appendix
Ll.,
~Jttfsupporting information in Appendix B.
, , :oeing is also entitled to petition for a partial exemption to§ 25.903(d)(1) that is
f} not time-limited, if they can m.ake a case that such an exemption is in the public's
interest. The probability of the event calculated in Appendix A would be applicable
for this consideration as well.
7. Long term: the FAA TSS should explore the underlying issues of Interpretation
related to the term "practical" in guidance material for part 25 requirements. If
possible, t.he TSS should develop some methodology, or at least guidelines, that can
aid.in making discussions about practical design solutions more objective and less
opinion-based.

b,..".

~
0

~

~
0
r}
.&' ~

"'
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The follow ing table presents the results of the cal

UEF events on all jets, 1959- resent
UEF events on part 25 western -built jets "

1959- resent
Subset of "25WBJ" events du ·
of TO roll to initial fla retrac
Ratio of "25WBJ" UEF event
events

able failure), based on
·et o erations
ilure per UEF, based on
wide ·et operations
UEF + control cable failure) during
een V1 and 400 feet AGL
·

2.93x10·

events/departure

(= 0.044 • 6.66x10-•}
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,o~

"""" ,. c.,.,,.,o, of ...,off,..... '""''~·

..<.....

The durations of the full takeoff phase from brake release (BR) to reaching 1500 feet~b .._
well as the duration of the window between Vl and 400 feet AGL, w~lculate~l~ws:
Basic kinematic equation of motion during takeoff roll:

~

~,_

At=;!Q'vv ~o

where V1

the final veloc~a~
the initial ~

vi

e.end of ti~

d (ft/sec)

t th,'J_F:jthe time pe_riod (ft/sec)

= the aeaccelew - lr the time period (ft/sec2)

a

'"' """·~·~·";3·~~~~0
,r~0t

~

~

= t~

I a l t i t ~ e end of time period (ft)

£ : ~ h e 1nitial~e at the start of the time period (ft)

~ -;;

the average rate of climb over the time penod (ft/sec)

The followin t' ~Hows the calculated durations using these equations

~t

~~~~:1~:-~~f 1 ~[j~~1~fi~!
These are gen"eralized approximations for the purpose of.a general probability estimate. In
actuality the values of acceleration, ROC, Vl, VR, etc. vary considerably between models.
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. PETER A. DEFAZIO

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

General Questions
Question 1. Mr. Muilenburg, the last two new airplanes developed by Boeing, the
787 Dreamliner and the 737 MAX, have been the subjects of worldwide groundings.
Before the 787 grounding, the last airliner type to be grounded was the DC–10 in
1979. What efforts has the company taken in response to both groundings to ensure
future airplane designs do not have similar fates?
ANSWER. After the 737 MAX grounding, Boeing initiated a review by a special
board committee. That committee recommended several changes to our organization
and processes designed to enhance safety culture of the company. These changes include:
(1) Creating a permanent Aerospace Safety Committee within our Board of Directors to oversee and ensure safe design, development, manufacture, maintenance, and delivery of our products and services;
(2) Creating a Product and Services Safety organization to review all aspects of
product safety;
(3) Realigning the Engineering function within the company, so that engineers
across Boeing will report directly to the Chief Engineer;
(4) Establishing a design requirements program to further facilitate the incorporation of historical design materials, data and information, best practices, lessons learned, and detailed after action reports to reinforce Boeing’s commitment to continuous improvement;
(5) Enhancing our Continued Operational Safety Program to aid transparency
and visibility of safety related issues; the Continued Operational Safety Program now will require the Chief Engineer’s review of all safety and potential
safety reports;
(6) To anticipate the needs of future pilot populations, re-examining assumptions
about flight deck design and operation in partnership with our airline customers and industry members;
(7) Expanding our Safety Promotion Center for employees to learn and reflect on
our safety culture and renew personal commitments to safety;
(8) Expanding our anonymous safety reporting system to strengthen safety management systems within Boeing and our supply chain;
(9) Investing in new capabilities, including enhanced flight simulation and computing, and advanced R&D for future flight decks, as well as pilot and maintenance technician training and STEM education.

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Question 2. Mr. Muilenburg, the 737 fuselage is based on the 707 fuselage introduced in 1958. The original 737 itself was type-certified in 1967. The trim wheel
in the 737 MAX—an important part of the story of the 737 MAX crashes—also dates
to the 1967 737 version. For more than 50 years this aircraft’s type certificate has
been amended 13 times. Redesigns may save design and development costs, but they
present challenges regarding upgrades to the safety of the aircraft. What sorts of
challenges did re-designing the 737NG into the 737 MAX present and when will
Boeing decide the 737 has had its day and that it’s time to develop an entirely new
single-aisle airplane?
ANSWER. The certification of a derivative model aircraft is not necessarily less expensive, or less time consuming, than obtaining a new type certificate. For instance,
the certification for the MAX took more than five years, which is longer than the
process for some new type certificates. Each aircraft presents its own challenges.
However, building upon existing, safe designs with a proven track record has continuously improved the safety record of the aviation industry for decades. As to future new-airplane development decisions, we make such decisions deliberately and
(275)
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methodically, after studying the market demand and the current state of technology,
among many other factors.
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FAA Emergency Airworthiness Directive
The day after Boeing issued its November 6, 2018, flight crew operations manual
bulletin numbered TBC–19, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued its
emergency airworthiness directive (AD) to owners and operators of 737 MAX airplanes. Like Boeing’s bulletin, the emergency AD described how erroneously high
angle of attack (AOA) inputs can cause ‘‘repeated nose-down trim commands,’’ with
nose down trim increments ‘‘lasting up to 10 seconds,’’ which, if not addressed, could
cause control difficulties and ‘‘possible impact with terrain.’’ As with the bulletin,
there was no mention of MCAS whatsoever in this document issued to operators
across the globe after the Lion Air flight 610 accident.
Question 1. Did Boeing work with the FAA to develop the FAA’s emergency AD
issued on November 7, 2018?
Question 2. Did Boeing have any discussions with the FAA, written or oral, specifically about whether MCAS should be mentioned in this document?
Question 2.a. If yes, why was MCAS ultimately excluded?
Question 2.i. Did Boeing recommend or suggest that MCAS be excluded?
Question 2.ii. If so, why did Boeing suggest MCAS be excluded from the FAA’s
emergency AD?
Question 2.b. If no, why did you not discuss MCAS with the FAA in regard to the
emergency AD?
ANSWER. Boeing and the FAA worked closely together in developing both Boeing’s
Flight Crew Operations Manual Bulletin (‘‘OMB’’) issued on November 6, 2018, and
the FAA’s Emergency Airworthiness Directive (‘‘AD’’) issued the next day, on November 7, and were in agreement about the content of both issuances. Boeing also
issued a fleet-wide message on November 10 that provided details regarding the
MCAS function.
Boeing issued the November 6 OMB to all owners and operators of 737 MAX
planes. The OMB called attention to the airplane effects and flight deck indications
that could result from erroneous AOA data, including nose down stabilizer trim
movement, and directed flight crews to existing procedures to address the condition.
The OMB reinforced that implementation of the Runaway Stabilizer Non-normal
Checklist, one of only a handful of procedures that pilots must commit to memory,
was the appropriate response to uncommanded nose down stabilizer trim movement.
The OMB also reminded flight crews of the importance of trimming out the airplane
before turning off the electric stabilizer trim system, noting that ‘‘[i]nitially, higher
control forces may be needed to overcome any stabilizer nose down trim already applied,’’ and that electric stabilizer trim can be used to neutralize control column
pitch forces before moving the STAB TRIM CUTOUT switches to CUTOUT.’’ The
OMB advised operators to insert it into their Flight Crew Operations Manual, and
provided that the OMB ‘‘remains in effect until Boeing provides additional information on system updates that may allow this Bulletin to be canceled.’’
The same day Boeing issued the OMB, the FAA issued a Continued Airworthiness
Notification, which advised that the MAX involved in the Lion Air incident ‘‘appears
to have experienced anomalies in the angle of attack, airspeed, and altitude indications.’’ The Notification further explained that Boeing had issued the OMB to address the issue, and that the FAA was considering mandating the OMB.
The FAA followed through with this action the next day (November 7), issuing
an Emergency Airworthiness Directive to mandate the guidance in Boeing’s OMB.
The AD required the information in the OMB to be added to all 737–8 and 737–
9 Airplane Flight Manuals within three days. This information included the instruction, almost verbatim from the OMB, to follow the existing runaway stabilizer procedure if flight crews experience circumstances involving uncommanded downward
trim commands. Like the OMB, the AD also referenced the possible need for flight
crews to use electric stabilizer trim to overcome nose down trim already applied before activating the stab trim cutout switches. Boeing began complying with this AD
by including a revised Airplane Flight Manual with delivered 737 MAX airplanes,
and advised operators on November 8 that the revised Manual was available on the
Boeing web portal.
On November 10, responding to operator requests for additional information about
the subject matter of the OMB and AD, Boeing sent a fleet-wide message to all 737
NG and MAX customers that provided technical details and operational information
regarding the MCAS function.
Boeing’s interactions with the FAA in connection with the preparation and
issuance of the OMB and AD reflected the Company’s commitment to full trans-
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parency with the FAA and to acting in close coordination with regulatory authorities, and subject to their ultimate authority, on safety issues.
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Boeing’s Response Post-Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 Accident
Mr. Muilenburg, at an April 29 press conference, you said that the AOA Disagree
alert, which we learned was inoperative on most 737 MAX aircraft, ‘‘is not something that drives pilot action.’’
Question 1. Are you saying that pilots would do nothing if their AOA Disagree
alert illuminates?
Question 2. How do you reconcile your comments with the Indonesian authorities’
report released last month on the Lion Air crash indicating that without the alert’s
enabling, pilots could not document the issue, which may have helped maintenance
staff identify the mis-calibrated AOA sensor that triggered MCAS on Lion Air flight
610?
ANSWER. Mr. Muilenburg was speaking about the fact that, at the time of the accidents, there were no specific pilot actions described in the Flight Crew Operations
Manual for the situation when the AOA DISAGREE alert illuminated. We do not
believe that the Lion Air report contains any contradictory information.
At the time of the accidents, and of Mr. Muilenburg’s statement, references to the
AOA DISAGREE alert in flight crew manuals and procedures did not direct the
crew to take any specific action in response to the alert activating, but instead directed the crew to other information present on the flight display. Thus, the Boeing
flight crew manual at the time of the accident included a checklist for the AOA DISAGREE alert, which sets forth the procedures that flight crew should use in a situation in which the alert activates. That checklist did not specify any pilot action, but
rather highlighted that if the alert is on, ‘‘airspeed errors’’ and the ‘‘IAS DISAGREE
alert’’ (airspeed), as well as ‘‘altimeter errors’’ and the ‘‘ALT DISAGREE alert’’ (altitude), ‘‘may occur.’’
These airspeed and altitude alerts are triggered independently of the AOA DISAGREE alert, and have their own prominent displays on the flight deck. Moreover,
they have their own dedicated checklists that, unlike the then operative AOA DISAGREE alert checklist, do specify responsive crew action.
When the MAX returns to service, all MAX airplanes will have an activated and
operable AOA DISAGREE alert as a stand-alone, standard feature.
Question 3. Mr. Muilenburg, at an April 29 press conference, you said that MCAS
is ‘‘not something that needs to be trained on separately. It’s fundamentally
imbedded in the handling qualities of the airplane. And so, when you train on the
airplane, you’re being trained on MCAS.’’
Knowing what you know now, do you stand by your comments?
ANSWER. MCAS is an extension of the pre-existing Speed Trim function, which
helps stabilize airplane speed by commanding stabilizer in the direction to oppose
a speed change, and which has been used safely on 737 series airplanes for decades.
As such, MCAS is part of an integrated flight control system, and its effects are embedded in the handling qualities of the airplane. Going forward, however, as Mr.
Muilenburg testified, Boeing will provide additional information regarding the
MCAS system as part of training for the MAX.
Question 4. Given the two accidents involving unintended MCAS activation, do
you now believe that pilots should have known about MCAS before flying a MAX?
If so, why now and not then?
ANSWER. In accordance with FAA regulatory guidance, flight training for all Boeing airplanes, including the 737 MAX, is designed to give pilots the knowledge,
skills, and abilities necessary to safely operate each model on which they are licensed (or ‘‘type-rated’’). Boeing and the FAA coordinated closely over the course of
several years in developing the necessary training requirements and flight manual
content for the MAX. Since the accidents, the FAA and Boeing have worked together
to develop additional MAX flight crew training, as well as flight manual content,
that addresses the updates Boeing has made to MCAS. The inclusion of specific
training and flight manual content on MCAS is consistent with the feedback Boeing
has received from pilots and its customers, and reflects the additional knowledge
and understanding that Boeing has gained as a result of these accidents.
Question 5. Mr. Muilenburg, at an April 29 press conference, you stated MCAS
was ‘‘designed to provide handling qualities for the pilot that meet pilot preferences.
We want the airplane to behave in the air similar to the previous generation 737’s.
That’s the preferred pilot feel for the airplane, how it feels as they’re flying it. And
MCAS is designed to provide those kinds of handling qualities at high angles of attack.’’
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If that was indeed the goal, would it have been advisable to inform pilots of potential MCAS malfunctions that would affect handling qualities or the feel for the airplane?
ANSWER. In accordance with FAA regulatory guidance, flight training for all Boeing airplanes, including the 737 MAX, is designed to give pilots the knowledge,
skills, and abilities necessary to safely operate the airplanes which they are licensed
to fly. Boeing and the FAA worked together over multiple years to establish the appropriate training materials for the MAX. Since the accidents, Boeing and the FAA
have worked together to develop additional MAX flight crew training, as well as
flight manual content, that addresses the updates Boeing has made to MCAS.
Question 6. Mr. Muilenburg, immediately after the Ethiopian Airlines crash, Boeing made clear it believed that the grounding of the 737 MAX was unnecessary. In
fact, media reports widely circulated your disagreement with the idea in your conversation with President Trump, and Boeing further stated on March 12 that ‘‘based
on the information currently available, we do not have any basis to issue new guidance to operators.’’
Do you agree with regulators’ decisions to ultimately ground the 737 MAX?
ANSWER. Boeing supports the FAA’s decision to ground the 737 MAX.
Question 7. Did Boeing leadership ever consider issuing a service bulletin or requesting voluntarily that FAA ground the 737 MAX prior to the FAA’s official
grounding?
Question 7.a. If Boeing did consider this, please provide specifics. When was this
issue raised, under what circumstances, and by whom? Why was the ultimate decision made not to request that the FAA ground the 737 MAX and who at Boeing
made that decision?
ANSWER. Boeing does not have the authority to ground airplanes. Boeing does,
however, provide civil aviation authorities and our airline customers with any relevant information we may receive or develop, so that they can make informed decisions on how to regulate aircraft operations.
In its written response to Question #16 of the Committee’s April 1, 2019 request
to Boeing, Boeing provided a detailed timeline of the actions taken by the company
after the Lion Air accident through the date of the 737 MAX grounding, and we
refer you to that response.
Question 8. When did Boeing first learn about the FAA decision to ground the 737
MAX in U.S. airspace?
ANSWER. Boeing learned about the grounding order on March 13, 2019.
Question 9. If Boeing felt that the 737 MAX was safe enough to not warrant
grounding, why was it then pursuing software changes to MCAS even before the
Ethiopian Airlines crash?
ANSWER. On November 6, after a week of intensive efforts to understand and analyze the accident sequence, a Boeing Safety Review Board (‘‘SRB’’)—Boeing’s established process for evaluating in-service safety issues—determined that the crew
workload effects of erroneous AOA input leading to activation of the MCAS function
presented a safety issue, and also determined that appropriate pilot action could
counteract the condition. That same day, Boeing issued an Operations Manual Bulletin (‘‘OMB’’) to the fleet calling attention to the airplane effects and flight deck
indications of the condition, and directing flight crews to existing procedures to address it. Boeing also moved forward expeditiously to develop an update to the MAX’s
flight control computer software to eliminate the risk of erroneous AOA data leading
to repeated MCAS activation.
On November 7, 2018, a day after Boeing issued its OMB, the FAA issued an
Emergency Airworthiness Directive (‘‘AD’’) requiring airlines to amend their Airplane Flight Manuals to include the OMB guidance. The FAA also convened multiple Corrective Action Review Board (‘‘CARB’’) meetings—the FAA’s analog to
Boeing’s SRB process—starting in late November to evaluate issues relating to the
airplane effects of erroneous AOA data and MCAS activation. Relying on the FAA’s
independent risk analysis, the CARB process largely concurred with Boeing’s analysis of the safety issue and proposed risk mitigation approach—although the FAA
did determine that that Boeing should implement the flight control computer software update more quickly than Boeing had originally proposed, an accelerated
schedule the Company accepted. Referencing the FAA’s independent risk analysis,
an FAA CARB concluded in December 2018 that, as development of the software
update proceeded, the MAX fleet could continue operating until the new software
was implemented on the FAA-approved schedule.
Implementing the revisions to the MAX’s flight control computer software is a
complex task, and the Company has been and remains committed to proceeding
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carefully and deliberately. Throughout this process, Boeing has closely coordinated
with the FAA (and other regulators) to ensure that the software update and related
issues are evaluated thoroughly and comprehensively.
What Boeing Knew Then
You testified repeatedly before our Committee that had Boeing known what it
knows now, the company would have made different decisions with regard to the
737 MAX. Specifically:
In response to my question about why Boeing didn’t design MCAS from day one
to use information from both AOA sensors, you said, ‘‘Mr. Chairman, we have
asked ourselves that same question over and over. And if back then we knew
everything that we know now, we would have made a different decision.’’
In response to Rep. Craig’s question about when Boeing should have grounded
the plane, you said, ‘‘Congresswoman, we have asked ourselves that question
many, many times. And if we knew back then what we know now, we would
have grounded it right after the first accident.’’
Before the Lion Air accident, Boeing was already aware that MCAS relied on just
one AOA sensor, and according to documentation made public at the hearing, a Boeing engineer as far back as 2015 had already asked, ‘‘Are we vulnerable to single
AOA sensor failure with the MCAS implementation or is there some checking that
occurs?’’
In addition, other documentation made public at the hearing established that Boeing was also already well aware, before the Lion Air accident, that if a pilot did not
react to unintended MCAS activation within 10 seconds, the result could be catastrophic.
Question 1. What new information did Boeing learn only after the October 2018
Lion Air accident, that it didn’t already know previously, with regard to the potentially catastrophic risk that a malfunctioning AOA sensor could have on the MAX
due to its interaction with MCAS?
Question 2. What new information did Boeing learn only after the March 2019
Ethiopian Airlines accident, that it didn’t already know previously, with regard to
the potentially catastrophic risk that a malfunctioning AOA sensor could have on
the MAX due to its interaction with MCAS?
ANSWER. In designing MCAS, Boeing relied on well-accepted, industry-wide assumptions in evaluating how pilots would react to the uncommanded activation of
MCAS for any reason, including erroneous AOA. Those assumptions proved not to
be accurate in these accidents. Accordingly, we now know that there is a greater
risk from unintended activation of MCAS due to erroneous AOA data than we originally thought. Our system redesign addresses this issue.

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Boeing CEO Bonus Pay
On November 5, 2019, it was reported that you were declining to take your bonus
in 2019 and opting out of consideration for equity grants until the 737 MAX is back
in the air. Yet, as of October 26, 2019, Boeing had already announced that it would
not be paying annual bonuses to its management, executives, or unionized engineers
and white-collar workers.
Question 1. What 2019 bonus, if any, are you declining to accept that Boeing had
not already determined that you would not be receiving?
ANSWER. Mr. Muilenburg has requested that he not receive any bonus, either
short- or long-term, for 2019. He has also requested that the Board not provide him
any equity grants until the MAX returns to service globally. Mr. Muilenburg has
also committed to donating the entire value of any previous equity grants that vest
in 2020 to charity.
Question 2. With regard to your opting out of consideration for equity grants, are
you foregoing consideration for these equity grants until the 737 MAX is back in
the air, or are you merely deferring consideration for these equity grants?
ANSWER. Please see the response to the previous question.
Question 3. How much was your bonus in 2018, the year of the Lion Air accident,
and how much of it have you offered to return?
ANSWER. Mr. Muilenburg’s 2018 compensation is publicly available in Boeing’s annual proxy statement, which can be found at www.boeing.com.
Question 4. How much did you receive in equity grants in 2018, the year of the
Lion Air accident, and how much of these grants have you offered to return?
ANSWER. Mr. Muilenburg’s 2018 compensation is publicly available in Boeing’s annual proxy statement, which can be found at www.boeing.com.
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Moving Lawsuits to Indonesia
In May, it was reported that Boeing had indicated in court filings that it was likely
to request that cases on behalf of the victims of the October 2018 Lion Air accident
involving the 737 MAX be moved to Indonesia. At the hearing, in response to questions from both Rep. Hank Johnson and me about whether Boeing plans to seek to
move litigation filed on behalf of victims of the Lion Air accident from Chicago to
Indonesia, you stated that you did not know the answer and would get back to our
Committee with an answer.
Question 1. Your answer also suggested this was an issue you had not been
briefed on or involved in, in any way at Boeing. Now that you have had time to
review records relevant to this question since the hearing, did you receive any briefings regarding Boeing’s litigation strategy regarding the Lion Air accident in Indonesia?
Question 2. Is Boeing planning to seek to move litigation filed on behalf of the
families of victims of the Lion Air accident from Chicago to Indonesia?
Question 3. Does Boeing have any reason to believe that if it loses this litigation,
it will ultimately have to pay less to the plaintiffs if the litigation takes place in
Indonesia as opposed to in the United States?
Question 4. Are you aware of differences between the Indonesian legal system and
the one we have in the United States including but not limited to the lack of a Seventh Amendment right to a jury trial, a right to a cross-examination of witnesses,
and a requirement of discovery in Indonesia?
ANSWER. In response to both MAX accidents, Boeing has offered to engage in mediations in the United States to resolve the families’ claims without the need for
any litigation. To facilitate this, Boeing arranged for a prominent Chicago mediator,
a former Chief Judge of the Circuit Court of Cook County, to assist, and is paying
the full costs of all mediations. Since the middle of July, Boeing has been working
with the mediator and the families who lost loved ones in the Lion Air accident,
to settle these cases. We are pleased to have resolved approximately one half of the
claims filed in the United States on terms that we believe fairly compensate the victims’ families. We remain committed to this mediation process. If, at some point and
despite Boeing’s best efforts, an impasse is reached in the mediation process, the
litigation may resume. And at that point, well-settled U.S. law will give Boeing the
option of requesting that the court determine whether another jurisdiction is the appropriate venue for such cases.
Boeing is aware that there are differences between the litigation procedures available in the U.S. and those available around the world. United States courts have
routinely found such foreign forums appropriate to handle aviation accident litigation in certain circumstances. All decisions in this litigation about forum will be decided by U.S. courts applying well-settled U.S. law.
QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. RICK LARSEN

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

Question 1. I understand that when Boeing’s attorneys met with Committee staff
regarding Mr. Forkner’s Instant Messages, Boeing was in the midst of investigating
whether his reference to problems with MCAS in the simulator were actually problems with MCAS or with the simulator itself. Now that Boeing has had time to further investigate these issues, please provide the Committee with any supporting
records indicating the problems that Mr. Forkner referenced were really problems
with the simulator or conversely issues with MCAS itself.
Please include a list of Boeing managers or employees and FAA managers and
employees to whom Mr. Forkner reported these issues, whether MCAS- or simulator-related, and the actions taken to remedy the issues and provide supporting
records to verify this correction.
ANSWER. As you note, Boeing provided Committee staff with an extensive briefing
on this topic. This included providing Committee staff with supporting records, including a discrepancy report for the simulator that closely matches the conditions
described in the instant message, and documentation regarding the investigation
and resolution of that discrepancy report. Our review remains ongoing; we have no
additional documentation to provide at this time.
QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. SALUD O. CARBAJAL

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Question 1. In simulator tests, I understand that Boeing didn’t even simulate erroneous MCAS activation to the full 2.5 degrees of stabilizer motion. Is that correct
and if so please explain why that sort of simulation did not take place?
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ANSWER. This is not correct. Among other conditions considered during the MAX
development process, Boeing simulated uncommanded MCAS operation to the maximum nose down stabilizer authority both before and after the expansion of MCAS
to operate in low speed conditions. In early 2016, Boeing conducted simulator testing in an engineering simulator known as an eCab involving the uncommanded activation of MCAS to 3.0 degrees of nose down stabilizer motion, which at the time
was the maximum authority at low speed.
QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. SHARICE DAVIDS

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

Question 1. Mr. Muilenburg, when and how did you learn that the AOA Disagree
Alert on the 737 MAX was only functioning on aircraft that purchased the optional
AOA Indicator? Please also include who informed you of that information and what
you did in response.
ANSWER. Mr. Muilenburg was not aware of the discrepancy between how the AOA
DISAGREE alert was intended to function, and how it was delivered, until after the
Lion Air accident. At that point, the Boeing Company took swift action to address
this issue. Pursuant to the recommendations of a special board committee, the Boeing Company has revised its Board structure to ensure issues like this are brought
more quickly to the attention of senior management.
Question 2. Has Boeing taken any disciplinary action against any of the individual
Boeing employees who were aware the AOA Disagree Alert was not functioning
prior to the Lion Air crash and did not take any steps to either inform the FAA
or your customers? If so, please describe what action Boeing has taken.
ANSWER. As Mr. Muilenburg testified, our current focus as a Company is on doing
everything possible to ensure the safe return of the MAX to service. We owe this
to our customers and the flying public. That said, once the MAX is safely back in
service, the time will come to consider further questions of accountability. And Boeing will not hesitate to hold people accountable, where appropriate.
Question 3. Boeing’s marketing brochures published after the FAA certified the
737 MAX in 2017 suggest that Boeing had expected the FAA to require more significant pilot training than FAA ultimately required for the MAX. Did the FAA’s acceptance of Level B non-simulator training for the 737 MAX come as a surprise to
Boeing?
ANSWER. The determination of what training was appropriate for the MAX was
a multi-year process between Boeing and the FAA. Boeing provides input into that
process. However, commercial aviation is a highly regulated industry, and both
manufacturers and customers know that the relevant civil aviation authorities ultimately decide what training is required.
QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. SAM GRAVES

OF

MISSOURI

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Question 1. How is Boeing working to develop procedures that are more tolerant
of ‘‘human factors’’ or interactions between ‘‘human and machine’’? Is human performance currently a major consideration during the safety evaluation process?
ANSWER. Boeing’s design, analysis and evaluation approach is based on FAA guidance and published industry standards. Human performance is and will continue to
be an important consideration in the evaluation of all Boeing airplanes. As part of
the design and evaluation process, Boeing has Human Factors specialists, engineers,
and pilots that consider the effects of cognition, perception, physical ergonomics, anthropometry, and human computer interface on Boeing’s design. Boeing is in the
process of re-evaluating our processes and assumptions regarding human factors as
a result of information we have learned from the investigations into the MAX accidents. This review is not limited to the MAX.
Question 2. It is Boeing’s position that the MCAS was not hidden from FAA, customers, and pilots. In what ways did Boeing ensure MCAS was known and understood by all those parties?
ANSWER. Boeing briefed the FAA and international regulators on numerous occasions about MCAS and its final design parameters. Although MCAS itself had been
discussed in multiple briefings over many years, the meetings and information exchanges with regulators regarding MCAS’s final design parameters began in mid2016 and continued over subsequent months. The information provided to the FAA
in these interactions included MCAS’s maximum stabilizer authority of 2.5 degrees,
as well as other aspects of the control law’s functioning. For example, the use of
MCAS at low speeds was included in briefing materials for meetings between Boeing and the FAA in July 2016, a revised certification deliverable submitted to the
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FAA in October 2016, and materials from validation meetings between Boeing staff
and regulators in the fall of 2016.
In addition to these briefings, FAA personnel also observed the operation of
MCAS during certification flight testing. Boeing and the FAA began certification
flight testing of the 737 MAX 8 in August 2016. Multiple conditions involving MCAS
activation were flown through January 2017. The objectives for these tests included
demonstrating that the 737 MAX 8 had compliant maneuvering and handling characteristics in stall and near-stall conditions. The tests also evaluated whether the
airplane could safely fly and land with various control system malfunctions or simulated failures. The conditions tested included MCAS’s performance during low speed
stalls, and during these tests, MCAS was activated nearly to the limit of its maximum stabilizer authority of 2.5 degrees. FAA personnel—including engineers, pilots, and at times both—were on board many of these flight tests to observe the performance of the flight conditions, including those involving MCAS. In some cases,
FAA test pilots were at the controls and flew the relevant conditions. Boeing also
provided the FAA with data of MCAS activating in low speed conditions.
Descriptions of MCAS were included in presentations given to multiple customers
at conferences for MAX customers, and Boeing received questions from customers
about MCAS and its operation prior to delivery. Boeing did not hide information on
the system, and provided information in response to those customer inquiries.
Question 3. When the MAX and MCAS were being tested, what were Boeing’s assumptions related to flight crews’ reactions to erroneous MCAS function?
ANSWER. As authorized by applicable FAA guidance, including FAA Advisory Circular 25–7C (‘‘Flight Test Guide for Certification of Transport Category Airplanes’’),
in conducting their hazard assessments, Boeing’s subject matter experts made a series of assumptions about how a flight crew would react if MCAS failed or did not
function as intended. Consistent with established FAA guidance, this included the
assumption that the crew would recognize and address uncommanded MCAS activation through normal use of the control column and the electric trim switches, and
that the crew would also be able to use the stabilizer cutout switches and rely on
manual trimming (as outlined in the Runaway Stabilizer Non-Normal Procedure) to
stop any unintended stabilizer motion. Test pilots participated in the simulator testing of MCAS and had vital input into the hazard analysis.
Question 4. How is Boeing working with customers, airlines, pilots, and regulators
to address their concerns with the 737 MAX going forward?
ANSWER. Boeing has taken extensive action to update the MAX flight control system, and to rebuild confidence with our customers, our regulators, and the pilots
who fly our aircraft.
We have made three key changes to the MCAS flight control software that will
prevent accidents like these from happening again:
• The flight control system will compare inputs from both angle-of-attack sensors,
and MCAS will not activate if the sensors disagree by 5.5 degrees or more.
• MCAS will no longer activate repeatedly. It will provide one input for each elevated angle-of-attack event.
• Finally, MCAS will never be able to command more stabilizer input than can
be counteracted by the flight crew pulling back on the control column.
Boeing has worked to update the MAX flight control software, we have been actively engaged with airlines and pilots throughout the process. As of November
26th, 2019, Boeing has conducted simulator sessions with 545 participants from 99
of our airline customers and 41 global regulators to give them an opportunity to fly
the new software. We have spent over 150,000 engineering and test hours relating
to the MAX, and have flown more than 992 test and production flights.
Boeing has been transparent with regulators in their review of the MAX, and,
consistent with our culture, we have prioritized safety. The MAX will not return to
service until the FAA and other global regulators have complete confidence that it
is safe to do so.
QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. GARRET GRAVES

OF

LOUISIANA

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Question 1. It does seem that Boeing, the Boeing ODA, and FAA did not always
communicate well and had both lax as well as informal recordkeeping processes. Do
you believe these processes need to be improved? If so, how would you propose to
improve Boeing’s communication and recordkeeping processes?
ANSWER. As Mr. Muilenburg testified, Boeing believes these processes can and
should be improved. The FAA requires extensive and detailed recordkeeping from
ODA holders in order to enable the FAA to conduct compliance checks and audits
of those ODA holders’ performance. Boeing is consistently working to improve the
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performance of our ODA, and that includes our recordkeeping and our transparency
with regulators.
Boeing’s ODA procedures manual, which is approved by the FAA, contains procedures to ensure certain communications between Boeing ODA unit members and the
FAA are formally documented and managed. These procedures help ensure the ODA
is properly following FAA guidance. Expanding this type of documentation requirement will help facilitate both safety and transparency.
Question 2. Additionally, during the hearing I asked Mr. Muilenburg to provide
the Committee with responses to the following questions:
Question 2.a. After reviewing the recommendations of NTSB and others available
as of the date of the hearing (October 30, 2019), please advise the Committee of any
of those recommendations that Boeing does not concur with?
ANSWER. Boeing is deeply committed to the safety of its products and the safety
of the aviation system and value the role of the NTSB in promoting aviation safety.
We do not oppose the recommendations from the NTSB to the FAA on September
26, 2019. Boeing has already undertaken steps that align with at least one of the
NTSB’s recommendations.
The NTSB recommended that FAA require manufacturers to consider the way
cockpit design can impact pilot reaction to alerts and alarms that may sound in nonnormal situations.As a result of a recommendation from a special committee of
Boeing’s Board of Directors, the company is already planning to work with our airline customers to re-examine the way we design our cockpits, with the goal of helping pilots to prioritize their attention and their actions when faced with multiple
alerts and alarms. Boeing is taking this step with the recognition that pilot training
and experience can vary significantly in different regions of the world.
Question 2.b. Provide an explanation of the specific changes Boeing is making to
the 737 MAX to help us better understand the proposed fixes Boeing will submit
to the FAA for recertification?
ANSWER. Boeing has made 3 key changes to the MCAS flight control software:
• The flight control system will compare inputs from both angle-of-attack sensors,
and MCAS will not activate if the sensors disagree by 5.5 degrees or more
• MCAS will no longer activate repeatedly. It will provide one input for each elevated angle-of-attack event.
• Finally, MCAS will never be able to command more stabilizer input than can
be counteracted by the flight crew pulling back on the control column.
In addition, working under the guidance of the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing also addressed certain highly improbable scenarios involving the flight
control computers on the 737 MAX. The two flight control computers on each MAX
airplane will now monitor one another continuously, known as ‘‘cross-checking.’’
This will further enhance the safety of the airplane.
Question 2.c. Provide responses to the following recommendations made by the
737 MAX accident victims’ families. Is Boeing willing to commit to——
i. Publicly disclosing the MCAS fix?
ii. Clearly defining the utility of MCAS?
iii. Addressing concerns that the culture within Boeing might have been
prioritizing the wrong things?
iv. Ensuring that there were no efforts to conceal the MCAS and its role?
v. Ensuring that the entire airplane is viewed as an integrated system, as opposed to individual components where safety regulators may not be able to recognize their role in the larger system.
ANSWER. Yes, Boeing is committed to keeping the public informed about the status of the enhancements being made to the MCAS system. Boeing has created a
public website with information regarding the MAX to facilitate dissemination of information regarding the MAX. That website is located at http://www.boeing.com/737max-updates/. Boeing is also committed to demonstrating the safety of the 737 MAX
to regulators as well as the flying public, including the safety of its design and the
improvements that have been made since the accidents. As Boeing has publicly stated, when the MAX returns to service, MCAS will compare inputs from both angleof-attack sensors on the MAX, it will only activate one time per high angle-of-attack
event, and MCAS will never command more stabilizer input than can be counteracted by the flight crew pulling back on the control column.
In addition, Boeing is committed to safety as a core value of the company. Boeing
has undertaken a number of structural changes to strengthen this commitment, including the creation of a permanent Aerospace Safety Committee within our Board
of Directors, the creation of a new internal Product and Services Safety organization, and reorganization of the company’s engineering function. These changes will
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enhance and amplify our focus on safety, strengthen our culture, and help to ensure
that the safety of all our products are evaluated holistically.
Boeing is also committed to ongoing transparency with FAA and international
regulators, who were briefed on multiple occasions about the existence of MCAS, as
well as MCAS’s final configuration and operating parameters. During the certification process, MCAS was installed on the airplanes used for training-related flight
testing that the FAA administered in August 2016. And FAA personnel observed the
operation of MCAS in its final configuration during certification flight testing, beginning in August 2016 and continuing through January 2017. Boeing is working handin-hand with regulators to return the 737 MAX to service.
Question 3. The Chairman read from a December 2015 email where a Boeing engineer asked: ‘‘Are we vulnerable to a single AoA sensor failure . . . ’’ In what context
was this email sent and what exactly is your understanding of the concern raised
in the email? How was the concern addressed?
ANSWER. The development of MCAS was an integrated effort involving numerous
technical disciplines across Boeing. Multiple Boeing test pilots, as well as engineers
across many different organizations, were involved in the development process and
in the work of designing the function’s operating parameters, developing test conditions, and evaluating the safety and efficacy of the design. Information was shared
freely among the individuals and groups involved in these efforts, and the discussion
of issues relating to the evolving design was robust.
The referenced communication occurred during this design process. The issue
raised in the quoted sentence was one among innumerable technical issues discussed during the design and development of the 737 MAX. As Mr. Hamilton testified, he has discussed the general topic of MCAS’s reliance on a single sensor with
one of the engineers involved in this exchange. As Mr. Hamilton further testified,
this communication reflects and demonstrates Boeing’s open engineering culture,
which encourages the robust discussion of technical issues and concerns as an integral part of the design process.
Boeing engaged in a multi-step process for evaluating the potential safety considerations involved in the implementation of MCAS. At each stage of the design, development, and testing of MCAS, Boeing subject matter experts reviewed and evaluated the design change and its potential safety implications. The MCAS safety evaluation was consistent with applicable FAA guidance, including in relying on wellaccepted, industry-wide assumptions by Boeing’s experts about how crew members
would act or react to different scenarios involving uncommanded MCAS activation.
Question 4. During the hearing, Mr. Hamilton stated that a version MCAS is implemented on the KC–46 tanker. Can you provide more details on the KC–46 tanker
version of MCAS and the 737 MAX MCAS? Please describe any differences and the
reason for those differences?
ANSWER. A version of the MCAS control law was implemented on the KC–46 767
Tanker airplane. However, the architecture, implementation, and pilot interface of
MCAS are different for the KC–46 tanker and the 737 MAX.
The 737 MAX MCAS function is an extension of the pre-existing Speed Trim System. This system resides in the Flight Control Computer (FCC), and helps stabilize
the airplane speed by commanding stabilizer in the direction to oppose a speed
change. This system has been used safely on 737 series airplanes for decades. In
adding MCAS to the 737 MAX, Boeing determined to utilize the existing speed trim
system architecture, including use of a single sensor for AOA inputs, consistent with
the fundamental airplane design principle of minimizing unnecessary changes to a
sound and safe existing airplane design. With this design, the 737 MAX was able
to meet all design requirements, including those associated with the applicable functional hazard assessment hazard categories.
Question 5. Were there differences between the final MCAS design and its original
design requirements? The witnesses indicated that Boeing’s MCAS design met FAA
regulatory standards and Boeing’s own design requirements. What were those
standards and design requirements? On what basis was it determined that Boeing’s
MCAS design met FAA regulatory standards and Boeing’s own design requirements?
ANSWER. MCAS’s design changed over time. Boeing developed and refined MCAS
design requirements, including those requirements discussed by the witnesses, such
as the requirements related to dive recovery and MCAS’s interaction with the piloting of the airplane, that defined how MCAS would function in normal operation.
MCAS, as originally certified, met those requirements for normal operations. Unless
otherwise expressly noted in the requirements, the specific requirements were not
intended to apply to abnormal operation or in failure conditions. To assess those sit-
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uations, Boeing experts initially performed a thorough safety assessment for the initial MCAS design, which would activate only in high-speed conditions, with Boeing
test pilots and engineers conducting a number of piloted simulator sessions in 2012
and 2013 to evaluate possible hazards. In March 2016, concurrently with developing
the requirements for MCAS to operate at low speeds, Boeing subject matter experts—including both engineers and experienced pilots—conducted an additional
targeted assessment of the potential hazards posed by MCAS’s greater stabilizer authority at low speeds. In performing this assessment, Boeing’s experts applied their
engineering judgment and piloting experience to the existing safety analysis and
data for the earlier MCAS design, and also considered new performance data generated through piloted simulator testing and computer analysis of MCAS’s operation
at low speeds.
Boeing’s subject matter experts had already concluded that MCAS’s earlier design
met all applicable functional hazard assessment thresholds. Based on their updated
hazard analysis, Boeing’s subject matter experts concluded at the end of March 2016
that the expanded version of MCAS also met all applicable requirements, and did
not create any heightened risks beyond the earlier design.
Among other conditions tested during the MAX development process, Boeing considered uncommanded MCAS operation resulting in unintended nose down trim to
the maximum stabilizer authority for both the earlier and expanded MCAS designs.
In March 2016, based on new simulator testing, Boeing experts assessed this condition as a ‘‘Minor’’ hazard when uncommanded operation of MCAS occurred at low
speed in the normal flight envelope. This was a lower classification category than
had been assessed for the uncommanded operation scenario for the earlier MCAS
design, which had been active only in high speed, high G-force conditions. Based on
this testing and analysis performed during the lengthy MCAS development process,
Boeing’s technical experts determined that the hazard classification categories for
both the high-speed and expanded MCAS functionality satisfied all applicable regulatory and certification requirements.
As authorized by applicable FAA guidance, including FAA Advisory Circular 25–
7C (‘‘Flight Test Guide for Certification of Transport Category Airplanes’’), in conducting their hazard assessments, Boeing’s subject matter experts made a series of
assumptions about how a flight crew would react if MCAS failed or did not function
as intended. This was the case for their hazard assessments of both the earlier and
expanded MCAS designs. Consistent with established FAA guidance, this included
the assumption that the crew would recognize and address uncommanded activation
through normal use of the control column and the electric trim switches, and that
the crew would also be able to use the stabilizer cutout switches and rely on manual
trimming (as outlined in the Runaway Stabilizer Non-Normal Procedure) to stop
any unintended stabilizer motion. Test pilots participated in the simulator testing
of expanded MCAS and had vital input into the hazard analysis.
Question 6. Boeing has stated that it assumed that pilots would react a specific
way to repeated, unexpected nose down stabilizer trim inputs due to MCAS activation. Can you describe what assumption Boeing made in terms of how pilots would
react and what actions they would take in response to repeated, unexpected nose
down stabilizer trim inputs? What was the basis for this assumption?
ANSWER. As authorized by applicable FAA guidance including FAA Advisory Circular 25–7C, in conducting their hazard assessments, Boeing’s subject matter experts made a series of assumptions about how a flight crew would react if MCAS
failed or did not function as intended. Consistent with established FAA guidance,
this included the assumption that the crew would recognize and address
uncommanded activation through normal use of the control column and electric trim
switches, and that the crew would also be able to use the stabilizer cutout switches
(as outlined in the Runaway Stabilizer Non-Normal Procedure) to stop any unintended stabilizer motion.
Question 7. In January 2019, Boeing recommended Level A differences training
(pilot training) accompany introduction of the MCAS updates. Please describe on
what basis Boeing made this recommendation.
ANSWER. In the wake of the Lion Air accident, Boeing and the FAA have carefully
scrutinized the level and content of appropriate training for MAX pilots. Prior to the
grounding of the MAX fleet on March 13, 2019, following the Ethiopian Airlines
flight 302 accident, the FAA did not impose any additional training requirements
for flight crews operating the existing MAX fleet, which still had the original, certified version of MCAS installed. The FAA and Boeing each independently deemed
the issuance of the OMB and AD, combined with the existing training curriculum,
sufficient to enable the safe operation of the fleet pending the implementation of up-
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dated flight control computer software, which Boeing began developing immediately
after the Lion Air accident.
Simultaneous with the development of that software update, Boeing and the FAA
assessed potential additional training requirements for pilots who would operate
MAX airplanes with the updated software, as is typical for such a design change.
Boeing began working closely with the FAA starting in December 2018 to develop
this training plan and associated evaluation testing.
Responding to the FAA’s request for a training proposal, Boeing in January 2019
initially recommended Level A differences training for the MCAS updates. Boeing
noted in support of this recommendation that the ‘‘difference between the 737 NG
and 737 MAX relating to the MCAS flight control law do[es] not affect pilot knowledge, skills, abilities, or flight safety.’’ No specific differences training is required
under the applicable regulatory guidance when this standard is met. Boeing nonetheless was proposing Level A training in response to ‘‘customers’ continued interest
in the MCAS flight control law.’’ Boeing also proposed a plan to substantiate the
training proposal for the FAA, including the use of flight simulators to demonstrate
various flight scenarios involving the updated MCAS functionality.
Boeing worked expeditiously to complete its evaluation and approval plan, submitting the final plan to the FAA on February 11. The FAA accepted the plan, and
agreed to Boeing’s proposed date for simulator testing of March 13. The FAA expressed willingness ‘‘to evaluate Boeing’s proposal for Level A training,’’ but also advised that the evaluation ‘‘is proceeding at risk,’’ meaning that the FAA could ultimately determine based on the evaluation results to require a higher level of training.
The simulator testing took place as planned on March 13, using a test procedure
agreed upon with the FAA. Representatives from the FAA—as well as the European
Union Aviation Safety Agency and Transport Canada—participated in the testing.
The next day, March 14, the FAA sent Boeing its pilot training evaluation for the
updated MCAS. The FAA noted that the Flight Standardization Board (‘‘FSB’’) for
the MAX had determined that ‘‘no pilot handling differences exist between the B–
737 NG series and B–737 MAX aircraft in normal and non-normal operation of
MCAS.’’ In the FAA’s evaluation, ‘‘[t]he NG and MAX aircraft handled the same and
no aircraft device training is necessary.’’ Nonetheless, the FAA explained, ‘‘[t]he
FSB determined that Level B training and checking is required to ensure pilot
knowledge and retention of MCAS for initial, transition, upgrade, and recurrent
[training].’’ After describing the exhaustive test scenarios performed during the evaluation process, the letter concluded that ‘‘level B training is provisionally approved’’
pending certification of the MCAS updates.
In accordance with the FSB’s determination, Boeing provided the FAA a computer-based Level B training module for evaluation. The FAA FSB evaluated and
tested this module on March 18, and the following day the FAA wrote to Boeing
that the module ‘‘satisfies the Level B training and checking requirement.’’ On
March 25, the FAA sent Boeing further written confirmation that ‘‘[v]alidation of
level B [computer-based] training met all knowledge, skills, and abilities required
to fly the MAX.’’ And on April 16, the FAA posted a draft FSB report for public comment, in which the FAA described the FSB’s ‘‘evaluation of the modified [MCAS]
for training and checking differences determination,’’ and stated that ‘‘[t]he MCAS
system was found to be operationally suitable.’’ That draft report has not been finalized.
Boeing’s discussions with the FAA about pilot training for the MCAS updates
have continued since the FAA’s posting of the FSB’s draft report in April. Boeing
is committed to continuing to work with the FAA to ensure that pilots receive appropriate training to accompany the MCAS updates in connection with the MAX’s
return to service.
Question 8. Earlier this year, it was discovered that in 2017 Boeing learned that
the AOA DISAGREE alert on the 737 MAX was not operable on all airplanes. What
steps did Boeing take upon making this discovery? Did Boeing immediately inform
the FAA and its customers? If not, why not?
ANSWER. In 2017, within several months after beginning 737 MAX deliveries, engineers at Boeing identified that the 737 MAX display system software delivered by
Boeing’s supplier did not correctly meet the requirements relating to the AOA DISAGREE alert. Instead of activating the AOA DISAGREE alert on all MAX airplanes, as Boeing’s requirements provided, the software activated the alert only if
an airline selected the optional AOA indicator. When Boeing’s engineers identified
the discrepancy between the requirements and the software, Boeing followed its
standard process for determining the appropriate resolution of such issues. That review, which involved multiple company subject matter experts, determined that the
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absence of the AOA DISAGREE alert did not adversely impact the safety, operation,
or certification of the airplane. Accordingly, the review concluded, the existing
functionality was acceptable until the alert and the indicator could be delinked in
the next planned display system software update, scheduled for 2020.
Shortly after the Lion Air Flight 610 accident on October 29, 2018, both Boeing
and the FAA informed MAX operators that the AOA DISAGREE alert was available
only if the AOA indicator option had been installed. In the discussions that followed,
Boeing fulfilled several customer requests to implement the AOA indicator, and by
extension the AOA DISAGREE alert, on their airplanes. Boeing also discussed the
status of the AOA DISAGREE alert extensively with the FAA—including the software discrepancy identified in 2017 and Boeing’s determination that the issue was
not safety related. In close coordination with the FAA, Boeing convened a Safety Review Board in December 2018, which confirmed the prior determination that the absence of the AOA DISAGREE alert from certain 737 MAX flight displays did not
present a safety issue. Boeing fully informed the FAA about this result and the underlying analysis. The FAA subsequently informed Boeing that it had convened a
Corrective Action Review Board and reached the same conclusion that the AOA
DISAGREE alert issue did not present an unsafe condition.
Boeing determined shortly after the Lion Air accident to accelerate the AOA DISAGREE alert software update, and began the required software development. MAX
customers were informed of this plan beginning in November 2018. As a result of
these software development efforts, when the MAX returns to service, all MAX airplanes will have an activated and operable AOA DISAGREE alert.
QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. BRIAN BABIN

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

TRANSPC154 with DISTILLER

Question 1. Would it be fair to say that you didn’t inform pilots about MCAS because when there is an emergency in the cockpit, you want them to respond to the
problem versus diagnose the problem? For instance, like when I am driving my car,
and it’s veering off the side of the road, I don’t sit there and think, what is causing
this, my first thought is to steer the car back into the lane. Is that a fair comparison?
ANSWER. In accordance with FAA regulatory guidance, flight training for all Boeing airplanes, including the 737 MAX, is designed to give pilots the knowledge,
skills, and abilities necessary to safely operate each model on which they are licensed (or ‘‘type-rated’’). This is not necessarily the same information that would be
needed to diagnose particular types of failures, as the accepted training philosophy
is to equip pilots to address the particular non-normal condition at issue, not diagnose the underlying cause of the failure. The priority in developing the pilot training
curriculum is always on giving pilots the knowledge they need to safely fly the airplane.
Question 2. How do other manufacturers from other countries certify their planes?
Do they have something similar to delegation?
ANSWER. Delegation is common in aviation systems throughout the world, though
each regulatory authority handles delegation differently. For instance, the European
Aviation Safety Agency also uses a system of delegation.
Question 3. This committee clearly has a lot of concern about how Boeing
prioritizes its safety versus its desire to make a profit and increase its stock price.
Boeing has talked a lot recently about the recommendations that its board made,
in what I see as an attempt to respond to that criticism and concern. On a dayto-day basis, how will those changes really lead to Boeing making safer airplanes?
ANSWER. First and foremost, the changes Boeing has made will reinforce Boeing’s
safety culture. The Product and Services Safety organization will review all aspects
of product safety, across the enterprise, ensuring that an independent organization
within the company is responsible for reviewing safety concerns and allegations of
undue pressure. It also enhances the presence of dedicated, safety-related leadership
and accountability within Boeing’s corporate structure. Moreover, by realigning the
engineering function so that each engineer reports to the Chief Engineer, we have
ensured that all engineers report to technical staff. Finally, we are expanding our
safety promotion center to disseminate safety-related information throughout
Boeing’s global workforce.
In addition, Boeing is also re-examining flight deck design and operation assumptions, in coordination with the regulators, our commercial and defense customers,
and other stakeholders. Pilot training and experience can vary across operators in
a rapidly growing global aviation industry that faces pilot shortages in many regions, and new technologies have also caused design assumptions to evolve. Boeing
will work with its partners to anticipate the needs of future pilot populations. That
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review will help us design flight deck interfaces that reflect the needs of the thousands of additional pilots needed in the coming decades.
QUESTIONS

FROM

HON. JENNIFFER GONZÁLEZ-COLÓN

FOR

MR. MUILENBURG

Question 1. Mr. Muilenburg, given your statements on the values of Boeing including safety, quality, and integrity, why did it take so long for Boeing to alert the
Federal Aviation Administration about internal concerns regarding the 737 MAX?
ANSWER. Safety, quality, and integrity are at the core of Boeing’s values. Boeing
offers its employees a number of channels for raising concerns and complaints and
has a rigorous process in place to ensure such complaints receive thorough consideration. If, after review, Boeing identifies a safety issue with a product or program,
the issue is promptly reported to the FAA.
Question 2. What steps has Boeing taken to change its internal culture to ensure
that safety, quality, and integrity are put again at the forefront of focus at the company?
ANSWER. After the 737 MAX grounding, Boeing initiated a review by a special
board committee. That committee recommended several changes to our organization
and processes, several of which will further enhance Boeing’s strong safety culture.
These changes include:
(1) Creating a permanent Aerospace Safety Committee within our Board of Directors to oversee and ensure safe design, development, manufacture, maintenance, and delivery of our products and services;
(2) Creating a Product and Services Safety organization to review all aspects of
product safety;
(3) Realigning the Engineering function within the company, so that engineers
across Boeing will report directly to the Chief Engineer;
(4) Establishing a design requirements program to further facilitate the incorporation of historical design materials, data and information, best practices, lessons learned, and detailed after action reports to reinforce Boeing’s commitment to continuous improvement;
(5) Enhancing our Continued Operational Safety Program to aid transparency
and visibility of safety related issues; the Continued Operational Safety Program now will require the Chief Engineer’s review of all safety and potential
safety reports;
(6) To anticipate the needs of future pilot populations, re-examining assumptions
about flight deck design and operation in partnership with our airline customers and industry members;
(7) Expanding our Safety Promotion Center for employees to learn and reflect on
our safety culture and renew personal commitments to safety;
(8) Expanding our anonymous safety reporting system to strengthen safety management systems within Boeing and our supply chain;
(9) Investing in new capabilities, including enhanced flight simulation and computing, and advanced R&D for future flight decks, as well as pilot and maintenance technician training and STEM education.
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